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Announcements and News
The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This Release Notes contains information about new features and changes to existing features in VM:Spool.

New and Changed Features
Contents

This section presents a cumulative account of new and changed features introduced in the releases Release 1.7 and r1.6.

New and Changed Features in Release 1.8

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

PTF LU06754 - VM:Spool Supports z/VM 7.3

VM:Spool is now certified for use with z/VM 7.3. The z/VM 7.3 operating system provides many updates and advantages
to the products that run on it, as detailed in the IBM Announcement. To take full advantage of using VM:Spool on the z/
VM 7.3 operating system, you must install and deploy the PTF before you install or upgrade to z/VM 7.3. You cannot run
VM:Spool on z/VM 7.3 without installing and deploying PTF LU06754.

If you attempt to run VM:Spool on a z/VM 7.3 system without first installing and deploying the PTF, VM:Spool will not start,
and you will get a PAX104 abend error.

PTF SO13334 - VM:Spool Worker Service Machine Initialization Processing Changes (VMLWORK, VMLBAKnn,
VMLRESnn)

PTF SO13334 implements changes to the initialization of your defined VM:Spool worker service machines (VMLWORK,
VMLBAKnn, VMLRESnn). These changes help to ensure the VM:Spool worker service machines are running with
the same runtime environment as the VMSPOOL service machine, as specified in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry
for VM:Spool. After installing and deploying PTF SO13334, the additional instructions included in the PTF Problem
Description must be performed to implement these changes.

PTF S010985 - RSU-1901

This PTF is a Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU) for VM:Spool 1.8. This PTF is in Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
format and must be installed using the "Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)" procedure located
under the "Installing" section. After installing this RSU, your installed VM:Spool base product will be at RSU Level
RSU-1901.

VM:Spool 1.8 RSU-1901 will install all published VM:Spool 1.8 PTFs with a PTF number less than its PTF number
(SO10985) that are not already applied to your VM:Spool 1.8 installation.

VM:Spool 1.8 RSU-1901 brings your installation to a known level of stability. To maintain this level of stability and reduce
the size of future PTFs, any VM:Spool 1.8 PTFs published after RSU-1901 will require RSU-1901 to be installed before
they can be applied.

Single System Image Support

VM:Spool can run in an SSI complex. We recommend all VM:Spool service virtual machines to be installed as an
IDENTITY user on each member of the complex where VM:Spool functionality is required. Spool files from other systems
can be accessed from VM:Spool screens as long as the user that the spool files belong to is logged on the system.
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However, during the backup and accounting operations, the VM:Spool service virtual machine only works with spool files
that originated on the system where the service virtual machine runs.

Support for RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Spool Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a
Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation
PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Spool for product stability;
or, that are required to install a new VM:Spool feature.

New and Changed Features in Release 1.7

This section provides a summary of new and changed features provided in the Release 1.7 of the product.

New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Spool. For more information, see Installing.

New and Changed Features in r1.6

This section provides a summary of new and changed features in the VM:Spool r1.6.

Support for Additional Tape Drives

Support for the following tape devices has been added since r1.6.

Tape Drive Density Media Name & Type
IBM 3592E EFMTB ETC (IBM 3592 Enterprise 300GB Tape

Cartridge)
IBM 3592E with compaction EFMTC ETC (IBM 3592 Enterprise 300GB Tape

Cartridge)
IBM 3592E with encryption EEFMTB EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EEFMTMB EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
IBM 3592E with encryption and compaction EEFMTC EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EEFMTMC EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
IBM 3592-E06 EF3B EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EF3MB EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
EF3XB EETCX (IBM 3592 extended capacity 700

GB)
IBM 3592-E06 with compaction EF3C EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EF3MC EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
EF3XC EETCX (IBM 3592 Extended capacity 700

GB)
IBM 3592-E06 with encryption EEF3B EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EEF3MB EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
EEF3XB EETCX (IBM 3592 Extended capacity 700

GB)
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IBM 3592-E06 with encryption and
compaction

EEF3C EETC (IBM 3592 standard capacity 500GB)

EEF3MC EETCM (IBM 3592 limited capacity 100GB)
EEF3XC EETCX (IBM 3592 Extended capacity 700

GB)
SUN STK T10000A as 3590 T1A35 T1 (500GB standard)

TSA35 TS (120 GB sport)
SUN STK T10000B as 3590 T1B35 T1 (500GB standard)

TSB35 TS (120 GB sport)
SUN STK T10000C as 3590 T1C35 T1 (5TB standard)

TS (1TB sport)
SUN STK T9840D as 3490E 1RD34 STK1 (STK 9840 75GB)
SUN STK T9840D as 3590 1RD35 STK1 (STK 9840 75GB)

New Close Date and Close Time Selection Criteria

VM:Spool r1.6 SP3 introduces two new spool file selection criteria to VM:Spool, Close Date and Close Time, representing
the date and time a spool file was closed. Close Date and Close Time can now be used as criterion for listing, purging,
sorting, cataloging, manipulating, backing-up, and restoring spool files.

As a result of adding Close Date and Close Time criteria the following additions have been made:

• Two new fields, Close Dt and Close Tm, have been added to the SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, SPOOLSEL, and SELECTS
screens.

• Two new REXX variables, vml.closedt and vml.closetm, have been added to the variable list used with the GETLINE
macro primitive and can now be specified in VM:Spool user macros.

• Two new tokens, closedate and closetime, have been added for use with the Purge User Exit

In addition, for clarification, column labels for open date and open time have been changed from Date and Time to Open
Dt and Open Tm, respectively.

Values of Close Date and Close Time

If a spool file is open, the Close Dt and Close Tm values will display as blanks.

When VM:Spool is reading the CP spool file blocks during SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, and backup processing of spool files
that are currently on the system, it is assumed that spool files having a Close Date and Close Time of binary zeros were
open at the time of a system crash. These spool files will acquire the last IPL date and time as their Close Date and Time.
VM:Spool does not overwrite this information in CP's spool file blocks. For example, if DISKACNT has spool files open
at a time the system crashes, after the system is re-IPLed a list of those files will show the last IPL date and time as their
close date and time. In addition, the Close Date and Close Time for those files will be written as the last IPL date and time
in the catalog during backup processing.

Logical Record Length (LRECL) Changes

Logical record length (LRECL) of several VM:Spool system files have been increased.

File Old LRECL New LRECL
CATALOG 160 176
REQACTIV 160 176
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REQUESTS 160 176
SELECTS 136 152
SNAPSHOT 160 176

New and Changed Messages
Contents

This section lists the new and changed messages in Release 1.8, Release 1.7, and Release 1.6 SP3.

New Messages: Post-GA

The following new messages have been added since GA.

607I

EXTERNAL SORT PACKAGE WILL BE USED FOR SORTING

Reason:

The system is attempting to run an external sort package to sort a file.

Action:

No action required.

606I

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO SORT FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The system is attempting to sort the specified file in memory but the file is too big. It attempts to sort the file using an
external sort package.

Action:

No action required.

New Messages: Release 1.8

The following new messages were added for release 1.8.

 

1100E

AT LEAST ONE SELECTS OR CATALOG FILE WAS FOUND HAVING AN OLD LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH. RUN
LUPGRADE.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool found at least one SELECTS or CATALOG file on a disk accessed as read/write having a
logical record length, lrecl, not compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Action:

While logged on the VM:Spool service virtual machine and in CMS, run the LUPGRADE EXEC. The LUPGRADE EXEC
will convert the files to be compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.
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Reinitialize VM:Spool.

1100I

filename filetype filemode WITH OLD LRECL lrecl FOUND.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool found the specified file on a disk accessed as read/write having a logical record length,
lrecl, not compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Action:

While logged on the VM:Spool service virtual machine and in CMS, run the LUPGRADE EXEC. The LUPGRADE EXEC
will convert the files to be compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Reinitialize VM:Spool.

352I

ENTERING command runorappend mode

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine entered the specified SPXTAPE command to backup the spool file(s) with the same
userid, queue, and consecutive spoolids.

If the command contains the APPEND tape disposition operand, the spool files specified on this command are appended
to the spool files specified on one or more successive SPXTAPE DUMP commands within one logical SPXTAPE DUMP
operation.

If the command contains the RUN tape disposition operand, the tape rewinds and unloads after the dump completes.

For more information about the APPEND and RUN tape disposition operands and the SPXTAPE DUMP command, issue
HELP SPXTAPE DUMP.

Action:

None.

353I

PROCESSING SEQUENCE OF APPENDED SPXTAPE DUMP

COMMANDS AS ONE LOGICAL SPXTAPE DUMP COMMAND.

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine issued the specified SPXTAPE DUMP command with the RUN tape disposition operand to
backup the spool files indicated. The SPXTAPE DUMP is now able to complete its DUMP operation.

After the SPXTAPE DUMP operation is complete, the tape will rewind and unload.

For more information about the SPXTAPE DUMP command, issue HELP SPXTAPE DUMP.

Action:

None.

354I

PROCESSING SPXTAPE VOLUME LOG spoolid

Reason:
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The VM:Spool worker machine is beginning a process of reading and analyzing the SPXTAPE Volume Log spool file.

For more information about the Volume Log, issue HELP CP SPXTAPE.

Action:

None.

355I

CREATING CATALOG FILE filename filetype fm

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine is creating the specified catalog file.

Action:

None.

356I

PROCESSING SPXTAPE COMMAND SUMMARY LOG spoolid

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine is beginning a process of reading and analyzing the SPXTAPE Command Summary Log
spool file.

For more information about the Command Summary Log, issue HELP CP SPXTAPE.

Action:

None.

396I

Tape volume VOLSER mounted but not used

Reason:

A file was purged after the snapshot of the spool files was taken. VM:Spool mounts a new tape to attempt to backup this
file, unaware that it is no longer on the system.

Action:

No action required. An Exec, VMLTRBCK will send a VMTAPE CATALOG command to set the RETPD to 0.

397I

Tape roll back for volume VOLSER ended, RC = ....

Reason:

A file was purged after the snapshot of the spool files was taken. VM:Spool mounts a new tape to attempt to backup this
file, unaware that it is no longer on the system. When it determines that it cannot be backed up, a VM:Tape CATALOG
command is issued to set the RETPD to 0.

Action:

No action required.
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Changed Messages

017I

Replaced the action with the following text:

Action:

Take the action appropriate for the indicated status. A status of FAILURE: SELECTS ARE INVALID may occur because
the 'worker SELECTS' file has a logical record length (LRECL) that is not supported by the version of VM:Spool you are
running. If you are running VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later, take one of the following steps to correct the
LRECL of the 'worker SELECTS' file.

Issue VMSPOOL SPOOLSEL worker (BACKUP and press the 6=File PFkey.

or

COPYFILE the 'worker SELECTS' file which resides on the VM:Spool BKUP minidisk and use the option (LRECL 152.

133E

Replaced the action with the following text:

Action:

Use the SPOOLSEL command to correct the SELECTS file format.

If the SELECTS file was created using a version of VM:Spool at or above VM:Spool r1.6 0506 SP02 with zap 913 and you
have backed off VM:Spool to a previous version, then use the CMS COPYFILE command to correct the SELECTS file
format.

161E

Replaced the original message:

161E vmspool SYSTEM A-DISK IS FULL

Cause: During a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool detected that the A-disk of the VM:Spool machine is full. The
command terminates with return code 13.

Response: Determine which files can be erased from the VM:Spool A-disk, or enlarge the minidisk. Retry the update.

With the following message:

161E vmspool SYSTEM A-DISK IS FULL

Reason:

During VMSPOOL command processing, VM:Spool detected that the A-disk of the VM:Spool machine is full. The
command terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Determine which files can be erased from the VM:Spool A-disk, or enlarge the minidisk. Retry the command.

301E

Replaced the original message:

301E FILE filename filetype filemode MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, AND HAVE RECORD LENGTH number
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Cause: Certain VM:Spool control files must always have a fixed format and a specific logical record length. The named
file does not match the expected characteristics. Someone may have mistakenly renamed the file or used a COPYFILE
command that changed a fixed-format file to a variable-length file.

Response: If possible, restore the correct file characteristics. Otherwise, VM:Spool cannot use the file.

With the following message:

301E FILE filename filetype filemode MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, AND HAVE RECORD LENGTH number

Reason:

Certain VM:Spool control files must always have a fixed format and a specific logical record length. The named file does
not match the expected characteristics. Someone may have mistakenly renamed the file or used a COPYFILE command
that changed a fixed-format file to a variable-length file. You may have upgraded to a version of VM:Spool at or above
VM:Spool r1.6 G0506 SP02 with zap 913 and are accessing a file from a previous version with a different logical record
length.

Action:

If possible, restore the correct file characteristics. Otherwise, VM:Spool cannot use the file.

If you are running VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later, CMS COPYFILE the file, use the option (RECFM
F if the file is currently a variable-length file, and use the option (LRECL number where number is the LRECL
number displayed in the message.

314E

Replaced the following message:

314E ERROR REDUCING SNAPSHOT FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP JOB jobname

Cause: An incremental backup job must reduce its snapshot (list of files to be backed up) by eliminating files that already
exist in a particular catalog. An error occurred in this process. The most likely causes are insufficient disk space on the
BKUP minidisk and manual alterations to the catalog.

Response: Look at the VM:Spool console for possible additional error messages. If you cannot correct the problem, ask
your VM:Spool system administrator to call Computer Associates Technical Support.

With the following message:

314E ERROR REDUCING SNAPSHOT FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP JOB jobname

Reason:

An incremental backup job must reduce its snapshot (list of files to be backed up) by eliminating files that already exist in
a particular catalog. An error occurred in this process. The most likely causes are:

• Insufficient disk space on the BKUP minidisk
• Manual alterations to the catalog
• Backing off VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later to a version prior to VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap

913

Action:

Look at the VM:Spool console for possible additional error messages. If the error occurred because you backed off
VM:Spool, you need to take a full backup prior to an incremental backup. If this does not correct the problem, ask your
VM:Spool system administrator to call Technical Support.

Documentation Changes
 Change made 2 April 2018: 
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• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

 Changes made April 11, 2016: 

• BROWSE Command, EDIT Command–Added explanation that store-and-forward files on an intermediate (local) node
are displayed without formatting in order to make the control information possible to view.

 Changes made September 7, 2015: 

•  SPOOLALL Command–Added information about time zone changes, as per SPOOLIST command.

 The following changes were made when migrating this documentation to this DocOps wiki space: 

• All documentation issues were addressed. All PDCs for version 1.8 were incorporated.
• Documentation updates that had been only in Release Notes were moved into the body of the documentation.
•  Post-Installation were combined into one page and updated.
•  Activate the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility was updated.
• Backup and restore worker authorization instructions when using VM:Tape were placed in a new page, Authorize

Workers in VM:Tape.
• All references to SPTAPE were removed.
• All screenshots were updated.
• Many minor documentation issues were found and addressed, including pre-VMSES references that previously had

not been updated.
• Introductory material that used to be spread or repeated across several guides was gathered into a Getting Started

section.
• Reference material that is not specific to administrators was moved into a Reference section. As part of this move, the

administrators' and users' versions of User Macro Reference were merged into one document.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• VM:Spool™ (VM:Spool)
• LMP
• Mainframe VM Product Manager
• VM:Account™ (VM:Account)
• VM:Batch™ (VM:Batch)
• VM:Manager™ Suite (VM:Manager Suite)
• VM:Operator™ (VM:Operator)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Sort™ (VM:Sort)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
VM:Spool is a spool-space management system for the VM environment. VM:Spool lets you:

• Monitor the use of spool space to prevent problems from occurring
• Charge users for the use of spool space
• Back up and restore (all or selected) spool files to and from tapes
• Allow users to browse through all their open and closed spool files. VM:Spool serves as a personal spool file manager

for users.

 Contents 

Features

VM:Spool provides these features to help you manage the VM spooling system:

• An OVERVIEW screen that shows which users are using the most spool space and which users have the largest spool
files

• A GRAPH screen that shows the percentage of spool space that is in use at specified intervals
• A SYSUSE screen that shows the following information:

– How much system SPOL, DUMP, and PAGE space is defined
– How much of that space is being used
– How that space is being used

• An automatic spool-space monitoring and warning facility. This facility lets you define a usage threshold. You receive a
message when spool usage approaches that threshold.

• A SPOOLIST screen that lets users manipulate their own spool files
• A SPOOLALL screen that allows the system administrator to manipulate or obtain summary information about all spool

files on the system
• A purge facility that can remove selected spool files from the system
• A backup and restore facility that can back up and can restore (all or selected) files to and from tapes
• A user macro capability, similar to the XEDIT macro capability in CMS, that lets you programmatically manipulate your

spool files
• Utilities that create a database of information about past spool-file activity
• An accounting facility that lets you charge for the use of spool space
• An audit facility that tracks the use of VM:Spool commands
• The ability to see what is printing on the system printers

Spool Space

VM sets aside one or more DASD areas for spool file storage; these areas are named spool space. You share this space
with all the other users on your system. You use spool space when you perform any of the following actions:

• Send or receive a note.
• Open a console file.
• Use the CMS PRINT command to send a file to your virtual printer.

Spool Files

Files in your virtual reader (RDR), printer (PRT), or punch device (PUN) are spool files. When you log in to VM, you
receive a message with information about your spool files similar to the following message:
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FILES:  002 RDR, 001 PRT, 001 PUN

 Open and Closed Spool Files 

Spool space can contain both open and closed files.

VM:Spool gives you the ability to see open spool files. Open files are files that are currently being read, created, printed,
or punched. For example, when you open your console file with the CP SPOOL CONSOLE START command, you are
telling VM that you want a copy of your terminal session to be written directly to a console file. The console file remains
open until you close it with the CP command, SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP, or until you log off.

 Closed files are files that no longer accept input. Once a spool file is closed, it cannot be opened again.

Managing Your Spool Files 

With VM:Spool, you can list all of your open files and all of the closed files in your virtual reader, printer, and punch on one
list. Also, you can list a subset of your spool files. From the full-screen list you can:

• View the contents of your spool files including your open console file without having to close it and start a new one.
This feature is helpful when you want to track a problem.

• Delete your spool files or save them on your A-disk.
• Change the characteristics of your spool files quickly and easily. For example, you can rename spool files, transfer

spool files to other users, and change the hold status of print files, all without leaving the list of your spool files.
• Look at the contents of a file in your print queue without having to transfer it to your reader.
• Sort the list of your spool files in ascending or descending order. For example, if you are looking for spool files created

on certain dates, sort by date and quickly scan the list.
• Summarize information about your spool files. For example, you can quickly see the number of spool files you received

from a particular user.
• Restore your backed-up spool files if your data center uses the spool file backup and restore facility.

Where Spool Files Are Stored 

Your site uses direct access storage devices (DASD) to store information on disks. DASD is divided into different areas,
each having a specific purpose. Part of SPOL space is used for storing spool files; hence the name spool space.

Any file that is in your virtual reader, printer, or punch is actually stored in spool space.

How VM:Spool Works

Only a limited amount of DASD space is available for spool space. Under certain circumstances, spool space can fill
rapidly. When the spool space has filled, CP has a limited range of actions it can take to alert you. CP sends a message
to the operator when spool space is 90 percent full. If the situation is not remedied, and spool space becomes 100 percent
full, the operator receives another message, and the spooling system locks up.

The 90 percent full situation is not necessarily the only threshold you want to know about. For example, you want to be
informed when spool space usage reaches 70 percent or 80 percent. With VM:Spool, you can configure messages that
give you ample warning of potential spool-space problems.

CP also does not inform you of the cause of spool-space problems or how to fix them. Reasons why spool space could fill
up include the following:

• A user has many spool files
• A user has one excessively large spool file
• A program has gone into a loop while writing to an open spool file

VM:Spool can help you identify these problems and take steps to solve them long before your spooling system is critically
affected.
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VM:Spool Users

User and Function Type 

General users
View, manage, and manipulate their own spool files. Users require the SPOOLIST authorization to
issue VM:Spool user commands. Ask your system administrator for this authorization if you do not already have it.

Operator
Monitors spool system usage and warns of impending problems

System administrator
Defines user groups and managers, sets system-level limits and defaults, tailors VM:Spool to meet site needs,
and monitors the use of spool space throughout the system

VM:Spool Hardware and Software Requirements
This release of VM:Spool has the following requirements:

Terminal

To use both VM:Spool screens and line-mode commands, you must have a full-screen (3270-type) display terminal with a
minimum of 24 lines. If you have a line-mode terminal, you can use VM:Spool line-mode commands only.

z/VM Version

Broadcom products support VM releases that are supported by IBM.

Interface with VM:Tape

If you are interfacing VM:Spool with VM:Tape, you must use VM:Tape Release 1.1 or later.

Operating Mode

The VM:Spool service virtual machine can run in ESA or XC mode. VM:Spool runs with the 370 Accommodation Feature
turned off.

NOTE
VM:Spool does not automatically reset the 370 Accommodation Feature when a user exit returns control;
therefore, if you use VM:Spool user exits, it is up to you to set and reset the mode properly.

Dynamic Deletion of Real Devices

If you dynamically delete or clear a device, you must re initialize VM:Spool.

VM:Spool can run in an SSI complex. We recommend all VM:Spool service virtual machines to be installed as an
IDENTITY user on each member of the complex where VM:Spool functionality is required. Spool files from other systems
can be accessed from VM:Spool screens as long as the user that the spool files belong to is logged on the system.

However, during the backup and accounting operations, the VM:Spool service virtual machine only works with spool files
that originated on the system where the service virtual machine runs.

 

Accessing and Leaving VM:Spool
Access VM:Spool through the SPOOLIST screen, which provides a list of all your spool files. In CMS, enter the name of
your VM:Spool service virtual machine (default vmspool ).
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If you have many spool files and you want to display the files in your RDR only, enter:

vmspool / rdr

You can use this command for PRT, PUN, and OPN (open) files by entering one of those words instead of RDR.

To exit VM:Spool, press PF3 from the SPOOLIST screen.

If You Do Not See the SPOOLIST Screen

If you do not see the SPOOLIST screen, VM:Spool sends you a message telling you the reason. If you are not authorized
to use the SPOOLIST screen, contact your VM:Spool system administrator. If you do not have any spool files, create a
test spool file. You can send yourself a note by entering the following command from CMS:

note *

Navigating the SPOOLIST Screen
You can perform most VM:Spool functions by using the PF (program function) keys, described near the bottom of the
SPOOLIST screen. To see the alternate PF key panel, press PF2 (Alt PF). Press PF2 again to see the initial PF key
panel.

For an explanation of the PF key functions, see "PF Keys" in the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL Screen Quick Reference.

Moving Around the SPOOLIST Screen

Move up and down the SPOOLIST screen one screen at a time by pressing PF7 (Back) and PF8 (Forw). Use PF5 (Right)
and PF4 (Left) to view more fields on the SPOOLIST screen.

The SPOOLIST screen initially displays only the first eight fields: -Q-, Owner, File, Date, Time, Creator, Filename, and
Filetype.

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    10Jun15

  -Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

  RDR DOCTEST  1988 03/19/15 16:01:15 VMSCHED  BAT0047      VMSCHED

  RDR DOCTEST  0094 01/30/15 09:03:43 VMBACKUP JEFF191      VMBACKUP

  RDR DOCTEST  0093 01/30/15 09:03:43 VMBACKUP VMBACKUP     NOTE

  RDR DOCTEST  0091 01/30/15 08:46:19 VMBACKUP VMBACKUP     NOTE

  RDR DOCTEST  0092 01/30/15 08:46:19 VMBACKUP JEFF191      VMBACKUP

  RDR DOCTEST  0089 01/30/15 08:24:03 VMBACKUP VMBACKUP     NOTE

  RDR DOCTEST  0090 01/30/15 08:24:03 VMBACKUP JEFF191      VMBACKUP

  RDR DOCTEST  0082 11/21/14 15:00:04 VMBAT001 VMHTEST      LISTING

  RDR DOCTEST  0083 11/21/14 15:00:04 VMBAT001 TEST02       J0058CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0078 11/20/14 15:00:05 VMBAT001 VMHTEST      LISTING

  RDR DOCTEST  0079 11/20/14 15:00:05 VMBAT001 TEST02       J0058CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0086 11/22/14 15:00:04 VMBAT001 VMHTEST      LISTING

  RDR DOCTEST  0087 11/22/14 15:00:04 VMBAT001 TEST02       J0058CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0073 11/18/14 13:19:51 VMBAT001 VMHTEST      LISTING

  RDR DOCTEST  0074 11/18/14 13:19:51 VMBAT001 TEST03       J0060CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0088 12/15/14 12:54:13 VMSCHED  BAT0058      VMSCHED

  RDR DOCTEST  0070 09/25/14 08:26:25 VMSCHED  BAT0047      VMSCHED

  RDR DOCTEST  0001 04/08/14 11:19:37 HIDRO    HIDRO        DEFAULTS

PF:  1=Help    2=Alt PF    3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Cancel
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PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=Execute    10=Refresh    11=Browse  12=Cursor

 

 ====>

To see the next fields, keep pressing PF5 (Right).

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    10Jun15

  -Q- Owner    File Distcode Destcode UserForm OperForm  Records  E Pages Lrec

  RDR DOCTEST  1988 VMSCHED  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        6        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0094 VMANAGER OFF      STANDARD STANDARD       81        3  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0093 VMBACKUP OFF      STANDARD STANDARD       13        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0091 VMBACKUP OFF      STANDARD STANDARD     2542       51   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0092 VMANAGER OFF      STANDARD STANDARD     1794       59  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0089 VMBACKUP OFF      STANDARD STANDARD     2542       51   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0090 VMANAGER OFF      STANDARD STANDARD     1794       59  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0082 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0083 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        6        2  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0078 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0079 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        6        2  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0086 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0087 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        6        2  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0073 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0074 GENERAL  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        6        2  132

  RDR DOCTEST  0088 VMSCHED  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0070 VMSCHED  OFF      STANDARD STANDARD        5        2   80

  RDR DOCTEST  0001 VMANAGER OFF      STANDARD STANDARD      209        6   80

PF:  1=Help    2=Alt PF    3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Cancel

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=Execute    10=Refresh    11=Browse  12=Cursor

 

 ====>

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    10Jun15

  -Q- Owner    File  E Pages Lrec C Copy 3 Category Hold T Close Dt Close Tm

  RDR DOCTEST  1988        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   03/19/15 16:01:14

  RDR DOCTEST  0094        3  132 A    1 N PRINT    NONE   01/30/15 09:03:43

  RDR DOCTEST  0093        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   01/30/15 09:03:43

  RDR DOCTEST  0091       51   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   01/30/15 08:46:18

  RDR DOCTEST  0092       59  132 A    1 N PRINT    NONE   01/30/15 08:46:18

  RDR DOCTEST  0089       51   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   01/30/15 08:24:02

  RDR DOCTEST  0090       59  132 A    1 N PRINT    NONE   01/30/15 08:24:02

  RDR DOCTEST  0082        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   11/21/14 15:00:04

  RDR DOCTEST  0083        2  132 T    1 N CONSOLE  NONE   11/21/14 15:00:04

  RDR DOCTEST  0078        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   11/20/14 15:00:04

  RDR DOCTEST  0079        2  132 T    1 N CONSOLE  NONE   11/20/14 15:00:04

  RDR DOCTEST  0086        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   11/22/14 15:00:03

  RDR DOCTEST  0087        2  132 T    1 N CONSOLE  NONE   11/22/14 15:00:03

  RDR DOCTEST  0073        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   11/18/14 13:19:50

  RDR DOCTEST  0074        2  132 T    1 N CONSOLE  NONE   11/18/14 13:19:50

  RDR DOCTEST  0088        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   12/15/14 12:54:13

  RDR DOCTEST  0070        2   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   09/25/14 08:26:25

  RDR DOCTEST  0001        6   80 A    1 N PUNCH    NONE   04/08/14 11:19:36

PF:  1=Help    2=Alt PF    3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Cancel
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PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=Execute    10=Refresh    11=Browse  12=Cursor

 

 ====>

To return to earlier screens, keep pressing PF4 (Left).

The SPOOLIST screen is divided into rows. Each row consists of a line of information about a single spool file. A row
contains one entry in each field for a particular file, with several exceptions:

• The Filename and Filetype fields for an unnamed console file remain blank.
• The Distcode and Destcode fields can be blank.
• The T field is blank if the file has never been transferred.

For a brief explanation of the fields on the SPOOLIST screen, refer to "PF Keys" in the User Quick Reference.

Looking for a Particular String

To scan the SPOOLIST screen for a particular string, use the / (locate) command. If VM:Spool finds the string, the
line on which it is located becomes the current line and displays at the top of the screen. The search starts with the line
following the current line. The / command is similar to the XEDIT LOCATE command.

For example, to have the current line display the spool file with a filename of SAS, enter:

/sas

Saving the List

Without leaving the SPOOLIST screen, you can save the list of your spool files on your A-disk by entering the SAVE
command.

For example, to save the list as SPOOL LIST A, enter:

save spool list a

If you do not assign a name to the file, it defaults to VMSPOOL DISPLAY A.

Updating the SPOOLIST Display

To update the display with information about new spool files and any changes to your existing spool files, press PF10
(Refresh). The updated display shows spool files that were sent to you since you entered the SPOOLIST screen. Files
that you deleted or transferred to another user are not shown.

Customizing VM:Spool Functions

After you become more familiar with VM:Spool, you can customize many of the functions with VM:Spool user macros.
These macros are similar to XEDIT macros in CMS.

For example, on the SPOOLIST screen, you see the spool files in the following order: PRT, PUN, RDR, and OPN. Within
each queue, they display as they appear in the CP queue. You can change the order with a user macro that sorts the
spool files and displays them the way that you want to see them.

For detailed information about VM:Spool user macros, see User Macro Reference in Reference.

Setting Your User Expertise Level
If you are authorized as a USER, your user ID is set to the novice expertise level. This level provides you with full-screen
error messages. If you want to receive only brief messages, change your expertise level to expert.
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You can manually set your expertise level while you are accessing the SPOOLIST screen for this one session only.
Alternatively, have your expertise level set automatically every time you access VM:Spool.

Manually Set Your Expertise Level

To set your expertise level to expert while on the SPOOLIST screen, enter the following command on the screen's
command line:

set expertise expert

Go back to the original expertise-level setting by entering:

set expertise novice

Automatically Set Your Expertise Level

To have your expertise level set to expert each time you use VM:Spool, place SET EXPERTISE EXPERT in a user macro
named PROFILE MCSPOOL. For more information, refer to Sample User Macros.

Moving Between VM:Spool Screens
General users of VM:Spool can access only the SPOOLIST screen. Access and exit VM:Spool through the SPOOLIST
screen. Operators and administrators can access more screens.

Contents

Moving Through Screens and Menus

VM:Spool provides a ring capability, similar to the XEDIT ring capability. VM:Spool allows you to access independently
multiple VM:Spool screens in virtual storage. You can access these VM:Spool screens from the command line of each
other screen:

• OVERVIEW, GRAPH, and SYSUSE (treated as a group)
• SPOOLALL, SELECT, and SUMMARIZE (treated as a group)
• SPOOLIST, SELECT, and SUMMARIZE (treated as a group)
• SPOOLSEL
• VOLMAP

Moving Around a Screen Ring

To move around a VM:Spool screen ring, enter v , vml , or vmspool on the command line of the displayed VM:Spool
screen. Each time that you enter v , vml , or vmspool on the command line, the next screen in the ring appears. As you
travel around the ring, going from group to group, you see the screen that was visible when you last viewed the group.

Dropping a Screen

To drop a screen, enter the QUIT command. VM:Spool quits the screen and places you in the previous ring screen.

Leaving a Ring

Enter end on the command line of any ring screen to quit the ring immediately and return to CMS.
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Example

• To display the OVERVIEW screen, enter the following command:

vmspool overview

• From the OVERVIEW command line, to display the SPOOLALL screen, enter the following command:

•
spoolall

Because these two commands require a large amount of data, they share the data when you invoke them this way.
• From the SPOOLALL command line, create a SELECTS file named ABC SELECTS. Enter the following command:

spoolsel abc

Now you have a ring of three VM:Spool screens: OVERVIEW, SPOOLALL, and SPOOLSEL ABC.
– To move to the OVERVIEW screen, enter  v  on the command line of the SPOOLSEL screen.
– To move to the SPOOLALL screen, enter  v  on the command line of the OVERVIEW screen.
– To move to the SPOOLSEL screen, enter  v  on the command line of the SPOOLALL screen.
– To end the VM:Spool screen ring and return to CMS, enter  end  on the command line of the SPOOLSEL screen.

Help with Screens and Menus

You can get information about any menu or task screen while you are at that screen by pressing PF1. This key displays a
help screen that describes what you can do from the menu or task screen.

Press PF3 to return to the task screen when you are finished reading the help screen.

NOTE
In order for you to access screen help, the administrator must have installed the optional HELP facility. Typically,
this facility is installed when the product is released to users. Contact your administrator.

Issuing VM:Spool Commands
Some VM:Spool commands can be entered from the CMS command line. Others can be entered from the command line
of the relevant screens. For a full list of commands, see Command Reference .

Entering Commands from the Command Line

When you enter VM:Spool line-mode commands from CMS, prefix the command with the userid of the VM:Spool service
virtual machine. For example, to run the OVERVIEW command from CMS, enter the following command:

vmspool overview

While you are in the VM:Spool environment, enter VM:Spool commands without the VMSPOOL prefix. For example, to
enter the OVERVIEW command from the command line of the SPOOLALL screen, enter the following command:

overview

If you use the VMSPOOL prefix while you are already in VM:Spool, you see an error message.

You can enter certain VM:Spool commands only from certain VM:Spool screens. Those commands are CATALOG, FILE,
SETALL, SHOW, and TAG. You cannot use these commands as line-mode commands.

You can only issue the VM:Spool CMS command from line mode. If you enter this command from a VM:Spool screen, the
CMS command is invoked on your virtual machine rather than the VM:Spool service virtual machine.
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SPOOLIST Commands

The quickest way to enter SPOOLIST commands is by using the PF keys, but you can also enter SPOOLIST, CP, and
CMS commands on the SPOOLIST command line.

For a complete list of the SPOOLIST commands, refer to SPOOLIST Screen Commands.

Help with Commands

You can get help for VM:Spool commands through the CMS help facility. See Accessing Screen, Command, and Message
Help.

Accessing Screen, Command, and Message Help
 VM:Spool provides online help information, using the CMS HELP facility, about the product, screens, and system
messages.

In order for users to access product or screen help, the administrator must load the optional help files. Typically, these files
are loaded when the admin makes the product available to users. For more information about loading the optional help
files, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the CMS user's guide appropriate for your system.

To view help, enter this command:

help vmspool
A description of VM:Spool

help vmspool menu
An overview of VM:Spool help and a list of commands for which help is available

help vmspool command
Help for the specified command

help screen
Information about the VM:Spool screens
The values for screen are:

• OVERVIEW
• SPOOLALL
• SPOOLCAT
• SPOOLIST
• SPOOLSUM
• SPOOLSYS
• VOLMAP

help vmlnnnc
An explanation of the specified VM:Spool message, where vml  stands for VM:Spool, nnn  is the message
number, and c  is the severity code of the message.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
 
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document. 
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 Command Abbreviations 

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

  Example: 

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

  Example 1: 

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

  Example 2: 

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

 Default Values 

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

  Example: 

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

Keywords and Constants 

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

 Example: 

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.
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Optional Choices 

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

 Example: 

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices 

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example: 

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters 

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example: 

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition 

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2: 

Repeat...

Example 3: 

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices 

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example: 

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.
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Special Symbols 

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

 Symbols 

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments 

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1: 

CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2: 

CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response 

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.
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Example: 

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example: 

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example: 

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables 

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example: 

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service this product.

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.

Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Audience

To install this product, you must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures
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You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe VM
Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Spool and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment.

WARNING
Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific
version of the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same
files from an earlier level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
A brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E follows.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Step2.AllocateProductResources
The information that is obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS
directories) and a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code
is serviced. The allocation of resources that are used to deploy the product is described separately in the section
Deploying the Product.
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3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file that is used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

disc3top

Step 1.1 Prepare .SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.
Follow these steps:

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.
Note: For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:

PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

In this command:
ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVML018A.
ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.
Note: SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.

Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory that is accessed as file mode A or C.
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Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories that are needed for the
Mainframe VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files follow:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVML018A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release, the CMS file name is ZVML018A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVML018A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVML018A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Prameter File (PPF) Override,
you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.
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PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release, the CMS file name is ZVML018A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVML018A

VMSPOOL :PRODID ZVML018A%VMSPOOL?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the section Create Product Prameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a PPF
override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

Use the information that you obtained in the previous step to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

Step 2.1 Allocate User ID Entry and Disk Space

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources that are needed to
install and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is
created on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and
disk space that is specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to set up, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the section Create
Product Parameter File (PPF) Override. Then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component
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ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVML018A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration that is described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, you may
have to perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 2.2 (Optional) Allocate SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

1. Enroll the user ZVML018A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued
from a user that is authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

2. Create the necessary directories for user ZVML018A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMSPOOLSFS component override section of
the ZVML018A PPF file.

3. Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT
AUTHORITY command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV 

ZVML018A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is  ZVML018A
. If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Prameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release, the CMS file name is  ZVML018A . The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.
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Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
Usually, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is  ZVML018A . If
you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Prameter File (PPF) Override,
you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, use the
procedure in Migrating VM:Spool from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager to deploy the product. This procedure is
expected to be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, use
the procedure in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.
If you are installing the product into a Single System Image (SSI) cluster, define your product server and any
associated worker virtual machines as IDENTITY rather than USER machines in the z/VM directory. Defining the
machines as IDENTITY ensures that each machine can log on and run simultaneously on each node of the cluster.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.
If you are installing the product into an SSI cluster, run VMDEPLOY on each node of the SSI cluster. Doing so
populates each product server instance with any required product materials and configuration files.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.
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If you are installing the product into an SSI cluster, verify the product configuration files on each product server
instance. Doing so ensures that all node specific information is correct before bringing the server and workers up for
the first time.

6. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVML018A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name 
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Spool product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• ADMIN
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• BKUP
• AUDT

Option Value Tags

The tag names in this section define characteristics used during allocation and initial product deployment. Decide the
proper values for the way you will use the product and enter the values you select for the following tags:

• DBASE
The Administrators page Database Utilities describes the product facility for collecting information on the activity of
your spooling subsystem. The facility is not activated by default. If you choose to use this facility, you should redefine
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the value for the DBASE tag by removing the leading asterisk in the value for this tag. By uncommenting the value,
you request that the database minidisk be defined, the user ID defined on the VMLWORK tag will be created, and the
ACCESS DBAS record will be added to the initial VMSPOOL CONFIG file during product deployment.

• SPOOLBACKUP
The Administrators page Backing up and Restoring Files describes the product spool backup and restore facility.
The facility is not activated by default. If you choose to use this facility, you should redefine the value for the
SPOOLBACKUP tag by changing it from NO to YES. When SPOOLBACKUP is set to YES, you request that the
user IDs and minidisks defined by the tag names VMLBAK01, LOCALB1, VMLBAK02, LOCALB2, VMLRES01, and
LOCALR1 be allocated, and that the BACKUP DEFAULTS and RESTORE DEFAULTS records be activated in the
initial VMSPOOL CONFIG file during product deployment.

Optional Facility Tags

The tag names in this section define values used to create a secondary administration user ID for the product. The
administration user ID is not created by default. If you choose to employ a secondary administrator ID, you should
redefine the value of the SYSADMIN tag by removing the leading asterisk from the value. By uncommenting the values,
you request that the user ID defined by the SYSADMIN tag and the disk space defined by the ALOCAL tag be created
during product deployment.

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVADMIN
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values will request that the minidisks are not to be defined during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see Allocating User ID Entries and Disk
Space and then issue the command as described. Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from
your VM system and create a set of status files. These files are used to create the LINK statements to PAGE and SPOOL
areas in each VM:Spool user ID created below. Enter the following command:

VMRMDS

If you are allocating resources for a Single System Image environment, skip to the section SSI Environment Allocation.
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Non-SSI Environment Allocation

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

SSI Environment Allocation

Perform the steps in this section, only if you are allocating resources for an SSI environment. You must modify the sample
server and worker virtual machine definitions created by VMALLOC to re-define them as IDENTITY entries rather than
USER entries. This enables each server and worker instance to run on each node in the SSI cluster simultaneously.
Perform the following actions:

1. Enter the following command to create the standard product USER directory entry files:
VMALLOC SERVER name (DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

2. Change the USER directory statement to an IDENTITY directory statement in each product server directory entry file.
3. Add a BUILD directory statement for each node in your SSI cluster to each IDENTITY directory entry file.
4. Create a SUBCONFIG directory entry file corresponding to each BUILD directory statement added to each IDENTITY

directory entry.
Each SUBCONFIG directory entry must contain all minidisk definitions that require Read/Write access by the server or
worker instance. These Read/Write minidisks must be defined as unique disk areas and cannot be shared (exceptions
will be noted). Additionally, any Read/Only minidisk definitions and links that are defined on non-shared volumes, only
accessible on that node, must be defined in the SUBCONFIG directory entry corresponding to that node. Read/Only
minidisk definitions and links defined on shared volumes, accessible by all nodes in the SSI cluster, remain in the
IDENTITY directory entry.

5. Incorporate the IDENTITY and SUBCONFIG entries into your Object Directory using your directory management
procedures.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.
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NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.

SSI Deployment

If you are installing the product into an SSI Cluster, perform the following additional tasks. Repeat these procedure steps
until VMDEPLOY has been run on each node in your SSI cluster:

1. Log off of VMANAGER. Log on to VMANAGER on another SSI node.
2. Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks and create default configuration files.

VMDEPLOY name INIT ONLY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT ONLY
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. Including the ONLY
option bypasses the redeployment of product code to the disks defined on the DEPLOY tag.

Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product.

Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
VMSPOOL Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
VMLWORK Read access to VMSPOOL 01B0 minidisk.

Read access to VMSPOOL 0191 minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 0192 minidisk.

VMLSYSAD Read access to the VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to the VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.

VMLBAKnn Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 01C0 minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 0191 minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 0192 minidisk.

VMLRESnn Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 01C0 minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 0191 minidisk.
Read access to VMSPOOL 0192 minidisk.

Step 5. Start the Product

Log on to VMSPOOL. The following prompt is displayed:
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VMISTA845R *

    Do you want to start VMSPOOL now?

    Please respond: < Yes | No | Help >

Your response to the prompt depends on whether you want to use the VM:Spool external sort capability available through
the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility.

If you want to use the VM:Spool external sort capability, follow this procedure:

1. Enter NO.
2. Refer to the  VM:Spool Administrators section for instructions.
3. Enter the following command when you are ready to initialize VMSPOOL.

PROFILE

If you do not want to use the external sort capability, enter YES. VM:Spool initializes, then displays this message:

VMSPOOL INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

Disconnect the VM:Spool service virtual machine by issuing the following command:

#CP DISC

Step 6. Test the Product

Test the OVERVIEW Command

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the following command to see the OVERVIEW screen:

VMSPOOL OVERVIEW

3. Press PF1 (HELP).
An OVERVIEW Help screen displays.

4. Press PF3 (QUIT) to return to the OVERVIEW screen.
5. Press PF10 (REFRESH).

If spool activity has taken place on your system, the OVERVIEW screen is updated with new values. When you press
PF10, the totals at the top of the page probably change.

6. Press PF5 (FORW USERS).
The list of users consuming the largest amount of spool space scrolls down to display positions 6 through 10.

7. Press PF4 (BACK USERS).
The list of users consuming the largest amount of spool space scrolls back to show the top five again.

8. Press PF6 (GRAPH).
A graph displays representing the spool space usage statistics at the time VMSPOOL was initialized.

9. Press PF6 (OVERVIEW) to return to the OVERVIEW screen.
10. Press PF8 (FORW FILES).

The list of the largest spool files in the system scrolls down to display the sixth through the tenth largest files.
11. Press PF7 (BACK FILES).

The list of the largest spool files in the system scrolls back to display the largest five again.
12. Press PF3 (QUIT) to leave the OVERVIEW screen. You are returned to CMS.

Test the SPOOLIST Command

To create a spool file to use while testing, enter the following:

SPOOL PUNCH *

PUNCH PROFILE EXEC A
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To view the SPOOLIST screen, enter the following:

VMSPOOL SPOOLIST

Move the cursor to any column of the row that shows your PROFILE EXEC.

1. Press PF11 (BROWSE).
The PROFILE EXEC file displays in your virtual reader.

2. Press PF3 (QUIT) to return to the SPOOLIST screen.

Move the cursor to the -Q- field of the row that shows your PROFILE EXEC.

1. Type  pun   over RDR.
2. Press PF9 (EXECUTE).

An asterisk displays to the left of the row that shows your PROFILE EXEC. This indicates that you have made a
change to one of the file's characteristics. The -Q- field now says PUN. The file has been transferred from your virtual
reader to your virtual punch.

In the -Q- field for the same file, do the following:

1. Type rdr over PUN.
2. Press PF6 (CANCEL).

The asterisk is removed, and you see PUN again in the -Q- field.
3. Press PF8 (FORWARD). The list of files moves ahead one screen.
4. Press PF7 (BACKWARD). The list of files moves back one screen.

Place the cursor on any column of the row that shows your PROFILE EXEC.

1. Press PF5 (RIGHT).
The display shifts to the right, except for the -Q-, Owner, and File fields.

2. Press PF5 to shift to the right again and see the remaining fields.
3. Press PF4 (LEFT) to shift the display to the left.
4. Press PF4 again to return to the original display.
5. Move your cursor anywhere on the screen, and press PF12 (CURSOR).

The cursor moves to the command line.
6. Press PF12 again. The cursor returns to where you originally placed it on the screen.
7. Press PF10 (REFRESH).

Any new spool files you have received are displayed since you began testing the SPOOLIST screen. Otherwise, the
SPOOLIST screen stays the same.

8. Press PF2 (Alt PF). The PF key settings for PF6, PF9, PF10, and PF11 change.

Move your cursor to the -Q- field for any file.

1. Press PF10 (SORT ASCENDING).
The files are displayed in ascending order based on the values in the -Q- field.

2. Press PF11 (SORT DESCENDING).
The files are displayed in descending order based on the values in the -Q- field.

3. Press PF6 (SUMMARIZE). A new screen that summarizes files by queue is displayed.
4. Press PF3 (QUIT) to return to the SPOOLIST screen.

Move the cursor to the -Q- field of the row that lists your PROFILE EXEC. Type pur in this field.

1. Press PF12 to return to the command line.
2. Type xeq (execute) on the command line to purge the file.

An asterisk displays, informing you that this file has been changed.
3. Press PF3 to return to CMS.
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Test the SPOOLALL Command

1. Enter this command to view the SPOOLALL screen:
VMSPOOL SPOOLALL

The SPOOLALL screen displays, showing every spool file in the system.
2. Press PF2. The PF key settings for PF6, PF9, PF10, and PF11 change.
3. Press PF9 (Select). A screen similar to the SPOOLALL screen displays but with no files listed.

Move the cursor to the Owner field. Type maint.

1. Press PF6 (SHOW).
A screen of all the MAINT spool files displays unless there are no spool files or the user ID MAINT does not exist.

2. Type select on the command line and press ENTER.
3. Press PF6 to return to the original SPOOLALL screen.

The PF key functions on the SPOOLALL screen are the same as on the SPOOLIST screen.

Test the SPOOLSEL Command

Perform the steps listed below to create a control file that you can use when selecting files to be displayed with
SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL or when running the PURGE facility.

1. Enter this command:
VMSPOOL SPOOLSEL TEST1

A screen displays with the following message:
Enter Selections Below

2. Move the cursor to the Open Dt field and type >1 week.
3. Move the cursor to the Filetype field and type note.

Press PF6 (FILE) to file the SELECTS control file. You return to CMS.
4. Return to the SPOOLALL screen by entering:

VMSPOOL SPOOLALL

When testing SPOOLALL, you must type the data into the selection fields. Another way to select the selections is to use a
selection control file. To use the control file you just built, perform the following steps:

1. Enter this on the command line:
SELECT TEST1

Your selection control file is displayed.
2. Press PF6 (SHOW) to view a screen of all notes older than one week. Enter select on the command line.
3. Press PF6 to return to the original SPOOLALL screen.

You can use the same control file with the PURGE command to purge all notes older than one week. For more
information, see PURGE Command in Administrators.

Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference. That section includes information on loading the optional help files. The help files must be
loaded for users to access the screen or command help.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
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product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by
the server or end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Step4.BackOuttheUpgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

6. Start and test the product and make it available, as described in Deploying the Product for the First Time.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVML018A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMSPOOL for a minidisk installation or VMSPOOLSFS for a Shared
File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Spool from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
Allocating User IDs and Disk Space.
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Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files.
These files are used to create the LINK statements to PAGE and SPOOL areas in each VM:Spool user ID created below.
Enter the following command:

VMRMDS

In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to add a device or volume record. To produce a directory
entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Spool server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Spool.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

[PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials
from the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all
deployed minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older
release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE
causes that set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new
release, or backing out to the old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and
restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.

Step 4. Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 
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name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Spool server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see the   Mainframe VM Product ManagerReference article
Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Spool, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVML018A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

At this point, proceed with starting and testing the product and making it available to users, as described in Deploying the
Product for the First Time.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.
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• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the chapter "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service 

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVML018A, which assumes that you are using the
PPF supplied for this release of the product. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you
must use your override file name instead of ZVML018A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this
procedure, unless otherwise stated.

3topdisc

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current product disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Set up the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK
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ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVML018A  MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. (Optional) Merge the Alternate APPLY Disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD
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NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVML018A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVML018A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.
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VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVML018A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:
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VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVML018A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Specify VMSPOOLSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.
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ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.
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Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVML018A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Spool. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVML018A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Spool disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVML018A PPF or ZVML018A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVML018A PPF A

ERASE ZVML018A $PPF A
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Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.
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NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVML018A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
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Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References
INLINEAppendix A: References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.
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VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override - Optional
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied $PPF or PPF files to change the file pool name or any other installation
parameters. If the $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any changes to that file will be lost; by
creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a New $PPF Override File

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Spool - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. VMSPOOLSFS

:VMSPOOLSFS. VMSPOOLSFS ZVML018A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.TADMIN

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVML018A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.
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VMFPPF overname VMSPOOLSFS

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

Note: For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue With the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at Step 3. Install the Product Materials by issuing
the VMFINS command with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override
file wherever the ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
INLINEAppendix C: Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES FileThis section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Spool uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file. To modify the entries, use the VMSERVER
command from the VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by the HELP
NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VM:Spool Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE
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Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Admin
Primary minidisk that contains the code used by product administration functions and executed by a product
administrator user ID.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory.

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altadmin
Identifies the alternate version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevadmin
Identifies the previous version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Dbase
Minidisk that is used for storage of the data that the database utilities generate

Sysadmin
Defines the user ID of a product system administrator.

Alocal
A minidisk for the system administrator user ID.

Bkup
Minidisk that is used by the backup and restore facility

Audt
Minidisk that is used by the audit facility
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Vmlwork
Database worker machine that is used by the database utilities

Vmlbak01
Backup worker machine that is used by the backup facility

Localb1
Minidisk that is used by the backup worker machine

Vmlbak02
Backup worker machine that is used by the backup facility

Vmlres01
Restore worker machine that is used by the restore facility

Localr1
Minidisk that is used by the restore worker machine

Spoolbackup
YES or NO depending on whether you plan to implement the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility

Adminlink
Defines the list of links established by the VMADMIN command. The links have the following format: userid
vaddr readpass. Readpass is ignored if an External Security Manager is present. For more information about the
VMADMIN command, see Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

 

Allocating User IDs and Disk Space
INLINEAppendix D: Allocating User IDs and Disk Space 

Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser
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This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.
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Migrating VM:Spool from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
The previous versions of VM:Spool reside in an AIM-maintained environment using VMRMAINT. The current versions
reside in a VMSES-maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager. This section
describes the recommended procedure for the one-time initial migration of the product from the AIM environment to the
VMSES environment.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
Back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference documents. This procedure converts the AIM-installed VM:Spool release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.

Update the Product Server

The VM:Spool Service Virtual Machine (SVM), or 'product server,' requires minor changes in the virtual machine
configuration to operate with the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Note: The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your VMSPOOL server.

The server is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. Issue
the following command to define the server:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

• name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is VMSPOOL.

• ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created a
PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is <vmsesprodid>.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMSPOOL for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMSPOOLSFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the VM:Spool product server on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

For definitions of all available tag values for the VM:Spool product, see Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File. Make
any necessary modifications to the NAMES file entry to match your current VM:Spool configuration.

Note: For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files.
These files are used to create the LINK statements to PAGE and SPOOL areas in each VM:Spool user ID created below.
Enter the following command:

VMRMDS

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Spool from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described
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in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to add a
device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

The name operand specifies the user ID of the product server you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the product server. The server startup files are modified to interface with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shut down the product server machine before proceeding.

Compare the CP Directory entry file created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entry for the product server. Update
your current definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Spool. The following additional changes may
be required, depending on what you have defined already:

1. Add a system administration disk at address 0178.
2. Add an alternate runtime, alternate administrator disk, and an alternate public disk at addresses 0292, 0278, and 0293

respectively. These disks are populated when you deploy your new release.
3. Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file created by VMALLOC.
4. Remove the LINK to the VMANAGER 192 as 1FF.
5. Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
6. Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

The name operand specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new VM:Spool code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains intact.
VMDEPLOY also creates a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the VMSPOOL 191 as PROFILE OLDEXEC.
Then it creates a new PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Spool
configuration file.

Note: For specific information about updating the configuration file, see Configuration File Records in Administrators.

• Add authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user ID.
• Add this record to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

Log on to the product server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Spool on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command

VMNDFCAD .
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4. Check for any files on the A-Disk that duplicate files on the D-Disk. These duplicate files were probably created when
fixes were applied to the release of VM:Spool that AIM installed. Copy any duplicate files to the D-DISK. Use the
COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options. Then erase the copy of the duplicated file from the
A-Disk.

Your VM:Spool server is now set up to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. If the ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAME file entry is set to PRIMARY, then the next time you start the product server, it executes the
older release of VM:Spool that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Spool release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and restart
the server. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Spool release, move the new release materials
to the PRIMARY disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials. Use the following format to enter the
VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

• name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

• PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release Product
Materials with the newer release materials.
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Administrators
This section was written for the system programmer or any personnel responsible for managing VM spooling systems.

This section assumes that you are familiar with VM/CMS standards, conventions, and operation. You also must be familiar
with the daily requirements of your VM environment.

This section describes how to tailor VM:Spool to the requirements of your data center. The section also explains how to
use VM:Spool to simplify spool space management.

Because VM:Spool is menu-driven, most of the information in this section is presented in a task-oriented format. In
addition, this section contains reference material on using VM:Spool user macros, screen commands, and function keys.

Post-Installation
This page details the components of VM:Spool after installation. Typically, most of these components are set up
automatically as part of the installation process. Any additional procedures are described in this page.

Required User IDs and Links

During installation, VM:Spool creates certain user IDs. The installation procedure defaults to these user IDs:

VMSPOOL
Service virtual machine

VMLWORK
Database worker that is used by the database utilities

VMLBAK01 and VMLBAK02
Backup workers that are used by the backup facility (Created automatically only if the SPOOLBACKUP tag is set
to YES during installation)

VMLRES01
Restore worker that is used by the restore facility (Created automatically only if the SPOOLBACKUP tag is set to
YES during installation)

If possible, use the VMANAGER user ID as the user ID of the system administrator for VM:Spool. The VMSPOOL 178
minidisk has been set aside for the storage of VM:Spool files. These files include source macros and the control files that
VMRGRW needs to generate reports. (VMRGRW is a generalized report writer utility that is provided with Mainframe VM
Product Manager. VMRGRW generates reports that are based on data that VM:Spool collects.)

If you do not use the recommended VMANAGER user ID as the VM:Spool system administrator user ID, use VMLSYSAD.

VM:Spool requires links to the minidisks and storage spaces that are described in this section. Typically, these links are
created automatically during the installation process.

VMSPOOL User ID

The VM:Spool server needs these minidisks:

191
Storage of locally modified files; minidisk is kept free for local use and maintenance procedures do not affect it

192
Storage of program material as distributed by Broadcom

1B0 (DBAS)
Storage of the data that the VM:Spool database utilities generate (RR link)
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1C0 (BKUP)
Used by the backup and restore facility

1D0 (AUDT)
Used by the audit facility

For information about setting thresholds for reporting of disk-full conditions of the AUDT, DBAS, and BKUP minidisks, see
SYSTEM Record.

The VM:Spool service virtual machine also needs read-only links to:

• VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at virtual address 1FF
• VMANAGER 195 minidisk at virtual address 1FE
• Each full-pack minidisk where SPOL space is defined
• Each full-pack minidisk with PAGE space

The installation procedure sets up all the necessary minidisks and links. If you add, remove, or change the SPOL and
PAGE space, make the necessary changes to the proper directory entries.

VMLWORK User ID

The database utilities use the VMLWORK user ID, as set in the vmlwork tag. The utilities require their own user ID
because of the amount of data that they handle. Giving a dedicated user ID to the utilities frees the VM:Spool service
virtual machine to do other work.

The VMLWORK user ID does not have its own 191 minidisk. Instead, VMLWORK needs:

• An MR link to the VMSPOOL 1B0 minidisk as its 191 minidisk. The PROFILE EXEC for the VMLWORK user ID resides
on the VMSPOOL 1B0 minidisk. The VM:Spool service virtual machine has RR access to its 1B0 minidisk.

• Links to the VMSPOOL 191 and 192 minidisks to obtain access to the database utility programs.

The VMLWORK user ID needs enough virtual storage to hold a snapshot of the entire VM spool system, or at least 16M of
virtual storage. VM:Spool generates 312 bytes of data for each closed file in your system. Use this number if you need to
increase the amount of virtual storage available to VMLWORK.

VMLBAK01 and VMLBAK02 User IDs

These worker IDs are created automatically only if the SPOOLBACKUP tag is set to YES during installation. Otherwise,
create them manually while enabling the Backup and Restore Facility. For more information, see Activate the VM:Spool
Backup and Restore Facility.

The backup workers need read-only links to:

• Any full-pack minidisks that cover SPOL and PAGE space
• VM:Spool 191, 192, and 1C0 minidisks
• VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at virtual address 1FF
• VMANAGER 195 minidisk at virtual address 1FE

The backup workers also must be able to mount and write to tapes that other backup workers or VM:Spool own.

VMLRES01 User ID

This worker ID is created automatically only if the SPOOLBACKUP tag is set to YES during installation. Otherwise, create
VMLRES01 manually while enabling the Backup and Restore Facility. For more information, see Activate the VM:Spool
Backup and Restore Facility.

The restore worker needs read-only links to:
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• Each full-pack minidisk where SPOL and PAGE space is defined
• VM:Spool 191, 192, and 1C0 minidisks
• VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at virtual address 1FF
• VMANAGER 195 minidisk at virtual address 1FE

The restore worker also must be able to mount and read tapes that the backup workers or VM:Spool own.

VMLSYSAD User ID

If you use the optional VMLSYSAD user ID, it requires a 191 minidisk and read-only links to:

• VMANAGER 1FF minidisk at virtual address 1FF and access to it as mode Z
• VMANAGER 195 minidisk at virtual address 1FE and access to it as mode X
• VMSPOOL 178 minidisk, to obtain access to the VM:Spool system administrator program material

Missing SPOL and PAGE Space Links

During initialization, VM:Spool checks for links to the SPOL and PAGE spaces. If any links are missing, VM:Spool sends
the following messages to the SYSOPER user ID and the VM:Spool open CONSOLE and PRINT files:

222E NO LINK TO PAGES nnnnn-nnnnn ON VOLUME volser

223E NO LINK TO CYLINDERS nnn-nnnn ON VOLUME volser

224E INCOMPLETE LINK TO PAGES nnnnn-nnnnn ON VOLUME volser

225E INCOMPLETE LINK TO CYLINDERS nnn-nnnn ON VOLUME volser

226E vmspool MAY BE UNABLE TO PERFORM SOME FUNCTIONS

Initialization completes as usual, but VM:Spool may be unable to perform some functions, such as BROWSE or EDIT.

If any links are missing, provide them to VM:Spool. Then reinitialize VM:Spool to prevent possible problems.

If CP areas are redefined, verify that VM:Spool has access to SPOL space. For more information, see Linking to SPOL
and PAGE Spaces.

VMSPOOL CONFIG File

The VM:Spool configuration file controls operation. A basic configuration file that is named VMSPOOL CONFIG was built
during the installation procedure. You can tailor this file to the exact needs of your site. For details, see Configuration File
Records.

VMSPOOL Module

Users communicate with VM:Spool through the VMSPOOL MODULE. You receive two copies of this file during the
installation procedure: one on the VM:Spool runtime minidisk (default VMSPOOL 192) and one on the public minidisk
(default VMANAGER 193). The copy on the runtime minidisk is used by the VMLWORK user ID, and the copy on the
public minidisk is used by all VM:Spool users.

Interfaces to VM:Tape And VM:Secure

If your site is interfacing VM:Spool with VM:Tape, ensure that the VM:Tape AUTHORIZ configuration record includes
OPERATOR authorization for VM:Spool and your restore worker machine. VM:Spool and the backup and restore worker
machines also need access to the VM:Tape command module. If you use the VM:Secure Rules Facility, create NOPASS
rules to accept any of the links you need. For more information, see Authorize Workers in VM:Tape.
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Load HELP Facility

In order for users to access the PF1 screen help, load the optional HELP facility. To do so, log in VMANAGER and use the
VMDEPLOY command with the following format:

vmdeploy svm_name help 

In this command,  svm_name  is the name of the VM:Spool service virtual machine. By default, this name is VMSPOOL.
The command loads the HELP files to the HELP disk (default VMANAGER 29D).

Note: The HELP facility is included in the VMLBLPBF build list. The HELP facility is in files of filetype VMLMOD and
VMUMOD. For a list of these files, follow the procedure in Public Files.

For more information, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Public Files

To list the public files for VM:Spool, open the VMSES VMFINFO screens and perform queries on the build lists
VMLBLPBM and VMLBLPBF. Follow these steps:

1. Log on VMANAGER and enter the following command:
VMFINFO ppfcomponent ( SETUP

The default value for  ppf  is ZVML018A. The default value for component is VMSPOOL for a minidisk installation
and VMSPOOLSFS for an SFS installation.
After you enter the command, the VMFINFO main screen displays.

2. In the VMFINFO main screen, type an S in the Select column next to Serviceable parts/usable forms. Press Enter.
The Serviceable Parts/Usable Forms Queries screen displays.

3. In the Build List field, type VMLBLPBF.
                   Serviceable Parts/Usable Forms Queries

 Enter an Object or Part specification.  Type an option code, then press Enter.

  PPF fileid ...... ZVML018A  PPF  D

  Component name .. VMSPOOL            Setup ... YES

  Product ID .....: ZVML018A           System .. VM

  Build list ...... VMLBLPBF Object ............

  Part file name ..          File type abbrev ..

4. Place the cursor in the Object field and press PF1. The Object - Help screen displays. The public files are listed as
objects.
                            Object - Help

  Build lists contain one or more object definitions (i.e., build informa-

  tion) in :OBJNAME sections.  An object is a usable form (e.g., MODULEs,

  EXECs).  Object definitions are grouped into build lists based on the

  build procedures required and the target disk of the object.  An

  object can exist in one or more build lists.  Within an :OBJNAME section

  :PARTID tags define the serviceable parts (part file name and file type

  abbreviations) that are used to generate the object.

  The list of objects displayed are defined in the build list specified.

  If a build list has not been specified, then the list is not displayed.

  Type an "S" next to one object; then press enter.

  Option   Objects
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           VMSPOOL.COPYRIGHT

           ML100101.VMLMOD

5. The list of files can continue for several pages. Repeatedly press PF8 (Forward) to scroll through them all.
Note: Files with filetype VMLMOD and VMUMOD contain HELP and full-screen messages. These files are deployed
to the HELP disk (default VMANAGER 29D).

6. Press PF12. The Serviceable Parts/Usable Forms Queries screen displays again. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for the
build list VMLBLPBM.

Required Directory Entry Information

The installation procedure builds a CP directory entry for you. This section explains information that is included in the
directory entry for the VMSPOOL user ID during the installation procedure.

CP Privilege Classes

For all releases of VM, the VMSPOOL user ID is installed with the following required CP privilege classes (or their
equivalents) in its CP directory entry:

CP Privilege Class Class allows VM:Spool to issue:
A LOCK and AUTOLOG commands; VM:Spool issues the LOCK

command to receive DIAGNOSE X'04' output
B CP QUERY DASD command for information about real DASD
C Necessary to restore spool files from tape. Grants class E

privileges, so if you grant class C, you can remove class E.
D CP CHANGE, PURGE, SPXTAPE, and TRANSFER commands

for files belonging to other users
E DIAGNOSE X'04' and the CP LOCATE commands
G CP QUERY VIRTUAL DASD and other commands

Virtual Storage and the Backup and Restore Facility

If you implement the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility, give the workers 1M of virtual storage for every 1000
spool files plus a fudge factor that increases as the number of spool files increases. With 5000 files, the fudge factor is
3M, therefore the total virtual storage is 8M. With 12000 files, the fudge factor has increased to 6M, for a total of 18M.
Calculate the fudge factor using the following equation:

fudge factor = (# of spool files) x (.0005) 

The product is shipped with a default worker virtual storage size of 32M.

Records

The following records are included in the CP directory entry:

IUCV ALLOW

OPTION MAXCONN 512

Linking to SPOL and PAGE Spaces

The following links are included in the CP directory entry:
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• Links to all volumes that contain SPOL space and to any minidisks that cover SPOL space. If you defined full-pack
minidisks for the volumes that hold SPOL space, the installation procedure gives VM:Spool links to these minidisks.
The virtual addresses at which you link volumes containing SPOL space to VM:Spool must not exceed FFF.

• Links to all volumes that contain PAGE space and to any minidisks that cover PAGE space. If you defined full-pack
minidisks for the volumes that hold PAGE space, the installation procedure gives VM:Spool links to these minidisks.
The virtual addresses at which you link volumes containing PAGE space to VM:Spool must not exceed FFF.

Monitoring Spool-Space Activity
VM:Spool uses three different screens to help you monitor spool-space activity:

• An OVERVIEW screen that shows which users are using the most spool space and which users have the largest spool
files

• A GRAPH screen that shows the percentage of spool space being used at specified intervals
• A SYSUSE screen. This screen shows how much system TEMP (SPOL), DUMP, and PAGE space is defined, how

much of that space is being used, and how it is being used

Contents

OVERVIEW Screen

The OVERVIEW screen summarizes the number of spool files on your system and the percentage of spool space
currently in use. It can also help you to identify quickly the users and files that are using the most spool space. Use this
screen when you start receiving messages that the percentage of spool space in use is climbing.

Using the OVERVIEW Screen

Log on to a user ID that is authorized to use the OVERVIEW command and enter:

vmspool overview

A typical OVERVIEW screen follows. The lettered portions of the OVERVIEW screen are described after the example.

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    04Jun15

 

Spool space is 23.9% full, 143428 of 600660 pages. <- 

A  

 

    |        | Number |Est. num|% of |                             File

Rank|Owner   |of files|of pages|total|                             Counts

   1 UNPURGER      105    39047  6.5%   <- B                 RDR:   2731 <- C

   2 PERSMAPI        7    11552  1.9%                        PRT:    816

   3 SYSTEM         26     9346  1.6%   <=== Largest Users   PUN:    105

   4 VMLBAKR2      106     8763  1.5%                        OPN:     34

   5 VMSECURE       27     5170  0.9%                        SYS:     27

                                                             TOT:   3713

    |        |File|Cur|Type of |        |Est. num|% of |

Rank|Owner   |num | Q |  File  | Records|of pages|total|

   1 GUIRI01  5333 RDR VMDUMP       3304     3309  0.6%   <- D

   2 VMLRITA  0037 RDR VMDUMP       3058     3063  0.5%

   3 UNPURGER 0971 PUN PUNCH      113584     2917  0.5%   <== Largest Files
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   4 UNPURGER 0976 PUN PUNCH      113584     2917  0.5%

   5 UNPURGER 0977 PUN PUNCH      113584     2917  0.5%

 

PF: 1=Help        2=            3=Quit  4=Back Users   5=Forw Users    6=Graph

PF: 7=Back Files  8=Forw Files  9=     10=Refresh     11=Sysuse       12=

 

 ====>

A
Summarizes the percentage of spool space currently in use

B
Lists the five user IDs using the most spool space; use PF4 (Back Users) and PF5 (Forw Users) to see
information about spool-space usage for all users

C
Lists the number of files in each category:
RDR (reader)
PRT (print)
PUN (punch)
OPN (open)
SYS (system data files
TOT (total files found)

D
Lists the five largest spool files; use PF7 (Back Files) and PF8 (Forw Files) to see information about all files
When you press ENTER from the OVERVIEW screen, VM:Spool updates the percentage full and the number of
pages.

NOTE
The percentage that is shown on this screen may or may not coincide with the percentage in a SPOOLFULL
message. Calculations that are made for the OVERVIEW screen are more exact. The percentage that is shown
here may be less than the percentage that VM:Spool calculates for SPOOLFULL messages.

From the OVERVIEW screen, press PF6 to display the GRAPH screen that illustrates the spool-space usage
levels indicated by the most recent observations that VM:Spool made. Press PF11 to see the SYSUSE screen that shows
how the system is using TEMP (SPOL), DUMP, and PAGE space.

OVERVIEW Screen Commands

You can enter all the commands available on the PF keys on the command line. PF4, PF6, PF7, and PF8 scroll through
the User and File lists five lines at a time, but the same screen commands move one or a specified number of lines as
follows:

BAUSR [ number ]
Moves number lines toward the beginning of the user ID list. If you do not specify a number, BAUSR moves one
line backward.

FOUSR [ number ]
Moves number lines toward the end of the user ID list. If you do not specify a number, FOUSR moves one line
forward.

BAFILE [ number ]
Moves number lines toward the beginning of the file list. If you do not specify a number, BAFILE moves one line
backward.

FOFILE [ number ]
Moves number lines toward the end of the file list. If you do not specify a number, FOFILE moves one line
forward.
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You can also enter CP, CMS, and all other VM:Spool commands (for example, SPOOLALL or SPOOLIST) on the
command line of the OVERVIEW screen.

GRAPH Screen

The GRAPH screen shows the most recent VM:Spool observations of the spool space on the system. To see the GRAPH
screen from the OVERVIEW screen, press PF6.

The Xs represent spool usage at the intervals noted at the right of the screen. The X at the far right represents the most
recent percentage-full figure; other Xs represent older observations. The WAITTIME parameter on the MONITOR record
in the configuration file determines the length of time between observations.

When you display the GRAPH screen, VM:Spool places an X in the middle of the rightmost column of dots, and the graph
is built around that point. The display starts at five percentage points above the center point and ends at five percentage
points below the center point.

Press Enter while you are viewing the GRAPH screen to update the screen with the most recent observations. If the letter
O appears at the top or bottom of the graph, it indicates that the value is outside the usage range that is presented on the
GRAPH screen.

To display the OVERVIEW screen again, press PF3 (Quit) or PF6 (Overview). To return to CMS, press PF4 (End).

A typical GRAPH screen follows:

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    04Jun15

29.0% .........................................

      .........................................

28.0% .........................................

      .........................................

27.0% .........................................

      .........................................

26.0% .........................................

      .........................................

25.0% .........................................

      ......................................... Rightmost value is current,

24.0% XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX others at 30 seconds.

      .........................................

23.0% .........................................

      .........................................

22.0% .........................................

      .........................................

21.0% .........................................

      .........................................

20.0% .........................................

      .........................................   PF: 1=Help   3=Quit

19.0% .........................................   PF: 4=End    6=Overview

 

 ====>

SYSUSE Screen

The SYSUSE screen shows the following information:
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• How much system TEMP (SPOL), DUMP, and PAGE space is defined
• How much system space is being used
• How the system space is currently being used. 

To see the SYSUSE screen from the OVERVIEW screen, press PF11 (Sysuse). VM:Spool uses the same spool file
information (snapshot) taken when the OVERVIEW screen was accessed.

When you press Enter from the SYSUSE screen, VM:Spool updates these fields: Other pages, Total TEMP space used,
and Paging Used. When you press PF10 (REFResh), VM:Spool takes a new snapshot. The product also updates the
entire SYSUSE screen.

A typical SYSUSE screen follows:

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    04Jun15

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

          TEMP SPACE                |          PAGING PAGES

                             Pages  |

  Reserved for a CP DUMP:    45678  |             Used:      553

  Occupied by CP DUMP(s):        0  |          Defined:  1201320

    NSS, DCSS, and NLS's:     9346  |     Percent used:     0.0%

   Occupied by IMAGELIBs:        0  |-------------------------------------

        Occupied by UCRs:        0  |     DEDICATED DUMP SPACE PAGES

        Occupied by TRFs:        3  |

      Open console files:     2215  |   Available for CP DUMP(s):        0

        Other open files:        4  |     Occupied by CP DUMP(s):        0

  Active on real devices:        0  |           Total DUMP space:        0

            Closed files:    96306  |

             Other pages:   -10114  |

                          --------  |-------------------------------------

   Total TEMP space used:   143438  |

Total TEMP space defined:   600660  |

------------------------------------

 

PF: 1=Help        2=            3=Quit  4=End          5=             6=

PF: 7=            8=            9=     10=Refresh     11=Overview    12=

 

 ====>

TEMP SPACE Pages

The TEMP SPACE area shows how SPOL space is used and defined on your system.

Reserved for a CP DUMP
CP reserved for a CP DUMP; if space for an entire dump of CP is not reserved in the DUMP area, it is reserved
by CP in SPOL space

Occupied by CP DUMP(S)
Occupied by CP DUMP(s)

NSS, DCSS, and NLSs
Being used for Named Saved Systems, Discontiguous Shared Segments, and National Language Support
(Message Repository files)

Occupied by IMAGELIBs
Being used for Image Library files
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Occupied by UCR
Being used for User Class Restructure files--CP privilege class override file; typically, there is only one UCR

Occupied by TRFs
Being used for System Trace files

Open console files
Occupied by open console files on the system

Other open files
Occupied by open PRT and PUN files on the system

Active on real devices
Occupied by currently printing PRT files

Closed files
Occupied by closed spooCl files

Other pages
Not included in other categories; this space includes files that have been purged but have not completed the
deallocation process and any spooling system errors that are caused by bugs in CP

Total TEMP space used
Used on your system

Total TEMP space defined
Defined on your system

Some page counts on the SYSUSE screen may have been estimated. Because the Other pages field is a balancing item,
inaccuracies in these estimates vary the value of Other pages.

PAGING PAGES

The PAGING PAGES area shows how PAGE space is defined and used. If PAGE areas are not defined, CP uses SPOL
space.

Used
Currently occupied by virtual storage pages

Defined
Defined for paging

Percent used
Percentage of defined pages that is currently used

DUMP SPACE PAGES

The DUMP SPACE PAGES area shows the total DUMP space that is defined and used on your system.

Available for CP DUMPs
Available for CP DUMPs; if space for an entire dump of CP is not reserved here, CP reserves it in TEMP space

Occupied by CP DUMPs
Occupied by CP DUMPs

Total DUMP space
Reserved for CP DUMPs

Configurable Warning Messages

VM:Spool lets you monitor the use of spool space on your system by setting up thresholds at which you want to be
notified about spool-space usage. VM:Spool sends messages to inform you when spool-space usage has already
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reached the level that you identified or when it will soon reach your threshold. The MONITOR record in the VM:Spool
configuration file controls spool-space monitoring.

The parameters on the MONITOR record specify:

• The threshold of spool-space usage at which you want to be notified (SPOOLFUL parameter).
• How often VM:Spool is to check the spool space (WAITTIME parameter).
• The time at which you want to be notified of an impending spool-full condition. The time is based on the VM:Spool

estimate of the length of time that is required to reach the threshold (WARNTIME parameter).

VM:Spool observes the amount of spool space being used at WAITTIME intervals, combines its last four observations,
and calculates spool-space usage trends. If the current trend is toward increasing spool-space usage, VM:Spool projects
how soon spool space will reach your defined threshold (SPOOLFUL parameter) if the current trend continues. If
VM:Spool estimates that spool space will reach this threshold within the amount of time you specified on the WARNTIME
parameter, VM:Spool sends a warning message to users identified on the MONOPER record. User IDs at other RSCS
nodes can receive the messages also.

For more information, refer to MONITOR Record and MONOPER Record.

Examples

VM:Spool sends these messages to the users specified on the MONOPER record.

• When the spool space is projected to pass the SPOOLFUL threshold that is specified on the MONITOR record, and
when usage has already exceeded the threshold:

040W SPOOL SPACE IS number% FULL, direction

The direction variable describes the usage trend VM:Spool has observed.
• When the spool space is projected to pass the SPOOLFUL threshold that is specified on the MONITOR record, but

has not yet reached that threshold:

043W SPOOL SPACE IS PROJECTED TO REACH number% FULL IN number MINUTES

• When the spool-space usage trend has reversed:

186I SPOOL SPACE IS number% FULL, NOW BELOW THRESHOLD VALUE

Listing Spool Files - Administrators
Administrators have access to two screens for listing spool files:

• The SPOOLIST screen, which is used to list user files.
• The SPOOLALL screen, which allows you to manipulate or obtain summary information about all spool files on the

system.

Contents

Listing More Than One User's Spool Files

To list the spool files that are owned by several users, issue the SPOOLIST command in the following format:

 vmspool spoolist userid1 userid2 ... useridn  

If you are authorized to use SPOOLIST to list all users' spool files or have universal SPOOLIST authorization in the
configuration file for pattern matching, you can use pattern matching for the user IDs. For example, if you have SPOOLIST
* authorization or SPOOLIST T*, SPOOLIST TE*, SPOOLIST TES*, or SPOOLIST TEST* authorization in the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file, you can enter the following command to list all spool files for user IDs that begin with TEST:
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 vmspool spoolist test* 

Required Authorizations

The following configuration file records allow user MGR to list spool files that are owned by DAVE and LOREN:

LIST *EMPS DAVE LOREN

GRANT SPOOLIST *EMPS TO MGR

VM:Spool scans the SPOOLIST command that you issued to see whether you are authorized to list spool files that are
owned by the specified user IDs. If you lack authorization to list spool files that are owned by any one of these user IDs,
VM:Spool does not perform the command.

Listing All Spool Files

The SPOOLALL screen, like the SPOOLIST screen, lists all the spool files on your system.

To see the SPOOLALL screen, enter this command:

 vmspool spoolall 

On the SPOOLALL screen, spool files are listed in the following order: PRT, PUN, RDR, and OPN. Within each queue, the
files are displayed in the order they appear in the CP queue. The SELECT screen that is provided with the SPOOLALL
screen allows you to select from all the spool files on your system.

Required Authorizations

You must have SPOOLALL authorization to use the SPOOLALL command. The following configuration file record gives
you SPOOLALL authorization:

GRANT SPOOLALL TO userid 

Browsing Other Users' Spool Files

From the SPOOLALL or SPOOLIST screen, you can browse or edit spool files belonging to other users. You can also
invoke the BROWSE and EDIT commands directly from CMS. The Audit facility records browsing and editing of spool
files. The browse and edit functions are described in detail in the  Command Reference  and in  Users .

Required Authorizations

This configuration file record allows users to view their own spool files:

GRANT VIEW *SELF TO *ALL

The following GRANT VIEW record grant specials VIEW authorization to users who need to browse or edit other users'
spool files:

GRANT VIEW userid1 queue  TO userid2 

In this record:

• userid1 is the user ID whose files are to be viewed.
• queue is the type of file to be viewed.
• userid2 is the user ID that receives the authorization.
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The variable queue can be RDR, PRT, PUN, or OPN. To allow  userid1 to browse files in all queues, either specify *ALL
as the value for queue or omit the queue parameter entirely.

NOTE
The values of userid1 and userid2 can be LIST record keywords. For more information, see  LIST Record.

Changing the Characteristics of a Spool File

You can use the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen to change the attributes of another user's spool files, as described in
Managing Spool Files in Users. For example, you can perform the following actions:

• Change the filename and filetype of a file.
• Receive a file to disk.
• Transfer a file from one user to another, or to yourself.

Required Authorizations

You must have specific authorization to change spool file characteristics for another user ID. For example, to change
spool file characteristics on behalf of user ID JACK, enter one of these records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

GRANT SPOOLIST JACK TO  yourid

GRANT SPOOLALL TO yourid 

VM:Spool uses the CP commands PURGE, TRANSFER, and CHANGE when changing certain spool-file characteristics.
These commands require CP privilege class D when you enter them on behalf of other users. By default, VM:Spool
invokes these commands on your user ID instead of on the VM:Spool service virtual machine, requiring you to have CP
privilege class D.

To specify that privileged CP commands are to be issued on the VM:Spool service virtual machine, which already has CP
privilege class D, add this record to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

PRIVCMD VMSPOOL

Using PRIVCMD VMSPOOL, you can reduce the number of user IDs with class D privilege. The PRIVCMD record
controls class D purges either from the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen, or by the VM:Spool PURGE command.

Storing Selection Criteria: SELECTS Files

You can display a subset of spool files that share common characteristics using SELECTS files. You can use the
VM:Spool standard SELECTS files or you can create your own. The standard SELECTS files are RDR, PRT, PUN, and
OPN. For information about creating your own SELECTS file, see Creating and Changing SELECTS Files in Users.

To select files in a SPOOLIST screen, enter one of the following commands:

• From the command line of the SPOOLIST screen:
 show selects_filename  

• From a CMS command line:
 vmspool / selects_filename  

For example, to see the files in your PRT queue, enter show prt on the command line of the SPOOLIST screen. In
CMS, enter vmspool / prt . The PRT SELECTS file designates to the SPOOLIST screen to display only PRT files.
After you list these files, you can see your complete file list again by typing show  on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL
command line.
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More on SPOOLIST Selection

You can combine two techniques you have already seen for even more flexible selections. The two techniques are:

• Specifying user IDs on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL command line
• Specifying a SELECTS file on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL command line

For example, suppose that you have created a SELECTS file that is named BIGFILES. When you created the file, you
typed >10 in the E Pages field, which selects only files that are estimated to have more than ten 4K files   . The following
command displays a list of spool files belonging to GEORGE or BRUCE that have an estimated page count of more than
ten:

 vmspool spoolist george bruce / bigfiles 

The SELECTS file could also name user IDs. Suppose that you created a SELECTS file named MYGUYS, and you listed
three names in the Owner column: GEORGE, BRUCE, and MARCIE. If you now enter:

 vmspool spoolist / myguys 

VM:Spool displays only the spool files that belong to GEORGE, BRUCE, or MARCIE.

Using the SPOOLSEL Command

You can use the SPOOLSEL command to create SELECTS files to be placed on the VM:Spool A-disk or backup disk.
SELECTS files that are owned by VM:Spool can contain selection criteria that you can use to automate the purging or
backing up of spool files.

Take the following steps to use the SPOOLSEL command to create a SELECTS file:

• Enter the following command:
 vmspool spoolsel filename  

Here,  filename is a 1-character to 8-character filename for the file you want to create.
• VM:Spool places you in a screen that is similar to the SELECT screen you access from the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL

screen. The screen initially provides five usable rows. If you need to enter more than five lines of data, press PF10
(More Lines). This PF key gives you five more lines.

• In general, you fill in the SPOOLSEL screen in much the same way that you would fill in the SELECT screen. For more
information, see

• Creating and Changing SELECTS Files
• in
• Users.
• If you are building a SELECTS file to use with the PURGE command, you need additional information. See
• Purging Spool Files
• .

NOTE

• You can erase existing SELECTS files on minidisks that VM:Spool owns by using the ERASE option with the
SPOOLSEL command.

• To put the SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk, use the BACKUP option of the SPOOLSEL command. The
SELECTS file will then be used to determine which files are backed up.

Required Authorizations

The following GRANT record provides authorization to enter the SPOOLSEL command:

GRANT SPOOLSEL TO userid 
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SELECTS File Characteristics

A SELECTS file must have the following characteristics:

• A filetype of SELECTS
• A fixed-length record format
• A logical record length of 152

The SPOOLSEL command creates a SELECTS file with the proper format. It updates or creates SELECTS files on the
VM:Spool A-disk or backup disk.

When you specify a filename on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL command line, VM:Spool first searches all your accessed
minidisks to find a file with the filename you specified. If VM:Spool finds the file on one of your minidisks, that file is used
to build the screen you see. If the specified SELECTS file is not on one of your accessed minidisks, VM:Spool looks for
the file on a VM:Spool minidisk.

The SPOOLSEL command, in contrast, looks only for the requested file on the VM:Spool A-disk or backup disk.

Purging Spool Files
The VM:Spool PURGE command allows you to automate the purging of spool files throughout the system. SELECTS
files that are stored on the VM:Spool 191 minidisk are used as input to the PURGE command. When you run the PURGE
command against a particular SELECTS file, VM:Spool purges any files that meet the selection criteria that are stored in
the file.

NOTE
The VM:Spool PURGE command does not purge system data files.

Contents

Authorization

This GRANT record provides authorization to use the PURGE command, as follows:

GRANT PURGE TOuserid 

To create a SELECTS file to contain purge selection criteria, you also need SPOOLSEL authorization.

Building a SELECTS File for Use with PURGE

To build a SELECTS file in which you want to store purge selection criteria:

1. Fill in the SPOOLSEL screen to identify the files you would like to purge. Suppose that you want to purge all spool files
that are greater than 15 days old. To do so, type the following value in the Date field:
 >15 days 

You can fill in two fields in the same row if you want to purge files that meet more than one criterion. For example, if
you want to purge all of HAROLD's print files, type harold in the Owner field and, on the same row, type PRT in the -
Q- field.
You can also use pattern matching to select groups of files for purging. For example, to select files that are owned by
virtual machines with six-character user IDs starting with the letters BA, type this word in the Owner field:
 ba%%%%

To select files with filetypes of any length that end with the letters ACCT, type the following word in the Filetype field:
 *acct 

NOTE
If you want to mark all transferred files for purging, type y or t in the T field. If you want to earmark all files
that have not been transferred, type n in the T field
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2. Type p in the leftmost position in each row in which you have typed purge selection criteria, keeping in mind that P is
the default.

3. Optionally, specify files that are not to be purged. To do so, fill in your selection criteria and type k or ¬ in the leftmost
position of each row in which you have identified files that you want to keep. For example, add the following line to
keep files that user ID BACKUP1 owns, despite purging other files owned by user IDs beginning with "BA":
k     backup1 

Your completed SPOOLSEL screen looks similar to the following screen:
 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    06May15

                            Enter selections below

  -Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

  PRT HAROLD             >15 days

      ba%%%%

                                               *acct

k     backup1

PF:  1=Help    2=          3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Show

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=           10=More Lines 11=        12=Cursor

 ====>

Rows marked with a K or ¬ have more power than rows marked with a P. That is, if a file meets the selection criteria
of a row marked with a K or ¬, that file is not purged under any circumstances. Even if the file also meets the selection
criteria of one or more rows that are marked with a P, it is not purged. A file is purged if and only if:
– It meets the selection criteria of at least one P row.
– It does not meet the selection criteria of any K row. In the above example, all of userid JOEY's spool files

will be purged, except those spool files that are less than five days old.
4. Press the PF6 (File) key to file your SELECTS file on the VMSPOOL A-disk.

Testing the SELECTS File Before Purging

At this point, spool files have not yet been purged. There are two ways to verify whether your selection criteria will purge
the files that you want to purge:

• Use the SELECTS file through the SPOOLALL screen to see which files will be purged.
• Use the PURGE command with the TEST option.

This section describes how to use the SELECTS file through the SPOOLALL screen. For information about PURGE
(TEST, see Using the PURGE Command.
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To list the files on the SPOOLALL screen:

1. Enter the following commands to see a SPOOLALL screen that lists the files that meet the selection criteria that are
stored in your SELECTS file:
vmspool spoolall 

On the command line of the SPOOLALL screen, enter:
show filename 

The operand filename is the filename of the SELECTS file whose results you want to see. VM:Spool displays a
SPOOLALL screen that lists all the files that will be purged when you issue the PURGE command.

2. After you have finished reviewing this screen, press PF3 (Quit). To adjust your SELECTS file, use the following
command:
vmspool spoolsel filename 

Using the PURGE Command

Two options on the PURGE command are TEST and REAL. When you use the TEST option, files are not purged.
VM:Spool tells you which files would have been purged if you had used the REAL option. This option is useful when
purging many files to ensure that only the correct files are purged.

When you use the REAL option, files that are marked for purging are purged immediately.

NOTE
TEST is the default. Therefore, if you do not use the REAL option, no files are purged.

TEST Option

To use the TEST option, enter the PURGE command in this format:

vmspool purge filename (test 

The operand filename is the filename of the SELECTS file you created with the SPOOLSEL command.

REAL Option

To use the REAL option, enter the PURGE command in this format:

vmspool purge filename (real 

The operand filename is the filename of your SELECTS file.

Scheduling the PURGE Command

After you become familiar with the VM:Spool purge facility, consider creating several SELECTS files and setting up a
schedule for purging the files they represent. You can use VM:Schedule to do so. For more information, see the Users
documentation for vmschedule.

Another option is to have VM:Spool automatically purge files after they are backed up to tape. For more information, see
Backing Up and Restoring Files.

Creating a User Exit for the PURGE Command

To refine your control over which files VM:Spool purges, write a PURGE user exit. If you plan to use a PURGE user exit,
add a USEREXIT record to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. If you implement the PURGE user exit, it is invoked each time
the PURGE command is issued. For more information, see PURGE User Exit.
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Backing Up and Restoring Files
VM:Spool provides a backup and restore facility. This facility lets you back up and restore all or selected spool files to
tape. This section describes how to:

• Activate the backup and restore facility
• Use an external sort program to sort catalogs
• Work with and submit backup jobs
• Work with and submit restore jobs
• Manage tapes and tape pools

This section also describes restrictions and requirements for running backups and restores.

Activate the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility
This topic describes all manual steps that have to be made in order to use the product spool backup and restore facility.
Many of these steps are done automatically during product installation if the value of the SPOOLBACKUP tag is set to
YES. When the value is set to YES, the user IDs and minidisks that are defined by the tag names VMLBAK01, LOCALB1,
VMLBAK02, LOCALB2, VMLRES01, and LOCALR1 are allocated. Also, the BACKUP DEFAULTS and RESTORE
DEFAULTS records are activated in the initial VMSPOOL CONFIG file during product deployment.

NOTE
If you did not initially set the SPOOLBACKUP value to YES, set it to YES before activating the backup and
restore facility. Also verify that other associated tags reflect all manual user ID and minidisk allocations. Doing so
ensures that VM:Spool can accommodate future upgrades.

To install the backup and restore facility, follow these steps:

1. On VMANAGER, enter the VMSERVER command and verify that the VM:Spool SPOOLBACKUP tag is set to YES.
2. Increase the size of the VMSPOOL 1C0 disk, if necessary. To determine the required number of 1K blocks for your site

and convert to device-dependent units, use this formula:
size = ((number_of_users x avg_num_spool_files x num_copies_per_backup x 168) / 1024) + 1

number_of_users
The number of users on the system, rounded up by a growth factor of 25 percent

avg_num_spool_files
The average number of spool files that each user ID on the system owns

num_copies_per_backup
The allowance for the number of copies of the full backup directory that is created during full spool backups. The
standard value is 3.

168
The length of a catalog record

1024
This denominator translates the calculation into 1K blocks.

+1
The factor for rounding up for integer divide

3. On VMANAGER, enter the VMSERVER command and verify that the following VM:Spool tag value in the VMSERVER
NAMES file is uncommented:
Tag: bkup  Value: VMSPOOL 1C0

Because of the amount of processing required for this feature, the VM:Spool service virtual machine needs at least
32M of virtual storage.

4. Make the following changes to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:
a. Uncomment this record to activate the backup and restore feature:
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ACCESS BKUP 1C0 E

b. (Optional) Add the following authorization records for restores that an end user initiates:
GRANT REVIEW SYSTEM TO *ALL

GRANT SUBMIT SYSTEM TO *ALL

c. If you use VM:Tape for allocation, add the following record:
PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtapeid MASTER

In this record,  vmtapeid   is the name of the VM:Tape service virtual machine.
5. If you plan to have VM:Spool manage its tape pool from its user ID, or if you plan to have VM:Tape manage

the VM:Spool tape pool, see Set Up Backup Tape Pool Management.
6. If the backup and restore worker user IDs do not already exist, use your standard directory management procedures to

create two backup worker user IDs (VMLBAK01 and VMLBAK02) and one restore worker user ID (VMLRES01).
From the VMANAGER user ID, run the following command for each worker user ID, to obtain directory templates:
VMALLOC SERVER userid (DIRECT

7. If you created the backup and restore worker IDs after installation, provide a PROFILE EXEC for each worker user ID.
a. Sample PROFILE EXECs named VMLBAK CONFSAMP and VMLRES CONFSAMP are available on the

LOCALSAM disk space. Obtain access to this disk by linking the product installation disks from the VMANAGER
user ID. To do so, issue the VMFSETUP command as follows:
VMFSETUP ppfname component (LINK

If you use the default PPF and component names, this command is:
vmfsetup ZVML018A vmspool (link

b. Copy VMLBAK CONFSAMP to each backup worker and rename the file PROFILE EXEC.
c. Copy VMLRES CONFSAMP to each restore worker and rename the file PROFILE EXEC.

8. If you are using VM:Tape, authorize your backup worker user IDs to write to spool backup tapes. Also authorize your
restore worker to read from spool backup tapes. See Authorize Workers in VM:Tape.

9. If VM:Tape manages spool backup tapes, the backup and restore workers require access to the VM:Tape
communication command module (usually VMTAPE MODULE). This module is typically moved by a system
administrator from a VMANAGER public disk (usually the VMANAGER 193 minidisk) to a system public disk (usually
the MAINT 19E minidisk). If the public disk where the module resides is not automatically linked and accessed by the
workers when they are auto-logged by VM:Spool, add the appropriate link and access statements to the PROFILE
EXEC for each backup and restore worker.

10. Determine your backup and restore strategy and add the correct backup and restore records to the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file. Sample records are provided in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Ensure that there is no * in column 1 of the
BACKUP and RESTORE records when you are ready to begin using this feature.

You have completed the backup and restore facility installation.

Set Up Backup Tape Pool Management
This section contains information about managing backup tapes as a VM:Spool administrator.

Mounting Tapes

Each backup or restore job calls an EXEC to manage tape mounts. VM:Spool uses a default VMLMOUNT EXEC. If
your VMSPOOL CONFIG file includes a PRODUCT VMTAPE record, VMLMOUNT EXEC issues a VM:Tape MOUNT
command. This command is issued even if VM:Spool manages the tape pool involved .

The VMLMOUNT EXEC receives control in CMS SUBSET mode, with no special Inter-User Communicat6ion Facility
(IUCV) environment. VMLMOUNT can issue any command that is valid in CMS SUBSET mode, including calls to
VM:Tape or any other application that uses IUCV.

Rewrite the VMLMOUNT EXEC for any special requirements of your site. Alternatively, use a replacement EXEC by
specifying it on the BACKUP DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record.
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Tape Pools

Each backup job must have an associated pool of tapes to use for backups. The tape pool for a particular job is defined
on the BACKUP DEFAULTS record or the BACKUP DEFINE record.

NOTE
If you have VM:Tape or any other tape management system, ensure that all the worker machines are authorized
to mount and write to any tape in the pool. For more information, see Authorize Workers in VM:Tape.

Managing a Tape Pool Using VM:Spool

To have VM:Spool manage its own tape pool:

1. Create a file on the BKUP minidisk named:
  poolname TAPEPOOL 

In this file name,  poolname  is a valid CMS filename.
2. In the  poolname  TAPEPOOL file, enter a list of tape volsers (1-6 characters), one volser per line. VM:Spool

manages  poolname TAPEPOOL. Each time a worker needs a tape, VM:Spool allocates the oldest expired volume in
the tape pool. VM:Spool then updates  poolname TAPEPOOL appropriately.
You can define jobs so that they each use their own tape pool.

NOTE
If you are using VM:Tape, the VM:Spool/VM:Tape interface must be activated. For more information about
implementing the VM:Spool interface to VM:Tape, see VM:Spool/VM:Tape in  Mainframe VM Product Manager
Product-Pair Interfaces.

Managing a Tape Pool Using VM:Tape

To have VM:Tape manage the backup tapes, define a named VM:Tape scratch pool on the BACKUP DEFINE record or
BACKUP DEFAULTS record. For example:

BACKUP DEFAULTS,

TAPEPOOL VMTAPE poolname 

In this record, VMTAPE indicates that VM:Tape is managing the tape pool, and  poolname  is the valid CMS filename of
the pool. To use the general VM:Tape scratch pool, specify SCRATCH as the pool name.

Each time a worker needs a tape, the worker asks VM:Tape to mount a volume from the pool that you specified.

Verify that this PRODUCT record is in the VM:Spool configuration file:

PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtapeid MASTER

In this record,  vmtapeid is the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

You do not have to include a PRODUCT VMSPOOL record in the VM:Tape configuration file.

NOTE
Ensure that the volsers in poolname TAPEPOOL are defined in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog
(TMC). Ensure that VM:Spool owns these volsers. The VM:Spool/VM:Tape interface must be activated. For
more information about implementing the VM:Spool interface to VM:Tape, see VM:Spool/VM:Tape in  Mainframe
VM Product Manager Product-Pair Interfaces.
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Tape Labels

If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard VOL1 and HDR1
labels, set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE configuration file records to SL.
Otherwise, VM:Spool destroys the labels on the tapes that it uses.

Managing Tapes Created By VM:Spool

If you send an SPXTAPE-format tape that VM:Spool wrote to a site that does not have VM:Spool, the receiving site can
use the standard SPXTAPE commands to restore from the tape.

Managing SPXTAPE-Created Tapes

VM:Spool can help you manage tapes that the SPXTAPE command creates. You can create a catalog of the files on an
SPXTAPE-format tape using VM:Spool. You can create and run VM:Spool restore jobs to restore files from such tapes.

For detailed information about creating and running restore jobs creating a catalog of files on tape, see SPOOLCAT TAPE
Command and CATALOG Command.

Authorize Workers in VM:Tape
If you use VM:Tape, authorize your VM:Spool backup worker user IDs to write to backup tapes. Also authorize your
restore worker to read from spool backup tapes. The method you use to authorize the worker IDs depends on whether
you use the VM:Secure Rules Facility and if so, whether VM:Spool or VM:Tape manages the tape pool.

Without VM:Secure Rules

If your site does not use the VM:Secure Rules Facility, give the backup worker user IDs ANYTAPE VML* authorization in
the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

With VM:Secure Rules

If the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed at your site, you can bypass ANYTAPE authorization. Instead, create user rules
that are based on which user IDs own the tapes.

VM:Tape Manages the Tapes

If VM:Tape manages the tapes, the workers own them. The workers must have rules that let the other workers mount and
write to tapes. For example, for the workers VMLBAK01, VMLBAK02, and VMLRES01, their rules would include:

ACCEPT VMLBAK01 VMTAPE MOUNT VOLUME * WRITE (NOPASS

ACCEPT VMLBAK02 VMTAPE MOUNT VOLUME * WRITE (NOPASS 

ACCEPT VMLRES01 VMTAPE MOUNT VOLUME * READ (NOPASS

Each worker would have the ACCEPT VMTAPE MOUNT rules that refer to the other two workers.

This setup requires that the VM:Secure/VM:Tape interface is enabled. This setup also requires you to remove the
ANYTAPE option from the MOUNT commands in the VMLMOUNT EXEC. Copy VMLMOUNT from the VM:Spool 192
minidisk to the VM:Spool A-disk and modify the new copy on the A-disk.
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VM:Spool Manages and Owns the Tapes

If VM:Spool manages the tape pool and owns the tapes, the VM:Spool user rules must contain ACCEPT VMTAPE
MOUNT records for each backup and each restore worker user ID. These records must authorize each backup worker to
write to tapes that VM:Spool owns. The rules must also authorize the restore worker to read from any tapes that VM:Spool
owns.

Alternate Sort Capability
VM:Spool sorts catalogs as part of the processing for both backup and restore jobs. It does all sorting in memory and
is therefore limited to the amount of storage a virtual machine has available. VM:Spool always tries its own internal sort
routine first. If the VM:Spool virtual storage capacity is exceeded, usually while sorting large catalogs, VM:Spool can
invoke an external sort program such as VM:Sort.

All error messages that the external sort packages generate are logged to the VM:Spool service virtual machine console.

To use an external sort program, include the following command in the VM:Spool PROFILE EXEC:

GLOBAL TXTLIB txtlib

For txtlib, use the name of the text library that contains the sort code. This command gives VM:Spool access to the
external sort program. If you are using VM:Sort,  txtlib  is VMSLIB. Verify that VM:Spool has access to the disk
containing the text library you specify.

NOTE
If you are upgrading to VM:Spool, edit the PROFILE EXEC and add the GLOBAL TXTLIB command after the
ADDRESS COMMAND statement.

Backup Job Processing
A backup job runs on one or more assigned worker virtual machines (workers). VM:Spool supervises backup jobs. Large
backup jobs run more quickly if the work is divided among several workers. If you are using more than one worker for a
job, ensure that enough tape drives are available when the job is run. All workers must have tapes mounted before the job
can proceed.

When a backup job starts, VM:Spool performs the following actions:

• It autologs all the workers that are specified for the job.
• It produces a list of files to back up based on a job SELECTS file.
• It writes the list of files to back up to the BKUP minidisk.

Based on the worker SELECTS files, the workers read the data on the BKUP minidisk and in SPOL space. Then the
workers request a tape mount and write the files to tape. At job completion, VM:Spool creates or updates a catalog file of
the files it has backed up. VM:Spool also displays a message after the file data has been written to the catalog.

 Contents 

  

Creating a Backup Job

To create a backup job, follow these steps:

1. Define what you want to back up in a jobname SELECTS file.
2. If you are using more than one worker, define how to divide the work among them in worker SELECTS files.
3. Add BACKUP records to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.
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Creating a SELECTS File for a Backup Job

To back up selected files, follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command to create a SELECTS file that specifies the spool files to back up:
 vmspool spoolsel jobname (backup

In this command, jobname is the job name that you assign to the SELECTS file. This name is specified on a BACKUP
DEFINE record in the configuration file. The BACKUP option tells VM:Spool to create the SELECTS file on the BKUP
minidisk.

2. Enter your criteria and press PF6 (File). VM:Spool creates a jobname  SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk and uses it
to determine the files to be backed up.
Note: To instruct VM:Spool  not to back up files which meet the criteria, use ¬ (the not sign) in the leftmost column on
the SELECTS screen.

Possible Backup Selections

Exclude non-held print files with a print class that will be handled by your system printer. Presumably, these files will soon
be printed.

Exclude some very large files. CP DUMPs, VMDUMPs, and MONITOR files are often very large. Consider testing
for the size of the file and excluding files that would not fit on one tape.

Include only files in category PUNCH that exist in the reader queue.

For information about creating a SELECTS file, see Creating and Changing SELECTS Files in Users.

Creating SELECTS Files for Backup Workers

 VM:Spool automatically creates a SELECTS file for each worker so that each worker knows which spool files are its
responsibility. If you prefer to create this file yourself, enter:

vmspool spoolsel worker (backup

In this command, worker is the worker user ID.

If you are using the same worker for different backup jobs, VM:Spool uses the SELECTS file whenever that worker is
called for a job.

If you start a backup job with multiple workers and no SELECTS files for them on the BKUP minidisk, VM:Spool creates
the workers' SELECTS files automatically. The SELECTS files are copies of the WKnnOFnn SELECTS files shipped
with VM:Spool. For example, VM:Spool uses the files WK01OF02 SELECTS and WK02OF02 SELECTS with two
workers.

Construct the SELECTS files for the workers to divide the work as evenly as possible for the mix of files at your site.
Experiment to spread the work evenly. If one of your workers consistently takes much longer to complete than the others,
try a different set of worker selection files.

NOTE
 If you run a backup job with one worker only, you do not need a SELECTS file for the worker. However, if
a worker SELECTS file exists, it is used. If a backup job does not back up all of the files as expected, look for a
WORKER SELECTS file that is instructing the worker to do a partial backup.

Example of SELECTS File Creation

Suppose that you want to create a job to back up all your spool files in case a full-system restore is needed. You decide to
name the job DISASTER. To run the job quickly, you want workers VMLBAK01 and VMLBAK02 to share the job.

1. Start to create DISASTER SELECTS by entering this command:
vmspool spoolsel disaster (backup
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A screen displays for creating the SELECTS file.
2. Enter * in the -Q- field. This symbol selects all files. Press PF6 (File). DISASTER SELECTS is created on the BKUP

minidisk. DISASTER SELECTS directs job DISASTER to back up all spool files in your system.
The following two steps are optional. If VM:Spool does not find SELECTS files for VMLBAK01 and VMLBAK02 on the
BKUP minidisk, it creates them automatically. The work is divided by queue.

3. Create VMLBAK01 SELECTS. This file specifies that one worker backs up only reader files with greater than 1000
records. Enter:
vmspool spoolsel vmlbak01 (backup

Enter RDR in the -Q- field and >1000 in the Records field. Press PF6 (File). VMLBAK01 SELECTS is created on the
BKUP minidisk.

4. Create VMLBAK02 SELECTS. This file specifies that one worker backs up print files, punch files, and reader files. This
worker also backs up all system data files with 1000 or fewer records. Enter:
vmspool spoolsel vmlbak02 (backup

Enter PRT, PUN, or SYS in the -Q- fields on the first three lines. These codes select print, punch, and system data
files. On the fourth line, enter RDR in the -Q- field and <1001 in the Records field. This line selects reader files with
1000 or fewer records. Press PF6 (File). VMLBAK02 SELECTS is created on the BKUP minidisk.

Backup Records

The following BACKUP records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file control backup features. The BACKUP records must
appear in this sequence in the file.

BACKUP DEFAULTS
This record specifies and defines the following features of the backup job:

• Worker machines to run the backup job
• Retention period for tapes that are used in backups and records in backup catalogs
• Density at which VM:Spool writes the backup tapes
• Whether a label is written to the tapes
• DSN to be written to the tapes
• EXEC to get tapes mounted
• Pool of tapes to use for backups
• Whether the backed-up files are automatically purged from the system
• Catalog name
• Full or incremental backup
• Format of backup tapes (SPTAPE or SPXTAPE)

For more information, see .BACKUP DEFAULTS Record.
BACKUP DEFINE

This record gives a name to the backup job and optionally overrides default values. For more information,
see BACKUP DEFINE Record.

BACKUP SCHEDULE
This record schedules the backup job to run automatically. For more information, see BACKUP SCHEDULE
Record.

Starting Backup Jobs

 VM:Spool can schedule backup jobs, or you can invoke them on demand.

To schedule a backup job, add a BACKUP SCHEDULE record to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This record
tells VM:Spool when to start a job. You can also schedule a backup job using VM:Schedule. If you use VM:Schedule, omit
the BACKUP SCHEDULE record.
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You can start a job on demand using the BACKUP command even if you scheduled the job using the BACKUP
SCHEDULE record. This procedure is explained in BACKUP Command.

Backup Completion Messages

When a backup job completes, VM:Spool sends a message to the backup workers' consoles. It also sends a message to
the VM:Spool SYSOPER user IDs that are defined in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

As each backup worker completes the backup, it issues the following message:

BACKUP JOB jobname ON workerid WROTE n FILES TO n TAPES

At the end of the backup job, after all catalogs have been created or updated, the following message displays:

BACKUP JOB jobname COMPLETE; RC=code

Example

The following messages are displayed while backup job ACCOUNT is running. Enter:

vmspool backup account

 VM:Spool responds:

VMLSYS3131    BACKUP JOB ACCOUNT WILL NOW BE STARTED.

VMLCFG023I   VMLBAK01 INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON 12/02/04.

BACKUP JOB ACCOUNT WILL NOW BE STARTED.

VMLBAK276I   BACKUP JOB ACCOUNT ON VMLBAK01 WROTE 14 FILES TO 1 TAPE.

VMLEND029I   VMLBAK01 SYSTEM TERMINATION COMPLETE ON 12/02/04.

VMLSYS273I    BACKUP JOB ACCOUNT COMPLETE; RC=0.

Checking Backup Jobs

 VM:Spool allows you to view the status of backup jobs at any time by entering the STATUS command. If the STATUS
command response indicates an error condition, review the VM:Spool and worker consoles for details. Fix the problem
and send a signal to the backup worker to recover from the error or failure condition. Use the SIGNAL command to send
a signal to the backup worker. You can also end a backup job at any time using the CANCEL command. The STATUS,
SIGNAL, and CANCEL commands are explained in detail in OVERVIEW Command.

Backup Job Catalogs

Each time a backup job runs, VM:Spool creates or updates a catalog file and maintains it on the BKUP minidisk. The
catalog file contains a record of which files were written to which tapes. If the job name is DISASTER, the catalog file, by
default, is named DISASTER CATALOG.

 VM:Spool manages the catalogs automatically. After an incremental backup has updated a catalog
file, VM:Spool includes the following files:

• Files that were backed up in the most recent run
• All files that were previously recorded in the catalog and that have not yet reached their expiration date.

For a full backup, VM:Spool creates a new catalog and erases any previous catalog with the same name.

Recommended Backup Strategy

Consider setting up the following backup jobs:

• A full backup job named DISASTER.
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This job is equivalent to a disaster recovery job that runs at least once a day in place of your current procedures. It
provides a catalog of all files that are backed up. For VM:Spool-managed tapes, use a separate VM:Spool tape pool.

• An incremental backup job named SYSTEM.
This job runs more frequently than the full backup and has a longer retention period. The job creates a catalog
that end users can use to restore their backed-up spool files. For VM:Spool-managed tape pools, use a
separate VM:Spool tape pool for this job.
Users can restore files from this catalog. They only need the following command to see a SPOOLIST-like display of
their backed-up files:
vmspool (backup

In this command, backup is a synonym for the catalog system.
They can request that certain files or all files be restored by typing an r in the far left column and pressing PF9
(Execute). A system administrator can restore selected files from other catalogs by entering:
vmspool spoolall (catalog catname

Restore Job Processing
A restore job runs on one assigned worker machine. VM:Spool supervises the job. When a restore job
starts, VM:Spool autologs the worker that is specified for the job. The worker reads a restore REQUESTS file, which
contains information about the files to restore, on the BKUP minidisk. The worker then requests that the tapes be mounted
and invokes the SPXTAPE command to restore files from tapes.

If a restore job is scheduled with a RESTORE SCHEDULE record, VM:Spool autologs the worker only when the restore
job is ready to run and only if there is a REQUESTS file. You can use the same restore worker for scheduled and non-
scheduled restore jobs as long as the restore jobs are not running concurrently.

Creating a Restore Job

Add RESTORE records to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

Submitting a Restore Request

 Command Syntax 

To restore selected spool files, enter one of these commands to display a list of all the files that are recorded in the
specified catalog. This command has the following format:

vmspool spoolall ([catalog catname | backup]

Or:

vmspool spoolist userid1 [useridn]... ([catalog catname | backup]

In these commands,  catname is the catalog file, created during a backup, that contains the files you want to restore. You
can use backup as a synonym for the catalog system.

All fields on the SPOOLIST-like screen are protected except the one-character field at the far left of the screen. Enter
an r in the unprotected column for each file you want to restore. Press PF9 (Execute) to submit your restore requests.
Your requests are appended to the following file on the BKUP minidisk.

catnameREQUESTS

Because the backup option is equivalent to catalog system, your request is appended to:

SYSTEM REQUESTS

This action is performed on the BKUP minidisk if you used the BACKUP option.
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Normally, the restore job name and catalog name are the same. However, you can define restore jobs whose names do
not match a catalog name. For example, you can take requests from one catalog and can include them in a scheduled job
from a different catalog.

To submit requests to a restore job whose name does not match a catalog name, enter one of these commands:

vmspool spoolall (catalog catname job jobname

vmspool spoolist userid1 [useridn]... (catalog catname job jobname

The display on your screen comes from catname CATALOG, but if you submit restore requests, they are filed
in jobname REQUESTS on the BKUP minidisk.

If a REQUESTS file with that name already exists on the BKUP minidisk, the selected files are appended. The next time
the restore job that is named  jobname runs, it finds your requests (and perhaps requests submitted by other users) and
restores the files.

To restore all files that are listed in a CATALOG file, use the RESTCAT command.

Be sure that the restore worker is logged off.

WARNING
 Warning! Never issue a RESTCAT command that specifies an entire incremental catalog. An incremental
catalog includes entries for files that have been purged from the system. Restoring an entire incremental catalog
can fill all your system spool space.

Use the RESTDBAS command to restore the most recently backed-up files in an incremental catalog.

Examples of Restore Requests
You want to restore all your personal spool files that were created on 12/20/14. To do so, display the catalog
file, SYSTEM CATALOG, that lists your spool files in the incremental catalog by entering:
vmspool spoolist (backup

Because SPOOLIST is the default VM:Spool command, you could shorten that command to only the following
form:
vmspool (backup

Enter an r in the unprotected column for each file that was created on 12/20/14. Press PF9 (Execute). The
files is restored the next time the SYSTEM RESTORE job is run. If you want to restore all the files from the
DISASTER CATALOG, enter this command:
vmspool restcat disaster

NOTE
 Enter this command only after a cold start. Be sure that the restore worker is logged off.

Restore Records

The following RESTORE records in the VM:Spool configuration file control the VM:Spool restore features. The RESTORE
records must appear in this sequence in the configuration file.

RESTORE DEFAULTS
This record specifies and defines the following features of the restore job:

• Worker machine to run the restore job
• EXEC to get a tape mounted

For more information, seeRESTORE DEFAULTS Record.
RESTORE DEFINE

This record gives a name to the restore job and optionally overrides default values. For more information,
see RESTORE DEFINE Record.
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RESTORE SCHEDULE
This record schedules the restore job to run automatically. For more information, see RESTORE SCHEDULE
Record.

Starting Restore Jobs

 VM:Spool or VM:Schedule can schedule restore jobs, or you can invoke them on demand.

To schedule a restore job with VM:Spool, create a RESTORE SCHEDULE record in the configuration file. The RESTORE
SCHEDULE record tells VM:Spool when to start a job.

You can have VM:Spool look for any restore requests on a frequent basis or at set times, depending on one of the
following conditions:

• How often you want your operators mounting tapes
• How soon your users want their spool files back

Having a scheduled time of every 5 minutes provides fast turnaround for your user.

Having scheduled times at 8, 10, 12, 2, 4, and 6 establishes set times for operators to be available to mount tapes if
necessary. Users must be willing to wait two hours, at most, for restores.

To start a restore job on demand, enter the RESTORE command.  For more information, see RESTORE Command.

Checking Restore Jobs

 VM:Spool allows you to view the status of restore jobs at any time by entering the STATUS command. If the STATUS
command response indicates an error or failure condition, fix the problem, then send a signal to the restore worker to
recover from the condition. Send signals to workers by using the SIGNAL command. You can also end a restore job at
any time using the CANCEL command. The STATUS, SIGNAL, and CANCEL commands are explained in detail in the
section Command Reference.

Look at the restore worker console file to determine whether there are further problems.

Line-Mode Restore Commands
You can select subsets of catalogs to be restored using a line-mode command. The line-mode command requires a
restore user macro to be used with the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL commands and the BACKUP or CATALOG options.
You can also use such a macro with the SPOOLCAT TAPE command.

The PUTLINE macro primitive allows you to change the value of the variable vml.change on the SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL screens when the CATALOG option has been used or on the SPOOLCAT TAPE screen. The SETALL macro
allows you to use the CHANGE keyword. You can use setall change r with the CATALOG option on any of the above
screens to mark all files to be restored.

Writing a Restore User Macro

To compose a user macro designed to mark spool files to be restored, create a file called RESTORE MCSPOOL. (The
filetype for user macros must be MCSPOOL.) You can write the macro with either the SETALL macro using setall change
r or the PUTLINE macro primitive using  vml.change = 'r'. Following are samples of each approach:

• Using SETALL:

/**/

'SETALL CHANGE R'

'EXECUTE'
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'QUIT'

• Using PUTLINE:

/**/

'TOP 1'

do until rc =0

'GETLINE'

vml.change = 'r'

'PUTLINE'

'NEXT'

end

'XEQ'

'QUIT'

Adding the EXECUTE and QUIT primitives to the end of your user macro causes the command it is used with to work like
a line-mode restore command.

Examples
The following examples illustrate use of a user macro named RESTORE MCSPOOL (composed with either
the SETALL macro or the PUTLINE macro primitive as shown above) to restore spool files with line-mode
commands:

• To mark files for restoring from the DAILY catalog using a SELECTS file, enter:

vmspool spoolall / selfile (catalog daily profile restore

where selfile is a SELECTS file that specifies which files you want to restore using any selection criteria.
• To mark for restoring all spool files in the DAILY catalog, enter:

vmspool spoolall (catalog daily profile restore

• To mark for restoring all reader files in the SYSTEM catalog belonging to user ID JOHN, and to restore the
files using the job RESTNOW, enter:

vmspool spoolist john / rdr (catalog system job restnow profile restore

• To mark for restoring all files on an SPXTAPE format tape, enter:

vmspool spoolcat tape (profile restore

NOTE
Before you enter the SPOOLCAT command, the tape must be mounted on a drive
attached to your user ID at virtual address 181.

• To mark all selected files for restoring from the command line of the SPOOLCAT screen, type:

setall change r

Press PF9 to execute.

Database Utilities
VM:Spool provides four utilities that create a database of information about the spool-space activity of your system. These
utilities optionally generate accounting records that are based on the data. If you include the DATABASE record in the
VMSPOOL CONFIG file, the utilities run automatically. A summary of the database utilities and what they do follows:
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VMLDBU
Generates the database and updates it periodically with new information about spool files.

VMLDBB
Uses the information that is stored in the database to create a file containing type C0/AB accounting records.

VMLDBA
Sends the accounting records created by VMLDBB to CP.

VMLDBP
Purges database records that contain obsolete spool-file information.

Contents

How the Utilities Work

The utilities reside on the 192 minidisk of the VM:Spool service virtual machine and run on the database worker machine
(usually VMLWORK). The VMLWORK userid links to the VM:Spool 192 minidisk to obtain access to the utility files.

When you installed or tailored VM:Spool, you set up a DATABASE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. At initialization,
VM:Spool checks this record to see how often you want VM:Spool to update the database and when you want accounting
records to be created. Whenever a change is to occur, VM:Spool autologs the worker machine and causes it to invoke a
macro that is named DATABASE. This macro invokes the database utilities in the proper order, according to what must be
done at a given time.

Database Source Files

The utilities have two source files: VMLDB MASTER and VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT. The VMLDB MASTER file contains a
history of the spool files on your system. The VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file is a snapshot of the spool files that currently
exist on your system.

These files reside on the VM:Spool 1B0 minidisk (DBAS minidisk). The DBAS minidisk can fill rapidly. If the DBAS
minidisk is more than 50 percent full, the DATABASE macro can fail with a return code of 13.

Creation of the VMLDB MASTER File

The first time the VMLDBU utility is run, neither of these files (VMLDB MASTER or VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT) exist. One
of the functions that VMLDBU has is to take a snapshot of spool space as it exists when the utility is run, and place the
information that it finds into the VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file. When VMLDBU is run for the first time, VM:Spool creates the
VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file and checks to see if the VMLDB MASTER file is present. If it is not, VMLDBU creates it from
information that is found in the VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file.

Once the VMLDB MASTER file has been created, it is updated each time that VMLDBU is run with new records from the
new VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file.

Do not run the VMLDBU utility outside the control of the DATABASE macro.

Typically, you use VMLDB MASTER as the input file for the utilities. However, if VMLDB MASTER does not meet your
needs, you can create your own master file.

How Accounting Records Are Created

The ACCOUNT parameter on the DATABASE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file controls the creation of accounting
records. If your DATABASE record includes a value for the ACCOUNT parameter, VM:Spool invokes the VMLDBB utility
at the proper time to generate accounting records. The VMLDBB utility generates type C0/AB accounting records that are
based on the information that is stored in the VMLDB MASTER file. The DATABASE macro writes the accounting records
to a file named VMLDBB ACCTRECS on the VM:Spool 1B0 minidisk.
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You can invoke an individual utility (for example, VMLDBB) by typing its name as a normal CMS command. Unlike the
commands that are described in the Command Reference section, you do not need to preface utility commands with the
word VMSPOOL.

Sending Accounting Records to CP

After the accounting records are collected, the DATABASE macro invokes the VMLDBA utility to send the accounting
records to CP. This process ensures that the same user ID that receives other accounting records at your site collects the
VM:Spool accounting records.

How VM:Spool Purges Obsolete Database Records

When VM:Spool purges a file, the VMLDBU utility marks its record in the database as terminated, but does not erase it.
This behavior lets you recreate accounting records that are based on past activity. However, too many terminated records
in the database can cause the DBAS minidisk to fill rapidly. To take care of this problem, the DATABASE macro invokes
the final utility, VMLDBP. The VMLDBP utility erases from the VMLDB MASTER file any expired records that are older
than the age specified in the KEEPFOR parameter of the DATABASE record in the configuration file.

Running the Database Utilities Manually
There are occasions when you may want to run one of the database utilities manually. Some examples are:

• Regenerate accounting records that have been lost
• Force recalculations from older accounting periods
• Recreate a previous day's accounting records from the information stored in the database

You can modify the operation of the database utilities in these ways:

• You can change the DATABASE macro so that it calls the utilities in a different order. Or, you can remove a call to one
of the utilities. For example, if your accounting product does not require accounting records to be sent from CP, you
can remove the call to the VMLDBA utility.

• You can run the utilities individually, providing them with different input files to get different results. For example, you
can run the VMLDBB utility manually, specifying the period you want to see. You can then use VMRGRW to create
reports based on the output data.

Utility Defaults

VM:Spool uses two sets of defaults with the database utilities: one set to manually invoke a database utility and the other
set to automatically invoke a database utility through normal VM:Spool processing. The following sections describe the
defaults observed by each utility when invoked manually.

If you allow VM:Spool to run the database utilities on its regular schedule, VM:Spool uses the other set of defaults. When
invoking the database utilities, VM:Spool may specify some of the options, preventing the utility itself from picking a
default. VM:Spool specifies options for the VMLDBB, VMLDBP, and VMLDBU utilities based on these values specified in
the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

Utility Option Based on

VMLDBB USEREXIT USEREXIT record, ACCOUNT parameter

VMLDBP MORETHAN DATABASE record, KEEPFOR parameter

VMLDBU MAXHOURS
OLDPCT
NEWPCT

DATABASE record, NEWMAX parameter
DATABASE record, XFEROLD parameter
DATABASE record, XFERNEW parameter
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If you have not specified these parameters in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, VM:Spool uses the following internal defaults:

Utility Option Default:

VMLDBB USEREXIT No user exit is used

VMLDBP MORETHAN MORETHAN 168 HOURS

VMLDBU MAXHOURS
OLDPCT
NEWPCT

MAXHOURS 8760
OLDPCT 0
NEWPCT 100

VMLDBU Utility
The VMLDBU utility generates the database and updates the master database. The utility performs this function by
comparing the old master database file with a new snapshot.

WARNING
Warning! Do not run this utility outside the control of the DATABASE macro.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following format:

VMLDBU fileid1 fileid2 fileid3 [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options: 

[MAXHOURS maxhours]

[OLDPCT old-percent]

[NEWPCT new-percent]

Parameter Descriptions

This utility has the following parameters:

• fileid1
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the old master database file (usually VMLDB MASTER A).

• fileid2
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the snapshot file containing records of current spool file activity
(usually VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT A).

• fileid3
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the updated master database file (usually VMLDB MASTER A).

• MAXHOURS maxhours
Specifies the maximum amount of time for which VM:Spool is to charge the owner of a newly observed file.
The default for MAXHOURS is infinity. If VM:Spool observes a file that appears to be five years old, the database
shows the file as accountable for the full five years. If you use VMLDBB to do an accounting run that has an
ACCTFROM date far enough back, VMLDBB produces an accounting record charging the owner with five years of
spool residency for that file.

• OLDPCT old-percent
Specifies the percentage of ownership time that is assigned to the old owner when a file is transferred. The default is 0.

• NEWPCT new-percent
Specifies the percentage of ownership time that is assigned to the new owner when a file is transferred. The default is
100.
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VMLDBA Utility
The VMLDBA utility sends type C0/AB accounting records to CP. You must run the VMLDBB utility before running
VMLDBA.

If you use VM:Account, implement the VM:Spool interface with VM:Account before using this utility. For more information
about this interface, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation on the VM:Account/VM:Spool interface.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following format:

VMLDBA fileid 

Parameter Descriptions

This utility has the following parameter:

• fileid
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file that is to contain the accounting records. The default is
VMLDBB ACCTRECS A.

VMLDBB Utility
The VMLDBB utility runs against the VMLDB MASTER file on the VMSPOOL DBAS minidisk (1B0) to generate type
C0/AB accounting records and place them in a disk file that the VMLDBA utility uses. The VMLDBB utility allows you to
regenerate accounting records if you lose them.

Run this utility before running VMLDBA.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following format:

VMLDBB fileid1 fileid2 [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[ACCTFROM yymmdd hhmmss]

[ACCTTO yymmdd hhmmss]

[USEREXIT filename [TEXT | EXEC]] 

Parameter Descriptions

This utility has the following parameters:

• fileid1
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the source file (usually VMLDB MASTER A).
The database master file has internal timestamps that indicate when it was last updated from a snapshot, and when
the last regular accounting run was made. A regular accounting run is one that does not specify the ACCTFROM or
ACCTTO parameter, but takes the defaults instead.

• fileid2
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the output file (usually VMLDBB ACCTRECS A).

• ACCTFROM yymmdd hhmmss
Specifies the beginning date and time for which you want to create new accounting records. The default ACCTFROM
time is the timestamp of the most recent regular accounting run.

• ACCTTO yymmdd hhmmss
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Specifies the ending date and time for which you want to create new accounting records. The default ACCTTO time is
the timestamp of the most recent database update. If neither ACCTFROM nor ACCTTO is specified, the run qualifies
as a regular accounting run, and the database timestamp is updated accordingly.

• USEREXIT filename [ TEXT | EXEC ]
Specifies that you are using the ACCOUNT user exit. This option is based on the USEREXIT ACCOUNT record when
run under the control of the database macro. This option is required if you are running VMLDBB outside the control of
the DATABASE macro and you are using the ACCOUNT user exit to examine accounting records. TEXT is the default
filetype. The default for USEREXIT is to invoke no exit at all. The default filetype for a user exit is TEXT.

VMLDBP Utility
The VMLDBP utility purges expired records from the VMLDB MASTER file.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following format:

VMLDBP fileid1 fileid2 [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

  BEFORE yymmss hhmmss

| MORETHAN {nn HOURS | nnn  DAYS}

Parameter Descriptions

This utility has the following parameters:

• fileid1
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the source file (usually VMLDB MASTER A)

• fileid2
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the updated MASTER file

• BEFORE yymmdd hhmmss
MORETHAN { nn HOURS | nnn DAYS }
Tells VM:Spool how old database records must be before they can be purged.
For the BEFORE option,  yymmdd hhmmss  refers to the last time the spool file was observed owned by a particular
user ID.

NOTE
If you run the VMLDBP utility manually, fully specify both file IDs. Also specify either the BEFORE option or the
MORETHAN option.

Example
The following command performs these functions:

• Purging expired database records that are more than ten days old, using the file VMLDB MASTER as the
source file

• Writing the updated database in a file named DATABASE MASTER A

vmldbp vmldb master a database master a (morethan 10 days
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VM:Spool MACUP Utility
The VMLMACUP utility updates, optimizes, and replaces source macros on the VM:Spool service virtual machine. On
occasion, a Broadcom Support asks you to use this utility.

Use of the VMLMACUP utility requires SYSPGMR authorization in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. For more information
about this authorization, see GRANT Record.

The VMLMACUP utility invokes the NOCOMMEN XEDIT macro to remove comments from the optimized macro.

 VM:Spool writes the optimized macro on the A-disk belonging to the user ID executing VMLMACUP. If VM:Spool is
running, VMLMACUP optionally copies the macro to the service virtual machine's 191 minidisk and loads it into storage.

 Syntax 

This utility has the following format:

VMLMACUP filename [control  [userid]]   [ ( [LOAD | NOLOAD | NOCOPY]] 

 Parameters 

This utility has the following parameters:

•   filename 
Specifies the filename of the macro source file.

•   control  
Specifies the filename of the control file that is used during the update process. The filename of the control file that is
distributed with VM:Spool is VMLR10.

•   userid  
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine that executes the optimized macro. The default is VMSPOOL.

[ LOAD | NOLOAD | NOCOPY ]
See each parameter definition in the following list:

LOAD
Copies the updated file to the VM:Spool service virtual machine 191 disk, and loads the file into memory. This
option is the default.
After a macro update, the macro is written on the VM:Spool service virtual machine 191 minidisk and loaded
into storage, if VM:Spool is running. This process places the macro into use on the user ID, making it available
dynamically.

NOLOAD
Copies the updated file to the VM:Spool service virtual machine 191 disk, but does not load the file into memory:

• If the updated file was not previously loaded into memory, VM:Spool uses the updated file when the macro is
invoked.

• If the updated file was previously loaded into memory, VM:Spool continues to use the current version of the file
when the macro is invoked until VM:Spool is ended. When VM:Spool is restarted, it uses the updated file.

NOCOPY
Prevents updates from being copied to the VM:Spool service virtual machine 191 disk. The updates are
instead loaded to the issuer 191 disk, usually VMANAGER. Later, the issuer must move the update to
the VM:Spool service virtual machine's 191 disk.

This option is useful for sites that want to pre-apply macro updates for the next release of VM:Spool but not load them to
the 191 disk.

These options are mutually exclusive. If you enter more than one, an error message appears. Operation of VMLMACUP is
suppressed.
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Audit Facility
VM:Spool provides an optional audit facility. This facility tracks all VM:Spool commands that users enter. The facility also
tracks some internal activities.

The audit facility maintains a CMS disk file that is named VMSPOOL AUDIT. This file contains the audit data that
VM:Spool has collected. Because VM:Spool buffers the audit data before writing it to VMSPOOL AUDIT, you might
not see the most recently issued commands. The audit file resides on the minidisk that is specified by the ACCESS
AUDT record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Preferably this minidisk is the 1D0. If the AUDT disk needs more room, the
AUDITEXT command can move the audit file from AUDT to another minidisk.

Audit File Record Format

The VM:Spool AUDIT file contains fixed-length, 152-byte records. The following table shows the format and contents for
each record.

From Column Through Column Contents

1 12 Timestamp of the command, in 
yymmddhhmmss  format.

13 20 Terminal from which the command was
entered, or DSC if the command was
entered from a disconnected virtual
machine. All terminal addresses are left-
justified. Local terminal addresses are
represented by a leading zero followed
by the address. Logical device addresses
begin with the letter L followed by the
address. Resource-id addresses begin with
the letter R followed by the address.

21 28 User ID that issued the command.

29 32 Audit code that is used to describe the
action that was performed.

33 152 Up to 15 eight-character tokens that
describe the action that was performed.

Audit Codes

VM:Spool generates the audit codes that are shown in the following table. The tokens for audit codes 0020 through 0060
describe the old and new status of a file that was changed when a user typed over unprotected fields on the SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL screen and pressed PF9 (Execute) from that screen.

Audit Code Activity or Command Tokens 1-17

0010 SPOOLIST The user IDs whose files are listed

0020 File changed by SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL The file began and ended as a spool file,
so fields for both old and new statuses are
present.

0030 File purged by SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL The file began as a spool file but did not
end as one, so the fields that describe the
new status are all blank.
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0040 File loaded to disk by SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL

The file began as a spool file but did not
end as one, so the fields that describe the
new status are all blank.

0050 File loaded to tape by SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL

The file began as a spool file but did not
end as one, so the fields that describe the
new status are all blank.

0060 File restored from tape by SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL

The file did not begin as a spool file but
ended as one, so the fields describing the
old status are all blank.

0070 SPOOLALL All blank

0080 SPOOLCAT DISK filename filetype filemode

0090 SPOOLCAT TAPE volser (or UNKNOWN)

0100 EDIT or BROWSE owner queue spoolid

0110 BACKUP jobname

0120 RESTORE jobname

0220 ADMIN CONFIG All blank

0230 OVERVIEW All blank

0330 MACLOAD Name of the loaded macro

0430 TRACE MACRO macroname
Or
STOP

0440 VMSPOOL startup All blank

0450 END All blank

0460 AUDITEXT filename filemode filetype

 

Tokens

The following list describes the format of audit records with audit codes from 0020 to 0060.

Token and Description

1
File number, eight digits with leading zeros

2
Old owner

3
New owner

4
Old queue

5
New queue

6
Old distribution code
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7
New distribution code

8
Old file class (print class)

9
New file class (print class)

10
Old operator forms code

11
New operator forms code

12
Old copy count

13
New copy count

14
Old HOLD status

15
New HOLD status

Configuration File Records
 VM:Spool operation depends on the VMSPOOL CONFIG file to provide this information:

• User IDs that are authorized to use various VM:Spool commands
• Location of various files that are needed for VM:Spool operation (For example, the audit file, the files that the database

utilities create, and the files that the backup and restore facility needs)
• Names of any user exits you want to use
• User IDs that are to receive messages that are generated by the spool-space monitoring facility

How VM:Spool Processes the Configuration File

As part of its initialization process, VM:Spool reads the configuration file and builds its system control blocks according
to the local specifications. If a configuration file record is found to be in error during VM:Spool initialization, you see
diagnostic messages on the VM:Spool console. In this case, VM:Spool does not initialize.

 VM:Spool checks for the existence of user IDs listed on various configuration file records. If a nonexistent user ID is
found on a record during initialization, diagnostic messages are written on the VM:Spool console. In this case, initialization
continues.

To update the VMSPOOL CONFIG file while VM:Spool is running, use the VMSPOOL ADMIN CONFIG command.

File ID and Address of the Configuration File

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file is a CMS file with the following characteristics:

• Filename of VMSPOOL
• Filetype of CONFIG
• Filemode of A1
• Usable record length of 71 bytes

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file must reside on the 191 minidisk (A-disk) of the VM:Spool service virtual machine.
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 VM:Spool Configuration File Record Summary

 Record  Purpose  Req'd  Go to 

ACCESS Identifies minidisks available
to the VM:Spool service
virtual machine; enables the
DATABASE, AUDIT, and
BACKUP facilities.

No  ACCESS Record 

BACKUP DEFAULTS Specifies and defines the
features of a backup job.

No BACKUP DEFAULTS Record

BACKUP DEFINE Gives a name to the backup job
and optionally overrides default
values.

No  BACKUP DEFINE Record 

BACKUP SCHEDULE Schedules the backup job to run
automatically.

No  BACKUP SCHEDULE Record 

DATABASE Sets up the defaults for
the VM:Spool database utilities
and provides accounting for
spool-space usage

No  DATABASE Record 

DUMP Indicates the form of dump, if
any, that is created if VM:Spool
abends. Also indicates the user
ID where the dump is sent

No  DUMP Record 

GRANT Authorizes users to
use VM:Spool commands

Yes  GRANT Record 

LIST Groups authorizations or user
IDs for use with GRANT or
WITHHOLD records

No  LIST Record 

MACLOAD Specifies the names of
the VM:Spool macros to buffer
in virtual memory

No  MACLOAD Record 

MESSAGE Identifies the CP
command VM:Spool uses to
send messages.

No  MESSAGE Record 

MONITOR Specifies how
often VM:Spool checks on the
amount of spool space being
used.
Also specifies how you want to
be notified of possible problems
with spool space

No  MONITOR Record 

MONOPER Specifies the user IDs that
are to receive messages
from VM:Spool when the spool
space is in danger of becoming
full.

No  MONOPER Record 
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MSGCASE Identifies whether VM:Spool
messages are to appear in
uppercase of in mixed case

No  MSGCASE Record 

PRIVCMD Allows
authorized VM:Spool users to
manipulate other users' spool
files without having CP privilege
class D

No  PRIVCMD Record 

PRODUCT Identifies other service virtual
machines running Broadcom
products.
Activates the interface
between VM:Spool and the
other service virtual machines

No  PRODUCT Record 

RESTORE DEFAULTS Specifies and defines the
features of a restore job.

No RESTORE DEFAULTS Record

RESTORE DEFINE Gives a name to the restore job
and optionally overrides default
values.

No RESTORE DEFINE Record 

RESTORE
SCHEDULE

Schedules the restore job to run
automatically.

No RESTORE SCHEDULE Record 

SYSOPER Specifies user IDs that are
to receive system messages
from VM:Spool.

No  SYSOPER Record 

SYSTEM Controls how VM:Spool reports
potential disk-full conditions on
the AUDT, DBAS, and BKUP
minidisks.

No  SYSTEM Record 

USER EXIT Specifies the filename of a user
exit that is to receive control at a
certain point in VM:Spool opera
tion.

No  USEREXIT Record 

WITHHOLD Restricts users from
using VM:Spool commands.

No  WITHHOLD Record 

Record Format

Each record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file consists of a record name followed by one or more parameters or options,
which are separated by blanks. You can place parameters anywhere on the line. VM:Spool ignores records having an
asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character, so you can use the * for comments. VM:Spool also ignores blank lines.

Continuing a Record Past 71 Characters

To continue a configuration file record past the 71-character limit, use the continuation character (a comma) as the last
non-blank character in the record. The continuation character continues the logical line to the next record (even past blank
lines).

A comma at the end of a comment line does not serve as a continuation character. It is simply a comma. For example:

* THIS IS A COMMENT LINE,
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However, if a continuation character ends the line preceding a line that begins with an asterisk, the asterisk is not
a comment character. For example:

GRANT SPOOLIST *SELF TO,

*SALES,

GILLIE,

MICHAEL

The preceding example is the same as:

GRANT SPOOLIST *SELF TO *SALES GILLIE MICHAEL

Parameter Notes

The following notes apply when adding BACKUP SCHEDULE, DATABASE, MONITOR, RESTORE SCHEDULE, and
SYSTEM records to the VM:Spool configuration file.

• The variable number  must be a positive integer. The variable percent  must be a positive integer from 0 through 100.
•  VM:Spool accepts the following variations on the spelling of the words SECONDS, MINUTES, HOURS, and DAYS:
SECONDS

SECONDS
SECOND
SECS
SEC

MINUTES
MINUTES
MINUTE
MINS
MIN

HOURS
HOURS
HOUR
HRS
HR

DAYS
DAYS
DAY

Using the VMIADM Administration Menu to Change VMSPOOL CONFIG

If you are logged on to VMANAGER or the VMSPOOL user ID, you can use the VMIADM Administration Menu to make
changes to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Do not use the VMIADM Administration Menu from the VM:Spool service virtual
machine while it is running VM:Spool. Enter the VMIADM command to access the VMIADM Administration Menu. You can
use the command's parameters and options as a shortcut to a particular menu or task selection.

Using the ADMIN CONFIG Command to Change VMSPOOL CONFIG

If you are authorized to use the ADMIN CONFIG command, you can update the VMSPOOL CONFIG file dynamically. Do
not use the ADMIN CONFIG command from the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

Follow these steps to edit your VMSPOOL CONFIG file with the ADMIN CONFIG command:

1. Log on to a user ID with ADMIN CONFIG authorization. For more information about this authorization, see GRANT
Record.
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2. Enter the ADMIN CONFIG command in this format:
vmspool admin config

You are placed in XEDIT.
3. Make your changes and FILE the file. If you make any changes that result in invalid configuration file

records,  VM:Spool gives you the opportunity to correct the changes before continuing.

WARNING
 If you do not use the ADMIN CONFIG command and edit the VMSPOOL CONFIG file from the VMSPOOL user
ID while VM:Spool is running, the changes are not made dynamically.

ACCESS Record
Use the ACCESS record to identify the special-purpose minidisks that are available to the VM:Spool service virtual
machine. This record also indicates the access filemodes for VM:Spool to use when accessing these minidisks during
initialization.

These minidisks are used to store the data that VM:Spool generates. Do not manually edit the files on these minidisks or
place more files on them.

The VM:Spool service virtual machine owns the AUDT, DBAS, and BKUP minidisks. The VM:Spool database worker
virtual machine (VMLWORK) obtains read/write access to the DBAS minidisk.

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file can contain one ACCESS record for each special-purpose minidisk you are using.
VMSPOOL CONFIG should not include ACCESS records for any other minidisks. If an ACCESS record is not present for
the AUDT, DBAS, or BKUP minidisk, VM:Spool does not perform the function associated with the minidisk.

Because the RESTDBAS command uses the information from the DBAS minidisk, ensure that you have an ACCESS
DBAS record if you intend to use the RESTDBAS command.

VM:Spool verifies that the label of the accessed minidisk agrees with the minidisk specified by the  mdisk parameter of the
ACCESS record.

If you change an ACCESS record in the configuration file, also change the VMSERVER NAMES file on the VMANAGER
1FF minidisk to reflect the change. Keep the NAMES file updated to ensure that VM:Spool can accommodate future
upgrades.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

ACCESS {AUDT | DBAS | BKUP} vaddr filemode

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

{ AUDT | DBAS | BKUP }
Specifies the VM:Spool minidisk to identify. AUDT contains audit records that VM:Spool creates. DBAS contains
data about the use of spool space at your site. This data is used to create CP accounting records for spool space
use. BKUP contains data that the backup/restore facility uses.
Note: The keyword DBASE can be used instead of DBAS. In this case, the label of the accessed minidisk must
also be DBASE.

vaddr
Is the virtual address of the minidisk to access. Typical virtual addresses are 1D0 for the AUDT minidisk, 1B0 for
the DBAS minidisk, and 1C0 for the BKUP minidisk.

filemode
Is the access mode letter that you use to access the minidisk:
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B
DBAS

C
AUDT

E
BKUP

BACKUP DEFAULTS Record
Use the BACKUP DEFAULTS record to specify the features that VM:Spool uses in a backup job.

To continue the BACKUP DEFAULTS record past the 71-character limit, use a comma as the last non-blank character in
the record. The continuation character continues the logical line to the next record (even past blank lines).

The BACKUP DEFAULTS record must precede all other backup records.

If you have a RESTORE DEFAULTS record, include a BACKUP DEFAULTS record .

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

BACKUP DEFAULTS WORKERS userid1 password1 [useridn passwordn]... "Parms"

Parms:

DENSITY densityname

[CATALOG catname]

[DSN dsn]

[FORMAT [SPTAPE | SPXTAPE]] 

[FULLDUMP | INCREMENTAL]

[LABEL [NL | SL | UL]] 

[MOUNTXEC execname]

[PURGE | NOPURGE]

[RETPD number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS}]

[TAPEPOOL [VMTAPE | MOUNTEXT] poolname]

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

[ CATALOG catname ]
The name of the catalog that the job creates or updates. If you do not specify a catalog parameter, the default
catalog name is the name of the job.

[ DSN dsn ]
Specifies a data set name to write to a standard label tape and to the VM:Tape TMC. A data set name can have
a maximum of 44 characters. If a data set name has more than 44 characters, VM:Spool truncates it. The default
data set name is VMSPOOL.BACKUP.

[ FORMAT [ SPTAPE
| SPXTAPE  ]
Indicates whether VM:Spool backs up the files in SPTAPE format or in SPXTAPE format.
Warning! SPTAPE has not been supported since z/VM 5.1. This parameter is documented for informational
purposes only.

[ FULLDUMP | INCREMENTAL ]
FULLDUMP indicates that the job is to back up all files that are specified in jobname SELECTS. A FULLDUMP
job completely replaces an existing catalog.
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INCREMENTAL indicates that the job is to back up all files that are specified in jobname SELECTS which meet
either of the following criteria:

• The file did not exist on the system at the time of the last incremental backup job.
• The file has existed on the system throughout the RETPD of the incremental backup job. Files that expire

today and still exist on the system will be backed up in today's incremental backup job. They are retained in
the CATALOG file for another RETPD.
An incremental job adds new records to an existing catalog. It deletes any old records that have expired. A
record has expired if it describes a file that is written to a tape that has expired.

[ LABEL [ NL | SL | UL ] ]
Specifies the type of label VM:Spool is to put on the backup tapes, as follows:
NL

Non-labeled tapes
SL

IBM standard VOL1 and HDR1 labels
UL

Synonym for NL
Important! If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM
standard VOL1 and HDR1 labels, set this parameter to SL. Otherwise,VM:Spool destroys the labels on the tapes
it uses.

[ MOUNTXEC execname ]
The name of the EXEC used to mount a tape. You can use the VMLMOUNT EXEC supplied with VM:Spool
unless you have a tape management system other than VM:Tape. In the latter case, create another EXEC to
handle mounting tapes. VMLMOUNT is the default. See also the TAPEPOOL parameter.

[ PURGE | NOPURGE ]
Tells VM:Spool whether to PURGE the backed-up files from the system when the backup job is completed.
System data files are never purged during a backup job.

[ RETPD number { SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS } ]
Specifies the retention period for tapes that are used in backups and for records in backup catalogs. You can
express this period in any of the ways that VM:Spool understands time units, but the number you enter must total
a whole number of days. For example, you can say 48 HOURS, but 47 HOURS is invalid. The default is 3 days.

[ TAPEPOOL [ VMTAPE | MOUNTEXT ] poolname ]
Names a pool of tapes that VM:Spool can use for backups. The tape pool name must be a valid CMS filename.
The default is VMSPOOL.
If you do not specify the VMTAPE keyword, VM:Spool manages the pool. In this case, create a file that is named
poolname TAPEPOOL on the BKUP minidisk. This file contains a list of the tapes that VM:Spool can use for
backups. Initially, simply list the volsers, one on each line in the file. VM:Spool updates this file as you use tapes
for backups.
VMTAPE

If you specify the VMTAPE option, VM:Tape manages the tape pool. A PRODUCTS VMTAPE record
must exist in VMSPOOL CONFIG. VM:Spool calls the VMLMOUNT EXEC to ask VM:Tape to mount any
tape from the tape pool (poolname) defined to VM:Tape. This call is made by passing the poolname as
a parameter to the VMLMOUNT EXEC. If you specify VMTAPE SCRATCH, VM:Spool requests tapes
from the general scratch tape pool that is defined to VM:Tape. If a poolname TAPEPOOL file exists on the
BKUP minidisk, VM:Spool ignores this file. VM:Spool does not use this file to select tapes, and does not
update this file.
Note: When you are using VM:Tape to perform tape mounts and VM:Spool to manage the tape pool, the
tapes that are defined in poolname must be defined in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC).
VM:Spool must own the tapes. For more information about handling tapes within the VM:Spool interface
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to VM:Tape, see VM:Spool/VM:Tape in "Product-Pair Interfaces," in the Mainframe VM Product Manager
documentation.

MOUNTEXT
If you specify the MOUNTEXT keyword, a tape management system other than VM:Tape or VM:Spool
manages the tape pool. In this case, create an EXEC to handle mounting tapes. Specify the name of
this EXEC as the execname keyword of the MOUNTXEC parameter. VM:Spool calls execname EXEC
to mount tapes. VM:Spool passes poolname as a parameter to the EXEC. If a poolname TAPEPOOL file
exists on the BKUP minidisk, VM:Spool ignores this file. VM:Spool does not use the file to select tapes,
and does not update the file.

poolname
Specifies the name of the tape pool to use for backups. The pool name must be a valid CMS filename. If
VM:Spool manages the tapes, it selects tapes from the poolname TAPEPOOL file, which must exist on
the BKUP minidisk. If VM:Tape or another tape management system manages the tape, the pool name
is passed as a parameter to the EXEC that is specified as the execname keyword of the MOUNTXEC
parameter. In this case, any poolname TAPEPOOL file that exists on the BKUP minidisk is ignored.

IBM 3480 and Oracle StorageTek 4480 Cartridges
IBM 3480 tape cartridges can be read on either IBM 3480 or most IBM 3490E tape drives. Although the cartridge is
designed for 18 track recording, some 3480 tapes are certified for 36 track recording by some 3490E tape drives. The
product verifies 36-track tapes on 3480/3490 drives, but only reads and writes to 18-track tapes on these drives.Oracle
StorageTek (STK) 4480 tape cartridges can be read by STK 4480, 4490, and 9490 tape drives.

However, only STK 4480 drives can write to 4480 cartridges.Late-model IBM 3480 tapes and drives are sometimes
referred to as IBM 3490. The designation '3490' indicates that IDRC is a standard feature. Do not confuse these media
with the very different IBM 3490E drive and media. These '3490's are still 18-track tape devices.

Tape Type Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3480, 3490 18-Track
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480

CART 38K, XF X'C0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3480, 3490 36-Track
(recorded on 3490E)
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480 with
IDRC (3490)

CART E, EXF X'E0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3490E, Oracle StorageTek 4490 and 9490 Drives
The IBM 3490E tape drive differs significantly from the 3480/3490 family. The 3490E uses 36 tracks instead of 18 and a
thinner, longer medium. The 3490E can read 3480 tapes but can only write to newer 3480 tapes that are certified for use
on a 3490E. Similarly, the Oracle StorageTek (STK) 4490 and 9490 36-track drives can read but not write to STK 4480 18-
track tapes.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3490E
Oracle STK 4490, 9490,
9490EE emulating IBM
3490E

ENH ENHXF, ENH X'E1' X'E3' (No IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)
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IBM 3590 Tape Drives
All IBM 3590 drives use the same media, and the tapes come in two lengths:

• The standard length J tape
• The extended length K tape

Later models of 3590 write at higher densities. Later models of 3590 can read and verify tapes that were written at
lower density on older 3590 drives. Older IBM drives cannot read 3590 tapes, and 3590 drives cannot read older tape
formats.Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in B denote that hardware
data compression is not in use.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density

IBM 3590B HPT HPTB, HPTC X'E8' X'E8'

XPT XPTB, XPTC X'EA'

IBM 3590E HPT EHPTB, EHPTC X'E9'

XPT EXPTB, EXPTC X'EB'

IBM 3590H HPT HHPTB, HHPTC X'EC'

XPT HXPTB, HXPTC X'ED'

IBM 3592 Tape Drives
VM:Tape and VM:Batch  support IBM 3592 tape drives with or without hardware data compaction, and the following
cartridges:

• IBM 300GB Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETC, encrypted EETC)
• IBM 60GB (scaled) Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETCS)
• IBM Extended Format Economy Tape Cartridge (ETCM, encrypted EETCM)
• IBM Extended Enterprise Tape Cartridge (ETCX)
• IBM Advanced Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCA)
• IBM Advanced Economy Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCAM)

There are four models of IBM 3592 tape drives, but we consider the 3592 E05 to be two different models, depending on
whether optional encryption is installed.The IBM 3592 drives cannot read older models of tape, and older models of tape
drive cannot read 3592 tapes.Later models of 3592 drive can write to some earlier 3592 media but at higher density than
the original drives. The latest 3592 drives can only read but not write to some early 3592 media. For more information,
consult the IBM documentation.Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in
B denote that hardware data compression is not in use.

Support for IBM 3592-E07 tape drives was added to   Version 2.0 in PTF RO54656.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density

IBM 3592
(J1A, Generation 1)

ETC
ETCS

ETCB, ETCC
ETCSB, ETCSC

X'EE' X'E9'

IBM 3592E
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
Without encryption

ETC
ETCM
ETCX

EFMTB, EFMTC
EFMTMB, EFMTMC
EFMTXB, EFMTXC

X'F2'
X'F3'
X'F4'

X'E9'
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IBM 3592EE
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
With encryption

EETC
EETCM
EETCX

EEFMTB, EEFTMTC
EEFMTMB, EEFMTMC
EEFMTXB, EEFMTXC

X'F7'
X'F8'
X'F9'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
300GB cartridge

EETC EF3B/C
EEF3B/C

X'FA'
X'FD'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Format
Economy Tape Cartridge,
encrypted

EETCM EF3MB/C
EEF3MB/C

X'FB'
X'FE'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF3XB/C
EEF3XB/C

X'FC'
X'FF'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF4XB/C
EEF4XB/C

X'D5'
X'D8'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Economy Data
Cartridge

EETCAM EF4EB, EF4EC
EEF4EB/C

X'D6'
X'D9'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Data Cartridge

EETCA EF4AB, EF4AC
EEF4AB/C

X'D7'
X'DA'

X'E9'

Oracle StorageTek 9840, 9940 Drives
The Oracle StorageTek 9840 and 9940 series can be used to emulate either IBM 3490E or IBM 3590 devices. Later
model 9840 or 9940 drives can read or verify media that were written to at a lower density, on an older 9840 or 9940
drive.Without compression, a 9840 or 9840B tape can record up to 20GB. A 9840C can record up to 40GB and a 9840D
up to 75GB. A 9940 records up to 60GB and a 9940B records up to 200GB. 

Emulating IBM 3490E

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density

Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R34 X'E7' X'E3'

Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC34 X'E2' X'E3'

Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD34 X'D0' X'E3'

Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P34 X'E3' X'E3'

Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB34 X'F0' X'E3'

Emulating IBM 3590

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density

Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R35 X'E7' X'E8
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Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC35 X'E2' X'E8'

Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD35 X'D0' X'E8'

Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P35 X'E3' X'E8'

Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB35 X'F0' X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek SD-3 (Redwood) Drives
The Oracle StorageTek SD-3 uses helical scan on a half-inch tape. Three tape lengths are available, A, B, or C. The
length of tape is reflected in the density name.Length A tapes can store 12.5 GB, length B tapes can store 25 GB, and
length C tapes can store 50 GB.

Device Media Density Name
Emulating IBM
3490E

Density Name
Emulating IBM 3590

TMC TRTCH TMC Density

Oracle StorageTek
SD-3 (Redwood)

DD3 D3A34
D3B34
D3C34

D3A35
D3B35
D3C35

X'E4'
X'E5'
X'E6'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek T10000 Series Tape Drives
The T10000A is the only member of the T10000 series that can emulate the IBM 3490E. Later models emulate only
the IBM 3590.The T10000 series drives take two cartridge lengths, the standard and the sport-length. These tapes are
referred to as media T1 and TS, respectively. The T1 can store 500GB when recorded on a T10000 and 1TB when
recorded on a T10000B. The TS records 120GB on a T10000 and 240GB on a T10000B.For the T10000C, Oracle
introduced the T2 cartridge, but we keep the same media name. The standard length T10000C tape can hold up to 5TB,
and the sport version holds up to 1TB.

Emulating IBM 3490E

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle StorageTek
T10000A

T1
TS

T1A34
TSA34

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E3'

Emulating IBM 3590

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle StorageTek
T10000A

T1
TS

T1A35
TSA35

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek
T10000B

T1
TS

T1B35
TSB35

X'D1'
X'D2'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek
T10000C

T1
TS

T1C35
TSC35

X'D3'
X'D4'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek
T10000D

T1
TS

T1D35
TSD35

X'DB'
X'DC'

X'E8'
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BACKUP DEFINE Record
Use the BACKUP DEFINE record to name a BACKUP job that an authorized user can schedule (see the BACKUP
SCHEDULE record) or invoke directly. You can also use this record to override parameters specified on the BACKUP
DEFAULTS record.

If the job requires parameters other than the ones specified in the BACKUP DEFAULTS record, you must specify those
parameters on the BACKUP DEFINE record. Where they conflict, parameters specified on the BACKUP DEFINE record
override those specified on the BACKUP DEFAULTS record.

To continue the BACKUP DEFINE record past the 71-character limit, use a comma as the last non-blank character in the
record. The continuation character continues the logical line, even past blank lines, to the next record.

For a particular job, the BACKUP DEFINE record must follow the BACKUP DEFAULTS record and precede the BACKUP
SCHEDULE record if either exists.

 Syntax 

This configuration file record has the following format:

BACKUP DEFINE jobname "Parms"

Parms:

[WORKERS userid1 password1 [useridn passwordn]...]

[CATALOG catname]

[DENSITY  densityname]

[DSN dsn]

[FULLDUMP | INCREMENTAL]

[LABEL [NL | SL | UL]] 

[MOUNTXEC execname]

[PURGE | NOPURGE]

[RETPD number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS}]

[TAPEPOOL [VMTAPE] poolname]

 Parameters 

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

•   jobname 
Assigns a name to the backup job that an authorized user directly schedules or invokes.

• Other parameters are described in .BACKUP DEFAULTS Record.

BACKUP SCHEDULE Record
Use the BACKUP SCHEDULE record to schedule a backup to run automatically.

It is not necessary to include a BACKUP SCHEDULE record for each jobname that appears on a BACKUP DEFINE
record if you do not want it to run every day at scheduled times.

For a particular job, the BACKUP SCHEDULE record must follow the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE
records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

BACKUP SCHEDULE jobname {"Parms"}
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Parms:

  TIME hh:mm:ss1 [hh:mm:ssn]...

| EVERY number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS}

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

• jobname
The name of the backup job to schedule. The job name is defined on a previous BACKUP DEFINE record.

• TIME hh:mm:ss1 [ hh:mm:ssn ]...
Specifies the times at which the job starts if VM:Spool is running at that time. Specify the times using a 24-hour clock
(for example, use 23:00:00 for 11:00 p.m.).

• EVERY number { SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS }
Specifies how often to run the job. You can express the units of time as seconds, minutes, hours, or days. For
example, you can use EVERY number MINUTES for instantaneous backups and EVERY number HOURS for batching
backup jobs so that operators are not continually mounting tapes.

DATABASE Record
Use the DATABASE record to configure the operation of the database utilities for VM:Spool.

The DATABASE record can tell VM:Spool to create a database of records about spool-space usage at your site. The
DATABASE record can also tell VM:Spool to create accounting records for spool-space usage.

The DATABASE record is optional unless you intend to use the RESTDBAS command. The RESTDBAS command uses
the information the DATABASE record generates.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

DATABASE ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

[ACCOUNT [hh:mm:ss | N/A]] 

[KEEPFOR [number {"Time unit"}]] 

[NEWMAX [number {"Time unit"}]] 

[UPDATE [number {"Time unit"}]] 

[WORKER userid 

logon-password]

[XFERNEW [PERCENT]] 

[XFEROLD [PERCENT]] 

 

Time unit:

SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

ACCOUNT [hh:mm:ss | N/A]
Creates accounting records that are based on information that is stored in the database file (VMLDB MASTER).
The variable hh:mm:ss is the time of day, expressed in 24-hour time, when VM:Spool is to create the accounting
records. N/A specifies not to create accounting records. N/A is the default.
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KEEPFOR
[ number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS} ]
How long you want to keep database records for transferred or purged spool files. The default is seven days.

NEWMAX
[ number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS} ]
The maximum amount of time for which VM:Spool is to charge the owner of a newly observed file. The default is
365 days. For more information, see the notessection.
VM:Spool uses the NEWMAX parameter to ensure that users are not charged excessively for spool files that
already exist when VM:Spool is initialized for the first time. NEWMAX also helps prevent users from being
charged for files that are restored from tape. If a file that exceeds the NEWMAX value was created before the
accounting utility is run, the user is charged for ownership only for the length of time that NEWMAX specifies.
For example, suppose that SPOCK has a reader file that is ten days old when you bring up VM:Spool for the
first time. If you have set the NEWMAX value at 3 days, SPOCK is charged for owning the file for the three days
before VM:Spool was brought up.
Also, suppose BONES recently restored from tape a file that was created 12 days ago. If the NEWMAX value
is set to 8 hours, BONES is charged for 8 hours, even though the Date field for the file shows that the file was
created 12 days ago.

UPDATE [ number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS} ]
Tells VM:Spool how often to observe spool files and update the database with new information about spool-space
activity. The UPDATE parameter does not cause VM:Spool to create accounting records.
If you intend to use the RESTDBAS command, specify an update interval that coordinates with your backup
schedule. Doing so allows you to do a full system restore of spool files, if necessary.

WORKER userid  logon-password
The user ID of the virtual machine that performs database updates and accounting (usually VMLWORK). Include
the logon password parameter. If the worker machine is covered by a VM:Secure rule that allows VM:Spool to
autolog the worker machine without providing a logon password, use * as the logon password parameter.
You cannot specify a password phrase on this record. If an ESM is available, a security rule can be created
allowing VM:Spool to autolog the workers with a password. You are required to use this method if the worker user
ID has a passphrase.
If you specify the WORKER parameter, the database is updated hourly by default. If you also specify the UPDATE
parameter, the UPDATE value overrides the hourly update that the WORKER parameter specifies.

XFERNEW [ percent ]
Is the percent of ownership time that is assigned to the new owner when a file is transferred. The default is 100
percent. See the notessection for an explanation of ownership time.

XFEROLD [ percent ]
Is the percent of ownership time that is assigned to the old owner when a file is transferred. The default is 0
percent.

Notes

If the DATABASE record is present in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, VM:Spool checks regularly to see what spool
files are in the system. (This check can be thought of as taking a snapshot.) If a user transfers a file to another user
between observations, VM:Spool does not know which user ID owned the file at any given moment in the interval
between observations. Use the XFERNEW and XFEROLD parameters to divide the charge for ownership of files that are
transferred between observations.

For example, suppose that you specify with the UPDATE parameter that VM:Spool is to observe spool-space activity
hourly. Also, suppose that PETRIE creates a file at 10:30. VM:Spool takes a snapshot at 11:00 and sees that PETRIE
owns the file. At 11:13, PETRIE transfers the file to SORRELL. At 12:00, VM:Spool takes another snapshot and notices
that SORRELL now owns the file. VM:Spool cannot tell with certainty what time the file changed hands because it
happened between observations. VM:Spool knows that it happened sometime between 11:00 and 12:00.
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The XFEROLD and XFERNEW parameters assign all or part of the time between observations to the two owners that
are involved in the transfer. If the XFEROLD and XFERNEW parameters are set up as follows, ownership of the file is
assigned to SORRELL for the entire period:

DATABASE XFERNEW 100,

XFEROLD 0

The percentages that are used with XFEROLD and XFERNEW cannot exceed 100, but can be less than 100. You can set
either value to zero. If you do not want to charge either user ID for the interval period, set both values to zero.

Use VMRGRW, a Mainframe VM Product Manager utility, to generate reports that are based on the data that the
VM:Spool database utilities collect.

For more information about the four VM:Spool database utilities, see Database Utilities.

Example

To have VM:Spool perform the following functions:

• Create accounting records every day at 10:00 p.m. for each spool file on the system.
• Maintain database records for transferred and purged spool files for ten days.
• Charge for newly observed files for up to two days.
• Update the database hourly.
• Charge users equally for spool files that are transferred between updates.
• Use VMLWORK as the database worker machine.

Use these DATABASE record parameters:

DATABASE ACCOUNT 22:00:00,

KEEPFOR 10 DAYS,

NEWMAX 2 DAYS,

UPDATE 1 HOUR,

XFEROLD 50,

XFERNEW 50,

WORKER VMLWORK password

DUMP Record
Use the DUMP record to specify whether VM:Spool creates a dump when the VM:Spool service virtual machine abends.
The DUMP record also specifies the user ID to receive the dump, if any. VM:Spool issues  CP VMDUMP to create dumps.

If the DUMP record is omitted, VM:Spool creates dumps by default when its service virtual machine abends.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

DUMP [OFF | VMDUMP [userid]] 

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

OFF
Specifies that VM:Spool is not to produce a dump. Do not use this setting under normal circumstances.
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During VM:Spool initialization, if the DUMP record specifies OFF, the SYSOPER user IDs receive a warning
message. This message also displays on the console of the VM:Spool service virtual machine. If the DUMP
record is changed after initialization to specify OFF, a warning message is sent to the SYSOPER user IDs.

VMDUMP
[ userid ]
Indicates that VM:Spool creates dumps when its service virtual machine abends, using CP VMDUMP. This
behavior is selected by default. If you specify a user ID, VM:Spool spools the dump to the virtual reader of that
user ID. If userid is not specified, the dump is spooled to the user ID that receives z/VM system dumps.

GRANT Record
Use the GRANT record to grant users authorization to use VM:Spool commands.

By default, a user cannot use VM:Spool commands unless GRANT records authorize him to do so. When
granting authorizations, you can explicitly specify each user ID you want to authorize on a GRANT record, or you
can make a general authorization on a GRANT record and use WITHHOLD records to except certain user IDs.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

GRANT authwords... TO userids...

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

• authwords
One or more authorizations to grant. The possible authorizations are listed in VM:Spool Authorizations. You
can tailor these authorizations to your needs and streamline the authorization process in the following ways:
– Where an authorization requires a user ID, you can use the special keywords *ALL and *SELF as described later in

this section.
– You can give several authorizations in one GRANT record by grouping the authorizations in a list.

• TO userids
Specifies the user IDs to which to grant the specified authorizations. You can specify multiple user IDs or use a LIST
record keyword that represents more than one user ID.

*ALL and *SELF Keywords

The special authorization keywords *ALL and *SELF can simplify the task of authorization. You can use *ALL to stand for
all user IDs on your system, all authorization keywords, or both. The *SELF keyword allows you to authorize users to use
the specified authorization on their own behalf.

The following record authorizes user ID HECTOR to use all VM:Spool commands:

GRANT *ALL TO HECTOR

You can use *ALL and *SELF together. For example, you want to allow all user IDs to use the SPOOLIST command to list
their own spool files. You use the following record to grant this permission:

GRANT SPOOLIST *SELF TO *ALL

You can use an * in place of the keyword *ALL.
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Grouping Authorizations in a List

You can group several authorizations into a list, and then grant those authorizations in a single GRANT record. For
example, suppose that you put these records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

LIST *QUERY QPCB QLOCK QSTART

GRANT *QUERY TO HECUBA PRIAM

In this example, *QUERY is a special LIST record keyword that represents the QPCB, QLOCK, and QSTART commands.
The subsequent GRANT record authorizes user IDs HECUBA and PRIAM to use the QPCB, QLOCK, and QSTART
commands.

For more information, see LIST Record.

Authorizing Lists of User IDs

To specify that a GRANT record applies to several user IDs, group the user IDs on a LIST record. For example, suppose
that HECTOR is the manager of HELEN, PARIS, and ACHILLES. You want to allow HECTOR to see a list of its own spool
files and the spool files of its employees. You grant this authorization by using the following records:

LIST *SPPEEK HELEN PARIS ACHILLES

GRANT SPOOLIST OVER *SPPEEK TO HECTOR

You can insert the word OVER into the GRANT record to make it more readable.

Short Authorizations Imply Long Ones

Many VM:Spool authorizations are described by a sequence of several words. For example, the general form of VIEW
authorization is:

GRANT VIEW 

userid1 queue TO userid2

If the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contained the following record, user ID PENELOPE could browse the spool files in the
reader for user ID ULYSSES. PENELOPE would not be able to browse spool files in the print or punch queue belonging to
ULYSSES. Nor could PENELOPE browse any of ULYSSES' open spool files.

GRANT VIEW ULYSSES RDR TO PENELOPE

To let PENELOPE browse any of ULYSSES' spool files, put this record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

GRANT VIEW ULYSSES TO PENELOPE

When you truncate the three-word pattern of VIEW authorization to two words, you indicate that any third word is
acceptable. To give only the authorization you want, combine this rule with the use of the special keywords * or *ALL.

For example, the following record allows AJAX to browse any spool file in your system:

GRANT VIEW TO AJAX

Compare to this record, which does not authorize PARIS to browse any closed spool files:

GRANT VIEW * OPN TO PARIS
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Truncating Authorizations

You can truncate a long authorization to a short one, implying that the recipient gets all longer versions. For example, the
pattern of SPOOLIST authorization is:

SPOOLIST 

userid

If you put the following record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, then ORESTES has SPOOLIST authorization over any user
ID:

GRANT SPOOLIST TO ORESTES

VM:Spool Authorizations

VM:Spool recognizes the following authorizations:

Function Required Authorization Words

Use the ABEND command to force an abnormal termination of
VM:Spool operation.

ABEND

Enter the ADMIN CONFIG command to update the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file.

ADMIN CONFIG

The AUDITEXT command copies audit records from the AUDT
minidisk, then erases the audit file on the AUDT minidisk.

AUDITEXT

Start a backup job. BACKUP jobname

Cancel a backup or restore job. CANCEL
BACKUP | RESTORE
jobname

Use the CMS command to enter a CMS subset or CP command
on the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

CMS command-words

Use the DATABASE macro to invoke the VM:Spool database
utilities. user ID VMLWORK automatically gets this authorization.

DATABASE

Enter the END command to terminate VM:Spool operation. END
or
END FORCE

Use the OVERVIEW command to see a summary of spool-space
usage.

OVERVIEW

Use the PURGE command to purge spool files. PURGE filename (option

Temporarily suspend activity on the VM:Spool minidisks. QUIESCE

Enter the QLOCK command to determine the lock that is blocking
the lock that the VMLMACUP utility is requesting.

QLOCK userid

Enter the QPCB command to list the currently active processes
and the commands they are using.

QPCB

Enter the QSTART command to determine when VM:Spool was
last started.

QSTART

Enter the RESTORE or RESTCAT command to start a restore job. RESTORE jobname
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Enter the SPOOLIST command with the CATALOG option to see
a list of files in a specified catalog.
Used with the Backup and Restore facility.
For users to be able to restore spool files, the administrator
creates GRANT REVIEW SYSTEM TO *ALL and GRANT
SUBMIT SYSTEM TO *ALL records. SYSTEM is the name of the
catalog.

REVIEW catname

Enter the SIGNAL command to tell the worker machine how to
recover from an error or failure condition.

SIGNAL

Use the SPOOLALL screen to list all spool files on your system. SPOOLALL

Enter SPOOLCAT DISK to list the contents of a catalog file. Enter
SPOOLCAT TAPE to list the files on a tape.

SPOOLCAT

Use the SPOOLIST command to list spool files for a specific user
ID.

SPOOLIST userid

Issue the SPOOLSEL command to create a SELECTS file that
lists spool files to be purged, backed up, or manipulated.

SPOOLSEL filename

See the status of a backup or restore job. STATUS jobname

Issue EXECUTE from the appropriate screens to submit restore
requests.
Used with the Backup and Restore facility.
For users to be able to restore spool files, the administrator
creates a GRANT SUBMIT SYSTEM TO *ALL record. SYSTEM is
the recommended name of the incremental catalog.

SUBMIT jobname

Use the VMLMACUP utility to update, optimize, and replace
source macros on the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

SYSPGMR

Issue the TRACE command to trace the execution of VM:Spool
macros.

TRACE

Browse, edit, or tag a spool file.
Important! Granting VIEW authority allows users to purge spool
files.

VIEW userid RDR
VIEW userid PRT
VIEW userid PUN
VIEW userid OPN

Enter the VOLMAP command to see how CP space is allocated
on the volumes to which VM:Spool has access.

VOLMAP

Use all VM:Spool functions.
Important! This authorization allows a user to perform all
VM:Spool functions on behalf of any user on the system.

*
*ALL

LIST Record
Use the LIST record to group authorizations or user IDs for use on GRANT and WITHHOLD records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

LIST *keyword {userids | authwords}

Parameters
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This configuration file record has the following parameters:

*keyword
Specifies an arbitrary name that represents all items in the list. The first character must be an asterisk.

{ userids | authwords }
Lists the user IDs or authorization words to group under the specified name. For the list of authorization words,
see "VM:Spool Authorizations" in GRANT Record.

Notes

The elements of a list must be single words. You cannot make a list whose elements are multi-word phrases. For
example, the following LIST record would not work:

LIST *CMDS ADMIN CONFIG,

OVERVIEW ELECTRA

SPOOLIST ORESTES

Instead of using these records, group the commands on one LIST record and the user IDs on another. Then combine the
lists on a GRANT record.

A list must be defined before it can be used in a GRANT or WITHHOLD record. For example, the following two records
work correctly, but would not work if you reversed their order:

LIST *MYFOLKS PERSEUS MEDUSA GORGON

GRANT SPOOLIST *MYFOLKS TO HERMES

Defining Your Own Authorization Keywords

You can define your own VM:Spool keywords by adding LIST records to the VM:Spool configuration file. For example, this
record defines the word *PRGMRS to be any of the words (user IDs, in this case) THESEUS or ARIADNE or PHAEDRA:

LIST *PRGMRS THESEUS ARIADNE PHAEDRA

The following authorization then allows all three of the user IDs–THESEUS, ARIADNE, and PHAEDRA–to use the
SPOOLALL command. They can see spool files that are owned by all users.

GRANT SPOOLALL TO *PRGMRS

Combining Keywords

Add the following records to the configuration file to allow HERA and ZEUS to obtain information about spool files that are
owned by APOLLO, DIANA, ARES, and ATHENA:

LIST *BOSSES HERA ZEUS

LIST *MKTG APOLLO DIANA ARES ATHENA

GRANT SPOOLIST OVER *MKTG TO *BOSSES

You can extend a LIST record to up to 4095 characters by using a comma as a continuation character. For example, the
following LIST record defines a list of nine user IDs:

LIST *SALES1 CALLIOPE CLIO EUTERPE THALIA MELPOMEN,

TERPSICH ERATO POLYHYMN URANIA
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A LIST keyword can be used as an item in another list. For example, this LIST record defines a list of 12 user IDs: the 9
named in the previously created *SALES1 list, and the additional 3 in the *SALES list:

LIST *SALES *SALES1 MEDEA JASON AETES

 

 

MACLOAD Record
Use the MACLOAD record to specify command macros to load into virtual memory.

If a macro is in virtual memory, it executes more quickly when you invoke it.

You can have multiple MACLOAD records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

MACLOAD macros...

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

macros
Lists the filenames of the macros to load into virtual memory. To specify all macros whose names begin with
certain letters, use an * trailing pattern-matching character for macros.

MESSAGE Record
Use the MESSAGE record to specify whether VM:Spool uses the CP command MSG or MSGNOH to send messages.

Messages that either command sends always contain a standard 10-character message header in the format
VMLmmmnnnc . In this format,  mmm  is the module identifier,  nnn is the message number, and  c  is the severity code.
A module identifier of SYS indicates that the message originated in a command macro.

For more information, see Messages.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

MESSAGE [MSG | MSGNOH]

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

[ MSG | MSGNOH ]
Indicates which CP command VM:Spool is to use to send messages.

MONITOR Record
Use the MONITOR record to indicate how often VM:Spool examines the amount of spool space that is in use. The
MONITOR record also specifies how VM:Spool notifies you of possible problems with spool space.
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VM:Spool uses this information to generate the VM:Spool spool-space monitoring facility messages and the GRAPH
screen.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

MONITOR "Parms"

 

Parms:

[SPOOLFUL percent]

[WAITIME number "Time Period"]

[WARNTIME number "Time Period"]

 

Time Period:

SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

SPOOLFUL percent
Issues a message whenever spool space is at or above percent full, or is projected to become percent full within
the amount of time that is specified on the WARNTIME parameter. The default is 75 percent. VM:Spool sends the
message to the user IDs listed on the MONOPER record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

WAITTIME number [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ]
Specifies how often VM:Spool examines the amount of spool space that is in use. The default is 10 seconds.

WARNTIME number [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ]
Specifies how much advance warning VM:Spool gives you if the amount of spool space that is in use is
approaching the SPOOLFUL percent value. By default, VM:Spool sends this message if the SPOOLFUL
threshold will be reached within 10 minutes.

MONOPER Record
To specify the user IDs that are to receive messages from the VM:Spool spool-space monitoring facility, use the
MONOPER record.

Many aspects of the messages that VM:Spool sends are configurable. For example, your site can specify the usage
threshold at which VM:Spool begins sending messages. Your site can also specify the intervals between when VM:Spool
checks on the availability of spool space. For more information, see MONITOR Record.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

MONOPER userid1 [AT node1] [useridn [ AT noden]] ...

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

userid1 [ AT node1 ] [ useridn [ AT noden ] ]...
Lists the user IDs that are to receive warning messages from VM:Spool. Include the OPERATOR user ID in the
list of user IDs. You cannot use a LIST record keyword to specify the user IDs.
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Note: When you specify OPERATOR as one of the user IDs on the MONOPER record, the messages are sent
to the user ID currently defined as the primary system operator. To determine this setting, issue the CP command
QUERY SYSOPER.

[ AT node ]
Specifies the user ID's RSCS node identifier.

Example

User IDs JUDE at your local node, SUE at node ABC, and ARABELLA at node XYZ are to receive messages from the
VM:Spool monitoring facility. Create this record:

MONOPER JUDE SUE AT ABC ARABELLA AT XYZ

MSGCASE Record
Use the MSGCASE record to set whether VM:Spool displays messages in mixed case or all uppercase letters.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

MSGCASE [LOWER | UPPER]

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

[ LOWER | UPPER ]
Sets whether VM:Spool displays messages in mixed case (LOWER) or all uppercase (UPPER) letters.

PRIVCMD Record
Use the PRIVCMD record to specify whether VM:Spool is to issue certain privileged CP commands on behalf of
authorized users or to rely on the user's own CP privilege class.

The VM:Spool PURGE command and several actions that you can take on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen require
the CP commands CHANGE, PURGE, and TRANSFER. These three commands require CP privilege class D when
entered by one user ID on behalf of another.

By default, VM:Spool issues these commands on the requestor's virtual machine. The requestor is required to have CP
privilege class D. By adding a PRIVCMD VMSPOOL record to the configuration file, you can specify that the VM:Spool
service virtual machine issues privileged commands instead.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

PRIVCMD [VMSPOOL | USER]

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

[ VMSPOOL | USER ]
Indicates whether the VM:Spool service virtual machine (VMSPOOL) or the user ID's virtual machine (USER) is to
issue privileged CP commands.
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If you accept the default, only users with CP privilege class D are able to manipulate other users' files through
SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL.

Example

Suppose your configuration file contains the following records:

PRIVCMD USER

GRANT SPOOLIST HESTER TO PEARL

These records allow PEARL to list all of HESTER's spool files through the VMSPOOL SPOOLIST HESTER command.
However, if PEARL does not have CP privilege class D, it will not be able to change, purge, or transfer any of HESTER's
files.

Alternatively, suppose your configuration file contains these records:

PRIVCMD VMSPOOL

GRANT SPOOLIST HESTER TO PEARL

PEARL is allowed to list all of HESTER's spool files by entering the command VMSPOOL SPOOLIST HESTER. However,
PEARL does not need CP privilege class D to change, purge, or transfer any of HESTER's spool files. The VM:Spool user
ID, which has class D privilege, will issue the necessary commands on PEARL's behalf.

In this environment, you substitute SPOOLIST authorization for CP privilege class authorization. PRIVCMD VMSPOOL, in
effect, acts as a limited version of CP privilege class D.

PRODUCT Record
Use the PRODUCT record to identify other service virtual machines running VM:Manager Suite products. The PRODUCT
record activates the interface between VM:Spool and the other service virtual machines.

For more information about the interfaces available with VM:Spool, refer to the Mainframe VM Product Manager
documentation for Product-Pair Interfaces.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

PRODUCT {product svmuserid [MASTER] | VMSISERV userid}

 

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

• product
Specifies a Broadcom product. The products you can specify are VM:Account, VM:Operator, and VM:Tape.

• svmuserid [ MASTER ]
Is the user ID of the service virtual machine running product. If there are multiple PRODUCT records for product, use
the MASTER option to indicate that this svmuserid is the master for product. VM:Spool communicates with the master
svmuserid only.

• VMSISERV userid
Specifies the user ID that performs product maintenance. The variable userid is the user ID of the Mainframe VM
Product Manager  installation and maintenance virtual machine. By default, this virtual machine is VMANAGER.
Warning! Do not change VMISISERV except under special circumstances.
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RESTORE DEFAULTS Record
Use the RESTORE DEFAULTS record to specify the features VM:Spool is to use in a restore job.

If you specify a RESTORE DEFAULTS record, place it before all other restore records and after the backup records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

RESTORE DEFAULTS WORKER userid password [MOUNTXEC execname]

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

WORKER userid password
Defines the worker virtual machine on which to run restore jobs. Supply a password for the worker. Use * for
password if VM:Spool can autolog the worker without a password (for example, with VM:Secure rules). Consider
using VMLRES01 for the user ID.
Note: You cannot specify a password phrase on this record. If an ESM is available, you can create a security rule
that allows VM:Spool to autolog the worker with a password. You are required to use this method if the worker
user ID has a passphrase.

MOUNTXEC execname
The name of the EXEC that is used to get a tape mounted. VMLMOUNT is the default.

RESTORE DEFINE Record
Use the RESTORE DEFINE record to name a RESTORE job that an authorized user can schedule or invoke directly.
(See the RESTORE SCHEDULE record.) You can also use this record to override parameters specified on the RESTORE
DEFAULTS record.

If the job requires parameters other than the ones specified on the RESTORE DEFAULTS record, specify those
parameters on the RESTORE DEFINE record. Where they conflict, parameters specified on the RESTORE DEFINE
record override those specified on the RESTORE DEFAULTS record.

For a particular job, the RESTORE DEFINE record must follow the RESTORE DEFAULTS record and precede the
RESTORE SCHEDULE record.

Syntax 

This configuration file record has the following format:

RESTORE DEFINE jobname [WORKER userid password [MOUNTXEC execname]]         

Parameters 

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

•  jobname 
Names a restore job that an authorized user directly schedules or invokes.

• Refer to the RESTORE DEFAULTS Record for explanations of the optional parameters.

RESTORE SCHEDULE Record
Use the RESTORE SCHEDULE record to schedule a restore to run automatically. Do not include a RESTORE
SCHEDULE record for a defined job if you do not want the job to run automatically at a scheduled time.
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For a particular job, the RESTORE SCHEDULE record must follow the RESTORE DEFAULT and RESTORE DEFINE
records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

RESTORE SCHEDULE jobname {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  TIME hh:mm:ss1 [hh:mm:ssn]...

| EVERY number {SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS}                           }

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

• jobname
The name of the restore job to schedule. The jobname is defined on a previous RESTORE DEFINE record.

• TIME hh:mm:ss1 [ hh:mm:ssn ]...
Specifies the times at which the job starts if VM:Spool is running then. Specify the times using a 24-hour clock (for
example, use 23:00:00 for 11:00 p.m.).

• EVERY number { SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS }
Specifies how often to run the job. For example, you can use EVERY number MINUTES for instantaneous backups
and EVERY number HOURS for batching backup jobs so that operators are not continually mounting tapes.

SYSOPER Record
Use the SYSOPER record to specify user IDs that are to receive:

• System messages when a VM:Spool initialization, termination, or abend occurs
• Warning messages when the DBAS, AUDT, or BKUP minidisk is in danger of becoming full. These messages are

based on thresholds that are specified on the SYSTEM record.
• Other informational messages about VM:Spool operation

If the user IDs identified on the SYSOPER record are not logged on, VM:Spool redirects the system message to the VM
operator user ID.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

SYSOPER userid1 [AT node1] [useridn [AT noden]] ...

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

userid1 [ AT node1 ] [ useridn [ AT noden ] ]...
Lists the user IDs that are to receive VM:Spool system messages. The default is the VM system operator user ID.

[ AT node ]
Specifies the user ID's RSCS node identifier.

Example
This record specifies user ID TESS at NODE1 as the user ID to receive VM:Spool system messages:
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SYSOPER TESS AT NODE1

SYSTEM Record
Use the SYSTEM record to control how VM:Spool reports potential disk-full conditions on the AUDT, DBAS, and BKUP
minidisks.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

SYSTEM "Parms" [WAITTIME number {"Time period"}]

 

Parms:

[ADISKFUL percent]

[BDISKFUL percent]

[DDISKFUL percent]

 

Time period:

SECONDS| MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS

Parameters

This configuration file record has the following parameters:

ADISKFUL percent
Sets a threshold for the AUDT minidisk. When the AUDT minidisk becomes percent full, VM:Spool sends a
warning message to the user IDs specified on the SYSOPER record. The default ADISKFUL value is 80 percent.

BDISKFUL percent
Sets a threshold for the BKUP minidisk. When the BKUP minidisk becomes percent full, VM:Spool sends a
warning message to the user IDs specified on the SYSOPER record. The default BDISKFUL value is 45 percent.

DDISKFUL percent
Sets a threshold for the DBAS minidisk. When the DBAS minidisk becomes percent full, VM:Spool sends a
warning message to the user IDs specified on the SYSOPER record. The default DDISKFUL value is 30 percent.

WAITTIME number { SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS }
Specifies how long VM:Spool waits between examining the amount of disk space that the AUDT, DBAS, and
BKUP minidisks are using. The default is 60 seconds.

NOTE
Because the DBAS and BKUP minidisks can fill up quickly, do not set a threshold above 50 percent for them.
If the DBAS minidisk is more than 50 percent full, the DATABASE macro (used to run the VM:Spool database
utilities) can fail with a return code of 13.

The DBAS minidisk must be large enough to hold a snapshot and two copies of the VMLDB MASTER file.

The BKUP minidisk must be large enough to hold:

• Every catalog that you want to maintain
• All worker selection and job selection files
• All tape pool files that you need for backups

Catalog files are fixed-format with a record length of 176. The catalog for a full backup of your system contains one record
for each closed file in your system. The catalog for an incremental backup is larger, containing one record for each closed
spool file that has existed in your system during the retention period of the catalog.
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While a backup job is running, VM:Spool creates work files on the BKUP minidisk. The BKUP minidisk must therefore be
large enough to hold these additional files:

• Two extra copies of the catalog being updated
• A file with one 200-byte record for every file being backed up

Restore requests also reside on the BKUP minidisk. One 176-byte record exists for each restore request that a restore
job has not yet processed. Normally, restore requests, selection files, and tape pool files are small. They can be
accommodated by allowing an extra 5 percent over the space that other files require.

USEREXIT Record
Use the USEREXIT records to specify the filename of a user exit that receives control at various points while VM:Spool
operates.

VM:Spool provides the following three template user exit files:

VMLACCXT
(ACCOUNT user exit)
Prevents VM:Spool from creating accounting records for CPDUMP files or any file that MAINT owns

VMLPURXT
(PURGE user exit)
Warns users of impending purges

VMLCMDXT
(COMMAND user exit)
Interprets VMSPOOL RL and VMSPOOL RDRLIST as synonyms for VMSPOOL / RDR and displays only your
own RDR files

If you plan to use one of these template files, tailor it to your site. For more information, see User Exit Reference.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

USEREXIT exitname filename [EXEC | TEXT]

Parameters

A description of each parameter follows:

• exitname
Specifies the user exit that is to receive control at a certain point while VM:Spool operates. Possible values for 
exitname  are as follows:

ACCOUNT
Allows you to examine, edit, and delete accounting records before they are sent to CP

COMMAND
Examines VM:Spool commands before VM:Spool interprets them, and optionally modifies or rejects the command

PURGE
Receives control when the VM:Spool PURGE command is issued

• filename
Specifies the filename of the user exit that your site supplies.

• [ EXEC | TEXT ]
Indicates whether the user exit is a REXX EXEC or is in TEXT format.
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WITHHOLD Record
Use the WITHHOLD record to restrict users from using VM:Spool commands.

By default, a user ID cannot use VM:Spool commands unless GRANT records authorize it to do so. Create WITHHOLD
records to except certain user IDs from authorizations that are specified on GRANT records.

Syntax

This configuration file record has the following format:

WITHHOLD authwords... FROM userids...

Parameters

A description of each parameter follows:

• authwords
Specifies one or more authorizations to withhold. You can use any authorization word that is valid on a GRANT record.

• userids
Specifies one or more user IDs from which to withhold the specified authorizations. Specify multiple user IDs or use a
LIST record keyword that represents more than one user ID.

User Exit Reference
VM:Spool provides three optional user exits that extend the flexibility of VM:Spool for your system. Before you use the
user exits, have a REXX or assembler programmer modify each one as needed for your system. The installation includes
templates shown in the following table:

User Exit Sample Fileid Purpose
ACCOUNT VMLACCXT Examines accounting records and lets you

create replacement records
COMMAND VMLCMDXT Examines commands before they are

interpreted by VM:Spool to optionally
modify or reject the command's execution
Selected through SPOOLSEL control files

PURGE VMLPURXT Accepts or rejects the purging of files

Implementing the User Exits
Modify a copy of the template user exit file as needed. Each template file contains comment records that explain how the
user exit works.

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file provided by the installation procedure contains a USEREXIT record for each exit, preceded
by an asterisk. Activate these records by removing the asterisk. For more information, refer to USEREXIT Record.

For example, the following record shows VMLCMDXT as the filename of the COMMAND user exit:

USEREXIT COMMAND VMLCMDXT EXEC

ACCOUNT User Exit
The ACCOUNT user exit examines each accounting record that the VMLDBB utility creates. ACCOUNT lets you create
replacement records for individual accounting records.
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The VMLDBB utility loads your ACCOUNT user exit into memory when it is needed. You do not need to LOAD or
EXECLOAD the exit manually. Because VMLDBB calls the ACCOUNT user exit for every accounting record it creates,
avoid extensive processing if possible.

If you run the VMLDBB utility automatically, VM:Spool uses the ACCOUNT user exit under the control of the ACCOUNT
parameter of the DATABASE record in the configuration file. If you run VMLDBB manually, outside the control of
VM:Spool, you must supply the USEREXIT option on the VMLDBB command to tell VMLDBB to use the exit.

For a TEXT exit, register 1 contains the address of the record. For a REXX exit, the exit should issue a parse arg
statement to break out the various fields of the record.

Calling Parameters

The calling parameters received by the ACCOUNT user exit are the fields of the accounting record that the VMLDBB
utility is planning to write to disk.

Accounting Records

VM:Spool creates type C0/AB records that can be sent to CP, allowing you to charge for the use of spool space. Each
accounting record has the format that is shown in the following table.

If you are using the VM:Spool interface to VM:Account, several changes are made to accounting records after they are
sent to VM:Account. For more information, see the VM:Account documentation.

Position Data Type/ Code Value Data Contained in the Field

1 - 8 Character User ID of worker machine

9 - 16 Character User ID of spool file owner

17 - 22 Character Accounting end date - mmddyy

23 - 28 Character Accounting end time - hhmmss

29 - 36 Character Spool file origin

37 - 44 Character Spool file filename

45 - 52 Character Spool file filetype

53 - 60 Character Spool file distribution code

61 - 64 Binary Logical record count

65 - 68 Binary Estimated size in pages

69 - 72 Binary Seconds owned

73 - 74 Binary Logical record length

75 Character Spool file type when file was created.

UNKNOWN '0' Unknown type of file

CONSOLE '1' A console file

PRINT '2' A print file (other than console)

PUNCH '3' A punch file

VMDUMP '4' A VMDUMP file

CPDUMP '5' A CP dump (a dump of CP itself)

CPTRAP '6' A CPTRAP file

MONITOR '7' A file of monitor data
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ACCOUNT '8' A file of CP account records

76 Character Spool file class

77 - 78 Character Hold area for record type (AB)

79 - 80 Character Card type code (C0)

Return Codes

The ACCOUNT user exit returns one of these codes:

0
The record is accepted. VMLDBB writes the record to disk and sends it to CP.

4
The ACCOUNT user exit has stacked a replacement record. VMLDBB writes the replacement record to disk and
sends it to CP.

8
The record is rejected. VMLDBB does not write it to disk, and accounting is not done for the record.

COMMAND User Exit
The COMMAND user exit examines commands before they are interpreted by VM:Spool to optionally modify or reject
the command's execution. VMLSYS (the VM:Spool start-up program) calls the COMMAND user exit when a command is
about to be interpreted by the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

For commands that invoke a full-screen display, such as SPOOLIST and SPOOLSEL, the COMMAND user exit receives
the initial command line. The user exit does not process subsequent commands issued within the screen.

Calling Parameters Format

Command Syntax

The following provides the syntax for this command:

COMMAND userid [command [parameters]] 

Parameter Descriptions

The following provides a description of each parameter:

• userid
Specifies the userid executing the indicated command.

• command
Specifies the requested command name, which can be abbreviated.

• parameters
Specifies the optional parameters supplied by the user invoking the command.

Return Codes

The COMMAND user exit returns these return codes:

0
The command has been accepted.

4
An alternate command has been stacked.
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8
The command has been rejected.

The user exit stacks a message to be written to the console of the VM:Spool service virtual machine. The length limit of
the message is 60 bytes. The user receives an INVALID COMMAND message. If you want the user to get an additional
message, use either CP MSG or CP MSGNOH from within the exit.

PURGE User Exit
The PURGE user exit accepts or rejects the purging of files that are selected through SPOOLSEL control files. The user
exit is a REXX EXEC or a TEXT file that is produced from an assembler program. The PURGE user exit receives a series
of tokens as a parameter list.

You can write a PURGE user exit without using return code 4. To defer to VM:Spool, it can return 0 if the action token is
KEEP, and can return 8 if the action token is PURGE. Return code 4 is for the convenience of the exit so it does not have
to translate the input  action to a corresponding return code for every file.

Because VM:Spool can call the PURGE user exit for every closed file in your entire system, avoid extensive processing.
Do not use complex REXX user exits.

VM:Spool loads your exit (whether TEXT or EXEC) into memory at initialization or when you dynamically reconfigure
VMSPOOL CONFIG. You do not need to LOAD or EXECLOAD the exit manually.

VMLPURXT XASSEMBL is an example of a PURGE user exit that is written in assembler.

VMLPURXT XEXEC is an example of a PURGE user exit that is written in REXX.

Tokens

The PURGE user exit tokens are defined in the following table.

For a TEXT exit, register 1 contains the address of the first token, and the other tokens follow at 8-byte intervals. For a
REXX exit, the exit issues a parse arg command to read the tokens into its own variables.

For a TEXT exit, each token is left-adjusted within an 8-byte field, padded with blanks if necessary. For example, a TEXT
exit receives the file creation date as CL8'yymmdd'. For REXX exits, the tokens are automatically left-adjusted by the
REXX interpreter.

If the data for a token is all blanks (for example, the filename of an unnamed file), the token is built as the appropriate
number of X'01' values. This ensures proper interpretation by a REXX user exit when it passes its parameters. REXX user
exits can check for this situation by comparing the tokens to blanks. If the token is less than blanks, then the original data
was blanks.

Number Token What it Identifies:

1 PURGE Name of the user exit.

2 invoker User ID that issued the VM:Spool PURGE
command.

3 action What VM:Spool intends to do with the
current file: either PURGE or keep.

4 spoolid Spool ID of the current file. This token is a
full eight-digit number with leading zeros.

5 date Creation date of the file in yymmdd format.

6 time Creation time of the file in hhmmss format.

7 owner User ID of the file's current owner.
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8 creator User ID that created the file.

9 filename First eight characters of the filename.

10 filetype First eight characters of the filetype.

11 distcode Distribution code.

12 userform User forms code value.

13 operform Operator forms code value.

14 reccount Number of logical records.

15 pagecount Estimated number of spool pages that are
occupied by the file.

16 recsize Logical record size of the file.

17 class Spool file class character (sometimes called
print class).

18 copycount Copy count of the file.

19 queue Queue the file is in. Possible values are
RDR, PRT, and PUN.

20 3800CCW Indicates whether there are 3800 CCWs
in the file. Possible values are N (no 3800
CCWs), B (3800 CCWs at the beginning
only), or T (3800 CCWs throughout the file).

21 category Possible values are:
• A spooled console file
• A print file other than a console file
• A punch file
• A file that the VMDUMP command

produced
• A dump of CP itself
• CPTRAP data
• Monitor data
• CP accounting records
• Unclassified
• System data files
• Named saved systems
• Discontiguous shared segments
• Image library files
• National language support
• System trace files

22 hold Possible values are:
• Not in user or system hold
• In user hold, but not system hold
• In system hold, but not user hold
• In both user and system hold

23 Destcode Destination code

24 Closedate The date the spool file was closed.

25 Closetime The time the spool file was closed.
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Return Codes

If the VM:Spool PURGE command is entered with the SHOWEXIT SELECTED option, only those records that VM:Spool
intends to purge are passed to the exit. The third token in the exit parameter list must always be the word PURGE.

If the VM:Spool PURGE command is entered with the SHOWEXIT ALL option, every record is passed to the exit. The
third token in the exit parameter list can be PURGE or KEEP, indicating what VM:Spool intends to do.

SHOWEXIT SELECTED is the default.

The PURGE user exit must indicate by its return code what action VM:Spool takes. The meanings of the return codes are:

0
Keep this file, no matter what VM:Spool intended to do.

4
Proceed with the decision indicated in action.

8
Purge this file, no matter what VM:Spool intended to do.
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Users
This section was written for VM:Spool users who manage many spool files. These files include CMS notes and reader,
print, and punch files.

This section assumes that you are familiar with VM/CMS and that you know the conventions for naming CMS files and
Shared File System (SFS) directories. If you are not familiar with these concepts, obtain help from someone who is.

This section includes the following information:

• Basic spool file management functions
• The tasks that you can perform as part of your daily work
• Examples and sample screens which are useful for first-time VM:Spool users

Because VM:Spool is menu-driven, the information in this section is presented in a task-oriented format. See
the Reference section for user macros and for quick references for screen commands and function keys.

You must have the SPOOLIST authorization to issue VM:Spool user commands. Ask your system administrator for this
authorization if you do not already have it.

Listing Spool Files - Users
You can use the SPOOLIST screen to:

• View the contents of your spool files, including open console files
• Sort the list of spool files
• Transfer files among spool queues and other user IDs

Contents

Viewing the Contents of Your Spool Files

You can see the contents of your spool files on the SPOOLIST screen. This screen is helpful when used with your open
console file. You can review previous commands and messages, particularly when you cannot remember specific events
leading up to a problem. You can also look at the contents of a file in your print queue without transferring it to your reader.

On the SPOOLIST screen, place the cursor under any character of the row where the file is listed and press PF11
(Browse). If you place the cursor on the command line and press PF11, VM:Spool displays the contents of the first spool
file in your reader. To return to the SPOOLIST screen, press PF3 (Quit).

BROWSE vs. CMS PEEK

By default, VM:Spool uses its own BROWSE command to display files, including Netdata files, in your own or another
user's (virtual) reader. You can also use the CMS PEEK command to display files. However, PEEK brings the entire file
into virtual storage before displaying its contents. BROWSE brings only portions of the file into virtual storage as needed,
and therefore requires less storage.

The VM:Spool BROWSE command is used by default to display your own RDR files. To use the CMS PEEK command for
your own RDR files, enter use peek on the SPOOLIST command line. To use the VM:Spool BROWSE command again,
enter USE BROWSE on the command line.

Looking for a Particular String

To search for a particular string from the top of the file toward the bottom, use the / command.
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Sorting the List

The initial SPOOLIST screen lists your files in an unsorted sequence. You can rearrange the list by field in ascending
order (special characters, A to Z, and 0 to 9) or descending order (Z to A, 9 to 0, and special characters).

To list your files in alphabetical order according to filetype, place the cursor under any character in the Filetype field and
press PF10 (Sort A) on the alternate PF key panel.

An ascending sort on the Filetype field looks like this screen:

-Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

RDR DOCTEST  0001 04/08/14 11:19:37 HIDRO    HIDRO        DEFAULTS

RDR DOCTEST  0009 08/18/14 08:09:59 VMBAT001 TEST01       J0022CON

RDR DOCTEST  0017 08/20/14 10:57:28 VMBAT001 JOB0033      J0033CON

RDR DOCTEST  0015 08/20/14 10:57:16 VMBAT001 JOB0034      J0034CON

RDR DOCTEST  0020 08/20/14 11:13:27 VMBAT001 JOB0035      J0035CON

Sorts Within Sorts

When you sort several times in a row, the last sort takes precedence. With another ascending sort on the Filename field,
the list looks like this screen:

-Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

RDR DOCTEST  1988 03/19/15 16:01:15 VMSCHED  BAT0047      VMSCHED

RDR DOCTEST  0070 09/25/14 08:26:25 VMSCHED  BAT0047      VMSCHED

RDR DOCTEST  0088 12/15/14 12:54:13 VMSCHED  BAT0058      VMSCHED

RDR DOCTEST  0001 04/08/14 11:19:37 HIDRO    HIDRO        DEFAULTS

RDR DOCTEST  0003 04/16/14 11:51:14 HIDRO    HIDRO        LG041614

Now the filenames are in alphabetical order, and the filetypes are in alphabetical order within the filename. You can create
a user macro that sorts the SPOOLIST screen automatically each time you use it. For more information, refer to See
Using VM:Spool User Macros.

Summarizing Information on the List

You can get a summary of the row information of any field. The summary shows the number of files, records and
estimated pages for that field. To get a summary, place the cursor under any character in the field you want to summarize,
ensure that you are in the Alternate PF keys, and press PF6 (Summarize).

For example, to see how many spool files were created each day, place the cursor under any character in the Date field
and press Alternate PF6 (Summarize). A summary screen displays the total number of files, the total records, and the
estimated pages for spool files that are created on each date.

Saving the Summary Information

To save the displayed summary information to your A-disk, enter the SAVE command. For example, to save the summary
information in a file that is named SUMMARY DAYS A, enter:

save summary days a

If you do not assign a name to the file and you only enter save, it is saved as VMSPOOL SUMMARY A1.
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Sample Screen

The following sample summary screen summarizes by Creator.

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    24Apr15

Creator       # Files  Records E. Pages

HIDRO               3      238       10

VMANAGER            1      836       22

VMBACKUP            6     8766      225

VMBATCH             1       68        3

VMBAT001           40     5699      184

VMSCHED             3       16        6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PF:  1=Help    2=          3=Quit        4=            5=         6=

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=           10=Sort A     11=Sort D  12=

 

 ====>

 

Listing Selected Files

You can display a subset of spool files that share common characteristics using SELECTS files. You can use the
VM:Spool standard SELECTS files or you can create your own. The standard SELECTS files are: RDR, PRT, PUN, and
OPN. For information about creating your own SELECTS file, see Creating and Changing SELECTS Files.

To select files in a SPOOLIST screen, enter one of the following commands:

• From the command line of the SPOOLIST screen:

show selects_filename

• From a CMS command line:

vmspool / selects_filename

For example, to see your PRT files, enter show prt on the command line of the SPOOLIST screen. In CMS, enter
vmspool / prt . The PRT SELECTS file designates to the SPOOLIST screen to display only PRT files.
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Creating and Changing SELECTS Files
If there are subsets of files that you plan to use frequently, save the selection criteria in a SELECTS file. Use this file
repeatedly instead of specifying the selection criteria each time.

Creating a SELECTS Files

To create a SELECTS file, follow these steps:

1. From the SPOOLIST screen, press PF9 (Select) on the alternate PF key panel or enter select on the command
line. VM:Spool displays a blank SELECT screen.

2. Enter the selection criteria as explained in Entering Selection Criteria.
3. Save the file by entering file on the command line.

Editing a SELECTS Files

To edit an existing SELECTS file, follow these steps:

1. From the SPOOLIST screen, enter select filename   on the command line, where filename is the name of the file
to edit. VM:Spool displays the SELECT screen with the selection criteria for the specified file.

2. Edit, add, or delete selection criteria as necessary.
3. Save the file by entering file on the command line.

Entering Selection Criteria

The following explanations and examples appear in the sample SELECT screen.

• When you fill in more than one field on a row, VM:Spool selects files that match ALL of the fields you filled in on that
row.
For example, to see all your RDR files dated March 19, 2015 that have a filetype of VMSCHED, in the first row
type rdr  in the -Q- field, 3/19/15  in the Date field, and VMSCHED  in the Filetype field. To see all your RDR files that
are more than three weeks old, in another row type rdr  in the -Q- field and >3 wks  in the Date field.

• You can use pattern-matching characters in your selection criteria. The special characters that are used for pattern
matching are:
–  *

Matches any number of characters, from zero on up
–  %

Matches exactly one character
For example, to list all files with filenames that are seven letters long and start with the letters JOB, in another row
type JOB%%%%  in the Filename field.
To list all files with filetypes of any length that end with the letters SCHED, in another row type *sched  in
the Filetype field.

• To exclude certain files, place a ¬ (not sign) in the far left column. For example:
• • You want to list all files with filetypes of any length that end with the letters SCHED.

• You want to exclude files with a filename of projectz .
• Therefore, in another row type a ¬ in the far left column, projectz  in the Filename field, and *sched  in the

Filetype field.
• You can use the > (greater than) and < (less than) characters in your selection criteria. For example, to list only your

files with greater than 10 pages of data, enter >10 in the E Pages  field.

 VM:Spool recognizes time units that are expressed in the following ways in the DATE and TIME fields:
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• SECS
• DAYS
• MINS
• DATES
• HOURS
• WEEKS

DATES refers to calendar days and DAYS refers to a 24-hour period. If you are concerned with the actual date a file was
created, DATES is more useful in expressing time units.

Files that were created today are 0 DATES old. Files that were created yesterday are 1 DATES old.

1 DATES
Files that were created yesterday

1 DAYS
Files that were created exactly 24 hours ago

>1 DATES
Files that were created before yesterday

>1 DAYS
Files that were created more than 24 hours ago

<1 DATES
Files that were created today

<1 DAYS
Files that were created within the last 24 hours

If you need more than five rows, press PF10 (More Lines). PF10 initializes five more lines for selection criteria.

A sample SELECT screen follows:

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    24Apr15

                            Enter selections below

  -Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

  RDR               03/19/15                                VMSCHED

  RDR               >3 WKS                     JOB%%%%

                    0 DAT

                                                            *sched

¬                                              projectz     *sched

PF:  1=Help    2=          3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Show

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=           10=More Lines 11=        12=Cursor

 ====>
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Filing or Saving

Enter file  or save  on the command line to save your selection criteria in a file named filename SELECTS A1. The
default file ID is NONAME SELECTS. When you enter save , you remain in the SELECT screen. Entering file  returns
you to the SPOOLIST screen.

Displaying the New SPOOLIST Screen

To see the files that meet your criteria, press PF6 (Show). The following SPOOLIST screen shows the results of applying
the sample SELECT screen.

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    24Apr15

  -Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

  RDR DOCTEST  1988 03/19/15 16:01:15 VMSCHED  BAT0047      VMSCHED

  RDR DOCTEST  0063 09/10/14 05:05:46 VMBAT001 JOB0056      J0056CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0060 09/05/14 10:00:04 VMBAT001 JOB0047      J0047CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0056 09/01/14 11:24:26 VMBAT001 JOB0051      J0051CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0055 09/01/14 11:23:12 VMBAT001 JOB0050      J0050CON 

  RDR DOCTEST  0053 09/01/14 11:20:50 VMBAT001 JOB0049      J0049CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0052 09/01/14 09:14:23 VMBATCH  JOB0048      J0048LOG

  RDR DOCTEST  0049 09/01/14 07:14:30 VMBAT001 JOB0047      J0047CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0069 09/12/14 10:00:04 VMBAT001 JOB0047      J0047CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0045 08/22/14 10:00:05 VMBAT001 JOB0047      J0047CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0040 08/22/14 09:29:37 VMBAT001 JOB0046      J0046CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0030 08/20/14 11:59:30 VMBAT001 JOB0042      J0042CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0028 08/20/14 11:23:51 VMBAT001 JOB0039      J0039CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0026 08/20/14 11:22:25 VMBAT001 JOB0038      J0038CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0024 08/20/14 11:20:07 VMBAT001 JOB0037      J0037CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0022 08/20/14 11:14:19 VMBAT001 JOB0036      J0036CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0020 08/20/14 11:13:27 VMBAT001 JOB0035      J0035CON

  RDR DOCTEST  0017 08/20/14 10:57:28 VMBAT001 JOB0033      J0033CON

PF:  1=Help    2=Alt PF    3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Summarize

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=Select     10=Sort A     11=Sort D  12=Cursor

 ====>

Changing the Selection Criteria

You can return to the SELECT screen to alter the selection criteria by entering select current  on the command line.
Alter the selections and press PF6 (Show) again to see the selected files on a new SPOOLIST screen.

Exiting the New SPOOLIST Screen

Enter show  on the command line to return to the original SPOOLIST screen. Alternatively, press PF3 (Quit) to return to
CMS. When you exit the new SPOOLIST screen either way, the screen is not saved.

 

Managing Spool Files
Some fields on the SPOOLIST screen are protected; that is, you cannot change the information. However, VM:Spool lets
you type new data in unprotected fields. By doing so, you change the attributes of spool files. You can enter this data
quickly, without trying to remember CP commands and syntax or calling a programmer for help.

Contents
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Changing Information on the SPOOLIST Screen

To change information in the SPOOLIST screen, follow these steps:

1. Move the cursor to the field you want to change, type the change over the existing value, and press Enter.
2. To automatically move the cursor to the next field, press the Tab key.
3. VM:Spool places a comma at the far left of each row to show pending changes.
4. Press PF9 (Execute) to make the changes. If all changes were made correctly, VM:Spool replaces each comma with

an asterisk.

If you are sure that you typed your changes correctly, there's no need to press Enter before pressing PF9.

Making Changes to Open Spool Files

Open spool files are identified by the word OPN in the -Q- field. Spool files are open only when they are being created.
Once a file is closed, it cannot be opened again.

When you change certain characteristics of an open spool file, VM:Spool changes the attributes of the device accordingly.
For example, if you change the value in the Copy field to 3, VM:Spool sets Copy to 3 for the virtual device where the open
file is located. All files sent to the virtual device in the future have Copy set to 3. To avoid this situation, assign an open file
to a queue. To do so, change the value in the -Q- field to RDR or PRT simultaneously with changing the Copy field.

If VM:Spool changes the attributes of a virtual device, use the CP CHANGE command to change them back again. To
query your device settings, use the CP QUERY VIRTUAL command.

Canceling a Change

If VM:Spool cannot make the change, you see an error message. To cancel a pending change (marked with a comma)
before pressing PF9, place the cursor under any character in the row containing the incorrect change, and press PF6
(Cancel).

Duplicating a Change

Use an equal sign (=) in the first position of any field to duplicate changes. As in CMS FILELIST, the equal sign repeats
the last change made.

Setting the Value on All Rows of a Field

Use the SETALL command to change the value of a field on all rows, not only the rows appearing on your screen. You can
use SETALL on the following fields:

• CHANGE
• FTYPE
• OFORM
• QUEUE (-Q-)
• DISTCODE
• CLASS
• OWNER
• DESTCODE
• COPY
• FNAME
• UFORM
• HOLD

For example, to change the print class to A for all your spool files, enter the following command:
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setall class a

VM:Spool shows you the pending changes. Press PF9 (Execute) to make the changes.

Moving a File to Another Queue

You can change the queue of your RDR, PRT, PUN, and OPN files without leaving the SPOOLIST screen.

To change the queue, type the desired value over the existing value in the -Q- field on the SPOOLIST screen and press
PF9 (Execute). For example, to print your console file, type prt  over OPN on the row that lists your console file and
press PF9 (Execute).

For a detailed list of the entries that can be made in the -Q- field, see SPOOLIST Screen Fields.

Editing a File

To edit a file without changing the original spool file, follow these steps:

1. Display a copy of a file.
2. Edit the contents of the copy.
3. File the changed copy on your A-disk.

To edit a copied file, first find the copy on the SPOOLIST screen. Type edit on the command line, place the cursor under
any character of the row where the file is listed, and press Enter. The copy displays in XEDIT mode and you can edit it.

To file the edited copy on your A-disk, enter the FILE command. For example, to file the edited file as PROJECTA
LISTING, enter:

file projecta listing

If you do not assign a filename, it defaults to the spool ID of the file. The filetype defaults to the spool file queue from
which the file came.

Naming and Renaming Files

You can name or rename files on the SPOOLIST screen. You can also rename a file when you save it on your A-disk.

To name a file, type the filename and filetype in the Filename and Filetype fields on the SPOOLIST screen and press PF9
(Execute). To rename a file, type the new filename and filetype over the old filename or filetype, and press PF9 (Execute).

Moving Files to Your A-Disk

You can move files that you often use to your A-disk and clear up spool space. This procedure is referred to as receiving
files.

To receive a file, it must have a filename and a filetype. Assign a filename and filetype to console files before (or while)
moving them to your A-disk. Most other files already have filenames and filetypes, but you might want to rename such
files before moving them to your A-disk.

On the SPOOLIST screen, type rec  over the current entry in the -Q- field and press PF9 (Execute).

To replace a file on your A-disk, type rep instead of rec.
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Some files, such as NOTEs, have an internal filename and filetype. If you rename such a file and save it on your A-disk, it
will keep the original filename and filetype. NOTEs are added to your ALL NOTEBOOK.

Deleting Files

You can eliminate files that you no longer need and clear up spool space.

To delete a file, type pur  over the current entry in the -Q- field on the SPOOLIST screen and press PF9 (Execute).

To purge all files, change the queue field on all rows to PUR by entering setall pur on the command line. Then press
PF9 (Execute).

Transferring Files to Other Users

You can transfer files to other users without leaving the SPOOLIST screen and without using CP commands and syntax.

To transfer a file on the SPOOLIST screen, type the new user ID over your user ID in the Owner field and press PF9
(Execute).

You continue to see the row on the screen until you refresh the screen or exit and enter VM:Spool again.

Restoring Backed-Up Files

You can look at a list of your files that have been backed up to tape and restore any of the files. Restoring files requires
authorization from your VM:Spool system administrator.

To restore backed-up files, first ask your VM:Spool system administrator for the name of the catalog from which you can
restore. If the catalog is SYSTEM, in CMS enter:

vmspool (backup

This command displays the list of your files that are backed up in the SYSTEM catalog. BACKUP is a synonym for
CATALOG SYSTEM.

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    16Jun15

  -Q- Owner    File Open Dt  Open Tm  Creator  Filename     Filetype

  PRT OPERATOR 0001 02/21/15 22:26:51 OPERATOR

  PRT VMSECURE 0001 02/21/15 22:26:52 VMSECURE

  PRT OPERATOR 0002 02/28/15 22:01:28 OPERATOR

  PRT DTCVSW1  0001 02/21/15 22:27:22 DTCVSW1

  PRT DTCVSW2  0001 02/21/15 22:27:22 DTCVSW2

  RDR OPERATOR 0003 03/07/15 22:16:14 OPERATOR

  PRT VMSECURE 0002 02/28/15 22:01:29 VMSECURE

  PRT TCPIP    0001 02/21/15 22:27:52 TCPIP

  PRT VMSECURE 0003 03/07/15 22:16:15 VMSECURE

  PRT OPERATOR 0005 03/14/15 21:06:41 OPERATOR

  PRT DTCVSW1  0002 02/28/15 22:01:59 DTCVSW1

  PRT VMSPOOL  0001 02/21/15 22:27:52 VMSPOOL

  PRT DTCVSW2  0002 02/28/15 22:01:59 DTCVSW2

  PRT TCPIP    0002 02/28/15 22:02:29 TCPIP

  PRT VMSECURE 0004 03/14/15 21:06:42 VMSECURE

  RDR MAINT    0083 03/07/15 22:16:45 DTCVSW1

  PRT VMSPOOL  0002 02/28/15 22:02:29 VMSPOOL
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  PRT VSPSERV  0001 02/28/15 22:02:29 VSPSERV

PF:  1=Help    2=Alt PF    3=Quit        4=Left        5=Right    6=Cancel

PF:  7=Back    8=Forw      9=Execute    10=Refresh    11=Browse  12=Cursor

 

 ====>

If the catalog is not named SYSTEM, use the CATALOG option. For example, to restore from a catalog that is named
DAILY, enter:

vmspool (catalog daily

Type an r in the far left column of each line that represents a spool file you want to restore and press PF9 (Execute). Your
files will be restored depending on your Data Center's restore schedule.

If you want to mark all files on your SPOOLIST screen to be restored, enter:

setall change r

Then press PF9 (Execute).
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Reference
This section contains reference material that is not exclusive to administrators, as follows:

• Command Reference - GRANT records can allow any user ID to issue a command.
• User Macro Reference - Both users and administrators can use these macros.
• POOLIST and SPOOLALL Screen Quick Reference
• User Quick Reference 
• Operator Quick Reference 

Reference material that is specific to administrators is in the Administrators section.

Command Reference
VM:Spool provides several line-mode commands that help you manage your spool system. These commands are listed in
this section with their format and examples of use.

Command Function Go to
ABEND Forces an abnormal termination of

VM:Spool operation
ABEND Command

ADMIN CONFIG Updates the VM:Spool configuration file ADMIN CONFIG Command
AUDITEXT Copies the audit file to another minidisk,

then erases the audit file on the AUDT
minidisk to make room for new audit
records

AUDITEXT Command

BACKUP Starts a backup job BACKUP Command
BROWSE Browses a spool file BROWSE Command
CANCEL Ends a backup or restore job CANCEL Command
CATALOG Creates a catalog file of the contents

of your SPXTAPE-format tape from the
command line of the SPOOLCAT TAPE
screen

CATALOG Command

CMS Transmits a CMS subset or CP command
to VM:Spool for execution on the VM:Spool
service virtual machine

CMS Command

EDIT XEDIT a copy of a spool file. You
can change the copy and/or file it to a
minidisk, but you cannot change the actual
spool file

EDIT Command

END Terminates VM:Spool operation END Command
FILE Saves the displayed file list of the

SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, or SUMMARY
screen to your A-disk

FILE Command

OVERVIEW Displays the OVERVIEW screen OVERVIEW Command
PURGE Purges files listed in a SELECTS control file PURGE Command
QLOCK Indicates the lock that is blocking the lock

being requested by the specified userid
QLOCK Command
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QPCB Lists the currently active processes and the
commands they are executing

QPCB Command

QSTART Allows you to determine when VM:Spool
was started

QSTART Command

RESTCAT Copies a catalog to a REQUESTS file
with the same name as the catalog and
automatically starts the restore job

RESTCAT Command

RESTDBAS Selects files from a catalog and copies
them to a REQUESTS file to be restored

RESTDBAS Command

RESTORE Starts a restore job RESTORE Command
SETALL Changes a value of a field on all rows of a

SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL filelist with one
command

SETALL Command

SIGNAL Signals a backup or restore job to stop
(CANCEL), retry at the interruption stage
(RETRY), or continue with a new tape
(NEWTAPE)

SIGNAL Command

SPOOLALL Displays a SPOOLIST-type screen that lists
all spool files on your system

SPOOLALL Command

SPOOLCAT DISK Displays the contents of a catalog file you
created

SPOOLCAT DISK Command

SPOOLCAT TAPE Displays the files on an SPXTAPE-format
tape; from the SPOOLIST-like TAPE
display you can create a catalog of the
contents or start restores of files from the
tape

SPOOLCAT TAPE Command

SPOOLIST Displays the SPOOLIST screen, which lists
all spool files owned by the specified userid
or userids

SPOOLIST Command

SPOOLSEL Displays, and permits you to change,
a selection file stored on the VM:Spool
service virtual machine

SPOOLSEL Command

STATUS Displays the status of a backup or restore
job that is defined on your system

STATUS Command

TAG Allows you to view and change tag data TAG Command
TRACE Traces the execution of VM:Spool macros TRACE Command
VOLMAP Displays the CP allocation (such as PAGE,

SPOL, PERM) of one or all CP-owned
volumes in your system

VOLMAP Command

ABEND Command
Use the ABEND command to force the VM:Spool service virtual machine to terminate abnormally (abend code ABN001).

Control returns to CMS with a return code of 200 following the abend. VM:Spool performs a dump as specified on the
DUMP record in the VM:Spool configuration file. For more information, see DUMP Record.

WARNING
Do not use the ABEND command to terminate VM:Spool unless an unusual situation arises and a dump is
needed.

 Syntax 
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This command has the following format:

ABEND

ADMIN CONFIG Command
Use the ADMIN CONFIG command to make online changes to the VM:Spool configuration file without terminating
VM:Spool operation.

For more information about using this command, see Configuration File Records.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

ADMIN CONFIG

AUDITEXT Command
Use the AUDITEXT command to move the contents of the VM:Spool AUDIT file from the VM:Spool AUDT minidisk to a
file on one of your minidisks. The command also reinitializes the VM:Spool AUDT minidisk.

An ACCESS record in the configuration file defines the AUDT minidisk.

The minidisk to which you extract information must be linked read/write.

Audit records are written each time an audited VM:Spool command is issued. First, the audit records go into an open file
in memory. When that file contains 30 command entries, it is written to the VM:Spool AUDIT file.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

AUDITEXT  [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ]
The filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file that receives extracted records from the VM:Spool AUDIT file.
The default file ID is AUDIT EXTRACT A1. If you specify a filename only, the filetype defaults to EXTRACT and
the filemode defaults to A1. If you specify only the filename and filetype, the filemode defaults to A1.

Example

When the AUDT minidisk becomes full, the VM:Spool SYSOPER user IDs receive the following message. The message
repeats at each SYSTEM WAITTIME interval.

VMLSYS482W VM:SPOOL AUDT MINIDISK (1D0) IS FULL!

ISSUE AUDITEXT TO RESUME AUDITING

VM:Spool no longer audits commands until space is available on the AUDT minidisk.

BACKUP Command
Use the BACKUP command to start a backup job.
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Syntax

This command has the following format:

BACKUP [jobname | SYSTEM] [( [NOSYNC | SYNC] [WAIT | NOWAIT]] 

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

[ jobname | SYSTEM ]
Specifies the name of a backup job defined on a BACKUP DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

[ SYNC | NOSYNC ]
Specifies whether the job should wait until all tapes are mounted for all workers before starting (SYNC) or should
allow workers to start independently of each other (NOSYNC).

[ WAIT | NOWAIT ]
WAIT -- VM:Spool attempts to autolog the backup worker(s) prior to starting the backup process. If the autolog
fails, VM:Spool returns a return code of 28. You can use this code within execs or automation routines to take an
action.
NOWAIT -- VM:Spool attempts to autolog the backup worker(s) after starting the backup process. If the autolog
fails, VM:Spool returns a return code of 0.

These options have no effect on the job if the job only uses one worker.

BROWSE Command
Use the BROWSE command to browse a spool file without using the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screens.

You can use the / (locate) command to search the file you are browsing for a particular string of text.

 Syntax 

This command has the following format:

BROWSE [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr] [PROFILE [macroname] | NOPROF]

 Parameters 

This command has the following parameters:

userid
Specifies the user ID that currently owns the file you want to browse. The default is the user ID entering the
BROWSE command.

queue
Specifies the queue in which the spool file you want to browse is located, as follows:

•  RDR 
•  OPN | DEV 
•  PRT 
•  CONSOLE (same as DEV 009)
•  PUN

If you omit both the queue and the spool ID, you see the first reader file. If the user ID is SYSTEM, the default queue is
OPN instead of RDR.

[spoolid | devaddr]
Specifies the spool file you want to browse.
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To identify a closed spool file, specify the spoolid of the file you want to browse. The default is the first file in the
specified queue. If you specify a spoolid without specifying a queue, VM:Spool searches all queues for a matching
spoolid.
To browse an open file, specify the device address, devaddr, of the OPN spool file you want to browse. The
default is 009. If the user ID is SYSTEM, you must specify a real device address.

PROFILE [macroname]
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This setting is the default if no PROFILE MCSPOOL exists on any of the
issuing user ID's accessed minidisks.

 Examples 

• To browse the first spool file in your reader queue, enter:
vmspool browse

• To browse your own spool file (for example, spoolid 213) in any queue, enter:
vmspool browse 213

• To browse the open spool file (console) on user ID ANITA's device 009, enter:
vmspool browse anita cons

• To browse the open print file on the VM:Spool device 00E, enter:
vmspool browse vmspool dev e

• To browse the file printing (if any) on your real system printer at address 012, enter:
vmspool browse system 012

• To search forward in the file you are browsing for the four-character string ‘mark', in any capitalized or lowercase form,
enter:
/mark

NOTE

To allow viewing of the control information, store-and-forward files on an intermediate (local) node are displayed
without formatting.

CANCEL Command
Use the CANCEL command to end a backup or restore job. 

Syntax

This command has the following format:

CANCEL {BACKUP | RESTORE} [jobname | SYSTEM]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

{BACKUP | RESTORE}
Specifies the type of job to cancel.

[jobname | SYSTEM]
Specifies the name of the job to cancel.

Example
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To show STATUS requests for job MONFILE, enter:

vmspool status monfile

VM:Spool responds:

BACKUP JOB MONFILE 

NOT SCHEDULED. 

MONFILE WORKERS:

VMLBAK01 : FAILURE : ERROR 45 FROM VMLMOUNT EXEC

VMLBAK02 : FAILURE : ERROR 45 FROM VMLMOUNT EXEC

To show CANCEL requests for job MONFILE, enter:

vmspool cancel backup monfile

VM:Spool responds:

SENDING BACKUP CANCEL TO VMLBAK01 RUNNING JOB MONFILE.

SENDING BACKUP CANCEL TO VMLBAK02 RUNNING JOB MONFILE.

READY; 

279E SPOOL BACKUP ON USERID VMLBAK01 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

279E SPOOL BACKUP ON USERID VMLBAK02 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

309E BACKUP JOB MONFILE WAS NOT STARTED.

CATALOG Command
On the command line of the SPOOLCAT TAPE screen, use the CATALOG command to create a catalog file of the
contents of your SPXTAPE-format tape and store it on disk.

If you have used selection to see only a portion of the total file list, the CATALOG command puts only that portion into the
catalog file on disk.

You can examine the catalog you create using the SPOOLCAT DISK command.

The CATALOG command also works from the SPOOLCAT DISK screen. You would probably only use this command to
create a subset catalog based on selection because you already have a disk catalog when you use SPOOLCAT DISK.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

CATALOG [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

[filename [filetype [filemode] ] ]
Is the filename, filetype, and filemode to assign to the catalog file you are creating. The default file ID is volser
CATALOG A1. The variable volser is either the internal volume serial number from the standard labels on the
tape, the volser you specified on the SPOOLCAT TAPE command, or NONAME. The default filetype is CATALOG
and the default filemode is A1.
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CMS Command
Use the CMS command to run a CMS or CP command or an EXEC on the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

VM:Spool returns to the VM:Spool environment immediately after the CMS or CP command or the EXEC completes.

The CMS command is only available in line mode. If you issue the CMS command on a VM:Spool screen, the command
is executed on your service virtual machine rather than on the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

If you are running an EXEC, VM:Spool ignores the IMPEX flag setting. Refer to the Application Development Reference
for CMS for a description of the CMS SET IMPEX command.

Do not use the CMS command to execute any CMS or CP command that attempts a console read. Doing so causes
abnormal termination of your command. The XEDIT command is an example. If you have to use XEDIT, build an EXEC
that stacks the necessary XEDIT commands, including a final FFILE or QQUIT, before invoking XEDIT.

WARNING
Warning! VM:Spool stops processing while the CMS command runs. If you ever need to run this command, first
consider how long processing takes.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

{command | CP command | EXEC name}
Specifies the CMS subset command, CP command, or EXEC to run.

Example

You are trying to resolve a problem that requires you to review the VM:Spool console file. To close this file and spool it to
user ID JKIRK, enter the following command from an authorized user ID:

vmspool cms cp spool console close jkirk

EDIT Command
Use the EDIT command to place you in XEDIT on an in-memory copy of a spool file. Any changes you make to the copy
will not be reflected in the original spool file.

 Syntax 

This command has the following format:

EDIT [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr] [( "Options"]

Options:

[FOR numberlines]

[FROM line]

[LRECL lrecl]

 Parameters 

This command has the following parameters:
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[userid]
Is the userid who currently owns the file you want to edit. The default is the userid issuing the EDIT command.

[queue]
Identifies the queue in which the spool file you want to edit is located, as follows:

RDR
OPN|DEV

PRT
CONSOLE (same as DEV 009)

PUN
If you omit both the queue and the spoolid, you will see the first reader file. If the userid is SYSTEM, the default
queue is OPN instead of RDR.

[spoolid | devaddr]
Indicates the spool file you want to edit.
To identify a closed spool file, specify the spoolid of the file you want to edit. The default is the first file in the
specified queue. By default, VM:Spool sorts the files in the order in which CP has them chained. If you specify a
spoolid without specifying a queue, VM:Spool searches all queues for a matching spoolid.
To edit an open file, specify the device address, devaddr, of the OPN spool file. The default is 009. If the userid is
SYSTEM, you must specify a real device address.

[FOR numberlines]
Is the number of lines to edit.

[FROM line]
Is the first line to include.

[LRECL lrecl]
Is the logical record size at which you want XEDIT to build the file. The default logical record size for spool files on
tape is the logical record size of the spool file. For files on spool the default is 132 (for RDR and PRT files) and 80
(for PUN files).

 Examples 

To edit the first spool file in your reader queue, enter:

vmspool edit

To edit your own spool file (for example, spoolid 213) in any queue, enter:

vmspool edit 213

To edit the open spool file (console) on userid ANITA's device 009, enter:

vmspool edit anita cons

To edit the open print file on the userid VMSPOOL's device 00E, enter:

vmspool edit vmspool dev e

NOTE

To allow viewing of the control information, store-and-forward files on an intermediate (local) node are displayed
without formatting.

END Command
Use the END command to end VM:Spool operation, either after all active commands are complete or immediately using
the FORCE option.
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VM:Spool has four internally initiated background processes that are terminated automatically if an END command is
issued. These are ACCOUNT, DBUPDATE, MONITOR, and SYSTEM. You do not need to use the FORCE parameter if
these are the only active processes.

If you do not specify the FORCE parameter, VM:Spool waits for all running processes to complete. You can see a list of
active processes by using the QPCB command (see QPCB Command). No new processes can be started after the END
command is issued.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

END [FORCE]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

FORCE
Terminates VM:Spool immediately without waiting for active processes to complete.

FILE Command
On the command line of the SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, and SUMMARY screens, use the FILE command to save the
displayed file list to disk.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

FILE [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

[filename [filetype [filemode]] ]
Is the filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file to contain the contents of the screen. On the SPOOLALL
and SPOOLIST screens, the default is VMSPOOL DISPLAY A1. On the SUMMARY screen, the default is
VMSPOOL SUMMARY A1.

File Layout

From the SPOOLALL and SPOOLIST screens, the file written to disk is fixed format with an LRECL of 152. The following
is the file layout:

From Column Through Column Filename
2 9 Owner
10 13 Spoolid
14 21 Date
22 29 Time
30 32 Queue
33 40 Creator
41 52 Filename
53 64 Filetype
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65 72 Distcode
73 80 Userform
81 88 Operform
89 96 Records
97 104 Number of data pages (estimated)
105 108 Lrecl
109 109 Class
110 113 Copy
114 114 3800 CCWs
115 122 Category
123 126 Hold
127 127 Transfer
128 135 Destcode
136 143 Close Date
144 151 Close Time

From the SUMMARY screen, the file written to disk is fixed format with an LRECL of 36. The following is the file layout:

From Column Through Column Filename
1 12 Value of key by which summarized
13 20 Number of files
21 28 Records
29 36 Number of data pages (estimated)

 

 

OVERVIEW Command
Use the OVERVIEW command to display the OVERVIEW screen. This screen provides a summary of the current state of
your spooling system.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

OVERVIEW [( [EXACT] [PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]] 

Options

This command has the following options:

EXACT
Shows a more precise count of pages in the E Pages field on the OVERVIEW screen. Without the EXACT option,
VM:Spool shows an estimate in this field. The EXACT option also causes VM:Spool to display the real creator of
the file if the file was sent across nodes with RSCS. Without the EXACT option, VM:Spool shows RSCS as the
creator.
VM:Spool is able to give a more accurate count of Other pages on the SYSUSE screen when you use the EXACT
option.
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The EXACT option forces VM:Spool to use significantly more computer resources (specifically DASD I/O) for your
command. Use this option when exact page counts or true original-node creator information is important.

PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.
If the PROFILE option is not specified but a macro with a filename of PROFILE and a filetype of MCSPOOL
exists, VM:Spool executes that macro. In all cases, the profile macro must have a filetype of MCSPOOL.
If the specified profile macro exists on one of the user's accessed disks, VM:Spool executes the macro as the first
command. If the specified macro is not found on an accessed disk, you see an error message.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This is the default if there is no PROFILE MCSPOOL on any of the issuing
userid's accessed minidisks.
Macro support allows you to run VM:Spool full-screen commands on a disconnected machine, but the NOPROF
option is invalid for a disconnected machine.

PURGE Command
Use the PURGE command to purge spool files that meet a specified set of criteria.

If your VMSPOOL CONFIG file specifies a PURGE user exit, the exit is invoked automatically for every use of the PURGE
command. For more information about the purge facility, see Purging Spool Files. For more information about the user
exit, see PURGE User Exit.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

PURGE filename [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[EXACT] 

[PROFILE macroname]

[REAL | TEST] 

[SHOWEXIT [ALL | SELECTED]] 

Parameters

This command has the following parameters and options:

• filename
The filename of the SELECTS file, created with the SPOOLSEL command, that contains the selection criteria you want
to use.

• EXACT
Displays a more precise count of SPOL pages. Without the EXACT option, VM:Spool shows an estimate of SPOL
pages. The EXACT option also causes VM:Spool to display the real creator of the file if the file was sent across nodes
with RSCS. Without the EXACT option, VM:Spool shows RSCS as the creator.
The EXACT option forces VM:Spool to use significantly more computer resources (specifically DASD I/O) for your
command. Use EXACT only when exact page counts or true original-node creator information is important.

• PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to be run before any PURGE commands are issued. The default is not to
execute a PROFILE.
The user ID entering the PURGE command with the PROFILE option must have CP Privilege Class D. This form of
the PURGE command does not adhere to the PRIVCMD VMSPOOL scheme. The command cannot use PRIVCMD
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VMSPOOL because when the command is issued, VM:Spool no longer has the snapshot and cannot issue the Class
D command for you. VM:Spool has already sent the snapshot to the user ID so that files can be examined.
If PURGE is used without the PROFILE option, the PURGE command adheres to the PRIVCMD VMSPOOL scheme.
This means that if there is a PRIVCMD VMSPOOL record in the configuration file, the user ID entering PURGE does
not need Class D; VM:Spool executes the Class D commands. If, however, there is no PRIVCMD VMSPOOL record,
then the issuing user ID must have Class D.
If the specified PROFILE macro exists on one of the user's accessed disks, VM:Spool executes it as the first
command. If the specified PROFILE macro is not found on an accessed disk, you will see an error message.

• [ REAL | TEST ]
Specifies whether to purge files or only to see what files would be purged. Specify REAL to purge the files specified
in filename for real. Specify TEST to show the result of the requested purge without actually purging the files. TEST is
default.

• SHOWEXIT [ ALL | SELECTED ]
Identifies which files to pass to the PURGE user exit. Use the ALL parameter to pass all spool files to the PURGE user
exit. Use the SELECTED parameter to pass all spool files that meet the SPOOLSEL control file criteria to the PURGE
user exit. SHOWEXIT SELECTED is default.

Messages

If VM:Spool finds any files that can be purged based on the selection criteria stored in your control file, you receive a
message. If you specify the REAL option, you receive this message:

VMLRPU713I OSCAR RDR FILE 1011 WAS PURGED

If you specify the TEST option, you receive this message:

VMLRPU714I OSCAR RDR FILE 1011 WOULD HAVE BEEN PURGED

Example

You want to purge all spool files older than 60 days for user JEFF. You write a SELECTS file named JEFPURGE, which
specifies owner JEFF and date >60 DAYS. To test this SELECTS file, you issue the following command:

vmspool purge jefpurge (test

VM:Spool replies with the following messages, sent to your console:

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 1988 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0094 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0093 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0091 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0092 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0089 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0090 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0082 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0083 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0078 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0079 would have been purged.

VMLRPU714I JEFF RDR file 0086 would have been purged.

After reviewing these files and deciding they do not need to be on the system, you issue the following command:
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vmspool purge jefpurge (real

VM:Spool sends the following messages to your console:

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 1988 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0094 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0093 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0091 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0092 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0089 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0090 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0082 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0083 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0078 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0079 was purged.

VMLRPU713I JEFF RDR file 0086 was purged.

QLOCK Command
Use the QLOCK command to show the lock that is blocking the lock being requested by the specified userid and to list
locks currently set by that userid.

Lock names are built hierarchically and describe the lock level. Elements of a lock name describe the sets over which the
lock is placed. The left most name is the outermost set with an empty lock name indicating the universal set.

There could be pending locks ahead of the specified userid's pending lock that cannot be displayed.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

QLock [userid [ACTIVE | PENDING]] 

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

• userid
Is the userid whose VM:Spool process has not completed because of another user's lock on a VM:Spool file and is the
userid whose current locks to list. By default, the requesting userid is used. To examine all locks, specify an asterisk
(*).

• [ACTIVE | PENDING]
Specifies which locks VM:Spool should list. Use ACTIVE to have VM:Spool list locks that have been obtained. Use
PENDING to have VM:Spool list locks that have been requested, but not yet obtained.

Examples

• You can enter the QLOCK command through the CP SMSG command if the VM:Spool process on your virtual
machine has not completed. Use this format:

#cp smsg vmspool qlock
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• To determine which user ID is preventing a shutdown of VM:Spool, enter:

vmspool qlock *

QPCB Command
Use the QPCB command to list the currently active processes and the commands they are executing, and to determine
who is using the system before shutting down VM:Spool with the END FORCE command.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

QPcb     

Example

Enter the following command to see a list of users who are currently using VM:Spool processes:

vmspool qpcb

VM:Spool sends messages like these:

131I  USER VMSPOOL PROCESSING: MONITOR

131I  USER VMSPOOL PROCESSING: ACCOUNT

131I  USER VMSPOOL PROCESSING: DBUPDATE

131I  USER VMSPOOL PROCESSING: SYSTEM

These messages represent basic VM:Spool operations and are displayed each time you enter the QPCB command. If
other processes are running, you will see them also.

QSTART Command
Use the QSTART command to display the time and date when VM:Spool was last initialized.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

QSTART        

Example

When you enter the QSTART command, VM:Spool sends this message:

537I THE SYSTEM WAS LAST STARTED AT time ON date
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RESTCAT Command
Use the RESTCAT command to copy a catalog to a REQUESTS file with the same name as the catalog and automatically
start the restore job.

Do not issue the RESTCAT command against an incremental catalog, because doing so may fill your spool space. For an
incremental catalog, use the RESTDBAS command.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

RESTCAT [catname | SYSTEM]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

[ catname | SYSTEM ]
Specifies the name of the catalog from which to restore.

Example

To restore all the spool files from a catalog named DISASTER, enter:

vmspool restcat disaster

VM:Spool copies the file named DISASTER CATALOG to a file named DISASTER REQUESTS and then automatically
starts the restore job named DISASTER.

RESTDBAS Command
Use the RESTDBAS command to scan a catalog (full or incremental) and create a REQUESTS file of files to restore.

RESTDBAS uses information from the VM:Spool database to create the REQUESTS file. The database is updated
periodically according to information specified on the DATABASE configuration file record. Each time VM:Spool updates
the database, it creates a snapshot of all the files that exist in your spool space then. RESTDBAS compares the
information from the most recent database update, or snapshot, with the information in the specified catalog. It then
creates the REQUESTS file, which specifies the unexpired files in the catalog that existed on the system at the last
database update.

If you balance the frequency of database updates with your spool file backup schedule, you will be able to restore your
spool files to a state closely resembling that which existed at the time you specify.

RESTDBAS does not start the restore job. You must enter the RESTORE command when you are actually ready to
restore the files.

WARNING
Warning! If you want to use RESTDBAS, the database update facility must be enabled. If you disable that
facility, the database is never updated and the RESTDBAS command is useless. For more information, see
ACCESS Record, DATABASE Record, and Database Utilities Summary.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

RESTDBAS [ [catname | SYSTEM] [jobname [restdate] ] ]
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Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

[ catname | SYSTEM ]
Specifies the name of the catalog to scan.

jobname
Specifies the name of the job that will restore the files. By default, jobname is the name of the catalog.

restdate
Specifies the date VM:Spool is to use to determine whether files listed in the catalog have expired. VM:Spool
will not restore files that expire on or before this date. The format for this date is mm/dd/yy, and the default is the
current date.

Restoring Files After a Cold Start

If you try to issue the RESTDBAS command after your system has been cold-started and a database has been updated,
RESTDBAS will not work because the snapshot does not contain any files. Alternatives to using the RESTDBAS
command under such circumstances are as follows:

• View all the files in the system catalog by entering
vmspool spoolall (catalog system

, and then use the SELECT command and  setall change r  to mark selected files for restoring. For more
information, see Creating and Changing SELECTS Files in Users and the SETALL Command.

• Use RESTCAT DISASTER. For more information, see RESTCAT Command.

Examples

• To restore all backed-up spool files that existed on your system before an unplanned cold start today, enter:

vmspool restdbas

• RESTDBAS scans the SYSTEM catalog and selects only those files that existed in your spool space when the system
crashed. Because RESTDBAS does not start the restore job, enter the following the restore the files:

vmspool restore jobname

• To restore all backed-up spool files that existed on your system on December 24, 2014, from the catalog named
DISASTER, enter:

vmspool restdbas disaster disaster 12/24/14

RESTDBAS scans the DISASTER catalog and selects only those files that existed in your spool space no later than
December 24, 2014. Because RESTDBAS does not start the restore job, enter the following command to restore the
files:

vmspool restore disaster

RESTORE Command
Use the RESTORE command to start a restore job.

Syntax

This command has the following format:
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RESTORE [jobname | SYSTEM]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

jobname | SYSTEM
Is the name of a restore job defined on a RESTORE DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

SETALL Command
On the command line of the SPOOLALL and SPOOLIST screens, use the SETALL command to change the value of a
field on all rows.

The change applies to all selected rows, not just the rows displayed on your screen. You can also use the SETALL
command within a user macro. For more information, see Line-Mode Restore Commands.

The SETALL command is an end-user macro that Computer Associates supplies. It is loaded to the public minidisk
(VMANAGER 193). You can make it available to the user community by copying it from the VMANAGER 193 to your
public disk.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SETALL field value

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

field
Is one of the following:

• CHANGE
• DIST
• COPY
• FTYPE
• CLASS
• FNAME
• OFORM
• OWNER
• UFORM 
• QUEUE
• DEST
• HOLD

You may also use any of the column captions on your SPOOLIST screen corresponding to these fields. QUEUE is
the default keyword.
The CHANGE field is valid only if you have used the CATALOG option with the SPOOLALL or SPOOLIST
command

value
Is the new data to place in the specified field on all rows of your file list.

Examples
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To purge all spool files currently selected on your SPOOLALL or SPOOLIST file list, type this command and press PF9
(Execute):

setall pur

To change the print class of all currently selected files to A, type this command and press PF9 (Execute):

setall class a

To mark all spool files currently selected on your SPOOLALL or SPOOLIST screen as files to be restored, type this
command and press PF9 (Execute):

setall change r

NOTE
If you want to use SETALL CHANGE R for only some of the files selected, you must first reduce the list using a
SELECTS file or the ONLY macro. See "Using SELECTS Files" in Listing Spool Files - Administrators or "ONLY
MCSPOOL" in Sample User Macros.

SIGNAL Command
Use the SIGNAL command to send a command to the backup or restore worker machine to tell the worker how to recover
from an error or failure condition

Use the SIGNAL command only when you have determined, based on output from the STATUS command, that the
worker has encountered an error or failure.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SIGNAL worker {CANCEL | NEWTAPE | RETRY}

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

worker
Is the user ID of the backup or restore worker to which to send the signal.

{ CANCEL | NEWTAPE | RETRY }
Indicates which command to send to the backup or restore worker machine, as follows:
CANCEL

Ends the job
NEWTAPE

Requests a new tape from the tape pool
RETRY

Retries the command that interrupted the job

Example

This console file shows STATUS and SIGNAL requests for backup job MONFILE:

vmspool backup monfile 
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VMLSYS313I BACKUP JOB MONFILE WILL NOW BE STARTED. 

READY; T=0.03/0.09 18:10:40

vmspool status monfile 

BACKUP JOB MONFILE 

NOT SCHEDULED. 

MONFILE WORKERS:

VMLBAK01 : FAILURE : ERROR 111 LINKING TO VMSPOOL 1C0

VMLBAK02 : FAILURE : ERROR 111 LINKING TO VMSPOOL 1C0

READY; T=0.02/0.09 18:11:15

VMXSYS470I USER 'VMSPOOL' RULES UPDATED. 

READY; T=0.09/0.22 18:12:36

vmspool signal vmlbak01 retry 

SENDING BACKUP RETRY TO VMLBAK01 RUNNING JOB MONFILE.

READY; T=0.02/0.08 18:12:47

SIGNAL RECEIVED BY VMLBAK01

vmspool signal vmlbak02 retry 

SENDING BACKUP RETRY TO VMLBAK02 RUNNING JOB MONFILE.

READY; T=0.02/0.08 18:12:51 

SIGNAL RECEIVED BY VMLBAK02

vmspool status monfile 

BACKUP JOB MONFILE 

NOT SCHEDULED. 

MONFILE WORKERS: 

VMLBAK01 : WAITING FOR TAPE 30073

VMLBAK02 : WAITING FOR TAPE 40079

READY; T=0.03/0.09 18:13:19

SPOOLALL Command
Use the SPOOLALL command to display a screen, similar to the SPOOLIST screen, that lists all the spool files on your
system.

Administrators: Authorize the VM system operator at your site to use the SPOOLALL screen.

NOTE
When a time zone change occurs, spool files that were created before the change have timestamps that are an
hour ahead or an hour behind, depending on the time zone change.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SPOOLALL   [ / [filename] ]  [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[CATALOG catname]

[EXACT]

[JOB jobname]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

[TBP]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:
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[ / ] (locate)
Specifies that you want to select a subset of spool files for viewing. If you do not follow this parameter with the
name of a SELECTS file, you are placed in a SELECT screen where you can describe the files that you want to
see.
You can use the / command to search the SPOOLALL file list for a particular line on the screen. For example, to
search forward in the file list for the first file belonging to MARK, in any uppercase or lowercase form, enter /mark
.

• filename
Specifies the name of a SELECTS file that was previously created. When you specify this parameter, you see a
SPOOLIST screen listing the spool files that meet the selection criteria that are specified in your SELECTS file.
Note: To create a SELECTS file, use the SPOOLALL Command or the SELECTS screen of the SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL command.
You can specify the standard SELECTS files that are distributed with VM:Spool as the filename parameter of the
SPOOLALL command line:

SELECTS files Lists all files that are:

RDR In the reader queue

PUN In the punch queue

PRT In the print queue

OPN Open

HOLD In HOLD status

NOHOLD Not in HOLD status

SYS System data files

• BACKUP  A synonym for CATALOG SYSTEM. To use this option to display selected files requires REVIEW
catname  authorization. To submit restore requests from a screen that displays a catalog requires SUBMIT jobname 
authorization.

• CATALOG catname
Displays a list of backed-up files recorded in the specified catalog. To use this option to display selected files you need
REVIEW catname  authorization. To submit restore requests from a screen that displays a catalog requires SUBMIT
jobname authorization.

• EXACT
Shows a more precise count of pages in the E Pages field on the SPOOLALL screen. Without the EXACT option,
VM:Spool shows an estimate in this field. The EXACT option also causes VM:Spool to display the real creator of the
file if the file was sent across nodes with RSCS. Without the EXACT option, VM:Spool shows RSCS as the creator.
The EXACT option forces VM:Spool to use more computer resources (specifically DASD I/O) for your command.
Use EXACT only when exact page counts or true original-node creator information is important.

• JOB jobname
Use in combination with CATALOG catname . You see files that are backed up in the named catalog. However, if you
submit requests to restore files, the restore job named jobname handles your requests.
If you omit the JOB option, any restore requests are submitted for processing by the job whose name matches the
catalog name you specified, or by default to job SYSTEM.

• PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to be run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.
If the specified profile macro exists on one of the user's accessed disks, VM:Spool executes it as the first command. If
the specified macro is not found on an accessed disk, you see an error message.
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If you do not specify the PROFILE option, and a macro with a filename of PROFILE and a filetype of MCSPOOL exists,
VM:Spool executes it.

• NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This setting is the default if no PROFILE MCSPOOL exists on any of the issuing
user ID's accessed minidisks.
Note: Macro support allows you to run VM:Spool full-screen commands on a disconnected machine. However, the
NOPROF option is invalid for a disconnected machine.

• TBP
Allows you to view files that are to be purged. These files are created and usually deleted by Advanced Function
Printing PSF software.

Values of Close Date and Close Time

If a spool file is open, the Close Dt and Close Tm values display as blanks.

When VM:Spool is reading the CP spool file blocks during SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, and backup processing of spool files
that are currently on the system, it is assumed that spool files having a Close Date and Close Time of binary zeros were
open at the time of a system crash. These spool files acquire the last IPL date and time as their Close Date and Time.
VM:Spool does not overwrite this information in the spool file blocks of the CP. For example, if DISKACNT has spool files
open at a time the system crashes, after the system is re-IPLed, a list of those files shows the last IPL date and time as
their close date and time. In addition, the Close Date and Close Time for those files are written as the last IPL date and
time in the catalog during backup processing.

 

SPOOLCAT DISK Command
Use the SPOOLCAT DISK command to create a SPOOLIST-like display of the contents of a catalog file you created with
the SPOOLCAT TAPE and CATALOG commands.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SPOOLCAT DISK [filename [filetype [filemode]] ] [PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ]
Is the filename, filetype, and filemode of the catalog to display. The default is NONAME CATALOG A1.

PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This is the default if there is no PROFILE MCSPOOL on any of your accessed
minidisks.

SPOOLCAT TAPE Command
Use the SPOOLCAT TAPE command to create a SPOOLIST-like display of the files on an SPXTAPE-format tape, with or
without standard labels.

From the SPOOLIST-like display, you can start restore jobs or create a catalog of the contents of your tape.
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You must have the tape mounted on your virtual tape drive at address 181 before you enter the SPOOLCAT TAPE
command. The command may take a few minutes to process because it scans the contents of the tape.

To create a catalog of the contents of your tape, enter the CATALOG command on the command line of the SPOOLIST-
like display.

To start a restore, mark the files you want to restore on the SPOOLIST-like display by placing an r in the first column
of the line and pressing PF9 (Execute). VM:Spool detaches the tape from your userid and issues the proper SPXTAPE
command.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SPOOLCAT TAPE  [volser] [( PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of the requested tape. The default is NONAME if the tape is unlabeled.

[ PROFILE macroname]
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This is the default if there is no PROFILE MCSPOOL file on any of the issuing
userids' accessed minidisks.

SPOOLIST Command
Use the SPOOLIST command to display a screen of information about the spool files that specified user IDs own.

For explanations of the options available on the SPOOLIST command, see the SPOOLALL Command.

NOTE
When a time zone change occurs, spool files that were created before the change have timestamps that are an
hour ahead or an hour behind, depending on the time zone change.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SPOOLIST [SYSTEM | userids...] [ / [filename | search_string] ] [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[CATALOG catname]

[EXACT]

[JOB jobname]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

[TBP]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:
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SYSTEM
Specify SYSTEM to view system-owned files, including system data files such as DCSS, NSS, TRF, UCR, and
NLS.

userids
Identifies the owner or owners of the files that you want to view. You can use the LISTFILE pattern matching
characters (% for any one character, * for any string of characters) in any or all of the user IDs. If you do not
specify any user IDs, you view your own spool files.

[ / ] (locate)
Specifies that you want to select a subset of spool files for viewing. If you do not follow this parameter with the
name of a SELECTS file, you are placed in a SELECT screen where you can describe the files that you want to
see.
You can use the / command to search the SPOOLIST file list for a particular line on the screen. For example, to
search forward in the file list for the first file belonging to MARK, in any uppercase or lowercase form, enter: /mark

filename
Specifies the name of a SELECTS file that was previously created. When you specify this parameter, you see a
SPOOLIST screen listing the spool files that meet the selection criteria that are specified in your SELECTS file.
Note: To create a SELECTS file, use the SPOOLALL Command or the SELECTS screen of the SPOOLIST or
SPOOLALL command.
You can specify the standard SELECTS files that are distributed with VM:Spool as the filename parameter of the
SPOOLIST command line:

SELECTS files Lists all files that are:

RDR In the reader queue
PUN In the punch queue
PRT In the print queue
OPN Open
HOLD In HOLD status
NOHOLD Not in HOLD status
SYS System data files

Examples
Because SPOOLIST is the default VM:Spool command, you can omit the word SPOOLIST unless a
SPOOLIST parameter could be misconstrued as a command name. In the following commands, the
SPOOLIST command is implied:
 vmspool / rdr vmspool vmspool (backup 

The following command requires  the word SPOOLIST to be understood. Otherwise, the specified user ID (or
SYSTEM) would be taken as the (unknown) command name:
 vmspool spoolist system vmspool spoolist fred 

• To see a SPOOLIST screen that lists files that are owned by BARNEY, enter:
 vmspool spoolist barney 

• To list your own spool files, enter:
 vmspool 

• To list your own reader files, enter:
 vmspool / rdr 
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SPOOLSEL Command
Use the SPOOLSEL command to create a SELECTS file to use with the PURGE command or the Backup and Restore
facility.

You can also use this SELECTS file to limit the files listed on the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen. For more information
about creating SELECTS files, refer to the Users section.

SELECTS files that the SPOOLSEL command creates are stored on a minidisk that the VM:Spool service virtual machine
owns.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

SPOOLSEL filename [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[ERASE]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

filename
Is the filename of the SELECTS file to create or update.

BACKUP
Indicates that you create, update, or erase a SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk.

ERASE
Erases the specified SELECTS file.

PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro you want to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must
be MCSPOOL.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This setting is the default if no PROFILE MCSPOOL exists on any of the
issuing user ID's accessed minidisks.

STATUS Command
Use the STATUS command to see the status of backup and restore jobs defined on your system.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

STATUS [jobname]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

• jobname
Is the name of the backup or restore job for which you are requesting the status. The default is * (all jobs).

Example
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Backup job SYSTEM is scheduled to run at 12:00:00. This console file shows STATUS requests before, during, and after
the scheduled run time of backup job SYSTEM:

vmspool status system

Before run time, the system responds:

BACKUP JOB SYSTEM

SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 

NEXT SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 TODAY

SYSTEM WORKERS:

VMLBAK01 : INACTIVE

VMLBAK02 : INACTIVE

RESTORE JOB SYSTEM

NOT SCHEDULED 

SYSTEM WORKERS: 

VMLRES01 : COMPLETE AT 16:15:24 ON 12/03/04; 2 FILES RESTORED

READY; T=0.03/0.10 11:41:37

vmspool status system

During run time, the system responds:

BACKUP JOB SYSTEM

SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 

NEXT SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 TOMORROW

SYSTEM WORKERS:

VMLBAK01 : WAITING FOR TAPE 30060

VMLBAK02 : WAITING FOR TAPE 30073

RESTORE JOB SYSTEM 

NOT SCHEDULED

SYSTEM WORKERS:

VMLRES01 : COMPLETE AT 16:15:24 ON 12/04/04; 2 FILES RESTORED

READY; T=0.02/0.10 12:01:36

vmspool status system

After run time, the system responds:

BACKUP JOB SYSTEM

SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 

NEXT SCHEDULED AT 12:00:00 TOMORROW 

SYSTEM WORKERS:

VMLBAK01 : COMPLETE AT 14:57:50 ON 12/04/04; 51 FILES BACKED UP; 0 SKIPPED

VMLBAK02 : COMPLETE AT 14:58:23 ON 12/04/04; 48 FILES BACKED UP; 0 SKIPPED

RESTORE JOB SYSTEM 

NOT SCHEDULED

SYSTEM WORKERS:

VMLRES01 : COMPLETE AT 16:15:24 ON 12/03/04; 2 FILES RESTORED

READY; T=0.02/0.10 16:15:46
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TAG Command
Use the TAG command to display and change tag data on a spool file.

You can enter the TAG command from any VM:Spool screen. You cannot enter the TAG command directly from CMS.

The TAG command is an end-user macro that we supply. This macro is loaded to the public file minidisk (VMANAGER
193). You can make it available to users by copying it from the VMANAGER 193 to your public disk. Also copy VMLTAG
XEDIT and SETTAG XEDIT to your public minidisk.

The CP TAG command is used to update the tag on a file. You cannot tag the following types of files:

• Open files (however, an open device can be tagged)
• Dump files
• Accounting files
• Monitor files

A tag can be a maximum of 136 characters.

When a user tags someone else's spool file, the VM:Spool TAG command must issue the CP TRANSFER command to
transfer the file to you. The CP TRANSFER command requires CP privilege class D. Therefore, the user tagging someone
else's file must have CP privilege class D authorization. The file is then transferred back to the owner.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

TAG [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

• userid
Owner of the spool file to tag. The default is the userid entering the TAG command.

• queue
Identifies the queues in which the spool file you want to tag is located, as follows:
– RDR
– OPN | DEV
– PRT
– CONSOLE (same as DEV 009)
– PUN

spoolid | devaddr
Indicates the spool file to tag.
To identify a closed spool file, specify the spool ID of the file you want to tag. The default is the first file in the
specified queue. If you specify a spool ID without specifying a queue, VM:Spool searches all queues for a
matching spool ID.
Because open files cannot be tagged, VM:Spool tags the virtual device instead. To tag an OPN device, use the
virtual device address in place of the spool ID. The default device address is 009. You cannot tag another user's
open devices.

Example

To view the tag of his spool file numbered 245 (VM:Spool determines the queue), userid Joe enters the TAG command on
the SPOOLIST command line:
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tag joe 245

Now JOE is in XEDIT in file PRT_0245 TAGDATA. The filename is the name of the queue, followed by an underscore,
followed by the four-digit spool file ID. The file ID is padded with zeros on the left. The filetype is TAGDATA. This file
contains the current tag for spool file 245. If the spool file has no tag, this file contains all blanks.

Now JOE alters the tag.

JOE enters settag on the command line to save the new tag file or presses PF3 to exit with no changes to the tag.

When JOE enters settag, VM:Spool determines if JOE is the owner of the file whose tag is being updated. If not,
VM:Spool briefly transfers the spool file to JOE, sets the tag, and transfers the file back to the owning user ID.

TRACE Command
Use the TRACE command to trace the execution of VM:Spool macros.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

TRACE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  MACRO [filename [fromline toline [tracekey]] ]

| START [userid [filename [fromline toline] tracekey]] 

| STOP [userid]

| CLOSE [userid]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

MACRO [ filename [ fromline toline [ tracekey ] ] ]
Traces the execution of the specified macro with output to your userid with MSGNOH. If no filename is specified,
all macros are traced.

• filename
Filename of the optimized macro to trace. The default is * (trace all macros).

• fromline
Line number of the first line to trace. The default is 1.

• toline
Line number of the last line to trace. The default is the last line of the macro.

• tracekey
REXX trace keyword. Valid keywords are the one-letter abbreviations A, C, E, I, L, N, O, or R, and the words
ON, ERR, ERROR, ALL, or OFF. The default is ALL.

START [ userid [ filename [ fromline toline ] tracekey ] ]
Starts the tracing of a macro on the specified userid's virtual machine. When the STOP parameter is later used,
the output goes to the userid that entered the TRACE START command. VM:Spool also traces messages that are
sent to the user. The output is sent to a spool file.

• userid
Virtual machine in which the trace is performed. The default is the requesting user ID.

• Other operands as for MACRO

STOP [ userid ]
Stops macro tracing and sends the output to the userid that issued the TRACE START command.
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CLOSE [ userid ]
Sends the output spool file without stopping.

Example

To trace the execution of the entire DATABASE macro using the trace keyword ERR, enter:

vmspool trace macro database 1 9999 err

VOLMAP Command
Use the VOLMAP command to display a screen of information that shows how CP space is allocated on the volumes to
which the VM:Spool service virtual machine has access.

If the VM:Spool service virtual machine has a link to cylinder 0 of a CP volume, it obtains the VOLMAP information from
the volume's allocation map. Otherwise, the VM:Spool service virtual machine obtains the VOLMAP information from
control blocks in real memory. In the latter case, the information is less complete, showing only the areas allocated for
PAGE or SPOL use. You can enter VOLMAP from any VM:Spool screen.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

VOLMAP [volser] [ ( PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

Parameters

This command has the following parameters:

volser
Is the volume serial number on which you are requesting information. The default is * (all volumes).

PROFILE macroname
Specifies the filename of the profile macro to run. The default filename is PROFILE. The filetype must be
MCSPOOL.

NOPROF
Specifies that no profile is invoked. This setting is the default if no PROFILE MCSPOOL exists on any of the
issuing user ID's accessed minidisks.

[ / ] (locate)
Specifies that you want to search the VOLMAP screen for a particular string of text. For example, to search
forward in the file for the six-character string ‘pack01', in any capitalized or lowercase form, enter /pack01.

VOLMAP Screen

An example of a VOLMAP screen follows :

 CA VM:Spool (TM) 01.8 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. ALL rights reserved    09Jun15

M01P01 - 3390     (SYSOWN index FE)

    Cylinders:        0          PERM - minidisks and CP code

    Cylinders:        1-3337     PAGE - page space

 

M01P02 - 3390     (SYSOWN index FD)

    Cylinders:        0          PERM - minidisks and CP code

    Cylinders:        1-3337     PAGE - page space
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M04S01 - 3390     (SYSOWN index 0C)

    Cylinders:        0          PERM - minidisks and CP code

    Cylinders:        1-3337     SPOL - spool files, etc.

 

M03S01 - 3390     (SYSOWN index 0B)

    Cylinders:        0          PERM - minidisks and CP code

    Cylinders:        1-3337     SPOL - spool files, etc.

 

M02S01 - 3390     (SYSOWN index 0A)

    Cylinders:        0          PERM - minidisks and CP code

    Cylinders:        1-3337     SPOL - spool files, etc.

PF: 1=Help        2=            3=Quit  4=Top          5=Bottom        6=

PF: 7=Backward    8=Forward     9=     10=            11=             12=

 

 ====>

The left column shows the volume label of each CP-owned DASD volume on your system. Count-key-data (CKD) devices
list Cylinders and fixed block architecture (FB-512) devices list FBA pages.

The middle column shows the page or cylinder range for each area of CP space. If VM:Spool has a link to a full-pack
minidisk, all areas on the covered volume appear. If VM:Spool does not have access to a volume and gets SPOL/PAGE
information from real memory, only those areas appear.

The right column shows the type of CP area at that location.

User Macro Reference
VM:Spool provides a user macro capability similar to the XEDIT macro capability in CMS. User macros allow you to
manipulate your spool files or the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL environment programmatically.

For example, you can write macros to do the following tasks:

• Sort the files on the VM:Spool screen displays
• Set your expertise level for screen displays
• Exclude certain files from a display
• Display a subset of your spool files without going through the SELECT screen

User macros are REXX programs similar to XEDIT macros. From a user macro, you can enter any CMS or CP command
or macro primitive that is listed in the Macro Primitives section. You can modify the sample user macros that are
distributed with VM:Spool. You can also write your own macros to suit the needs of your site. User macros must have a
filetype of MCSPOOL.

Sample User Macros
This page lists and describes VM:Spool sample user macros. All these macros except PROFILE MCSPOOL are deployed
to the administrator disk, which by default is VMSPOOL 178. (Refer to the tags for VM:Spool in the VMSERVER NAMES
file.) The following user macros are also deployed to the VM:Spool public disk, which by default is VMANAGER PUBLIC
(193):

• NONOTES MCSPOOL
• ONLY MCSPOOL
• SETALL MCSPOOL
• TAG MCSPOOL

Contents
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NONOTES MCSPOOL

The NONOTES macro excludes CMS notes from a display or from a list of files to be purged. The NONOTES macro
deselects any notes from the currently selected list of files. The NONOTES macro can be used as a profile for the PURGE
command. For example:

vmspool purge oldfiles (profile nonotes

A user ID requires CP privilege class D to issue the PURGE command with the PROFILE option. A PRIVCMD VMSPOOL
configuration file record does not allow a user ID to issue PURGE with PROFILE. The only exception to this requirement
is when the issuing user ID owns all the files to be purged.

ONLY MCSPOOL

The ONLY macro lets you display subsets of spool files according to keywords. This macro lets you bypass the SELECT
screen.

From the command line of the SPOOLIST screen, enter the following command to display notes only:

only ftype note

To return to the original display, enter:

show

For more information, enter the following command from the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL command line:

only ?

PROFILE MCSPOOL

When you enter your first VM:Spool command of a session, such as VMSPOOL, VM:Spool looks for a file that is named
PROFILE MCSPOOL on all minidisks you have accessed. If VM:Spool finds this macro, VM:Spool executes it before
displaying the first screen.

You can create your own PROFILE MCSPOOL and can put any commands that you like in it. Because this macro is
executed at the very beginning of your VM:Spool session, it is a natural place to put the following commands:

set expertise expert 

-or-

set expertise novice

use browse

-or- 

use peek
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Placing these commands in a PROFILE MCSPOOL allows you to establish your preferred settings at once, without having
to enter them each time you use VM:Spool.

Example

For the SPOOLIST screen only, this PROFILE MCSPOOL example has the following effects:

• Setting the user expertise level to expert
• Displaying the user's RDR files using CMS PEEK
• Sorting the screen by these fields: Queue, Date (within Queue), and Time (within Date)

/* */

parse arg command

 

/* Get the screen name by using    */

/* CA VM:Spool's EXTRACT primitive */

'EXTRACT SCREEN'

pull screen

if screen = 'SPOOLIST'

then do;

level = 'EXPERT'

'USE PEEK'

'SORTA TIME'

'SORTA DATE'

'SORTD QUEUE'

end

else level = 'NOVICE'

'SET EXPERTISE' level

exit

BIGSPOOL MCSPOOL

BIGSPOOL MCSPOOL is issued from the OVERVIEW screen to get a report on the status of the spooling system.

Execution of this macro creates a file that is named VMSPOOL STATUS on your A-disk. The file contains a listing of all
user IDs on your system that are using more than 1 percent of spool space. This file also contains a listing of all the files
on your system that are occupying more than 1 percent of spool space.

To invoke this macro, enter one of the following commands:

From CMS:

vmspool overview (profile bigspool

From the OVERVIEW screen:

bigspool
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SETALL MCSPOOL

Use SETALL MCSPOOL from within SPOOLALL and SPOOLIST to make global changes to unprotected fields.

Invoking User Macros with the PROFILE Option
The PROFILE option allows you to invoke user macros that control initial screen positioning and screen options. You can
use the PROFILE option on the following commands:

• SPOOLALL
• SPOOLIST
• OVERVIEW
• PURGE
• BROWSE
• SPOOLSEL
• VOLMAP
• SPOOLCAT

Invoke the PROFILE option by adding a string like the following one to a VM:Spool command:

(profile bigspool

Except for the PURGE command, the PROFILE option is assumed by default and uses the macro that is named PROFILE
MCSPOOL. PROFILE MCSPOOL is invoked with one argument: the name of the command being issued. The command
name is usually the same as the current screen name. To obtain the command name in REXX, enter:

parse arg command

The EXTRACT primitive stacks information that a macro may need. The SCREEN keyword can be used with the
EXTRACT primitive. Used together, the name of the current screen is put in the stack. Then the screen name can be
assigned a variable name with the REXX PULL statement. The BIGSPOOL, EREPORT, and SETALL sample macros
contain the EXTRACT method.

On the SPOOLALL, SPOOLIST, and OVERVIEW Commands

The PROFILE option on SPOOLALL and SPOOLIST invokes user macros that analyze and manipulate data on those
screens. The PROFILE option on OVERVIEW invokes user macros to change default operation of that screen.The
macros run at these events:

• When you enter the initial VM:Spool command (as soon as you have a snapshot)
• Whenever you enter a command that takes you to a new screen
• Whenever you enter the REFRESH command

The PROFILE macro is not issued at any other time, unless you type the name of a macro on the command line.

On the PURGE Command

The PROFILE option invokes user macros to examine a list of files to be purged before any PURGE commands are
entered. For example, use NONOTES MCSPOOL to avoid purging mail.

A user ID needs CP privilege class D to issue the PURGE command with the PROFILE option. The issuer must be a
Class D user even if PRIVCMD VMSPOOL is specified for the issuer in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.
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Macro Primitives
VM:Spool macro primitives are used within the user macros to perform the following functions:

• Issue orders on internal VM:Spool variables.
• Issue orders on file characteristics.
• Control the VM:Spool screen. 

Some macro primitives return information by stacking it last in, first out (LIFO) on the user's CMS program stack. The user
macro can then use or examine this information.

DESELECT, EXTRACT, GETLINE, GETTAG, and PUTLINE can be issued from within a user macro only. Otherwise, there
is no distinction between the macro primitives and valid screen commands.

Contents

Table of Macro Primitives

A list of all macro primitives follows:

MACRO PRIMITIVE fieldname Description
BACKWARD [ nnn ] Equivalent to the PF key BACK, but can move  nnn  screens.

Default number of screens is 1.
BAFILE [ nnn ] Moves backward  nnn lines in the Largest Files list of the

OVERVIEW screen. Default number of lines is 1.
BAUSR [ nnn ] Moves backward  nnn lines in the Largest Users list of the

OVERVIEW screen. Default number of lines is 1.
BOTTOM Moves to the bottom of the screen
BROWSE Invokes VMSPOOL BROWSE. Provides owner, queue, and spool

ID exactly as described for the BROWSE command.
DESELECT ownerid [OPEN] spoolid [filetype] Excludes the line from the list that appears after macro processing

is complete
The  filetype parameter helps to determine uniqueness.

DOWN [ nnn ] Moves down  nnn  screen lines. Default number of screens is 1.
EDIT Invokes VMSPOOL EDIT. Provides owner, queue, and spool ID

exactly as described for the EDIT command.
EXTRACT keyword Puts the value of the keyword in the stack. Then the keyword can

be assigned a variable name with the REXX PULL command.
Valid keywords are: OWNER, QUEUE, SPOOLID, SYSID, and
SCREEN.

FOFILE [ nnn ] Moves forward  nnn lines in the Largest Files list of the
OVERVIEW screen. Default number of screens is 1.

FORWARD [ nnn ] Equivalent to the PF key FORWARD but can move forward  nnn 
screens. Default number of screens is 1.

FOUSR [ nnn ] Moves forward  nnn  lines in the Largest Users list of the
OVERVIEW screen. Default number of lines is 1.

GETLINE Gets the current screen line. Assigns REXX variable names to
each field
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GETTAG Assigns a REXX variable that is named vml.tag with the current
tag data for the file. GETTAG can only be issued for a file that is
being browsed

GRAPH Equivalent to the OVERVIEW PF key GRAPH
LEFT [ nnn ] Moves left  nnn  fields (on SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, SPOOLSEL,

and SELECT) or  nnn  characters (on BROWSE). Default number
is 1.

MORELIN [ nnn ] Initializes  nnn more lines on the SELECT screen. Default number
of new lines is 5.

NEXT Moves to the next screen line
PUTLINE Puts new values into unprotected fields. If XEQ is not issued after

PUTLINE, there will be commas next to the changed screen lines.
If XEQ is issued, VM:Spool attempts to make the changes.

QUIT Equivalent to the PF key QUIT
REFRESH Equivalent to the PF key REFRESH
RIGHT [ nnn ] Moves right  nnn  fields (on SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, SPOOLSEL,

and SELECT) or  nnn  characters (on BROWSE). Default number
is 1.

SELECT [ filename ] Equivalent to PF key SELECT. Puts you in a VM:Spool selection
screen.

SET EXPERTISE { NOVICE | EXPERT } Sets the way that you view error messages.
Novice = full screen messages
Expert = brief messages

SHOW [ filename ] Equivalent to PF key SHOW. Lists the files that are chosen by
the selection criteria in a SELECTS file,  filename , without going
through the SELECT screen.

SORTA fieldname Equivalent to the PF key SORTA
SORTD fieldname Equivalent to the PF key SORTD. You specify the field to be

sorted. The field names are equal to the GETLINE variable names
without the vml. portion.

SUMMARIZE fieldname Equivalent to the PF key SUMMARIZE. Again, the field names
equal the GETLINE variable names without the vml. portion.

SUMMARY Returns to OVERVIEW from GRAPH
TOP Moves to the top of the screen
UP [ nnn ] Moves up  nnn screen lines. Default number of lines is 1.
USE BROWSE Sets that VMSPOOL BROWSE is used when you view your

reader files.
USE PEEK Sets that CMS PEEK is used when you view your reader files.
XEQ Equivalent to the PF key EXECUTE. Makes spool file changes

with new values provided by previous PUTLINE.

DESELECT Primitive

The DESELECT primitive does not change the current line number. However, because DESELECT has made a record
invisible to the user macro, it is possible that a different record now holds that line number.

If the current line number refers to the last file in your list and you run DESELECT on that file, you receive return code 4.
Code 4 indicates that the current line number is now past the end of your list (at EOF).

Example: Current Line Number and Spool File Number Out of Sync
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You enter a SPOOLIST command. This command brings up a display of 20 spool files, with spool file numbers 101
through 120. The current line number is initially 1, referring to the spool file numbered 101.

Next, you invoke a user macro that deselects the first file. The current line number is still 1, but that now refers to the file
with the spool file number 102. The DESELECT primitive has made invisible the spool file numbered 101. Refer to Sample
Macros for an example of a macro that uses DESELECT.

The filetype parameter helps determine uniqueness when deselecting a file in the system queue. The use case is when
the file you deselect has the same spool file number as one or more files in the system queue.

EXTRACT Primitive

The EXTRACT primitive stacks information that a macro can need.

EXTRACT SCREEN
Name of current screen: SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, SELECT, SUMMARIZ, OVERVIEW, VOLMAP, BROWSE, or
SPOOLCAT.

EXTRACT SYSID
Name of user ID that is running VM:Spool, usually user ID VMSPOOL.

EXTRACT OWNER
Owner of file in BROWSE, or N/A if no file is being browsed.

EXTRACT QUEUE
Queue of file in BROWSE, or N/A if no file is being browsed. RDR, PRT, PUN, or DEV if open file is being
browsed.

EXTRACT SPOOLID
The spool ID (file number) of the file in BROWSE, or the virtual address of the device that is creating an open file,
or N/A if no file is being browsed.

GETLINE and PUTLINE Primitives

The GETLINE and PUTLINE primitives use the current line to retrieve or store information. When a user macro issues
GETLINE, VM:Spool sets some REXX variables with values taken from the current screen line. When a user macro
issues PUTLINE, VM:Spool puts values into the current screen line. These values are based on the contents of some
REXX variables.

The current line is initially the first line. Some VM:Spool screens have a line pointer that is associated with them. This line
pointer is used to point to the current screen line. When one of these screens is invoked, the current line is the top line in
the list of information that you see on the screen. Certain VM:Spool macros can then alter the current line. These macros
use the UP, DOWN, TOP, BOTTOM, NEXT, FOUSR, FOFILE, BAUSR, and BAFILE macro primitives. On screens that
have no current line that is associated with them, such as SYSUSE, GRAPH, and VOLMAP, these primitives have no
meaning and the current line cannot be retrieved or altered. The variables that are used depend on the current screen.

The following table shows the REXX variable names and meanings. All variables are set in character format, just as they
appear on the screen, including leading blanks for numeric fields.

GETLINE/PUTLINE on the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL Screens

GETLINE creates one variable for each field on the SPOOLIST screen. Because only some of those fields can be
changed, PUTLINE transfers only some of the variable data back to the snapshot.

REXX Variable Name Meaning(Column Heading) Used by PUTLINE
vml.change Change status Yes
vml.filenum File No
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vml.owner Owner Yes
vml.creator Creator No
vml.date Date No
vml.closedt Close date No
vml.category Category No
vml.time Time No
vml.closetm Close time No
vml.fname Filename Yes
vml.ftype Filetype Yes
vml.dist Distcode Yes
vml.dest Destcode Yes
vml.uform Userform Yes
vml.oform Operform Yes
vml.recs Records No
vml.pages E Pages No
vml.lrecl Lrec No
vml.class C (print class) Yes
vml.copy Copy Yes
vml.3800 3 (3800 CCWs) No
vml.hold Hold Yes
vml.queue -Q- (queue) Yes
vml.transfer T No

 

GETLINE/PUTLINE on the SELECT Screen

The variables are the same as for the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL screen. PUTLINE uses all the REXX variables,
including the ones that the user cannot change, because the macro can build selection criteria that are based on any field.

GETLINE on the SUMMARIZE Screen

The variables that are shown in the following table correspond to the four columns you see on the SUMMARIZE screen.

Variable Name Field Name Meaning
vml.key Sumkey The value of the summarization key for the

current summary line. For example, if you
summarize on queue, this value would be
something like Print or Reader.

vml.count Fcount Number of files
vml.recs Records Estimated number of DASD pages

PUTLINE does not work on the SUMMARIZE screen for logical reasons.

GETLINE on the OVERVIEW Screen

In this case you can specify:
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GETLINE [ USER | FILE ]

For the USER version, the variables are the same as for the SUMMARIZE screen. The variable vml.key contains the user
name. You do not get the Rank or percentage of total.

For the FILE version, the variables are the same as for the SPOOLIST/SPOOLALL screen. You are getting more
information than you could actually see on the OVERVIEW screen, but not the Rank or percentage of total information.

PUTLINE does not work on the OVERVIEW screen for logical reasons.

GETLINE on the BROWSE Screen

GETLINE sets the single variable vml.line to the contents of the current line. Because VM:Spool cannot change the file,
PUTLINE does not work on the BROWSE screen.

GETTAG Primitive

When a macro issues GETTAG, VM:Spool sets the REXX variable that is named vml.tag with the current tag data for a
file. GETTAG can be issued only for a file that is being browsed.

Return Codes

The return codes for VM:Spool macro primitives follow:

RC=0
Processing completed successfully.

RC=4
You tried to position the pointer above the top of the file or below the bottom of the file.

RC=8
The attempted change could not be made.

RC=24
Syntax error

RC=25
Failure due to lack of virtual storage

SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL Screen Quick Reference

Screen Commands

Users and operators can enter the following commands on the command line of the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL screens.

= (Repeat Last Command)
Repeats the last command entered.

/ (String Search Forward)
Scans the screen for a specified string going forward, starting with the line following the current line. The line
containing the string becomes the current line and displays at the top of the screen.

-/ (String Search Backward)
Scans the screen for a specified string going backward, starting with the line before the current line. The line
containing the string becomes the current line and displays at the top of the screen.

ALTPFs
Displays the alternate (or initial) PF key panel.
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Backward [ nnn ]
Moves one screen (or nnn screens) toward the beginning of the list.

BOTtom
Moves to the end of the list.

BROWSE [ owner ] [ queue] [ Spool ID ]
Displays the contents of the file on which you place the cursor. If the cursor is on the command line, the file you
see is the first RDR file on your SPOOLIST screen. You can use / and -/ for string searches when browsing a file.

CANcel
Cancels the changes you made on the row on which you place the cursor.

CURSOR
Moves the cursor from the command line to the last screen position it occupied.

DOWN [nnn]
Moves one line (or nnn lines) toward the end of the list.

EDit [ owner ] [ queue ] [ Spool ID ]
Puts you in XEDIT on a copy of the spool file on which you place the cursor.

EXECUte
Makes changes to the characteristics of the file.

FILE [ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
Saves the SPOOLIST filelist to a file on disk.

FOrward [ nnn ]
Moves one screen (or nnn screens) toward the end of the list.

HELP [ function ]
Displays information about the SPOOLIST screen or a command or PF key available on the SPOOLIST screen.

LEft [ nnn ]
Shifts the display one field (or nnn fields) to the left.
Note: The -Q-, Owner, and File fields always appear at the left of the screen.

QUIT
Returns to the previously displayed screen.

REFResh
Refreshes the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen with an up-to-date list of files that meet your current selection
criteria.

RIght [ nnn ]
Shifts the display one field (or nnn fields) to the right.
Note: The -Q-, Owner, and File fields always appear at the left of the screen.

SAVE [ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
Saves the list of spool files to the specified disk; you remain in the SPOOLIST screen.

SELect [ filename ]
Moves to a predefined SELECTS file or to the SELECT screen to create a new control file.

SET EXPERTISE [ NOVICE | EXPERT ]
Changes the type of error messages sent. NOVICE (the default) displays full-screen messages; EXPERT displays
shorter messages.

SETALL [ field ] value
Changes the value of a file on all rows of the filelist with one command.
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SHow [ filename ]
Lists files chosen by the selection criteria in a SELECTS file without going through the SELECT screen. If you do
not specify a filename, you see all the files you asked for in your original SPOOLIST command.

SORTA and SORTD
Performs an ascending (SORTA) or descending (SORTD) sort on the field on which you place the cursor.

SUmmarize
Summarizes the information on the field on which you place the cursor.

TAG [ owner ] [ queue ] [ Spool ID ]
Displays or changes a spool file tag.

TOP
Moves to the beginning of the list.

Up [ nnn ]
Moves one line (or nnn lines) toward the beginning of the list.

USE [ BROWSE | PEEK ]
Changes the technique for viewing your own RDR files to VM:Spool BROWSE or CMS PEEK.

PF Keys

The following PF keys are available on the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL screens. Four PF keys have alternate functions;
these are indicated by [alternate panel].

PF1 (Help)
Provides information on using the displayed screen.

PF2 (Alt PF)
Displays the alternate (or initial) PF key panel.

PF3 (Quit)
Exits the displayed screen.

PF4 (Left)
Shifts the display five fields to the left.
Note: The -Q-, Owner, and File fields always appear at the left of the screen.

PF5 (Right)
Shifts the display five fields to the right.
Note: The -Q-, Owner, and File fields always appear at the left of the screen.

PF6 (Cancel)
Cancels the requested changes on the line on which you place the cursor.

PF6 (Summarize) [ alternate panel ]
Summarizes the information on the field on which you place the cursor.

PF7 (Back)
Moves one screen toward the beginning of the list.

PF8 (Forw)
Moves one screen toward the end of the list.

PF9 (Execute)
Changes the characteristics of spool files listed on the screen. To do this, type the change you want, then press
PF9.

PF9 (Select) [ alternate panel ]
Displays the SELECT screen.
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PF10 (Refresh)
Refreshes the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen with an up-to-date list of files that meet your current selection
criteria.

PF10 (Sort A) [ alternate panel ]
Performs an ascending sort on the field on which you place the cursor.

PF11 (Browse)
Displays (for viewing only) the contents of the file on which you place the cursor.

PF11 (Sort D) [ alternate panel ]
Performs a descending sort on the field on which you place the cursor.

PF12 (Cursor)
Moves the cursor to the command line from any position on the screen or, if the cursor is already on the command
line, moves the cursor to the last screen position the cursor occupied.

SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL Screen Fields

Field Description

Owner User ID that owns the file.

File Spool ID assigned to the file by VM or the virtual address of the
device on which the file is open.

Date File creation date.

Time File's creation time.

Creator User ID that created the file.

Filename Filename of the file.

Filetype Filetype of the file.

Destcode File's destination code for printers belonging to its node.

Distcode Owner's distribution code.

UserForm User form associated with the file.

OperForm Operator form associated with the file.

Records Number of records in the file.

E Pages Estimated number of pages (4096-byte areas on DASD used to
contain spool file data) the file occupies.

Lrec Logical record length of records in the file.

C Spool class of the file.

Copy Number of copies associated with the file.

3 Information about whether the file contains 3800 channel control
words (CCWs)
Possible values are:

N
No 3800 CCWs

B
CCWs at beginning of file

T
CCWs throughout file
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Category Information about the type of data stored in the file and how the
file was created

Hold Hold status of the file: NONE, SYS, USER, or USYS

T Information about whether the file has ever been transferred:

T
The file has been transferred

blank
The file has never been transferred

-Q- Field Commands

You can type these commands in the -Q- field on the SPOOLIST and SPOOLALL screens.

Command Function Notes

PUN Transfers a file into the virtual punch. CP does not allow you to move a PRT file
to the PUN queue.

PUR Purges the file. If you purge your open spool file, Unicenter
VM:Spool closes and purges the file, then
opens a new file that starts where the old
file left off.

PRT Transfers a file into the print queue. CP does not allow you to move a PUN file
to the PRT queue.

REC Receives the file to your A-disk, similar to
the CMS RECEIVE command.

Before you type REC to save a file to disk,
the file must have a filename and filetype.
You can receive an originally unnamed file
to disk if you specify a filename and filetype
along with REC.

RDR Transfers a file into the virtual reader.  

REP Replaces the file on your A-disk. REP works like the CMS RECEIVE
command with the REPLACE option. If
an existing file on your A-disk has the
same fileid as the spool file you are loading
to disk, the existing disk file is erased
and is replaced by the spool file of the
same name. You can receive an originally
unnamed file to disk if you specify a
filename and filetype along with REP.

TAP Copies the file to tape. This command requires special
authorization.

User Quick Reference

Accessing VM:Spool

Access the VM:Spool system through a screen that is known as the SPOOLIST screen. To see this screen, from CMS
enter the user ID of your VM:Spool service virtual machine. By default, this user ID is vmspool . This documentation uses
the default user ID throughout.
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The SPOOLIST screen displays all your spool files. To access the files in your RDR only, enter:

vmspool / rdr

You can also access your PRT or PUN files by entering the appropriate command:

vmspool / prt 

or

vmspool / pun

Using SPOOLIST Commands

To use the SPOOLIST commands, you must have at least one spool file. If you do not have any, create some test spool
files. From CMS, enter these two commands to create a PRT spool file:

spool print for * nocont hold 

print profile exec

Then, enter this command to create a note:

note *

Press PF5 to send the note to yourself so it appears as an RDR spool file.

Next, enter:

vmspool spoolist

The response (the SPOOLIST screen) lists the two spool files that you created: an RDR file and a PRT file.

Getting to Know the SPOOLIST Screen Commands

The SPOOLIST functions correspond to SPOOLIST commands. You can enter these commands on the command line of
the SPOOLIST screen. Alternatively, use the PF keys that are displayed at the bottom of the SPOOLIST screen.

Follow these steps to familiarize yourself with the SPOOLIST screen commands:

1. The SPOOLIST screen has 21 columns, or fields. The initial SPOOLIST screen displays -Q-, Owner, File, Date, Time,
Creator, Filename, and Filetype.
a. Press PF5 (Right) to shift the display to the right and see more fields.

The -Q-, Owner, and File fields always remain on the SPOOLIST screen. These fields identify your SPOOLIST
screen information and help you manage your spool files quickly and easily. Press PF5 again to see the remaining
fields.

b. Press PF4 (Left) to shift to the left.
Press PF4 again to return to the original display.

c. If you  have more than one screen of spool files:
• Press PF8 (Forward) to move ahead one screen.
• Press PF7 (Backward) to move back one screen.

d. Press FP12 (Cursor) to move the cursor to the command line.
Press PF12 again to return the cursor to its previous place on the screen.

2. Press PF10 (Refresh) to list any new spool files, such as a NOTE, that you were sent after you first displayed this
screen.
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If you have no new spool files, the SPOOLIST screen stays the same.
3. Move the cursor to any column of the row that shows PROFILE EXEC.

a. Press PF11 (Browse) to view the PROFILE EXEC file. With the BROWSE function, you can see the contents of,
but cannot make changes to, your spool files.

b. Press PF3 (Quit) to return to the SPOOLIST screen.
4. Press PF2 (Alt PF) to change the PF key settings for PF6, PF9, PF10, and PF11:

a. Move your cursor to the -Q- field for any file.
• Press PF6 (Summarize) to display a new screen with a summary of all files in the -Q- field. In this way, you can

display a summary of files in any field.
• Press PF3 to return to the SPOOLIST screen.

b. If you have many spool files and you want to display only those files that share common characteristics, use the
SELECT screen.
Press PF9 (Select) to display the SELECT screen.
• Move the cursor to the -Q- field.
• Type prt  in the -Q- field and press PF6 (Show).

A screen of all your PRT spool files appears, unless there are no PRT spool files in the -Q- field.
• Type show on the command line and press ENTER to see your complete list of spool files again.

c. Move your cursor to the File field for any file.
• Press PF10 (Sort A) to display the files in ascending order, based on the spool ID numbers in the File field.
• Press PF11 (Sort D) to display the files in descending order, based on the spool ID numbers in the File field.
• Press PF2 to return to the initial PF key panel.

5. Move the cursor to the -Q- field of the row that shows PROFILE EXEC.
a. Type pur over RDR and press ENTER.

A comma appears to the left of the row with the change, indicating a pending change. The -Q- field now says PUR.
b. Press PF12 to return the cursor to the line with the pending change.
c. Press PF6 (Cancel) to cancel this change. VM:Spool removes the comma and PRT reappears in the -Q- field. The

change is canceled.
6. Move the cursor to the -Q- field of the row that shows PROFILE EXEC as a PRT file. Type pur  over PRT and press

PF9 (Execute). The change to the file characteristics is executed. An asterisk appears to the left of the row with the
change. This asterisk indicates that VM:Spool executed the change; the file is purged.

7. Press PF1 (Help) to display the SPOOLIST menu. It tells you about the SPOOLIST screen and how to get more
information about the SPOOLIST commands.
a. Press PF3 to return to the SPOOLIST screen.
b. Press PF3 to return to CMS.

Creating a SELECTS File

If you plan to use any selection criteria frequently, save them in a SELECTS file. You can reuse this file instead of
specifying the criteria each time on the SELECT screen.

NOTE
If you enter the SELECT command without specifying a filename and then you issue the FILE or SAVE
command, VM:Spool places your selection criteria in a file on your A-disk named NONAME SELECTS.

To create a sample SELECTS file that selects files of filetype notes , follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command on the command line of the SPOOLIST screen:

select notes
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The string notes is the name of the file you want to create. A SELECT screen displays. Fill in this screen with the
selection criteria you want to store. For the sample, type note in the Filetype field and press ENTER. If you need more
than five lines to fill in your criteria, use PF10 (More Lines) to get five more lines.

2. Now you can take one of two actions:

• – Enter file on the command line to file your selection criteria. These criteria are saved in a file that is named NOTES
SELECTS on your A-disk. You return to the SPOOLIST screen.

– Enter save on the command line. You save the file NOTES SELECTS on your A-disk and remain in the SELECT
screen. You can press PF6 (Show) to list the files that are selected by the selection criteria in your SELECTS file.

Later, when you want to see your notes only, from CMS enter:

vmspool / notes

You save the steps of specifying the selection criteria each time.

Standard SELECTS Files

VM:Spool provides these standard SELECTS files: RDR, PRT, PUN, and OPN. For example, to use the RDR SELECTS
files, enter:

vmspool / rdr

Another way to use RDR SELECTS is to enter the following command on the command line of the SPOOLIST screen:

show rdr

After you list these files, you can go back to your original SPOOLIST screen. Enter the following command on the
command line of the SPOOLIST screen:

show

Setting Your Expertise Level

If VM:Spool does not understand or cannot process information that is entered on the SPOOLIST or SELECT screen,
you receive a full-screen error message. After you become more familiar with VM:Spool, consider receiving brief error
messages instead. You can change error message verbosity  in one of two ways:

• Each time that you access the SPOOLIST screen, enter this command on the SPOOLIST command line:

set expertise expert

To return to your original expertise-level setting, enter:

set expertise novice

• Place this record in your PROFILE MCSPOOL file:

SET EXPERTISE EXPERT

This record executes each time VM:Spool first displays the SPOOLIST screen.

VM:Spool User Macros

User macros can issue:
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• Any VM:Spool command that can be entered from CMS (for example, SPOOLIST)
• Any command that can be entered on a VM:Spool screen (for example, FORWARD nnn  and SELECT)
• Any CMS or CP command

In addition, the following macro primitives can be issued only from a user macro:

• DESELECT
• EXTRACT
• GETLINE
• GETTAG
• PUTLINE

For more information about using VM:Spool user macros, see User Macro Reference .

Operator Quick Reference
Contents

VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility

You can back up and restore all or selected spool files to tapes. Backups and restores can be scheduled by VM:Spool,
invoked by you on demand, or both.

Starting a Backup Job

To start a backup job, enter:

VMSPOOL BACKUP jobname

Submitting a Restore Request

Choose the files you want to restore. To view the contents of a catalog of spool files that are backed up, enter:

vmspool {spoolall | spoolist} (catalog catname backup job jobname

Enter an r in the far left column for each file that you want to restore; then, press PF9 (Execute).

To start the restore job, enter:

vmspool restore jobname

Checking Backup and Restore Jobs

Use the STATUS command to check the status of a backup or restore job, the SIGNAL command to send a signal to the
job, and the CANCEL command to cancel the job.

VM:Spool Line-Mode Commands

Command authorization is controlled by GRANT records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

NOTE
Precede all of these commands with VMSPOOL or the name of the VM:Spool service virtual machine.
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ABEND
Forces an abnormal termination of VM:Spool operation.

ADMIN CONFIG
Updates the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

AUDITEXT [ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
Extracts information from the AUDIT file to a file on the issuing user ID's minidisk.

BACKUP [ jobname | SYSTEM ] [ ( [ SYNC | NOSYNC ] ]
Starts a backup job.

BROWSE [ userid ] [ queue ] [ spoolid | devaddr  ] [ ( "Options"]
Options: [ PROFILE macroname ]               [ NOPROF ]
Lets you browse a spool file without entering the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screens.

CANCEL { BACKUP | RESTORE } [ jobname | SYSTEM  ]
Ends a backup or restore job manually.

CATALOG [ filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ]
Creates a catalog file of the contents of your SPXTAPE-format tape from the command line of the SPOOLCAT
TAPE screen.

CMS { command | CP command | EXEC name }
Sends a CMS subset or CP command to VM:Spool for execution on the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

EDIT [ userid ] [ queue ] [ spoolid | devaddr ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ FOR numberlines ]               [ FROM line ]               [ LRECL lrecl ]
Places you in XEDIT on an in-memory copy of a spool file. Any changes you make to the copy will not be
reflected in the original spool file.

END [ FORCE ]
Terminates VM:Spool operation.

FILE [ filename [ filetype [filemode ] ] ]
Saves the displayed file list of the SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, or SUMMARY screens to the specified disk.

OVERVIEW [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ EXACT ]               [ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]
Displays a summary screen of your spooling system status.

PURGE filename [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ EXACT ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]               [ REAL | TEST ]              
[ SHOWEXIT [ ALL | SELECTED ] ]
Purges files listed in the specified SPOOLSEL control file.

QLOCK [ userid | * [ PENDING | ACTIVE ] ]
Indicates the user ID that is blocking the requested lock.

QPcb
Lists the currently active processes and the commands they are executing.

QSTART
Shows when VM:Spool was last started.

RESTCAT [ catname | SYSTEM ]
Copies a catalog to a REQUESTS file with the same name as the catalog and automatically starts the restore job.

RESTDBAS [ [ catname | SYSTEM ] [ jobname [ restdate ] ] ]
Selects files from a catalog and copies them to a REQUESTS file to be restored.

RESTORE [ jobname | SYSTEM ]
Starts a restore job.
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SETALL [ field ] value
Changes a value of a field on all rows of a SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL filelist with one command.

SIGNAL worker { CANCEL | NEWTAPE | RETRY }
Signals a backup or restore job to stop (CANCEL), continue with a new tape (NEWTAPE), or retry at the
interruption stage (RETRY).

SPOOLALL [ / [ filename ] ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ BACKUP ]               [ CATALOG catname ]               [ EXACT ]               [ JOB jobname ]              
[ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]               [ TAPE ]               [ TBP ]
Displays a SPOOLIST-type screen that lists all spool files on your system.

SPOOLCAT DISK filename [ filetype [ filemode ] ] ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]
Displays the contents of a catalog file.

SPOOLCAT TAPE [ volser ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]
Displays files on an SPXTAPE-format tape. From the SPOOLIST-like display, you can create a catalog of the files
or start SPXTAPE restores by entering CATALOG on the command line.

SPOOLIST [ SYSTEM | userids ] [ / [ filename ] ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ BACKUP ]               [ CATALOG catname ]               [ EXACT ]               [ JOB jobname ]              
[ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]               [ TAPE ]               [ TBP ]
Displays the SPOOLIST screen, which lists all spool files owned by the specified user IDs.

SPOOLSEL filename [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ BACKUP ]               [ ERASE ]               [ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]
Displays a special selection screen.

STATUS [ jobname | * ]
Displays the status of a backup or restore job that is defined on your system.

TAG [ userid ]         [ queue ]         [ spoolid | devaddr ]
Lets you view and change tag data.

TRACE "Parms"
Parms: MACRO [ filename [ fromline toline [ tracekey ] ] ]           | START [ userid [ filename [ fromline toline ]
tracekey ] ]
| STOP [ userid ]
| CLOSE [ userid ]
Traces the execution of VM:Spool macros.

VOLMAP [ volser | * ] [ ( "Options" ]
Options: [ NOPROF ]               [ PROFILE macroname ]
Displays a screen of information showing how CP space is allocated on the volumes to which VM:Spool has
access.
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Messages
While using VM:Spool you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the status and progress of the function or task
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

All messages are in the format shown in Message Format.

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram:

Severity Codes

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the following:

A
Action message
You need to perform an action, for example, move the cursor or enter information.

E
Error message
The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.

I
Information message
VM:Spool initialization has completed or a task that VM:Spool is executing has completed. When an informational
message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the
problem the severe error message identified.
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R
Response message.
VM:Spool requests information. The function or task continues after you supply the required information.

S
Severe error message
An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart
the procedure after correcting the error.

T
Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Spool service virtual machine from continuing execution.

W
Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the results may be affected by the
abnormal condition.

System Messages
While using VM:Spool you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the status and progress of the function or task
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

All messages are in the format shown in Message Format.

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram:

Severity Codes

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the following:
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A
- Action message
You need to perform an action, for example, move the cursor or enter information.

E
- Error message
The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.

I
- Information message
VM:Spool initialization has completed or a task that VM:Spool is executing has completed. When an informational
message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the
problem the severe error message identified.

R
- Response message
VM:Spool requests information. The function or task continues after you supply the required information.

S
- Severe error message
An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart
the procedure after correcting the error.

T
- Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Spool service virtual machine from continuing execution.

W
- Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the results may be affected by the
abnormal condition.

Notational Conventions

Words in all lowercase letters, such as vaddr, indicate that VM:Spool substitutes variable information when displaying the
message.

The variable vmspool in a message text indicates the user ID running VM:Spool, usually VMSPOOL.

Brackets around an item (for example, FILE IS [NOT] AVAILABLE) indicate that the item does not always appear when
VM:Spool displays the message.

Brackets surrounding several items that are separated by vertical bars (for example, ERROR [READING | WRITING]
FILE) indicate that only one of the items appears.

Help with Messages

The CMS HELP facility provides information about VM:Spool commands and system messages. The information is the
same as the information in this section. The HELP files include complete descriptions of messages that are listed but not
explained here.

To use the CMS HELP facility for a VM:Spool message, type help followed by a space, then the three-character product
identifier (vml ), the message number, and the severity code. Do not type the three-letter code that is displayed after the
product identifier. This code is the routine or module that issued the message.

For example, to get help on the message VMLCOM1091E, enter the following command from CMS:

help vml1091e
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When you have finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the IBM CMS User's Guide for your system.

001I
VM:SPOOL (R) COPYRIGHT year, CA

Reason:

This message appears during initialization to provide copyright information.

Action:

None.

002I
RELEASE release, Ggenlevel SPservicepack

Reason:

This message appears during initialization to identify the release, genlevel, and service pack number of the version of
VM:Spool you are using.

Action:

None.

003T
vmspool REQUIRES ECMODE SET ON

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or a backup or restore worker machine does not have the ECMODE directory
option enabled. Initialization terminates with return code 40.

Action:

As a temporary measure, use the CP SET command to enable the ECMODE option. Update the directory entry for the
VM:Spool service virtual machine or backup or restore worker to correct the problem permanently.

004E
INVALID COMMAND command

Reason:

VM:Spool does not recognize the command you entered. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate VM:Spool section for the correct spelling of VM:Spool commands. Reenter a valid VM:Spool
command.

005I
ERROR(code);

Reason:
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The VM:Spool command entered on the VM:Spool system console resulted in the indicated return code. One or more
error messages may precede this message. Command execution terminates.

Action:

Refer to previous messages and the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation to determine the cause of the
error and the correct procedure for entering the command.

006I
READY;

Reason:

The VM:Spool command specified on the system console executed successfully.

Action:

None.

007E
INSUFFICIENT CP PRIVILEGE CLASS TO ISSUE command

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines does not have the CP privilege class needed to issue
a command required for correct VM:Spool operation. VM:Spool does not initialize or your backup or restore job cannot run
and the worker is logged off.

Action:

Determine the CP privilege class required, add it to the proper userid directory entry, and restart VM:Spool or the backup
or restore job. The default CP privilege classes are:

A
Issue the LOCK and AUTOLOG commands.

B
Issue the CP QUERY DASD command.

C
Restore spool files from tape when using the SPOOLIST (TAPE command and to enter the DIAGNOSE X‘04'
command. (You can remove class E if you add class C.)

D
Issue the CP CHANGE, PURGE, and TRANSFER commands.

E
Issue the DIAGNOSE X‘04' command.

G
Act as a general user.

008I
[ command | macro ] COMPLETION CODE=code

Reason:
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A VM:Spool command or macro completed with the indicated completion code. VM:Spool was unable to return the code
to you because the command was entered through the CP SMSG command or you entered an HX or IPL command while
your VM:Spool command was being processed by the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

009E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON REPLY TO userid

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Spool was trying to reply to a user. If this is a VMCF error, the error code was generated by
the DIAGNOSE X‘68' RETURN function. If this is an IUCV error, the code is from the IUCV REPLY function. Execution
continues.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

010E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON SEND/RECEIVE TO userid

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Spool was trying to communicate with a user. The user probably issued an HX or IPL
command while VM:Spool was processing a command. If this is an IUCV error, the code is from the IUCV SEND function.
If this is a VMCF error, the error code is generated by the DIAGNOSE X‘68' SEND/RECEIVE function. Execution
continues.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

011E
USER userid HAS NO [ VMCF | IUCV ] BUFFER

Reason:

An error occurred while processing your VM:Spool command. This may be normal-for example, you can receive this
message when you use the HX command to keep a VM:Spool command from completing. Execution continues; however,
the command terminates with an error condition.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

012E
[ VMCF | IUCV ] ERROR code ON RECEIVE FROM userid

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Spool was trying to receive data from a user. If this is a VMCF error, the error code is
generated by the DIAGNOSE X‘68' RECEIVE function. If this is an IUCV error, the code is from the IUCV RECEIVE
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function. If the data was an original request, it is ignored. If the data was a reply from an execution request, the command
terminates with an error condition.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

013T
vmspool SYSTEM ABEND: code AT hexloc

Reason:

The ABEND command was entered, or an unrecoverable error occurred in the program at this location in the VM:Spool
service virtual machine or its backup or restore worker machine. If the ABEND command caused the abend, code is
ABN001. Continued execution is impossible. Depending on the DUMP record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, a CP dump,
VMDUMP, or no dump at all is taken. Broadcom recommends that the dumps be VMDUMPs. VM:Spool terminates with
return code 200. Return code 45 is sent to the userid that issued the VM:Spool ABEND command.

Action:

Note the abend code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

014E
INVALID CP/CMS COMMAND: command

Reason:

A user entered an invalid CP or CMS command or an unauthorized userid entered the VM:Spool CMS command. The
command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Consult the CP System Command Reference to determine what CP commands are valid or the Application Development
Reference for CMS to determine which CMS commands can be entered in CMS subset mode. Reenter the command.

015T
COMMAND REJECTED, vmspool MODULE IS INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:

A VM:Spool command was entered through a vmspool MODULE file that was not at a version level compatible with the
code on the VM:Spool service virtual machine. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Notify your VM:Spool system administrator of the incompatible VMSPOOL MODULE file.

016E
LOGIC ERROR number IN VM:SPOOL STARTUP WITH CC= code, REGS ARE:

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred at a very early stage of VM:Spool initialization, too early to permit normal VM:Spool
abend processing. This message is followed by messages 034S, 035S, 036S, 037S, and 022T. VM:Spool does not
initialize.

Action:
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Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

017I
STATUS UPDATE FOR jobname WORKER userid: status

Reason:

The specified worker machine indicates a change in the status of the job it is processing. Because the status indicated an
error, the system operator receives this message.

Action:

Take the action appropriate for the indicated status. A status of FAILURE: SELECTS ARE INVALID may occur because
the 'worker SELECTS' file has a logical record length (LRECL) that is not supported by the version of VM:Spool you are
running. If you are running VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later, take one of the following steps to correct the
LRECL of the 'worker SELECTS' file.

• Issue VMSPOOL SPOOLSEL worker (BACKUP and press the 6=File PF key.
Or

• COPYFILE the 'worker SELECTS' file which resides on the VM:Spool BKUP minidisk and use the option (LRECL 152.

018E
INVALID OPTION option

Reason:

You specified an invalid option on a VM:Spool command. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Specify the option correctly and reenter the command.

019R
ENTER: command

Reason:

You entered the command on the VM:Spool system console while it was running connected. During initialization,
VM:Spool will generate this message for the internal macros SYSTEM, DBUPDATE, ACCOUNT and MONITOR.
VM:Spool executes the indicated command.

Action:

None.

020S
ERROR code [ READING | WRITING | CLOSING ] FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

During VM:Spool initialization or command processing, an error occurred while the indicated CMS file on the VM:Spool
service virtual machine was being read, written, or closed. The error code is generated by the CMS RDBUF, WRBUF, or
FINIS function. The system initialization or command processing terminates with an error condition.

Action:
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For an explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS macro instructions FSREAD, FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE in the
Application Development Reference for CMS. Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call
Broadcom Support.

021E
FILE filename filetype filemode NOT FOUND

Reason:

VM:Spool looked for the CMS file in spool space or on a minidisk belonging to the VM:Spool machine, depending on the
command being executed. The command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.

022T
vmspool INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines failed to initialize normally. Preceding messages on
the console indicate the cause of the problem. VM:Spool terminates or the backup or restore worker is logged off and the
backup/restore cannot run. The console log contains specific messages relating to the cause of the failure. The problem
is probably in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file or the directory entry for the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its
workers.

Action:

If you can't fix the problem, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

023I
vmspool INITIALIZATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

Reason:

VM:Spool initialized normally and is ready to accept commands from users.

Action:

Normal execution begins.

024E
INVALID record RECORD PARAMETER parameter IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

An invalid parameter exists on a record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This error was detected either at system
initialization or during the online editing of the VMSPOOL CONFIG file while VM:Spool is running. If detected while the
configuration file is being edited, the record containing the invalid parameter is displayed and you are prompted: DO YOU
WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:
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If the error occurred during system initialization, correct the record in error and restart VM:Spool. If you are editing the
configuration file online, decide whether or not you want to return to the file to correct the problem and respond to the
prompt.

025E
INVALID RECORD TYPE record IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

An invalid record was encountered during processing of the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. If the record is encountered during
initialization, the invalid record is displayed followed by message 022T, and VM:Spool initialization terminates with return
code 88. If the record is encountered during a configuration file update, message 137E follows.

Action:

Correct the indicated record.

026E
MISSING PARAMETER(S) ON record RECORD IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

A record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file did not contain enough parameters. This occurred either at system initialization
or during the online editing of the configuration file while VM:Spool was running. If the error occurs during VM:Spool
initialization, the record with missing parameters is displayed followed by message 022T; VM:Spool then terminates with
a return code 88. If VM:Spool is running and the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the
record with missing parameters is displayed and you are prompted: DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

If the error occurred during system initialization, correct the record in error and restart VM:Spool. If you are editing the
configuration file online, decide whether or not you want to return to the file to correct the problem and respond to the
prompt.

027S
VM:SPOOL REQUIRES OPTION D8ONECMD TO BE SET OFF

Reason:

The VM ESA D8ONECMD command/directory record is set to FAIL for the VM:Spool service virtual machine. VM:Spool
requires the D8ONECMD command/directory record to be set to OFF.

Action:

Set the D8ONECMD command/directory record to OFF.

028I
THERE ARE NO USERS ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE

Reason:

You entered the command QLOCK * PENDING or QLOCK * to show all commands that were waiting because a required
lock was held by another process. No such commands were found. The QLOCK command terminates with return code
28.

Action:
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None.

029I
vmspool SYSTEM TERMINATION COMPLETE ON mm/dd/yy

Reason:

VM:Spool operation has ended. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

None.

030T
YOUR command COMMAND FAILED, vmspool IS SHUTTING DOWN

Reason:

A forced shutdown of VM:Spool is in progress. The command you entered has been canceled. The command terminates
with return code 100, and system termination completes immediately.

Action:

None.

031E
NOT UNDERSTOOD. FULL SYNTAX IS [‘EDIT | BROWSE [userid] [queue] [spoolid]']

Reason:

You entered a VM:Spool EDIT or BROWSE command with incorrect syntax. The command terminates with return code
24.

Action:

Determine the correct syntax and reenter the command.

032E
USER userid IS NO LONGER LOGGED ON

Reason:

While you were browsing a user's open spool device (for example, his console), the user logged off.

Action:

Try browsing the closed file.

033E
USER userid DEVICE raddr IS NOT SPOOLED

Reason:

You tried to browse an open spool file that is not spooled. You cannot browse an open spool file that is not spooled.

Response:
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None.

034S
R0 = hexdata R1 = hexdata R2 = hexdata R3 = hexdata

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred at a very early stage of VM:Spool initialization, too early to permit normal VM:Spool
abend processing. This message is part of a series: 016E, 034S, 035S, 036S, 037S, and 022T. VM:Spool does not
initialize.

Action:

Obtain the printed system log and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

035S
R4 = hexdata R5 = hexdata R6 = hexdata R7 = hexdata

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred at a very early stage of VM:Spool initialization, too early to permit normal VM:Spool
abend processing. This message is part of a series: 016E, 034S, 035S, 036S, 037S, and 022T. VM:Spool does not
initialize.

Action:

Obtain the printed system log and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

036S
R8= hexdata R9 = hexdata R10 = hexdata R11 = hexdata

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred at a very early stage of VM:Spool initialization, too early to permit normal VM:Spool
abend processing. This message is part of a series: 016E, 034S, 035S, 036S, 037S, and 022T. VM:Spool does not
initialize.

Action:

Obtain the printed system log and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

037S
R12= hexdata R13 = hexdata R14 = hexdata R15 = hexdata

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred at a very early stage of VM:Spool initialization, too early to permit normal VM:Spool
abend processing. This message is part of a series: 016E, 034S, 035S, 036S, 037S, and 022T. VM:Spool does not
initialize.

Action:

Obtain the printed system log and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.
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038E
COMMAND WAS INCOMPLETE. IT NEEDS AT LEAST ONE MORE WORD

Reason:

You entered a VM:Spool command but did not specify enough parameters. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Determine the correct parameters and reenter the command. For more information, see the VM:Spool Quick Reference or
the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

039E
parameter WAS NOT UNDERSTOOD IN THE CONTEXT OF YOUR COMMAND

Reason:

The VM:Spool command entered includes an incorrect parameter. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Determine the correct parameter and reenter the command. For more information, see the VM:Spool Quick Reference or
the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

040W
SPOOL SPACE IS number% FULL, direction

Reason:

Spool space is projected to pass, or has already passed, the threshold specified by the SPOOLFUL parameter on the
MONITOR configuration file record. direction is a phrase that describes the general spool-space usage trend observed by
VM:Spool based on the last four observations. The phrase is one of the following:

• INCREASING AT nn.n% PER MINUTE
• UP SLIGHTLY
• CLIMBING ERRATICALLY
• STEADY
• DOWN FROM nn.n%
• DOWN SLIGHTLY

Action:

Use the OVERVIEW command to research the cause of the problem. If you determine that you need to purge files, you
may then issue the PURGE command or start a backup job that purges files after they have been copied to tape.

042S
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT CODE code FROM userid

Reason:

VM:Spool cannot communicate with userid because an IUCV interrupt was received on a path that did not expect an
interrupt of that type. The IUCV path is severed. Processing continues but the command may end with an error code.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.
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043W
SPOOL SPACE IS PROJECTED TO REACH number% FULL IN number MINUTES

Reason:

Spool space is projected to reach the threshold specified by the SPOOLFUL parameter on the MONITOR configuration
file record. The length of time reported on this message is no more than the time value specified by the WARNTIME
parameter on the MONITOR record. The projection is based on the last four VM:Spool observations (based on WAITTIME
value).

Action:

If spool-space usage is reaching a critical level, use the OVERVIEW command to find the cause of the problem. You may
then issue the PURGE command or start a backup job that purges files after they have been copied to tape.

044E
FILE filename filetype filemode ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its workers attempted to create the indicated CMS file, but found that such a file already existed. This
indicates an error in an earlier step.

Action:

To determine whether there was an error in an earlier step, examine the worker machine's console log from the most
recent time it was auto logged. To resume processing, log on to the worker machine and erase the file named in the
message. If you can't determine the error, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

045E
USERID vmspool IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The userid that runs VM:Spool, vmspool, is not running or was shut down after your command began to execute. The
command is not performed. The system operator receives the message SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE vmspool IS NOT
LOGGED ON.

Action:

Reenter your command after VM:Spool is started or restarted on your system.

046E
ERROR code [ OPENING | READING | WRITING | RENAMING ] FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its workers encountered an unexpected error processing the indicated CMS file. Error codes for
opening, reading, and writing come from the CMS macros FSOPEN, FSREAD, and FSWRITE, respectively. Error codes
for renaming come from the CMS command RENAME.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS macro instructions FSOPEN, FSREAD, and FSWRITE in the
Application Development Reference for CMS. Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call
Broadcom Support.
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047E
vmspool's [ DBAS | BKUP ] DISK IS FULL. PLEASE ENLARGE IT

Reason:

Userid vmspool could not write a new snapshot of spool files to one of its minidisks, either the DBAS or BKUP minidisk.
The database update or backup is not performed.

Action:

If the DBAS minidisk was too small, enlarge the DBAS minidisk enough to hold a VMSPOOL SNAPSHOT file and two
copies of the VMLDB MASTER file. If the BKUP minidisk was too small, enlarge it enough to hold all of the following:

• All required SELECTS files
• All CATALOG files you wish to maintain
• Two extra copies of the largest CATALOG file
• Two copies of the largest snapshot any backup job will require.

048E
REPEATED FAILURES READING queue CHAIN, COMMAND CANCELED

Reason:

The variable queue can be READER, PRINT, PUNCH, or OPEN. Despite its retry capability, VM:Spool could not read the
chain of spool files named in the message, and therefore could not create a snapshot. This situation could be caused by
persistent rapid changes in spool space while VM:Spool was trying to create a snapshot. It could also indicate an error in
the structure of the CP control blocks that make up the chain. The database update or user command is not performed.

Action:

If queue is READER, PRINT, or PUNCH, enter the class D command CP QUERY queue *. If this command produces
unexpected results, there may be an error in the CP control blocks. If the QUERY output is normal, reenter your
command. If queue is OPEN, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

049E
I/O ERROR ON VOLUME volume AT CCPD/PPPD location, STATUS=status, SENSE=sense

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred while reading from or writing to volume. VM:Spool was attempting to process page
location at the time of the error. The CSW status and device sense information define the type of error that occurred. If
VM:Spool was restoring a file from tape, the restore fails. If VM:Spool was reading a spool file, the browse function fails.

Action:

A probable hardware error is indicated. Contact your systems programmer or customer engineer.

050S
[ vmspool | worker ] REQUIRES DIRECTORY PRIVILEGE CLASS E

Reason:

The initialization process determined that the userid running VM:Spool or one of its worker machines does not have CP
privilege class E. Initialization terminates with return code 48.

Action:
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Include CP privilege class E (or an equivalent) in the proper machine directory entry.

051S
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE [ vmspool | worker ]

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines does not have enough virtual memory to allow
VM:Spool to operate properly. Initialization fails with return code 44.

Action:

Give the VM:Spool machine at least 16M of virtual memory before restarting VM:Spool. See the VM:Spool Administrators
section of the documentation for information about VM:Spool and worker storage requirements.

052E
INVALID HEXADECIMAL VALUE value

Reason:

The VM:Spool command entered requires a hexadecimal value (0-9 or A-F) as a parameter, but the parameter entered
contained a character that is not hexadecimal. The command is not performed.

Action:

Reenter the command with a valid parameter.

053E
INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS vaddr, MUST BE 0000-FFFF

Reason:

The VM:Spool command entered requires a virtual device address as a parameter, but the parameter specified is not a
valid virtual device address. A device address must be four hexadecimal (0-9 or A-F) characters. The command is not
performed.

Action:

Reenter the command with the correct parameter.

057W
vmspool NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED

Reason:

VM:Spool temporarily stopped accepting commands through VMCF or IUCV, because VM:Spool is in danger of running
out of storage if it accepts any more commands. The command is not performed.

Action:

Try your command again in a few seconds. VM:Spool was temporarily occupied with other commands, but will be able to
process your command as soon as it finishes a few of those.

062E
parameter IS NOT A TIME OF DAY, NEEDS HH:MM:SS FORMAT
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Reason:

A record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains a parameter that should be a time of day, but the parameter supplied
is not in the expected format. If VM:Spool detects the error during initialization, the record with missing parameters is
displayed followed by message 022T; VM:Spool then terminates with a return code 88. If VM:Spool is running and the
error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with missing parameters is displayed and
you are prompted: DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Supply the parameter in the form "hh:mm:ss". If the error prevented initialization, restart VM:Spool.

064W
EXTENDING A PAGE FROM DYNAMIC STORAGE

Reason:

GETMAIN storage was exhausted during system operation. To continue operation, a page of dynamic storage was
returned to the system for GETMAIN use. The required storage was allocated, and VM:Spool continues.

Action:

Normally, GETMAIN storage should not be exhausted. Increase the amount of virtual storage available to the VM:Spool
service virtual machine. If the message continues, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

065E
INVALID DECIMAL VALUE value

Reason:

A VM:Spool command or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file record contains a parameter that should be a number, but is not. The
command is not performed. If the error is in the configuration file at system initialization time, VM:Spool does not initialize,
and return code 88 is issued. If VM:Spool is running and the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG
file online, the record with invalid parameters is displayed and you are prompted: DO YOU WISH TO CORRECT THE
PROBLEM?

Action:

Update the record using the correct parameter, or restart VM:Spool if the error prevented initialization.

066E
CANNOT RETURN [ VMBLOK | VDEVBLOK | VSPLCTL ] FIELDS FOR A CLOSED FILE

Reason:

An internal function was called incorrectly. The command ends.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

067E
FILE filename filetype filemode INVALID RECORD FORMAT

Reason:
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The indicated file, either the VMSPOOL CONFIG file or a VM:Spool macro, is not in the correct format. VM:Spool macros
must have record format V and a record length no greater than 255 bytes. The configuration file must have record format
F and a record length no greater than 80 bytes. The file is not copied to or from your virtual machine. The requesting
process may abend.

Action:

Convert the indicated file to a valid record format and record length and reenter your command. If the message continues,
ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

069E
ERROR code TRANSMITTING SNAPSHOT DATA

Reason:

VM:Spool encountered an unexpected error while transmitting a snapshot of spool files. VM:Spool transmits a snapshot
for the SPOOLIST, SPOOLALL, OVERVIEW, and BACKUP commands. It also transmits a snapshot to the worker
machine as part of the automatic database update. If the error is something other than a full disk or lack of storage in your
virtual machine, it may represent a logic error in VM:Spool or a VM:Spool macro. The command terminates.

The database macro return codes are:

• RC=12 VMLWORK cannot get a write link to the VMSPOOL DBAS (1B0) minidisk. VM:Spool should link RR to the 1B0
minidisk. Enter the following to the VMLWORK directory: LINK VMSPOOL 1B0 191 MR.

• RC=13 There is not enough space on the DBAS (1B0) minidisk for VM:Spool to update the database. Enlarge the size
of the DBAS 1B0 minidisk.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

070E
YOU DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE

Reason:

Your virtual machine does not have enough virtual storage to allow VM:Spool to perform the requested function. Your
command terminates with return code 25.

Action:

Use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command to increase the amount of virtual storage available to your userid, re-IPL CMS,
and retry the VM:Spool function.

071E
DATABASE XFEROLD PERCENT + DATABASE XFERNEW PERCENT MORE THAN 100%

Reason:

The values specified for the XFEROLD and XFERNEW parameters on the DATABASE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG
file add up to more than 100 percent. If the error is detected during system initialization, VM:Spool does not initialize. If the
error is detected as a result of a configuration file update, VM:Spool allows you to return to the configuration file to correct
the error.

Action:
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Change the XFEROLD and XFERNEW parameters so their values total 100 percent or less. For more information, see
the section "DATABASE Record" in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

072E
DATABASE WORKER PARAMETER MUST BE GIVEN FOR AUTOMATIC UPDATE

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains a DATABASE record that specifies the UPDATE parameter, implying that the
database is to be updated automatically by a worker machine. However, the DATABASE parameter does not specify
the WORKER parameter, so VM:Spool does not know what userid to autolog when it is time to update the database.
If the error is detected during system initialization, VM:Spool does not initialize. If the error is detected as a result of a
configuration file update, VM:Spool allows you to return to the configuration file to correct the error.

Action:

Specify the WORKER parameter on the DATABASE record.

075E
NO FILE BEING EDITED

Reason:

A VM:Spool command issued an EDIT primitive while not editing a file. It indicates a logic error in VM:Spool or a
VM:Spool macro. The command terminates abnormally.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

076S
USER ERROR code COPYING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

A VM:Spool command received the error while copying the indicated file to or from your minidisk. The error code was
generated by the CMS WRBUF function. The command terminates with an error or process abend.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS macro instructions FSREAD or FSWRITE in the Application
Development Reference for CMS. Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom
Support.

077E
utility-name FAILED TO PRODUCE AN OUTPUT FILE

Reason:

The named utility (VMLDBU or VMLDBP) did not produce an output master file during an automatic database update. An
input parameter is probably incorrect, because all files were excluded from the output master. The database update is not
performed. The input master file is not erased.

Action:
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Examine the DATABASE record in the configuration file, which controls the input parameters for the VMLDBU and
VMLDBP utilities. Correct any inappropriate values.

078E
ERROR code FROM DATABASE UTILITY utility-name

Reason:

The named utility encountered an error during an automatic database update. The console of the database worker
machine may contain a more detailed explanation of the problem. VM:Spool does not perform the automatic database
update.

The database macro return codes are:

• RC=12 VMLWORK cannot get a write link to the VM:Spool DBAS (1B0) minidisk.
• RC=13 There is not enough space on the DBAS (1B0) minidisk for VM:Spool to update the database.
• RC=88 There are repeated failures reading SFBLOK chains when VM:Spool takes a snapshot for the database

update. This may indicate a problem with CP queues.

Action:

• RC=12 VM:Spool should link RR to the 1B0 MDISK. Enter the following to the VMLWORK directory: LINK VMSPOOL
1B0 191 MR.

• RC=13 Enlarge the size of the VM:Spool DBAS (1B0) minidisk.
• RC=88 Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

079S
VM:SPOOL MACRO ERROR error

Reason:

A VM:Spool macro encountered an unexpected error and terminated abnormally. Other VM:Spool processes are not
affected. The variable error indicates the failing line and the return code. The command terminates at once.

Action:

Note the error code, failing line, and return code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

080E
USER userid DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

You referenced a userid that is not defined to the VM system.

Action:

Check the userid you specified for typos or misspelling; also, make sure you are on the correct system. Retry with the
correct userid.

081E
NO VALID COMMAND SPECIFIED

Reason:
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You sent an SMSG to VM:Spool without specifying a valid command. The command tells VM:Spool what function you
want to perform or what screen you want to see. VM:Spool ignores the command and generates return code 24.

• This explanation does not apply to commands entered from within VM:Spool screens.

Action:

Enter the desired command.

083E
VM:SPOOL CANNOT UPDATE THE DATABASE OR PERFORM ACCOUNTING

Reason:

An error in the automatic update process prevented the database worker machine from updating the database. Other
messages in the VM:Spool console log or the database worker's console log explain the specific problem. VM:Spool does
not perform the automatic database update.

Action:

Examine the database worker machine's console log for a more specific explanation of the problem.

084E
USER RESET DETECTED

Reason:

You reset your virtual machine by issuing the HX command, re-IPLing, or logging off during an active VM:Spool process.
The VM:Spool command terminates or the process abends. VM:Spool system execution continues normally.

Action:

None.

085E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

You issued a command against a field that does not exist.

Action:

Check the field name you specified for typos, and make sure the field exists. Then reenter the command with the correct
field name.

087I
BEGINNING [ COMMAND | MACRO ]: command parameters

Reason:

VM:Spool is beginning to execute a process handling the indicated command or macro, including the indicated
parameters. The command or macro begins execution.

Action:

None.
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088I
ENDING command [ MACRO | COMMAND ], RC=code

Reason:

The indicated command or macro completed execution, and the indicated return code is sent to the requesting userid. The
completing process is removed from the system.

Action:

None.

089I
userid HELD A [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock-string LOCK

Reason:

This message is part of the response to a QLOCK or END FORCE command or is displayed during cleanup after a
process abend. It indicates that userid left (if abends) or has (if QLOCK) a shared or private lock on lock-string. See the
QLOCK command in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation for an explanation of lock-string.

Action:

None.

090S
SUCCESSFUL QUIT FROM number SCREEN(S) YOUR PROCESS WAS USING

Reason:

There is a problem with a macro and the screen buffers are cleared by VM:Spool. The problem could occur after a
process abend or the improper completion of a command that was using 3270 screen display.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

091E
LOCK lock-string NOT FOUND

Reason:

VM:Spool tried to unlock the lock-string lock, which was not set. The command may terminate with a process abend.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

092I
WAITING FOR userid [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock-string LOCK

Reason:

A command attempted to gain an unconditional resource lock but was blocked by the existing shared or private lock-
string lock, which is currently set for userid. The command waits for userid to clear the lock, then automatically resumes
execution.
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Action:

None.

093I
USER userid IS NOT ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE

Reason:

You entered the command QLOCK userid PENDING or QLOCK userid to show all commands that were waiting because
a required lock was held by another process. The indicated userid is not on the pending lock queue. The command
terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.

094S
SUCCESSFUL QUIT FROM number FILE(S) YOUR PROCESS WAS EDITING

Reason:

A process abended or a command completed improperly while a user edited number files. VM:Spool automatically closes
the edited files and sends this message.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

095I
USER userid PENDING [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock-string LOCK

Reason:

This is part of the normal response to a QLOCK command. The indicated userid's pending shared or private lock-string
lock is blocked by the user indicated in the subsequent message 096I.

Action:

None.

096I
BLOCKED BY userid [ SHARED | PRIVATE ] lock-string LOCK

Reason:

This message follows message 095I and indicates that userid has a shared or private lock-string lock currently blocking
the requested lock.

Action:

None.

097E
TRACE NOT OPENED
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Reason:

A TRACE STOP or TRACE CLOSE command was issued, but a macro was not being traced. The TRACE command
terminates with return code 24.

Action:

None.

098I
vmspool IS READY, TYPE #CP DISC TO DISCONNECT

Reason:

VM:Spool initialized successfully.

Action:

Disconnect the VM:Spool machine.

099I
command COMMAND CANCELED

Reason:

The indicated command was canceled, possibly because the user pressed the PA1 key or entered the HX or IPL
command. The command terminates with return code 100. The VM:Spool system console log displays message 088I with
return code 100.

Action:

None.

100W
IBM REMOVED SPTAPE FROM z/VM AT RELEASE 5.1.0 - PLEASE CHANGE BACKUP FORMAT TO SPXTAPE

Reason:

VM:Spool has encountered format SPTAPE in one of the BACKUP job specifications in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. IBM
has removed the SPTAPE function from z/VM effective with release 5.1.0.

Action:

Change the use of SPTAPE to SPXTAPE as soon as possible.

WARNING
Before migrating to z/VM Release 5.1.0, be sure to recover any backed up spool files still in SPTAPE format.

101W
USER userid SPECIFIED ON type RECORD DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains a record that specifies a nonexistent userid. Initialization or online updating of the
VMSPOOL CONFIG file continues normally.

Action:
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Remove nonexistent userids from authorization records.

102E
record type ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The indicated record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file has already been defined. The system initialization or configuration
file update terminates with an error.

Action:

Correct the configuration file and re initialize VM:Spool.

103E
ERROR code FROM BROWSE

Reason:

During execution of the BROWSE command, VM:Spool encountered an error while analyzing the spool file data. This
message is used if the error cannot be explained or corrected by VM:Spool. It may indicate a logic error in VM:Spool, or
may be caused by a spool file that is not in the correct format because of a CP error. The BROWSE command terminates,
and you are returned to the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen or to CMS if you issued the command from CMS.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

104S
ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Spool tried to read a file from your minidisk. The code is from the CMS FSREAD macro.

Action:

To check the code, see FSREAD in the Application Development Reference for CMS. If you have only read access to the
minidisk, the error could be caused by someone changing the files on that minidisk. In that case, re-accessing the minidisk
should solve the problem.

105E
AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED FOR command USAGE

Reason:

Authorization is required to issue the command. The command fails.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to authorize you to use the command.

106I
vmspool MINIDISK vaddr QUIESCED BY userid

Reason:
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A minidisk belonging to the VM:Spool machine has been quiesced so that it can be backed up. VM:Spool will not write to
the minidisk while the user has a link to it.

Action:

None.

109E
filename IS NOT A VALID CMS FILENAME. USE ANOTHER NAME

Reason:

The filename is not a valid CMS filename.

Action:

Use a name that follows the CMS file naming conventions.

110E
filename filetype filemode IS NOT A VALID CMS FILEID. USE ANOTHER FILEID

Reason:

The fileid is not a valid CMS fileid.

Action:

Use a fileid that follows the CMS file naming conventions.

111E
command COMMAND MUST BE USED AT A DISPLAY TERMINAL

Reason:

The command functions only in full-screen mode. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

None.

112E
TYPE ‘vmspool command' TO USE command

Reason:

You sent a command to VM:Spool using the SMSG VM:Spool command. A few commands can be executed in this way,
but most commands require you to invoke VM:Spool by typing vmspool command where vmspool is the userid that runs
VM:Spool on your system. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Reenter the command in CMS, preceding it with vmspool.

113E
ERROR code ACCESSING label MINIDISK

Reason:
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An error occurred while VM:Spool was trying to access the minidisk during system initialization. This minidisk is specified
on an ACCESS record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The error code is generated by the CMS ACCESS command.
VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:

Correct the ACCESS error and restart VM:Spool.

114E
USER EXIT filename filetype filemode NOT FOUND

Reason:

During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool did not find the indicated user exit routine on any
minidisk VM:Spool accessed. User exits can be either EXEC or TEXT files. TEXT is the default. If VM:Spool detects the
error during initialization, initialization terminates with return code 88. If VM:Spool is running and the error occurs while
you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with invalid parameters is displayed and you are prompted:
DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Be sure the correct user exit file resides on a minidisk accessed by the VM:Spool service virtual machine. If you do not
plan to use the user exit, either remove the corresponding USEREXIT record from the configuration file or deactivate it by
inserting an asterisk as the first character in the record. If the error occurred at initialization, re initialize VM:Spool.

116E
MACRO filename NOT FOUND

Reason:

A MACLOAD record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file specified a macro that could not be located during initialization. The
MACLOAD record is displayed immediately after this message. VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:

Correct the MACLOAD record and restart VM:Spool.

117I
THERE ARE number DYNAMIC PAGES LEFT

Reason:

This message shows the number of dynamic pages left after system initialization completes. Dynamic pages are used
by processes executing VM:Spool commands during normal operation. Processes use from three to four pages on the
average. If no pages are available, the process waits.

Action:

None.

118I
COMMAND COMPLETED NORMALLY

Reason:

The requested command completed normally without issuing any other messages.
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Action:

None.

119E
VM:SPOOL CANNOT LOCATE ANY CP-OWNED DASD

Reason:

You entered the VOLMAP command, but VM:Spool was unable to locate any CP-owned volumes.

Action:

VM:Spool does not have a R/O link to the full-pack minidisks that contain the CP-Owned page and spool areas. The real
volsers for these disks can be displayed with the CP QUERY ALLOC command. Most often a userid (typically $DASD
$) has MDISK statements defined to overlap these CP-owned packs, starting at cylinder (or block) zero and running to
'END'. The VM:Spool directory entry should then have a LINK statement to each of the CP-owned page and spool area
minidisks in the $DASD$ userid in R/O mode. If you have an external security manager, be sure to write a rule to allow
VM:Spool to link to the disks.

120E
THERE IS NO VOLUME volser AMONG CP-OWNED DASD

Reason:

You entered the VOLMAP command, but the specified volser is not a CP-OWNED DASD volume.

Action:

Reenter the VOLMAP command specifying a correct volser, or type VMSPOOL VOLMAP to see information about all CP-
owned DASD.

121E
PLEASE SPECIFY A FILENAME (1 TO 8 CHARACTERS)

Reason:

You entered a command without specifying the filename of a control file. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Reenter the command, specifying the name of the control file you want to use.

122I
CLEARING QUIESCE ON vmspool MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:

VM:Spool detected that the link established to a VM:Spool machine minidisk was detached, indicating the end of the
QUIESCE state. VM:Spool resumes normal access to the quiesced minidisk.

Action:

None.
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123E
UNABLE TO LOCATE SORT. VERIFY THAT CMS GLOBAL HAS BEEN ISSUED FOR YOUR SORT TXTLIB

Reason:

VM:Spool cannot access the external sort code. The most common reason for this problem is that you did not issue
the GLOBAL TXTLIB txtlib command before trying to use the external sort routine. Another possible reason for the
appearance of this message is that VM:Spool did not have enough virtual storage to load the external sort package.

Action:

Be sure GLOBAL TXTLIB txtlib is included in the VM:Spool PROFILE EXEC before startup. Also, be sure the VM:Spool
service virtual machine has at least 3M of virtual storage. If the problem persists, check the VM:Spool console log for
other messages and proceed accordingly.

124I
VM:SPOOL command COMMAND CANCELED BY EXIT; status-message

Reason:

The COMMAND user exit canceled the indicated command. The user exit supplies a status message to indicate why it
canceled the command. The command is ignored. The user receives message 004E.

Action:

None.

125E
LABEL label DISK filemode(vaddr) DOES NOT MATCH LABEL ON ACCESS RECORD

Reason:

The disk label for the minidisk at the virtual address and filemode does not match the label specified on the ACCESS
record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:

Change the disk label or correct the ACCESS record in the configuration file and restart VM:Spool.

129E
THE label DISK IS ALREADY ACCESSED

Reason:

VM:Spool determined that the minidisk was previously accessed by another ACCESS record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG
file. VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:

Remove any duplicate ACCESS records from the configuration file and restart VM:Spool.

130E
THERE IS NO type DISK ACCESSED

Reason:
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You entered a command that assumed a certain functional minidisk was defined in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, but
that minidisk was not defined (for example, the AUDITEXT command with no AUDT minidisk defined). The command
terminates with return code 130.

Action:

Add an ACCESS record for the minidisk to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file and reissue the command.

131I
USER userid PROCESSING: command

Reason:

This response to the QPCB command lists the currently active VM:Spool commands and macros.

Action:

None.

132E
THERE ARE NO ACTIVE VM:SPOOL PROCESSES

Reason:

This response to the QPCB command indicates that there are no active VM:Spool processes.

Action:

None.

133E
filename SELECTS FILE MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, RECORD LENGTH number

Reason:

The SELECTS file does not have the correct format. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Use the SPOOLSEL command to correct the SELECTS file format.

If the SELECTS file was created using a version of VM:Spool at or aboveusing VM:Spool r1.6 0506 SP02 with zap
913 and you have backed off VM:Spool to a previous version, then use the CMS COPYFILE command to correct the
SELECTS format.

134E
USER userid HAS NO ACTIVE PROCESS

Reason:

The QLOCK command was issued specifying a userid that is not currently executing a VM:Spool command and therefore
has no locks. The command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.
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137E
RESTORING PRIOR VERSION OF VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file was recently edited. VM:Spool detected errors in the changes and issued error messages.
VM:Spool restores the values specified in the old version of the file.

Action:

Correct the problems and reissue FILE.

140E
INVALID CHANGE OF PARAMETER parameter ON record RECORD IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

You tried to change a parameter that cannot be changed. The configuration file record is not changed. If VM:Spool is
running and the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with invalid parameters
is displayed and you are prompted: DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Correct the problem if possible. If you do not correct the record, the VMSPOOL CONFIG file is restored to its initial state.

145E
INVALID [ ADDITION | REMOVAL ] OF record RECORD IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

While updating the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, VM:Spool detected an attempted addition or removal of a record that cannot
be added or removed. The configuration file record is not updated. You are prompted: DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT
THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Correct the problem if possible. If you do not correct the record, the VMSPOOL CONFIG file is restored to its previous
state.

147E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE sysvmid NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

VM:Spool is unable to interact with one of its worker machines or the service virtual machine belonging to another
Broadcom product. The interaction is not performed, and VM:Spool functions as if the other service virtual machine is not
installed.

Action:

Contact the other product's system administrator to determine why the other service virtual machine is not running. If
sysvmid is a backup or restore worker machine, check the worker's closed console log to determine why it is not logged
on.
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148E
INVALID ORDER code RECEIVED FROM sysvmid

Reason:

A Broadcom product service virtual machine or a backup or restore worker with which VM:Spool was interacting returned
an invalid order code. The transaction is rejected, and an error is returned to VM:Spool indicating that the service virtual
machine is not available.

Action:

Note the error code and ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

149E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

A VM:Spool command tried to communicate with another Broadcom service virtual machine without checking to see if it
was defined in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The command may terminate with an error or the process may abend.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

150E
sysvmid REJECTED command

Reason:

A Broadcom product service virtual machine rejected a command VM:Spool was trying to issue. The VM:Spool command
continues as if the other service virtual machine were not installed.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

151S
REJECTING ORDERS FROM sysvmid

Reason:

Due to unexpected errors experienced while communicating with another Broadcom product service virtual machine,
VM:Spool is rejecting orders it receives from that system.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

152E
label MINIDISK IS LINKED READ ONLY. IT MUST BE LINKED READ/WRITE

Reason:

While processing an ACCESS record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file, VM:Spool determined that the label minidisk is
attached in read-only mode. VM:Spool does not initialize.
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Action:

The label minidisk specified on an ACCESS record in the configuration file must be linked in read/write mode.

154E
AUDIT FILE MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, 152-BYTE RECORD LENGTH

Reason:

At system initialization, the audit file found on the AUDT minidisk was not properly formatted. The audit file must contain
fixed-length records with a 152-byte record length. VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to reformat the audit file. Refer to the VM:Spool Administrators section of the
documentation for a description of the audit file format.

155I
AUDIT DISK number% FULL, number DATA RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool indicates how full the AUDT minidisk is (as a percentage) and how many data records the
audit file contains. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

161E
vmspool SYSTEM A-DISK IS FULL

Reason:

During VMSPOOL command processing, VM:Spool detected that the A-disk of the VM:Spool machine is full. The
command terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Determine which files you can erase from the VM:Spool A-disk, or whether you can enlarge the minidisk. Retry the
command.

164E
REQUIRED record RECORD MISSING FROM VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

A required record is missing from the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. If this situation is detected during initialization, VM:Spool
does not initialize. If VM:Spool is running and the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online,
the record with invalid parameters is displayed and you are prompted: DO YOU WISH TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Add the appropriate VMSPOOL CONFIG file record or records and restart VM:Spool, or retry the update.
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175S
REQUEST FOR number BYTES FROM hexaddr

Reason:

A VM:Spool process failed to obtain storage it needed to operate correctly. The VM:Spool service virtual machine or a
worker machine may not have enough virtual storage to handle the number of spool files in your system. The VM:Spool
service virtual machine or the worker abends with code FRE001.

Action:

If the problem occurred on the VM:Spool service virtual machine, increase its virtual storage by 10M and re initialize
VM:Spool. If it occurred on a worker, increase the worker's virtual storage by 10M and restart your backup or restore job. If
this problem persists, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

178E
USER userid ALREADY SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORD

Reason:

The userid has already been specified as the userid of another Broadcom product service virtual machine. VM:Spool does
not initialize. Control returns to CMS with return code 88.

Action:

Correct the configuration file and restart VM:Spool.

179E
NO MASTER USERID SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORDS

Reason:

More than one userid was specified for the indicated Broadcom product service virtual machine without one of them being
specified as the MASTER. VM:Spool does not initialize. Control returns to CMS with return code 88.

Action:

Correct the configuration file and restart VM:Spool.

180E
MULTIPLE MASTER USERIDS SPECIFIED FOR product PRODUCT

Reason:

More than one PRODUCT record for the Broadcom product contains the MASTER parameter. The MASTER parameter is
valid on only one PRODUCT record for each Broadcom product. VM:Spool does not initialize. Control returns to CMS with
return code 88.

Action:

Correct the configuration file and restart VM:Spool.

184I
CANCELING command COMMAND

Reason:
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Due to a failed IUCV link between your userid and the VM:Spool service virtual machine, VM:Spool canceled the
command. You probably entered an IPL or HX command before VM:Spool could process the parameters of the initial
command. The command terminates.

Action:

Reenter the command.

186I
SPOOL SPACE IS number% FULL, NOW BELOW THRESHOLD VALUE

Reason:

Spool space usage is below the threshold value specified by the SPOOLFUL parameter on the MONITOR record in the
VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The percentage of spool space usage is no longer reaching critical levels.

Action:

None.

187E
YOU NEED A TAPE MOUNTED AND READY ON DEVICE 181

Reason:

You typed TAP in the -Q- field to send a spool file to tape. However, a tape was not mounted and attached to your virtual
device 181.

Action:

Attach a tape drive to your virtual machine and try to send the files to tape again.

• If you have already sent spool files to the mounted tape, be sure to enter the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL command with
the TAPE option before typing TAP in the -Q- field. Otherwise, VM:Spool will write over files that are already on tape.

188E
ERROR code FROM THE TAPE COMMAND.

Reason:

While reading a tape that contains spool files, VM:Spool received an error return code from the CMS TAPE command.
The mounted tape may be defective. No spool files are restored from tape.

Action:

Enter QUIT from the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen, then reenter the command with the TAPE option. For more
information, consult the "TAPE Command" section of the CMS Command Reference.

189E
ERROR code FROM RDTAPE. VM:SPOOL CANNOT PROCESS YOUR TAPE

Reason:

While reading a tape that contains spool files, VM:Spool received an error return code from the RDTAPE macro. The
mounted tape may be defective. No spool files are restored from tape.

Action:
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Enter QUIT from the SPOOLIST or SPOOLALL screen, then reenter the command with the TAPE option. Consult the
"TAPE Command" section in the CMS Command Reference.

190W
NO SPOOL FILES PASSED ALL SELECTION TESTS. NO FILES PURGED

Reason:

The PURGE command was used to purge spool files. No spool files met the selection criteria specified in the SELECTS
file; therefore, no files were purged.

Action:

If some spool files should have been purged, check the SELECTS file to determine whether there is a problem. If the
PURGE user exit is being used, verify that the exit is not responsible for excluding all spool files.

191E
VM:SPOOL LACKS THE PRIVILEGE TO ISSUE THE CP LOCK COMMAND

Reason:

CP privilege class A is required to enter the CP LOCK command. VM:Spool must use this command to receive
DIAGNOSE X‘04' information. If this situation is detected during VM:Spool initialization, VM:Spool does not initialize. If the
situation is detected while VM:Spool is processing a command, the command is not performed.

Action:

Include CP privilege class A (or an equivalent) in the directory entry for the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

192E
ERROR code ACCESSING PAGE [ ccpd | pppd ], REAL VOLUME volser, VIRTUAL MINIDISK vaddr

Reason:

VM:Spool issues this message if it encounters a problem while reading from or writing to spool space and it cannot obtain
access to the required page. VM:Spool addresses pages of spool space in the same way that CP does; it uses a four-
byte code in the form CCPD for a CKD device, or PPPD for an FBA device. CC is the cylinder number, P or PPP is the
page number, and D is a 1-byte code designating the real volume. When VM:Spool needs to read or write a page of spool
space, it obtains the appropriate CCPD or PPPD code from a CP control block.

If VM:Spool cannot determine the real volume that contains the page, the message indicates N/A instead of a volume
serial number. The variable volser is the label of the real volume containing that page (or N/A if VM:Spool cannot
determine the real volume). The variable vaddr is the virtual address of a VM:Spool minidisk or linked minidisk that should
contain the page required (or N/A if there is no such minidisk).

The requested command is not performed.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

194E
USER userid HAS IPLed OR HXed OR ABENDED

Reason:
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A user severed communications while VM:Spool was still processing the user's command. This is most likely caused by
the user issuing IPL CMS, HX, or LOGOFF while waiting for a response from VM:Spool.

Action:

None.

195E
USER userid DOES NOT OWN A FILE NUMBERED spoolid IN THE QUEUE YOU SPECIFIED

Reason:

VM:Spool cannot find the requested file in the queue you specified. Check the userid, queue, and spoolid. The command
terminates with return code 66.

Action:

Submit the request again with the correct userid, queue, and spoolid.

196E
YOUR SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE A REAL DEVICE DEFINED AT ADDRESS raddr

Reason:

You specified a nonexistent real device address. For example, you cannot enter vmspool browse system 012 if there is no
real device defined at address 012.

Action:

Correct the device address, and reenter the command.

197E
SPECIFY REAL DEVICE ADDRESS ON THE command COMMAND FOR USERID SYSTEM

Reason:

You entered a command that specified userid SYSTEM without giving a real device address. For example, if you entered
vmspool browse system, VM:Spool knows you want to browse a file printing on some real printer, but it does not know
which printer. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again with the correct real device address.

198E
USERID SYSTEM CANNOT HAVE [ RDR | PRT | PUN ] FILES

Reason:

You entered a command that specified userid SYSTEM, and spool queue RDR, PRT or PUN. Userid SYSTEM cannot
have any RDR or PRT or PUN files. The command terminates with return code 63.

Action:

Reenter the command with the correct parameters.
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199E
USER userid DOES NOT HAVE A VIRTUAL DEVICE AT ADDRESS vaddr

Reason:

You entered a command that specified a userid and virtual device address, but the user you specified does not have a
virtual device at the given address. The command terminates with return code 40.

Action:

Reenter the command with a device address defined for the user.

200E
SYSTEM PRINTER raddr IS NOT PROCESSING ANY FILE

Reason:

You entered edit system raddr to look at the print file that is active on a specific system printer, but that printer is not
printing any file. The command terminates with return code 32.

Action:

None.

201E
USER userid'S VIRTUAL DEVICE vaddr IS NOT SPOOLED

Reason:

You entered vmspool edit for a device that was not spooled, such as a 00E print device. The command terminates with
return code 32.

Action:

None.

205E
USER EXIT exitname ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

Two or more USEREXIT records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file specify the same user exit. For example:

USEREXIT COMMAND COMMAND1
USEREXIT COMMAND TESTCMD

If this situation is detected during initialization, VM:Spool does not initialize. If VM:Spool is running and the error occurs
while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with missing parameters is displayed and you are
prompted:

DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Remove duplicate records.
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206E
UNABLE TO WRITE PAGE (CCPD/PPPD) ccccppdd ON SYSTEM VOLUME volser

Reason:

You were restoring files written to tape using the VM:Spool spool-to-tape facility. While attempting to restore a file,
VM:Spool detected an error writing to TEMP space. This message is preceded by another message giving a more precise
explanation of the problem.

Action:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine needs read/write links to restore files from the spool-to-tape facility.

207E
UNABLE TO READ PAGE (CCPD/PPPD) ccccppdd ON SYSTEM VOLUME volser

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its worker machines detected an error reading a page of TEMP, PAGE, or DUMP space. This
message is preceded by another message giving a more precise description of the problem.

Action:

See the accompanying message.

208E
vmspool'S LINK TO SYSTEM VOLUME volser (VIRTUAL vaddr) is R/O

Reason:

VM:Spool was restoring a file created by the VM:Spool spool-to-tape facility. This requires VM:Spool to write to TEMP
space, but VM:Spool had a read-only link to the volume.

Action:

VM:Spool needs read/write links to restore files from the spool-to-tape facility.

209E
vmspool HAS NO LINK TO type SPACE ON SYSTEM VOLUME volser

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its workers could not access data on the volume specified.

Action:

Provide the appropriate links in the VM:Spool or worker directory to the full-pack minidisks covering the volser in the
message.

210E
SYSTEM DASD dd (D OF CCPD) IS UNKNOWN TO vmspool

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines read a page code (CCPD) for a page in TEMP
space, but could not decode the portion that defines which CP volume contains the page. This indicates an error in
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VM:Spool or a damaged spool file. If the problem occurs only when you try to BACKUP or BROWSE a particular file, the
file may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

211E
PAGE ppp (HEX) ON SYSTEM VOLUME volser IS NOT ALLOCATED FOR SPOOL

Reason:

A spool file pointer indicated to VM:Spool that a particular page on an FBA device contained spool file data. VM:Spool has
determined that the page is not allocated as TEMP space, and should not contain spool file data. If the problem occurs
only when you try to BACKUP or BROWSE a particular file, the file may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an
error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

212E
CYLINDER cc (HEX) ON SYSTEM VOLUME volser IS NOT ALLOCATED FOR SPOOL

Reason:

A spool file pointer indicated to VM:Spool that a particular page on a CKD device contained spool file data. VM:Spool has
determined that the page is not allocated as TEMP space, and should not contain spool file data. If the problem occurs
only when you try to BACKUP or BROWSE a particular file, the file may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an
error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

213E
PAGE ppp (HEX) IS TOO HIGH FOR SYSTEM VOLUME volser, A devtype

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its workers read a page code (CCPD or PPPD) that indicated a page number too high for the device
type (e.g. 3380) of that volume. If the problem occurs only when you try to BACKUP or BROWSE a particular file, the file
may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

214E
vmspool HAS NO LINK TO PAGE 0, CANNOT VERIFY ALLOCATION

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines needs to read a page from TEMP space, for
instance, to satisfy a BROWSE command. The VM:Spool service virtual machine has no link to page 0 of the FBA device,
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and could not deduce the allocation from real control blocks. VM:Spool will not read or write a page unless it can verify the
allocation. This message will be followed by message 206E or 207E, describing the exact page and volume in question.

Ordinarily, VM:Spool can deduce allocation from real CP control blocks. Because it could not, there must be an error in
VM:Spool, or you are running VM:Spool on a release of CP which VM:Spool does not support.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

215E
vmspool HAS NO LINK TO CYLINDER 0, CANNOT VERIFY ALLOCATION

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines needs to read a page from TEMP space, for instance
to satisfy a BROWSE command. The VM:Spool service virtual machine has no link to cylinder 0 of the CKD device, and
could not deduce the allocation from real control blocks. VM:Spool will not read or write a page unless it can verify the
allocation. This message will be followed by message 206E or 207E, describing the exact page and volume in question.

Ordinarily, VM:Spool can deduce allocation from real CP control blocks. Because it could not, there must be an error in
VM:Spool, or you are running VM:Spool on a release of CP that VM:Spool does not support.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

216E
PAGE pppd IS BEYOND THE ALLOCATION MAP FOR SYSTEM VOLUME volser

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its workers read a page code (pppd) that specified a page beyond the last
page covered by the FBA volume's allocation map. If the problem occurs only when you try to BACKUP or BROWSE a
particular file, the file may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

217E
CYLINDER cc IS BEYOND THE ALLOCATION MAP FOR SYSTEM VOLUME volser

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines read a page code (cc) that specified a cylinder
beyond the last cylinder covered by the CKD volume's allocation map. If the problem occurs only when you try to
BACKUP or BROWSE a particular file, the file may be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an error in VM:Spool is
more likely.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.
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218E
THE VOLSER READ FROM THE REAL DASD raddr (volser) DOES NOT MATCH THE VOLSER READ FROM REAL
DEVICE BLOCK IN CP STORAGE (volser)

Reason:

The volser read from a CP-owned minidisk does not match what was found in the real device block (RDEV). VM:Spool
abends with PAX116 for XA and ESA systems. This usually occurs when someone performs the following actions:

• Enters the CMS FORMAT command against a minidisk on cylinder 0 of the pack.
• Runs the ICKDSF or the CP Format/Allocate utility and changes the volser of the pack.

Action:

To find the problem pack, look at the indicative dump. Register 8 (R8) points to the RDVSECT. Field RDVVLSER is
X‘1E' (decimal 30) bytes into the RDVSECT. The RDVVLSER field is the volser that VM:Spool expects to find on the disk.
VM:Spool obtained the value in this field from the RDEVSER field in the CP RDEV block. To find out the actual volser on
the disk, link and access a minidisk on cylinder 0, then enter the QUERY DISK command.

219E
DEVICE TYPE FOR REAL DEVICE device, VOLID volid NOT FOUND IN DEVICE TABLE

Reason:

Either you are using new DASD devices that VM:Spool does not support, or VM:Spool does not recognize changes in the
CP control blocks. VM:Spool continues operating.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support.

220E
ALLOCATION FOR REAL DEVICE device, VOLID volid NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

When a user entered a VM:Spool command, VM:Spool tried to read a page from a DASD device that it does not support.
The command terminates and VM:Spool continues operating.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support.

222E
NO LINK TO PAGES nnnnn-nnnnn ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

At initialization, the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its workers had no link to certain FBA pages allocated as
TEMP space. VM:Spool cannot BROWSE, EDIT, or BACKUP spool files.

Action:

In the proper directory entry, add links to the full pack minidisks covering TEMP space.
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223E
NO LINK TO CYLINDERS nnnnn-nnnnn ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

At initialization, the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines had no link to certain CKD cylinders
allocated as TEMP space. VM:Spool cannot BROWSE, EDIT, or BACKUP spool files.

Action:

In the proper directory, add links to the full pack minidisks covering TEMP space.

224E
INCOMPLETE LINK TO PAGES nnnnn-nnnnn ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

At initialization, the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its workers had only a partial link to certain FBA pages
allocated as TEMP space. VM:Spool cannot BROWSE, EDIT, or BACKUP spool files.

Action:

In the proper directory entry, add links to the full pack minidisks covering TEMP space.

225E
INCOMPLETE LINK TO CYLINDERS nnnnnn-nnnnnn ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

At initialization, the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines had only a partial link to certain CKD
cylinders allocated as TEMP space. VM:Spool cannot BROWSE, EDIT, or BACKUP spool files.

Action:

In the proper directory entry, add links to the full pack minidisks covering TEMP space.

226E
UNABLE TO ACCESS ALL TEMP AREAS. vmspool MAY BE UNABLE TO PERFORM SOME FUNCTIONS

Reason:

Because the VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines cannot access all TEMP areas, some
VM:Spool functions, such as BROWSE and BACKUP, may be lost.

Action:

In the proper directory entry, add links to minidisks covering TEMP space. If you plan to back up CP DUMPs, also give the
backup workers directory links to any DUMP space you have defined.

227E
UNABLE TO READ FROM DEVICE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr. RELINK AT AN ADDRESS NO GREATER THAN
FFF.

Reason:
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VM:Spool has a link to a minidisk at virtual address vaddr. This device is inaccessible to VM:Spool because VM:Spool
runs in a 370-mode rather than an XA-mode virtual machine. VM:Spool initialization fails.

Action:

Update the VM:Spool directory entry so that the device is linked at a virtual address no greater than FFF. Restart
VM:Spool.

234W
THE DUMP CONFIGURATION RECORD SPECIFIES THAT NO DUMP WILL BE TAKEN

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool encountered the following record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file:

DUMP NONE

You should not use this option because it prevents the creation of a dump file if VM:Spool should abend. This could make
problem diagnosis difficult or impossible. VM:Spool initialization continues.

Action:

Unless you have specific reasons for using DUMP NONE, alter your configuration file to use DUMP VMDUMP (the
default).

238W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT VM:SPOOL LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU

Reason:

VM:Spool is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Spool operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Spool LMP key for this CPU.

239W
VM:SPOOL MUST BE LICENSED WITH W CA LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION

Reason:

VM:Spool is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Spool operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Spool LMP key for this CPU.

240W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA, AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

Reason:

VM:Spool is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Spool operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:
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Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Spool LMP key for this CPU.

241W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION

Reason:

VM:Spool is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Spool operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support to get a VM:Spool LMP key for this CPU.

246E
FAILURE TO CORRECT THIS WILL CAUSE SHUTDOWN OF VM:SPOOL

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file has been updated, and both the new copy and the old copy contain errors. This is possible
only if an external action invalidated the old copy, for example, if a specified user exit was erased from the VMSPOOL A-
disk. A chance to correct the new configuration file is given. If this is not done, VM:Spool shuts down.

Action:

Correct the errors in the new copy of the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

264I
[ ACCEPT | REJECT ] BY:

Reason:

Indicates whether VM:Spool has accepted or rejected an authorization check. If VM:Spool rejected the check, a message
follows that provides more information.

Action:

None.

265E
NOT AUTHORIZED FOR: authorization words

Reason:

You entered a VM:Spool command for which you are not authorized. The command terminates without performing the
action that you requested.

Action:

If a mistake was made in the command or parameters, correct them and reenter the command. If you need authorization
for the parameters, obtain it from your VM:Spool system administrator.

266W
AUTHORIZATION IS UNKNOWN OR WAS ENTERED INCORRECTLY

Reason:
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During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool detected a GRANT or WITHHOLD record that did not
match the pattern of any known VM:Spool authorization. This message is followed by message 393I, which displays the
record in error. The authorization record is permitted. Initialization continues, or the configuration file update completes
normally.

Action:

Change the VMSPOOL CONFIG file to correct the error. If a new authorization is being tested, disregard the error.

268W
USER userid DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool detected a GRANT, WITHHOLD, or PRODUCT record
that referred to a userid that does not exist. This message is followed by message 393I, which displays the record in error.
The authorization record is permitted. Initialization continues, or the configuration file update completes normally.

Action:

If there is an error in the userid, or if the userid formerly existed but has now been removed, update the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file to correct the authorization record.

271I
AUDITEXT IS ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Another user is already running an audit extract. The command terminates with return code 4.

Action:

Enter the command later.

273I
BACKUP JOB jobname COMPLETE; RC=code

Reason:

This message notifies you at the end of a backup job that the backup has completed.

Action:

If the return code is not zero, check the VM:Spool console log for error messages and proceed accordingly.

274E
vmspool COMMAND CANNOT BE ENTERED FROM THE vmspool CONSOLE

Reason:

You entered a command from the VM:Spool service virtual machine. The command communicates with VM:Spool from
another userid, using VMCF or IUCV; it cannot be entered from the VM:Spool console. The command does not execute.

Action:

Reenter the command from another userid.
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275I
WRITING userid queue FILE spoolid:filename filetype TO volser

Reason:

During the backup process, VM:Spool displays this message on the backup worker's console for each file written to tape.
The variable volser identifies the tape volume on which VM:Spool is writing the file.

Action:

None.

276I
BACKUP JOB jobname ON workerid WROTE number FILE(S) TO number TAPE(S), number FILES SKIPPED

Reason:

This message notifies you as each backup worker completes a backup. It tells you the number of files the worker backed
up to tape and the number of tapes used in the backup, and it tells you the number of files the worker had to skip (could
not back up to tape).

Action:

None.

277E
ERROR code READING RECORD recnum FROM FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines encountered an error while trying to read a record
in the file. The most common reason for all errors of this type is that someone was modifying a file while VM:Spool or the
worker was reading it.

Action:

Consult the Application Development Reference for CMS for the meaning of return codes from the FSREAD macro.

278E
ERROR code WRITING RECORD recnum TO FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine or one of its worker machines encountered an error while writing a record to the file.
The most common problem is error code 13, disk full.

Action:

Consult the Application Development Reference for CMS for the meaning of return codes from the FSWRITE macro.

279E
SPOOL BACKUP ON USERID worker HAS BEEN CANCELED

Reason:

The VM:Spool backup process could not run due to previously cited errors or because the job was canceled.
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Action:

Determine the cause of the problem, correct it, and rerun the backup job.

280E
INPUT RECORD recnum HAS INVALID FORMAT

Reason:

The snapshot file (jobname SFBLOKS) for a backup job is not in the expected format. This could indicate an error in
VM:Spool. It could also be caused by someone modifying or erasing the input file while the worker was reading it. The
backup job is canceled.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

281E
THE TAPE MOUNT HANDLER mountexec EXEC WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK

Reason:

Backup or restore workers could not find the tape mount EXEC on any accessed minidisk. By default, VM:Spool uses
the VMLMOUNT EXEC to mount tapes, but you can specify another EXEC by using the MOUNTXEC parameter on
the BACKUP DEFAULTS, RESTORE DEFAULTS, BACKUP DEFINE, or RESTORE DEFINE records in the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file.

Action:

Check the MOUNTXEC parameter in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file to ensure that the correct EXEC is named. Give all
backup and restore workers access to the correct EXEC.

282E
ERROR code WAS RECEIVED FROM execname EXEC

Reason:

The tape mount EXEC has encountered an error. The backup or restore job is suspended until the worker machine
handling the job receives instructions, either through the SIGNAL command or the CANCEL command.

Action:

Browse the worker machine's console log to see if you can determine the cause of the problem. If you cannot determine
the problem, cancel the job by entering this command:

vmspool signal workerid cancel

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

Otherwise, correct the problem and enter:

vmspool signal workerid retry

If the problem is not resolved and you are using the VMLMOUNT EXEC from the distribution tape with no changes, the
VM:Spool system administrator should call Broadcom Support.
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283E
TAPE volser MOUNTED FOR SYSTEM BACKUP IS READ-ONLY

Reason:

A backup worker has called the VMLMOUNT EXEC (or the EXEC specified by a MOUNTXEC parameter for the job) to
mount a tape R/W. The tape mounted is acceptable to the backup worker (right volser), but is write-protected. The backup
job is suspended until the worker handling the job receives instructions, either through the SIGNAL command or the
CANCEL command.

Action:

Re-mount the tape with a write ring and enter the following command:

vmspool signal workerid retry

Or cancel the job by entering:

vmspool signal workerid cancel

284E
WRONG TAPE MOUNTED, volser WAS REQUESTED

Reason:

A backup or restore worker machine has called the VMLMOUNT EXEC (or the EXEC specified by a MOUNTXEC
parameter for the job) to mount a specific tape. The tape mounted is not the one requested. The backup or restore job is
suspended until the worker handling the job receives instructions, either through the SIGNAL command or the CANCEL
command.

Action:

Mount the correct tape and enter vmspool signal workerid retry, or cancel the job by entering vmspool signal workerid
cancel.

286E
UNEXPECTED ERROR code RECEIVED FROM macroname MACRO

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its worker machines encountered an error in a CMS macro. VM:Spool handles most error conditions,
but was not prepared for the specific error code received.

Action:

Consult the Application Development Reference for CMS for the meaning of return codes from the named macro, and ask
your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

287E
UNEXPECTED ERROR code RECEIVED FROM CMS command COMMAND

Reason:

VM:Spool or one of its worker machines encountered an error while executing a CMS command. VM:Spool handles most
error conditions, but was not prepared for the specific error code received.

Action:
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Consult the CMS Command Reference for the meaning of return codes from the named command.

288E
USER userid DOES NOT HAVE THE CP PRIVILEGE TO USE command LOAD

Reason:

The worker machine userid does not have the CP privilege classes required to issue the indicated command. The restore
job fails.

Action:

Give the worker machine the proper CP privilege classes by adding the classes to the USER directory control record
in the userid's directory entry. For the SPXTAPE LOAD command, required privilege classes are D, E, and G. For the
SPTAPE LOAD command, required privilege classes are D and E. After you add the required classes, restart the restore
job.

289E
ERROR code FROM command LOAD parameters

Reason:

The indicated error code was returned when VM:Spool was executing the given LOAD command. The file specified by the
parameters was not restored.

If code is 1013, the restore processing continues. This code indicates that an invalid operand was supplied on the LOAD
command. This typically occurs when a user ID specified in the parameters does not exist on the restoring system.

Action:

Look up the error code in the CP Command Reference under the SPXTAPE command. If you cannot resolve the problem
using the command reference, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to report the problem to Broadcom Support.

290I
RESTORING owner queue FILE spoolid: filename filetype FROM volser

Reason:

For each file it restores, VM:Spool displays this message on the RESTORE worker's console, and the RESTORE worker's
print files.

Action:

None.

291E
WRONG TAPE MOUNTED FOR SYSTEM RESTORE, volser WAS REQUESTED

Reason:

The operator mounted a tape other than the tape requested for the system restore.

Action:

Have the operator mount the correct tape.
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292E
NO TAPE WAS MOUNTED FOR SYSTEM RESTORE, volser WAS REQUESTED

Reason:

The indicated tape was not mounted within the time allowed by VM:Spool.

Action:

Restart the job using the SIGNAL command.

293E
TAPE volser IS NOT format FORMAT OR IS NOT POSITIONED CORRECTLY

Reason:

You have tried to use an SPTAPE LOAD command but have not positioned the tape past the standard label. Or, the wrong
tape may be mounted. When restoring files, VM:Spool checks the catalog files to determine whether the files were backed
up in SPXTAPE or SPTAPE format, then tries to restore the files using the appropriate command. If the tape is not in the
format recorded in the catalog, as indicated by format, the wrong tape may be mounted.

Action:

If you are trying to use SPTAPE LOAD with a VM:Spool-created tape that uses standard labels, see "Managing VM:Spool-
Created Tapes" in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation. If the wrong tape is mounted, mount the
correct tape.

294E
VOLSER volser IN filename TAPEPOOL IS LONGER THAN 6 CHARACTERS

Reason:

A volser must be 6 characters or less.

Action:

Change the volser in the specified TAPEPOOL file on the VM:Spool BKUP (1C0) minidisk to 6 characters or less.

295E
INVALID DATE mm/dd/yy FOR VOLUME volser IN filename TAPEPOOL

Reason:

An invalid date was specified in the TAPEPOOL file on the VM:Spool BKUP (1C0) minidisk. This message indicates that
the date has been changed manually. This procedure should only be used with great caution, because VM:Spool is not
alerted to change catalogs accordingly.

Action:

Correct the date to valid mm/dd/yy format.

296E
TAPE RETENTION PERIOD MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER OF DAYS

Reason:
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The BACKUP record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file has a RETPD value that is not equal to a whole number of days. If
VM:Spool is running and the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with missing
parameters is displayed and you are prompted:

DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

Change the BACKUP RETPD value to equal one or more whole days. For example, if the record specifies 46 hours,
change it to 48 hours.

297E
PERMANENT I/O ERROR WRITING TAPE volser, IT WILL NOT BE USED

Reason:

A VM:Spool backup worker machine encountered a permanent I/O error while writing to a tape. The tape or the tape drive
is faulty. The worker discards the tape automatically and requests a new one from VM:Spool. Any files previously written
to the bad tape will be rewritten to the new tape.

Action:

Remove the named tape from its TAPEPOOL file; it is unreliable and should not be used for system backups.

298I
worker WILL NOW REWRITE THAT PORTION OF THE BACKUP TO A NEW TAPE

Reason:

A VM:Spool backup worker machine issues this informational message after encountering a problem writing to a tape.
The worker discards the tape, requests a new tape, and rewrites to the new tape whatever files had been written to the
bad tape.

Action:

None.

299E
worker DEVICE 181 HAS BEEN DETACHED. TAPE volser IS UNRELIABLE

Reason:

A VM:Spool backup worker machine has detected that its virtual tape drive at 181 has been detached. Because the data
on the tape may be unreliable, VM:Spool requests a new tape, and if given one, rewrites to the new tape any files it had
previously written to the old tape.

Action:

Do not detach tape drives from backup workers.

300E
THE SYSTEM BACKUP FEATURE HAS NOT BEEN ENABLED ON vmspool

Reason:

You entered a command such as VMSPOOL SPOOLIST (BACKUP that requested information from a backup CATALOG,
but there is no ACCESS BKUP record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. VM:Spool cannot locate the CATALOG.
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Action:

Enter vmspool admin config and include an ACCESS BKUP record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file to enable the Backup
and Restore Facility.

301E
FILE filename filetype filemode MUST BE FIXED FORMAT, AND HAVE RECORD LENGTH number

Reason:

Certain VM:Spool control files must always have a fixed format and a specific logical record length. The named file does
not match the expected characteristics. Perhaps someone renamed the file or used a COPYFILE command that changed
a fixed-format file to a variable-length file. Possibly you upgraded to a version of VM:Spool at or above VM:Spool r1.6
G0506 SP02 with zap 913 and are accessing a file from a previous version with a different logical record length.

Action:

If possible, restore the correct file characteristics. Otherwise, VM:Spool cannot use the file.

If you are running VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later, run CMS COPYFILE on the file. Use the option
(RECFM F if the file is currently a variable-length file, and use the option (LRECL number where number is the LRECL
number displayed in the message.

302E
DISK mode NOT ACCESSED

Reason:

VM:Spool was required to read or write a file accessed at the indicated filemode, but VM:Spool had no minidisk at that
mode.

Action:

Log on to VM:Spool and make sure the following minidisks are accessed: 191, 192, BKUP, DBAS, and AUDT.

303E
vmspool IS UNABLE TO AUTOLOG WORKER MACHINE worker

Reason:

VM:Spool was unable to successfully AUTOLOG one of the backup or restore worker userids.

Action:

If the worker machine is already logged on, log it off before you start the job. If you have VM:Secure, be sure there is a
rule allowing VM:Spool to AUTOLOG the VM:Spool backup and restore workers without supplying a password. Otherwise,
determine the reason for the failed AUTOLOG attempt, correct it, and rerun the BACKUP or RESTORE job.

304I
RESTORE COMMANDS HAVE BEEN ISSUED. number FILE(S) WILL BE RESTORED FROM number TAPE(S)

Reason:

This message indicates that the commands to restore files have been issued. It appears in the restore worker's console
log and is sent to all SYSOPER userids.

Action:
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If the files have not been restored after a reasonable period of time, check the VM:Spool and restore worker console logs
for possible error messages relating to the SPTAPE command.

305E
SPOOL RESTORE ON USERID workerid HAS BEEN CANCELED

Reason:

The VM:Spool restore process could not run due to previously cited errors or because the job was canceled.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem based on previous messages, correct the problem, and rerun the job.

306E
jobtype rectype RECORD MUST COME BEFORE ANY jobtype rectype RECORD

Reason:

VM:Spool has record placement requirements for BACKUP and RESTORE records. A BACKUP DEFAULTS record must
precede any other BACKUP records, and a BACKUP DEFINE record must precede a BACKUP SCHEDULE record. The
same is true with RESTORE records. If VM:Spool detects the error at start-up time, initialization fails with return code
88. If the error is detected while attempting to update the configuration file online with the ADMIN CONFIG command,
VM:Spool prompts you to change the file. If you do not change the file, VM:Spool ignores the new change and restores
former values.

Action:

Correct the record sequence and execute the PROFILE EXEC, or make the change with ADMIN CONFIG.

307E
NO jobtype DEFINE jobname RECORD IN VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

You have attempted to start or query a backup or restore job that is not defined in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The
command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

Specify another job name or activate the BACKUP DEFINE or RESTORE DEFINE record for the job.

308I
RESTORE JOB jobname HAS STARTED

Reason:

VM:Spool has started your restore job.

Action:

None.

309E
[ BACKUP | RESTORE ] JOB jobname WAS NOT STARTED
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Reason:

A previously cited message indicates why this job cannot be started.

Action:

None.

310E
EACH BACKUP WORKER MUST HAVE ITS OWN SELECTS FILE ON THE BKUP DISK

Reason:

If a backup job uses more than one worker machine, each worker must have a file named workerid SELECTS on the
BKUP minidisk. These files divide the work among the workers. If there are no such files on the BKUP disk, VM:Spool will
generate them automatically for up to five workers. VM:Spool has detected one of these conditions:

• There are no SELECTS files for the workers, or you are using more than five workers
• At least one but not all of the workers have a SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk

Action:

If you have created workerid SELECTS files for some workers in a job, you must create them for all the workers. If you
have more than five workers, you must create SELECTS files for all of them, because VM:Spool will supply them for only
five workers.

311E
[ BACKUP | RESTORE ] JOB jobname IS NOT SCHEDULED IN THE VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE

Reason:

The VM:Spool RESTORE command was entered with the SCHEDULE parameter, but there is no RESTORE SCHEDULE
record for the job in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

Action:

Add the RESTORE SCHEDULE record to the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

312E
[ BACKUP | RESTORE ] JOB jobname IS ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

You entered a BACKUP or RESTORE command for a job that is currently active. The command terminates.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or wait until it finishes processing; then enter the command again.

313I
BACKUP JOB jobname WILL NOW BE STARTED

Reason:

This message is sent after a BACKUP command is entered and the command has been checked for authorization and
validity. The job proceeds.

Action:
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None.

314E
ERROR REDUCING SNAPSHOT FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP JOB jobname

Reason:

An incremental backup job must reduce its snapshot (list of files to back up) by eliminating files from a particular catalog.
An error occurred in this process. The most likely causes are as follows:

• Insufficient disk space on the BKUP minidisk
• Manual alterations to the catalog
• Backing off VM:Spool r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913 or later to a version before r1.6 G0512 SP02 with zap 913.

Action:

Look at the VM:Spool console for more error messages. If a back off VM:Spool caused the error, take a full backup before
performing an incremental backup. If this action does not correct the problem, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to
call Technical Support.

315I
NO NEW FILES FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP JOB jobname

Reason:

An INCREMENTAL parameter on either a BACKUP DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record for the job specifies that
VM:Spool is to do incremental backups. There are no new files since the last backup; therefore, VM:Spool has no need to
run the backup job.

Action:

None.

316E
ERROR code SORTING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

While sorting files during a backup job, VM:Spool received an error code from the CMS FSREAD or FSWRITE macro, or
could not obtain enough virtual storage.

Action:

Error code 13 indicates that there was not room on the BKUP minidisk to rewrite the sorted file. In this case, enlarge the
BKUP minidisk. Error code 25 indicates that VM:Spool did not have enough virtual storage to read the entire file into
memory. In this case, increase the VM:Spool service virtual machine's virtual storage. For further information about these
codes, consult the Application Development Reference for CMS. Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to report any
other error codes to Broadcom Support.

317E
ERROR REDUCING CATALOG FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP JOB jobname

Reason:
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An incremental backup job reduces its catalog after the job is complete. It deletes records of files backed up to tapes that
have reached their expiration date. An error occurred in this process. The most likely causes are insufficient disk space on
the BKUP minidisk and manual alterations to the catalog.

Action:

Look at the VM:Spool console for possible additional error messages. If you cannot correct the problem, ask your
VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

318E
NO jobname SELECTS ON BKUP MINIDISK

Reason:

The backup job has no SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk. Every backup job must have a SELECTS file on the BKUP
minidisk to indicate which files are to be backed up.

Action:

Use the VMSPOOL SPOOLSEL jobname (BACKUP command to create a SELECTS file on the BKUP minidisk. For the
job to back up every file in the system, put an asterisk in the -Q- column and file the SELECTS file.

319E
SKIPPING owner queue FILE spoolid

Reason:

A backup worker machine is unable to back up the named file. The worker issues the message and proceeds to the next
file. Reasons for skipping a file are:

• An error occurs reading the spool file data from disk. This could happen if the worker lacked links to some areas of
TEMP space. In the case of a CP DUMP, the worker would also need links to DUMP space. A damaged file could also
cause the problem.

• The worker concludes that the file is "broken". The worker calculates a safe upper limit to the number of disk pages the
file could contain based on its file characteristics, including its logical record length and number of logical records. If the
worker reads more than the calculated number of pages, it concludes that the file's data chaining is circular, and the
worker skips the file.

• The file has been purged or transferred.
• The file was too large to fit on one tape. If the problem occurs only when you try to back up a particular file, the file may

be damaged. If it occurs for more than one file, an error in VM:Spool is more likely.

Action:

If the file is too large to fit on one tape, issue the SPXTAPE command from CMS to back up the file. If you suspect a
problem with VM:Spool, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

320I
TAPE ON YOUR 181 HAS LABEL label

Reason:

You entered the VM:Spool SPOOLCAT TAPE command. VM:Spool determined that the tape on your virtual device 181
has standard labels, and informs you what label is found in the VOL1 record. Processing continues.

Action:
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None.

321W
TAPE ON YOUR 181 HAS LABEL label, NOT wronglabel

Reason:

The tape on your virtual device 181 has standard labels, but not the label you specified on the VM:Spool SPOOLCAT
TAPE command. VM:Spool informs you what is actually in the VOL1 record. The command continues.

Action:

If the specified label is acceptable to you, you may continue. Otherwise, mount the correct tape and reenter your
command.

322E
THERE ARE NO SPOOL FILES THAT MEET THE SPECIFICATIONS YOU ASKED FOR

Reason:

During the backup job, VM:Spool found no spool files that meet the selection criteria specified on the SELECTS file. The
backup job terminates with return code 28.

Action:

Verify that the correct job name was specified on the BACKUP DEFINE record and the SELECTS file contains the correct
selection criteria.

323E
NO TAPES AVAILABLE FROM TAPEPOOL poolname

Reason:

This message alerts all system operators when no tapes are available from poolname and the backup job cannot proceed.

Action:

Either cancel the backup job, or add tapes to the appropriate pool and issue a SIGNAL RETRY command to the worker
machine.

324E
userid queue FILE spoolid IS TOO LARGE TO FIT ON A SINGLE TAPE

Reason:

The specified file was selected as part of a backup job, but was too large to fit on a single tape volume at the density
specified in the backup definition.

Action:

The file is not backed up, and processing continues with the next selected file. If possible, use a higher density or larger
tape volumes to allow very large files to be backed up.

325E
ERROR code OCCURRED ATTEMPTING TO XEDIT filename filetype filemode
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Reason:

A VM:Spool command received an unexpected error while invoking XEDIT to edit a file that has been copied to your A-
disk. The command terminates. The problem might have been caused by your PROFILE XEDIT.

Action:

Check your PROFILE XEDIT for errors.

326E
userid queue FILE spoolid NO LONGER EXISTS

Reason:

The specified file no longer exists on the system. It may have been purged or transferred to another userid.

Action:

None.

327E
ERROR code EDITING userid queue FILE spoolid

Reason:

An error occurred during editing of the indicated file for a backup job.

Action:

Examine the indicated file to determine the source of the error and correct it. If you cannot find the source of the error, ask
your system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

328I
[ RESTORE | BACKUP ] JOB jobname IS NO LONGER SCHEDULED

Reason:

You removed the RESTORE SCHEDULE or BACKUP SCHEDULE record for this job from the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.
VM:Spool will no longer automatically start the job.

Action:

None.

330E
ERROR BACKING UP SPOOL FILE, nnnnnnn CCPDs WRITTEN, nnnnnnnn CCPDs EXPECTED

Reason:

VM:Spool found and wrote more spool data pages than originally expected. This message will always be followed by
message 319E that will indicate the owner, queue, and spool fileid of the file in error. Message 319E will also indicate that
the file will be skipped (not backed up). Message 330E will generally only occur with changes to the internal structure of
SPOOL files (changes in VM control program).

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.
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331E
ERROR nnnnnnn READING SPOOL DATA PAGE

Reason:

During the backup process, VM:Spool encountered an error while attempting to read a spool file data page. This message
will usually be preceded by other messages indicating the nature of the error. This message will always be followed by
message 319E that will indicate the owner, queue, and spool fileid of the file in error. Message 319E will also indicate that
the file will be skipped (not backed up). Message 331E may occur because of hardware problems or changes to the VM
control program.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

332E
ERROR nnnnnnn CALCULATING PAGES/CYLINDER FOR SYSOWNED VOLUME CONTAINING PAGE nnnnnnnn

Reason:

VM:Spool encountered an error attempting to calculate the number of pages per cylinder for the CP-owned volume that
contains the spool data page (as indicated in the message). This message will usually be preceded by other messages
indicating the nature of the error. This message will always be followed by message 319E that will indicate the owner,
queue, and spool fileid of the file in error. Message 319E will also indicate that the file will be skipped (not backed up).
Message 332E may occur because VM:Spool lacks the required access to CP-owned volumes that contain spooling
space or spool space is defined on a DASD type that is not currently supported by VM:Spool.

Action:

Verify that VM:Spool has the required access to CP spool space. If problems persist, ask your VM:Spool system
administrator to call Broadcom Support.

333E
INVALID RECORD FROM pipestage: record contents

Reason:

The backup job failed, and VM:Spool found one or more records in the SPXTAPE volume log that it was not expecting to
find. Such records are typically CP error messages that indicate a problem VM:Spool encountered while backing up spool
files in SPXTAPE format.

Action:

Review the volume log to determine whether it contains any abnormal messages. Look up any such messages in the IBM
CP Messages and Codes Book to determine their cause. If possible, correct the problem and restart the backup job. If you
cannot correct the problem, contact Broadcom Support. The volume log is in the worker machine's virtual card reader.

334E
SPXTAPE BACKUP FAILED FOR spoolfile

Reason:

The SPXTAPE command was not able to back up the indicated file.

Action:
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This message is followed by message 319E, which indicates possible causes of and responses to this failure. Refer to
that message for more information.

336I
SPXTAPE VOLUME LOG CONTAINED number FILES THAT WERE NOT REQUESTED

Reason:

While parsing the volume log, VM:Spool found spool files that were not requested in the backup job. This message is
followed by message 337I, which lists each of the files in question.

Action:

Resubmit the backup job. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

337I
spoolfiles

Reason:

While parsing the volume log, VM:Spool found spool files that were not requested in the backup job. This message lists
each of those files.

Action:

None.

338E
Contents

THE CMS command COMMAND FAILED WITH RC code

Reason:

The indicated CMS command failed with the indicated return code during execution by VM:Spool

Action:

Look up the CMS command in the CMS documentation to determine the cause of the return code. Correct the problem
and retry the VM:Spool function you were running when the failure occurred.

352I

ENTERING command runorappend mode

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine entered the specified SPXTAPE command to backup the spool file(s) with the same
userid, queue, and consecutive spoolids.

If the command contains the APPEND tape disposition operand, the spool files specified on this command are appended
to the spool files specified on one or more successive SPXTAPE DUMP commands within one logical SPXTAPE DUMP
operation.

If the command contains the RUN tape disposition operand, the tape rewinds and unloads after the dump completes.

For more information about the APPEND and RUN tape disposition operands and the SPXTAPE DUMP command, issue
HELP SPXTAPE DUMP.
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Action:

None.

353I

PROCESSING SEQUENCE OF APPENDED SPXTAPE DUMP

COMMANDS AS ONE LOGICAL SPXTAPE DUMP COMMAND.

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine issued the specified SPXTAPE DUMP command with the RUN tape disposition operand to
back up the spool files indicated. The SPXTAPE DUMP is now able to complete its DUMP operation.

After the SPXTAPE DUMP operation is complete, the tape will rewind and unload.

For more information about the SPXTAPE DUMP command, issue HELP SPXTAPE DUMP.

Action:

None.

354I

PROCESSING SPXTAPE VOLUME LOG spoolid

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine is beginning a process of reading and analyzing the SPXTAPE Volume Log spool file.

For more information about the Volume Log, issue HELP CP SPXTAPE.

Action:

None.

355I

CREATING CATALOG FILE filename filetype fm

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine is creating the specified catalog file.

Action:

None.

356I

PROCESSING SPXTAPE COMMAND SUMMARY LOG spoolid

Reason:

The VM:Spool worker machine is beginning a process of reading and analyzing the SPXTAPE Command Summary Log
spool file.

For more information about the Command Summary Log, issue HELP CP SPXTAPE.

Action:

None.
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360E
THE CP command COMMAND FAILED WITH RC = rcode

Reason:

While attempting to issue a CP command, VM:Spool received an unexpected return code.

Action:

Look up the return code from the command in the CP Command Reference. Verify that your userid has the privilege class
authorization required to enter the command.

361E
DEVICE vaddr IS OWNED BY userid1 AND CANNOT BE TAGGED BY userid2

Reason:

You tried to tag an open file on a device that belongs to another user. You can tag your own devices only.

Action:

The device must be tagged by the userid that owns it.

364E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS BEING UPDATED

Reason:

Another userid is changing or viewing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The command terminates with an error.

Action:

Reenter the command after the other user is finished changing or reviewing the file.

370I
CONFIG FILE HAS BEEN UPDATED

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file has been successfully updated online.

Action:

None.

376E
DISK mode MUST BE ACCESSED READ/WRITE

Reason:

No minidisk is accessed as read/write at that mode. The command terminates with return code 36.

Action:

Access the minidisk read/write and reenter the command.
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380E
A READ/WRITE A-DISK IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The VM:Spool command you entered writes a file to your A-disk, but your A-disk is not accessed read/write. The
command terminates with return code 36.

Action:

Access an A-disk in read/write mode and reenter the command.

390E
OPTION option CANNOT BE USED WITH function

Reason:

The option was used with a command that cannot support the option. The command terminates with return code 24.

Action:

None.

391E
PARAMETER parameter CANNOT BE USED WITH command

Reason:

The parameter was used with a command that cannot support the parameter. The command terminates with return code
24.

Action:

None.

393I
record

Reason:

This invalid record is in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Message 393I accompanies messages 266W and 268W. VM:Spool
permits the record. Initialization continues or the configuration file update completes normally.

Action:

Change the VMSPOOL CONFIG file to correct the error. If a new authorization is being tested, disregard this message.

394W
ERROR PROCESSING volser VOLUME LOG, CODE = returncode

Reason:

VM:Spool encountered an error processing the SPXTAPE volume log for the indicated volume. VM:Spool discards the
indicated volume and tries to dump the files again, onto a different volume.

Action:
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None.

395E
EXCESSIVE ERRORS READING SPXTAPE VOLUME LOGS. JOB jobname TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Spool tried to process SPXTAPE volume logs for the indicated job but encountered multiple errors. The job is
canceled.

Action:

Try running the job again. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

396I
Tape volume VOLSER mounted but not used

Reason:

A file was purged after the snapshot of the spool files was taken. VM:Spool mounts a new tape to attempt to backup this
file, unaware that it is no longer on the system.

Action:

No action required. VMLTRBCK will send a VMTAPE CATALOG command to set the RETPD to 0.

 

 

397I
Tape roll back for volume VOLSER ended, RC=....

Reason:

A file was purged after the snapshot of the spool files was taken. VM:Spool mounts a new tape to attempt to backup
this file, unaware that it is no longer on the system. When it determines that the file cannot be backed up, a VM:Tape
CATALOG command is issued to set the RETPD to 0.

Action:

No action is required.

 

404R
ENTER YES OR NO:

Reason:

VM:Spool is waiting for a reply to the preceding message.

Action:

Reply YES or NO to the prompt.
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405I
VM:SPOOL HAS SET CP 370ACCOM TO [ ON | OFF ]

Reason:

VM:Spool issues this message under the following circumstances:

• During initialization, VM:Spool determined that its service virtual machine is not running with the correct setting of the
370 Accommodation Feature (370ACCOM ON). To enable processing to continue, VM:Spool automatically issued the
SET 370ACCOM command to set the correct mode.

• During shutdown, VM:Spool issued the CP SET 370ACCOM command to restore the mode to its original setting.
VM:Spool sends this message to the VM:Spool service virtual machine console and processing continues.

Action:

To prevent VM:Spool from sending this message, place the correct CP SET 370ACCOM command in the PROFILE EXEC
of the VM:Spool service virtual machine and its worker machines. The correct setting for the 370 Accommodation Feature
is ON.

406T
VM:SPOOL RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

410I
****** VM:SPOOL INDICATIVE DUMP ******

Reason:

VM:Spool abended. The diagnostic information that follows this message will help Broadcom determine the cause of the
abend.

Action:

Retain the console log and dump. See Abend Codes for information about the abend code. Some abends can be
corrected by your VM:Spool system administrator. Corrective action for these abends is provided in the chapter
mentioned. If necessary, your VM:Spool system administrator can contact Broadcom Support

411I
VM:SPOOL ABEND code AT address routine + offset

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.
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412I
VM:SPOOL RELEASE = release, ABEND DATE = date

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

413I
PCB = address, NAME = name

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

414I
R n = registern registern + 1 registern + 2 registern + 3

Reason:

This message refers to the 16 VM:Spool general purpose registers.

Action:

See message 410I.

415I
CALLED FROM address, routine + offset, R15 = value

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

416I
SAVE AREA CHAIN INVALID

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.
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417I
ABEND PSW ADDRESS = address

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

418I
R n = value

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

419I
LAST number TRACE ENTRIES (OLDEST FIRST)

Reason:

See message 410I.

Action:

See message 410I.

420I
number word code1 code2.

Reason:

This message follows message 419I. The indicated number is the trace entry number; the newest trace entry number will
be 1. The trace entry is described by word. Two hexadecimal trace entry codes are indicated by code1 through code2.
This message will be displayed for every trace entry number, in descending order, from the oldest to the newest. See
message 410I for more information.

Action:

See message 410I.

446I
VMSPOOL CONFIG FILE NOT CHANGED

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file was entered and exited in the XEDIT environment, but no changes were made.

Action:

None.
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461E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS INVALID

Reason:

The command specified an invalid CMS fileid as a parameter. The command terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Reenter the command and specify a valid fileid.

469I
DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Reason:

This message is displayed after diagnostic messages from VM:Spool commands that update files with XEDIT. It is
followed by message 404R, which prompts you to enter a reply. VM:Spool waits for a reply.

Action:

Enter YES or NO.

481W
vmspool'S label MINIDISK (vaddr) IS percent FULL!

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine's minidisk is percent full. The threshold percent value at which this warning is
sent is controlled by the ADISKFUL, BDISKFUL, and DDISKFUL parameters on the SYSTEM record in the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file. Execution continues normally.

Action:

Notify your system administrator of the situation. Failure to correct the problem could prevent VM:Spool from completing
some functions normally.

482W
vmspool'S AUDT MINIDISK (vaddr) IS FULL! ISSUE AUDITEXT TO RESUME AUDITING

Reason:

The VM:Spool audit minidisk is full. The interval at which this warning is sent is controlled by the WAITTIME parameter
of the SYSTEM record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Execution continues but auditing is not performed until space is
available on the AUDT minidisk.

Action:

Enter the AUDITEXT command. If you do not, audit data will be lost.

493I
USER userid HAS NO ACTIVE LOCKS

Reason:
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You entered VMSPOOL QLOCK userid ACTIVE. The userid has an active process, but it does not currently hold any
locks. The command terminates with return code 28.

Action:

None.

495E
DUPLICATE rectype keyword RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

The VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains two or more records of a type that should only appear once. For example, you
cannot have two BACKUP DEFAULTS or RESTORE DEFAULTS records, or two LIST records that define the same list
name.

Action:

Remove the duplicate records, leaving at most one record of the specified type.

497I
NO PROCESS HAS ANY ACTIVE LOCKS

Reason:

No VM:Spool process holds any locks at present. The QLOCK command completes with return code 28.

Action:

None.

498I
ALL userid LOCKS HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

The VM:Spool command terminated without clearing one or more locks it held. VM:Spool cleared those locks as part
of process cleanup. If the command terminated abnormally because of some other error (messages 600I-603I were
received), this message is normal and merely indicates that VM:Spool has recovered correctly from whatever caused the
abnormal termination.

If there is no sign of error except message 498I, there is a logic error in a VM:Spool command or macro. Process cleanup
continues. There is no damage to the system.

Action:

Inform your VM:Spool system administrator of all messages you received. This information is useful in debugging the
problem. If you suspect a logic error, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

500E
CONTINUED record RECORD EXCEEDS number CHARACTERS

Reason:

VM:Spool found a record in the configuration file whose total length exceeds the 4096-character limit. The configuration
file is not updated.
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Action:

Divide the long record into several shorter records, or reduce its length in some other way. If the record spans several
lines, use a comma as a continuation character.

501E
LIST listname CONTAINS number ENTRIES, number IS MAX ALLOWED

Reason:

The LIST record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains more list entries than VM:Spool can process in a single list. The
maximum is 340. The configuration file is not updated, and a prompt to correct the problem appears.

Action:

If more than 340 entries are required in a list, combine two or more lists. Enter LIST *LIST1 followed by 300 list entries,
then LIST *LIST2 *LIST1, followed by 300 list entries. *LIST2 now effectively includes 600 entries.

502E
MISSING keyword OPERAND IN record RECORD

Reason:

The GRANT or WITHHOLD record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file was not entered correctly. If VM:Spool is running and
the error occurs while you are editing the VMSPOOL CONFIG file online, the record with missing parameters is displayed
and you are prompted: DO YOU WANT TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Action:

See Configuration File Records in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation to determine the required
syntax.

503E
word1 word2 INCLUDES UNDEFINED WORD *word

Reason:

The GRANT, WITHHOLD, or LIST record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file includes a special keyword unknown to
VM:Spool. The variables word1 word2 can be one of three things: GRANT RECORD, WITHHOLD RECORD, or LIST
listname.

In a GRANT or WITHHOLD record, the only words that can start with an asterisk are list names you define on a LIST
record and the special keywords *ALL and *SELF. The LIST record that defines a list name must precede any reference to
the list name. The configuration file is not updated. VM:Spool prompts you to fix the problem.

Action:

If there is a spelling error in *word, correct it. If *word is a list name, move the LIST *word record in the configuration file to
come before any other record that refers to word.

504E
recparm VALUE badvalue IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

A parameter specified on a BACKUP or RESTORE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file is invalid.
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Action:

Correct the record parameter.

508E
CONFIG RECORD BACKUP [ DEFINE | DEFAULTS]: DENSITY density CANNOT BE SPECIFIED FOR FORMAT
[ SPTAPE | SPXTAPE ] BACKUPS.

Reason:

While checking the VMSPOOL CONFIG file during initialization, VM:Spool detected that the indicated density is not valid
for the corresponding backup format. VM:Spool initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the record by specifying the correct density name on the indicated BACKUP record, then restart VM:Spool:

• For SPTAPE format, you can specify any density name except HPTB (128TRK).
• For SPXTAPE format, you can specify any density name except 800 or 1600.

For more information about valid density names on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEINE records, see the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

516I
VIRTUAL STORAGE IS LARGE ENOUGH FOR number CONCURRENT PROCESSES

Reason:

VM:Spool initialization obtained adequate storage to handle the specified number of concurrent commands. This number
is an estimate; some commands might require more storage and could be rejected. VM:Spool initialization continues.

Action:

None.

517S
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DYNAMIC EXTENT FROM PAGE TABLE

Reason:

A VM:Spool command required GETMAIN storage, which was not available and could not be obtained by returning any of
the VM:Spool DMSFREE storage. VM:Spool abends with code FRE001.

Action:

Increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Spool machine in the CP directory, or have VM:Spool IPL a CMS system that
loads at a higher address.

518E
RECORDING DENSITY density SPECIFIED FOR BACKUP jobname IS NOT VALID

Reason:

A BACKUP DEFINE or BACKUP DEFAULTS configuration file record specifies SPXTAPE format and a recording density
of 800 or 1600. SPXTAPE does not allow these densities.

Action:
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Change the recording density specified on the record to an acceptable density (that is, any of the defined densities except
800 or 1600).

528E
listname IS INVALID AS A LIST NAME, DOES NOT BEGIN WITH ‘*'

Reason:

During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool found a LIST record that defines a list name. The list
name does not begin with an asterisk, which is a requirement for any list name. The asterisk helps to prevent possible
confusion with the name of a userid.

Action:

Change the list name to a name that begins with an asterisk. If you have referred to listname in other configuration file
records, change all those to refer to the new name.

529E
listname IS RESERVED BY VM:SPOOL. IT MAY NOT BE USED AS A LIST NAME

Reason:

During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool found a LIST record that defines a list *, *ALL, or
*SELF. These names are reserved for authorization definitions and cannot be used as list names.

If the error occurs during initialization, VM:Spool does not initialize. If the error occurs during a configuration file update,
you are prompted to correct the problem.

Action:

Change listname to a name that is not reserved by VM:Spool. If you have referred to listname in other configuration file
records, change all of those to refer to the new name.

530E
AUTHORIZATION word ARE INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

During initialization or a VMSPOOL CONFIG file update, VM:Spool found a GRANT or WITHHOLD record with the
incorrect syntax. The variable word is either KEYWORDS or RECIPIENTS. The general syntax of a GRANT record is:

GRANT power TO people

If the message says that keywords are the problem, something is wrong with the power part of the record. If the message
says that recipients are the problem, something is wrong with the people part of the record.

If keywords or recipients are present but invalid, you should receive additional messages that describe the problem.

Action:

Correct the GRANT or WITHHOLD record.

531E
PARAMETER longparameter IS TOO LONG

Reason:
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A parameter of the VM:Spool command is longer than the permitted length, which is eight characters for most parameters.
VM:Spool does not process the command.

Action:

Reenter the VM:Spool command with the correct parameters.

537I
THE SYSTEM WAS LAST STARTED AT hh:mm:ss ON mm/dd/yy

Reason:

VM:Spool issues this message in response to the VM:Spool QSTART command. It indicates when VM:Spool was last
initialized.

Action:

None.

600I
AN ERROR IN A VM:SPOOL MACRO HAS PREVENTED COMPLETION

Reason:

This is the first in a series of messages (600I through 603I). A VM:Spool macro terminated abnormally due to an
unexpected error. VM:Spool performed all necessary steps to recover from the error. For most types of errors, message
079S is issued to show the failing macro instruction. The damage is contained and no other VM:Spool process is affected.
The command ends.

Action:

Report the problem to your VM:Spool system administrator. If the error does not appear to come from any local
modifications to the macro, your VM:Spool system administrator should report the problem to Broadcom Support.

601I
OF YOUR REQUEST. THERE IS NO DAMAGE TO THE SYSTEM OR TO

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 600I. See the explanation of message 600I.

Action:

See message 600I.

602I
YOUR USERID. PLEASE REPORT THE MESSAGES YOU RECEIVED TO

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 600I. See the explanation of message 600I.

Action:

See message 600I.
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603I
YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 600I. See the explanation of message 600I.

Action:

See message 600I.

604I
PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION OF CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Reason:

This message contains copyright information for Broadcom products referenced in messages issued by VM:Spool.

Action:

None.

606I
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO SORT FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The system is attempting to sort the specified file in memory but the file is too big. It attempts to sort the file using an
external sort package.

Action:

No action required.

607I
EXTERNAL SORT PACKAGE WILL BE USED FOR SORTING

Reason:

The system is attempting to run an external sort package to sort a file.

Action:

No action required.

 

689S
ERROR code OCCURRED LOADING THE SCREEN MANAGER

Reason:

During VM:Spool initialization, VM:Spool issues the command NUCXLOAD VMUMEP to load its screen manager into
storage. This command failed with the return code displayed in the message. VM:Spool does not initialize.

Action:
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Make sure the VMUMEP MODULE is on the VM:Spool 192 minidisk, or on another minidisk accessed by VM:Spool. If the
VM:Spool virtual storage is fragmented by an earlier problem, there may not be enough contiguous storage to load the
VMUMEP MODULE. Re-IPLing CMS before initializing VM:Spool will clear up that problem.

700E
THIS USERID DOES NOT HAVE THE ACCT DIRECTORY OPTION

Reason:

The userid running VMLDBA does not have the ACCT option in its CP directory entry and, therefore, is unable to issue
DIAGNOSE X‘4C' to create accounting records. The VMLDBA utility terminates. No accounting records are created.

Action:

Add the ACCT option to the directory entry of the userid running VMLDBA, or run the utility on another userid that has the
ACCT option.

701E
ERROR FROM DIAGNOSE X‘4C'

Reason:

Condition code 2 or 3 was returned from DIAGNOSE X‘4C'. The VMLDBA utility terminates. No further accounting records
are created.

Action:

This message indicates a problem with CP or a VM:Spool logic error. Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call
Broadcom Support.

702E
INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:

VMLDBA needs the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file that contains accounting record images. The fileid you
entered was missing at least one of the three required elements. For more information, see the section "VMLDBA Utility"
in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation. The VMLDBA utility terminates with return code 24. No
accounting records are created.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBA command with complete parameters.

703E
INPUT FILE filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The file named as input to VMLDBA cannot be found at the specified filemode. The VMLDBA utility terminates with return
code 28. No accounting records are created.

Action:

Make sure you have access to the file of accounting record images. Reenter the VMLDBA command, specifying the
filename, filetype, and filemode of that file.
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704E
ERROR code OPENING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred when the VMLDBA utility tried to open a specified file. The code is from the CMS FSOPEN macro. The
VMLDBA utility terminates. No accounting records are created.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, see the FSOPEN macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS. Correct
the problem with the file, based on the explanation of the error code.

705E
ERROR code READING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSREAD macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBA attempted to read the specified file. The VMLDBA
utility terminates and no accounting records are created.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the FSREAD macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS.
Correct the problem with the file, based on the explanation of the error code.

711I
number FILES WERE PURGED

Reason:

You entered the VM:Spool PURGE command with the REAL option. The command completes successfully, and number
files are purged.

Action:

None.

712I
number FILES WOULD HAVE BEEN PURGED

Reason:

You entered the VM:Spool PURGE command with the TEST option, which is the default. The command completes
successfully. The indicated number of files were selected for purging, but are not purged because the TEST option was
used.

Action:

None.

713I
userid queue FILE spoolid WAS PURGED

Reason:
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You entered the VM:Spool PURGE command with the REAL option. The named file is purged and the VM:Spool PURGE
command continues to examine other files.

Action:

None.

714I
userid queue FILE spoolid WOULD HAVE BEEN PURGED

Reason:

You entered the VM:Spool PURGE command with the TEST option, which is the default. The named file was selected for
purging, but is not purged because the TEST option was used. The VM:Spool PURGE command continues to examine
other files.

Action:

None.

715E
userid queue FILE spoolid NOT PURGED

Reason:

You entered the VM:Spool PURGE command with the REAL option. The named file was selected for purging, but the CP
PURGE command failed. If you receive this message for many files, you probably do not have CP privilege class D, which
is required to purge another user's files. If you receive this message for only a small number of files, the file probably
disappeared between the time VM:Spool observed it and the time the CP PURGE command was issued. A file disappears
under these circumstances:

• A user purged the file or received it to disk
• A user transferred the file to a new owner or a new queue
• Someone was using SPTAPE to copy the file to tape The VM:Spool PURGE command continues to analyze the

remaining spool files in your system. The named file is not purged.

Action:

Make sure you have CP privilege class D. If many files are involved, or if a crucial file has not been purged, reenter the
VM:Spool PURGE command or use the VM:Spool SPOOLALL command and then purge files selectively.

725W
THIS IS A SPECIAL ACCOUNTING RUN, DATABASE TIMESTAMP WILL NOT BE CHANGED

Reason:

Because you entered the ACCTFROM or ACCTTO parameter on the VMLDBB command, VM:Spool assumes that this is
not the regular daily accounting run. VMLDBB does not update the database header record, which contains the time of the
last regular accounting run, but in all other respects VMLDBB continues normally.

Action:

None.
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726E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The input master file specified on the VMLDBB command does not exist on the specified filemode. VMLDBB terminates
with return code 28.

Action:

Make sure the input master you want to use is available on an accessed minidisk, and specify the correct filename,
filetype, and filemode on the VMLDBB command.

727E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode MISSING REQUIRED HEADER RECORD

Reason:

The input master file does not have the standard header record that VM:Spool writes to its database file. VMLDBB
terminates with return code 16.

Action:

Make sure the file named as input is actually a VM:Spool database. If the database was accidentally sorted, you can
restore the correct order by doing an ascending sort on columns 1-16.

728E
START OF ACCOUNTING MAY NOT BE LATER THAN END OF ACCOUNTING

Reason:

VMLDBB determined that the accounting start time is greater than the accounting end time. You can either specify the
accounting start time with the ACCTFROM parameter, or allow VM:Spool to default to the last time regular accounting was
run. You can specify the accounting end time with the ACCTTO parameter or allow VM:Spool to default to the last time the
database was updated. VMLDBB terminates with return code 54.

Action:

Correct the ACCTFROM or ACCTTO parameter that caused the problem.

729E
DATABASE ACCOUNTING IS ALREADY CURRENT, NO NEW ACCOUNT RECORDS CREATED

Reason:

You entered the VMLDBB command with no ACCTFROM or ACCTTO parameter, which implies that accounting should
be done for the period from the last time accounting was done to the last time the database was updated. VMLDBB
determined that accounting for that period has already been done. VMLDBB terminates with no output.

Action:

None.

730E
START OF ACCOUNTING MAY NOT BE THE SAME AS END OF ACCOUNTING
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Reason:

You entered the VMLDBB command with the ACCTFROM or ACCTTO parameter. The starting time for accounting
(specified or defaulted) is the same as the ending time for accounting (specified or defaulted). VMLDBB terminates with
return code 55.

Action:

Correct the ACCTFROM or ACCTTO value that caused the problem.

731E
ERROR code OPENING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSOPEN macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBB tried to open the indicated file. The VMLDBB
utility terminates with no output.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the FSOPEN macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS.
Correct the problem with the file based on the explanation of the error code.

732E
ERROR code READING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSREAD macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBB tried to read the specified file. The VMLDBB utility
terminates with no output.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the FSREAD macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS.
Correct the problem with the file based on the explanation of the error code.

733E
ERROR code WRITING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSWRITE macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBB tried to write the specified file. The VMLDBB
utility terminates with no additional output.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the FSWRITE macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS.
Correct the problem based on the explanation of the error code.

734E
EXIT filename filetype CANNOT BE FOUND ON ANY ACCESSED DISK

Reason:

You entered the VMLDBB command with the USEREXIT option, but the file named in that option cannot be found. The
VMLDBB utility terminates with return code 28.
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Action:

Make sure the desired exit is available on an accessed disk. Also make sure the filetype is specified correctly as TEXT or
EXEC. (TEXT is the default.)

735E
[ PARAMETER | OPTION ] word NOT UNDERSTOOD

Reason:

The variable word does not conform to the syntax of the VMLDBB command. The VMLDBB utility terminates with no
output.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBB command with correct parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

736E
DUPLICATE option OPTIONS, UPDATE WILL NOT BE PERFORMED

Reason:

The VMLDBB command specified an option more than once. The VMLDBB utility terminates with return code 55.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBB command without duplicate options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the VM:Spool
Administrators section of the documentation.

737E
MISSING REQUIRED VALUE AFTER keyword KEYWORD

Reason:

You specified a parameter or option without the value that must follow it. For example, ACCTTO was specified without a
date and time. The VMLDBB utility terminates with return code 103.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBB command with correct parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

738I
MASTER FILE filename filetype filemode PREVIOUS ACCOUNTING AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message is issued as VMLDBB begins to process the input master file. It specifies the date and time of the previous
accounting session.

Action:

None.
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739I
MASTER FILE filename filetype filemode LAST UPDATED AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message is issued as VMLDBB begins to process the input master file. It specifies the date and time of the last
snapshot used to update the VM:Spool database.

Action:

None.

740I
YOU REQUESTED ACCOUNTING RECORDS STARTING AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message is issued by the VMLDBB utility as VMLDBB begins to process the input master file. It repeats the date and
time specified on the ACCTFROM parameter.

Action:

None.

741I
YOU REQUESTED ACCOUNTING RECORDS ENDING AT hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message is issued by the VMLDBB utility as VMLDBB begins to process the input master file. It repeats the date and
time specified on the ACCTTO parameter.

Action:

None.

742E
INVALID TIMESTAMP yymmdd hhmmss

Reason:

The timestamp specified on the ACCTFROM or ACCTTO parameter is not in yymmdd hhmmss format. VMLDBB
terminates with return code 366.

Action:

Reenter VMLDBB, specifying the timestamp in yymmdd hhmmss format.

743E
USER EXIT filename filetype STACKED NOTHING, BUT GAVE RETURN CODE 4

Reason:

The account exit filename filetype specified on the USEREXIT parameter returned to VMLDBB with return code 4. This
means that the exit has stacked a substitute accounting record. VMLDBB determined that the exit did not stack a record
and terminated with no further output.
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Action:

Correct the user exit and reenter the VMLDBB command.

744E
INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:

The VMLDBB command requires the name of the input master file and the output file of accounting records. The VMLDBB
command line must contain six words that give the filename, filetype, and filemode for each file. One or more of these six
words is missing. VMLDBB terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBB command with the correct parameters.

750I
number1 RECORDS PURGED, number2 RECORDS REMAIN

Reason:

The VMLDBP utility ended normally, and purged obsolete records. The new output master file size is number2 records.

Action:

None.

751E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The input master file specified on the VMLDBP command does not exist on the filemode specified. VMLDBP terminates
with return code 28.

Action:

Make sure the input master file you want to use is available on an accessed minidisk, and specify the correct filename,
filetype, and filemode on the VMLDBP command.

752E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode MISSING REQUIRED HEADER RECORD

Reason:

The input master file does not have the standard header record that VM:Spool writes to its database file. VMLDBP
terminates with return code 16.

Action:

Make sure the file named as input is actually a VM:Spool database file. If the database was accidentally sorted, you can
restore the correct order by doing an ascending sort on columns 1-16.

753E
YOU MUST SUPPLY BEFORE OR MORETHAN OPTION
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Reason:

You entered the VMLDBP command without the required BEFORE or MORETHAN option. Without this information,
VMLDBP cannot tell which records to purge. VMLDBP terminates with return code 67.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command specifying one of these options:

BEFORE yymmdd hhmmss
MORETHAN nnn HOURS
MORETHAN nnn DAYS

754E
OUTPUT MASTER filename filetype filemode EXISTS, SHOULD BE NEW

Reason:

The file specified as an output master file already exists. VMLDBP needs to create an entirely new file as output. VMLDBP
terminates.

Action:

The error may be caused by a problem in a previous run that failed to clean up properly. Examine the VM:Spool console
from the time of the previous database purge or update to see if error messages indicate a problem. Either erase the file
named in the message and reenter VMLDBP, or reenter VMLDBP specifying a different output master fileid.

755E
YOUR REQUEST WOULD PURGE EVERY RECORD IN filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The BEFORE or MORETHAN parameter specified on the VMLDBP command would cause every record in the input
master file to be purged because of the length of time since the last update.

Action:

Reenter VMLDBP with a different BEFORE or MORETHAN parameter, or reenter the VMLDBP command after the
database has been updated.

756E
ERROR code OPENING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSOPEN macro gave an unexpected return code when VMLDBP tried to open the file. The VMLDBP utility
terminates.

Action:

For an explanation of the error code, refer to the FSOPEN macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS.
Correct the problem with the file based on the explanation of the error code.

757E
ERROR code READING filename filetype filemode

Reason:
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The FSREAD macro gave an unexpected return code when VMLDBP tried to read the file. For an explanation of the error
code, refer to the FSREAD macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS. The VMLDBP utility terminates.

Action:

Correct the problem with the file based on the explanation of the error code.

758E
ERROR code WRITING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSWRITE macro gave an unexpected return code when VMLDBP tried to write the indicated file. For an explanation
of the error code, refer to the FSWRITE macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS. The VMLDBP utility
terminates.

Action:

Correct the problem with the file based on the explanation of the error code.

759E
[ PARAMETER | OPTION ] word NOT UNDERSTOOD

Reason:

The variable word does not conform to the syntax of the VMLDBP command. The VMLDBP utility terminates with return
code 24.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command with correct parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

760E
MULTIPLE OPTIONS ARE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

More than one option was specified on the VMLDBP command. The VMLDBP utility terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command, specifying the BEFORE option or the MORETHAN option. Refer to the Database Utility
Reference in the VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

761E
UNACCEPTABLE VALUE value FOR keyword OPTION

Reason:

The BEFORE option was not followed by a timestamp in yymmdd hhmmss format, or the MORETHAN option was not
followed by a phrase in the form number HOURS or number DAYS. The VMLDBP utility terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command with corrected option values. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the VM:Spool
Administrators section of the documentation.
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762E
MISSING REQUIRED VALUE AFTER keyword KEYWORD

Reason:

A parameter or option was specified without the value that must follow it. For example, BEFORE was specified without a
date and time. The VMLDBP utility terminates with return code 103.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command with corrected parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool System Administrator.

763I
MASTER FILE filename filetype filemode EARLIEST OBSERVATION IS hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message gives the date and time of the earliest observation in the input master file.

Action:

None.

764I
MASTER FILE filename filetype filemode LATEST OBSERVATION IS hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message tells you the date and time of the most recent observation in the input master file. This is the timestamp of
the snapshot that was most recently used to update the master file.

Action:

None.

765I
YOU WILL DISCARD RECORDS NOT OBSERVED SINCE hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

Records of spool files not observed by VM:Spool since the indicated time will not appear in the output master file
created by the VMLDBP utility. If you specified the BEFORE parameter, the time and date are the ones you specified
with BEFORE. If you specified the MORETHAN parameter, VM:Spool calculates the time and date by subtracting the
MORETHAN interval from the time the database was last updated.

Action:

None.

766E
INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:
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The VMLDBP command requires the filename, filetype, and filemode of the input master file and the output master file.
One or more of these six words is missing. The VMLDBP utility terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBP command with the correct parameters. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the VM:Spool
Administrators section of the documentation.

775E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The input master file specified on the VMLDBU command does not exist on the specified filemode. VMLDBU terminates
with return code 28.

Action:

Make sure the input master you want to use is available on an accessed minidisk and specify the correct filename,
filetype, and filemode on the VMLDBU command.

776E
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode MISSING REQUIRED HEADER RECORD

Reason:

The input master file does not have the standard header record that VM:Spool writes to its database file. VMLDBU
terminates.

Action:

Make sure the file named as input is actually a VM:Spool database. If the database was accidentally sorted, you can
restore the correct order by doing an ascending sort on columns 1-16.

777E
SNAPSHOT FILE filename filetype filemode MISSING REQUIRED HEADER RECORD

Reason:

The input snapshot file does not have the standard header record that VM:Spool writes to its snapshot files. VMLDBU
terminates.

Action:

Make sure the file named as the input file is actually a VM:Spool snapshot. If the snapshot was accidentally sorted,
restore the correct order by doing an ascending sort on columns 1-16.

778E
SNAPSHOT IS OBSOLETE, DATABASE WILL NOT BE UPDATED

Reason:

The snapshot file specified on the VMLDBU command has a timestamp earlier than that of the last update in the master
file. Updating with this snapshot would lose information. VMLDBU terminates.

Action:
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Obtain a more current snapshot. If this message occurs during an automatic database update, it may cause a logic error
in a VM:Spool macro.

779E
SNAPSHOT filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The input snapshot file specified on the VMLDBU command does not exist on the filemode specified. VMLDBU terminates
with return code 28.

Action:

Make sure the input snapshot you want to use is available on an accessed minidisk and specify the correct filename,
filetype, and filemode on the VMLDBU command.

780E
OUTPUT MASTER filename filetype filemode EXISTS, SHOULD BE NEW

Reason:

The file specified as an output master file already exists. VMLDBU needs to create an entirely new file as output. The
error may be caused by a problem in a previous run that failed to clean up properly. VMLDBU terminates.

Action:

Examine the VM:Spool console from the time of the previous database purge or update to see if error messages indicate
a problem. Either erase the file named in the message and reenter VMLDBU, or reenter VMLDBU specifying a different
output master fileid.

781E
ERROR code OPENING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSOPEN macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBU tried to open the file you specified. For an
explanation of the error code, refer to the FSOPEN macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS. The
VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Correct the problem based on the explanation of the error code.

782E
ERROR code READING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSREAD macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBU tried to read the file you specified. For an
explanation of the error code, refer to the FSREAD macro in the Application Development Reference for CMS. The
VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Correct the problem based on the explanation of the error .
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783E
ERROR code WRITING filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The FSWRITE macro issued an unexpected return code when VMLDBU tried to write the file you specified. For an
explanation of the error code, refer to the CMS USER MACRO reference under FSWRITE in the Application Development
Reference for CMS. The VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Correct the problem based on the explanation of the error code.

784E
FILE filename filetype filemode MUST BE SORTED ASCENDING ON COLUMNS 1-16

Reason:

Either the input master file or the input snapshot file is not sorted correctly. The VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Sort the specified file in ascending order on columns 1-16. If this message occurs during an automatic database
update and there has been no manual activity that could have changed the file in question, ask your VM:Spool system
administrator to call Broadcom Support.

785E
SNAPSHOT FILE filename filetype filemode HAS DUPLICATE RECORDS FOR SPOOL FILE NUMBER number

Reason:

This message is followed by message 786E. The snapshot produced by VM:Spool has more than one record for the same
spool file. This could be caused by a spool file being transferred from one queue to another while VM:Spool was taking
the snapshot. VMLDBU terminates. During a normal database update, VM:Spool forces the worker machine to obtain a
new snapshot and retry the update. If the second try fails, the update is not performed.

Action:

If this message appears during an automatic database update and is not followed by message 083E, the retry has
corrected the problem and no further action is required. If a database update fails because of repeated errors, you can
rerun the update to update the old master file.

786E
OWNER IS userid, FILE IS NAMED filename filetype

Reason:

This message follows message 785E and describes the file for which duplicate snapshot records were found. VMLDBU
terminates. During a normal database update, VM:Spool forces the worker machine to obtain a new snapshot and retry
the update. If the second try fails, the update is not performed.

Action:

If this message appears during an automatic database update and is not followed by message 083E, the retry has
corrected the problem and no further action is required. If a database update fails because of repeated errors, you can
rerun the update to update the old master file.
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787E
[ PARAMETER | OPTION ] word NOT UNDERSTOOD

Reason:

The variable word does not conform to the syntax of the VMLDBU command. The VMLDBU utility terminates with return
code 24.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBU command with correct parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

788E
DUPLICATE option OPTIONS, UPDATE WILL NOT BE PERFORMED

Reason:

The same option was specified twice with the VMLDBU command. VMLDBU terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBU command without duplicate options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the VM:Spool
Administrators section of the documentation.

789E
OLD PERCENT oldpct + NEW PERCENT newpct GREATER THAN 100%

Reason:

The percent values of the OLDPCT and NEWPCT options were specified on the VMLDBU command, but the two percent
values total more than 100%. These percent values control the time between observation of a file under one user's
ownership and later observation under a new ownership. The time between those observations is divided between the old
and new owner according to the OLDPCT and NEWPCT values. The VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBU command so that the total of OLDPCT and NEWPCT is less than or equal to 100%.

790E
UNACCEPTABLE VALUE value FOR option OPTION

Reason:

One of these restrictions has been violated:

• The MAXHOURS value must be a non-negative whole number.
• The OLDPCT value must be a non-negative whole number between 0 and 100.
• The NEWPCT value must be a non-negative whole number between 0 and 100. The VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:
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• Reenter the VMLDBU command so that the following restrictions are met:
• The MAXHOURS value is a non-negative whole number.
• The OLDPCT value is a non-negative whole number between 0 and 100.
• The NEWPCT value is a non-negative whole number between 0 and 100.
• 791E

MISSING REQUIRED VALUE AFTER keyword KEYWORD

Reason:

A parameter or option was specified without the value that must follow it. For example, OLDPCT was specified without a
percent value. The VMLDBU utility terminates with return code 103.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBU command with correct parameters and options. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the
VM:Spool Administrators section of the documentation.

792I
OLD MASTER filename filetype filemode SHOWS FILES AS OF hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

The VMLDBU utility issues this message as it begins to process the input master file, specifying the date and time of the
snapshot that was last used to update the master file. This message is followed by message 793I, giving the date and
time of the snapshot that VMLDBU is about to use.

Action:

None.

793I
NEW MASTER filename filetype filemode WILL SHOW FILES AS OF hh:mm:ss ON ddmmmyy

Reason:

This message is issued as VMLDBU begins to process the input master file, specifying the date and time of the snapshot
that is being used to update the master file.

Action:

None.

794E
INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:

The VMLDBU command requires you to name the input master file, the input snapshot file, and the output master file. The
VMLDBU command line must contain nine words that give the filename, filetype, and filemode for each file. One or more
of these nine words is missing. The VMLDBU utility terminates.

Action:

Reenter the VMLDBU command with the correct parameters. Refer to the Database Utility Reference in the VM:Spool
Administrators section of the documentation.
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989S
ERROR code LOADING SCREEN MANAGER

Reason:

The VM:Spool module issued a NUCXLOAD command to load its screen manager (VMUMEP MODULE) into storage, but
received an error from the NUCXLOAD command.

Action:

See the CMS Command Reference for more information about error codes from NUCXLOAD. Error 28, which is the most
likely, means that VMUMEP MODULE was not found on any accessed disk. This module should be placed on a public
disk. It must be available on an accessed disk whenever a VM:Spool command is entered.

990S
ERROR code INITIALIZING SCREEN MANAGER

Reason:

VM:Spool attempted to initialize its screen manager (VMUMEP MODULE) to process the command, but encountered an
error while doing so.

Action:

This message could indicate that you need more virtual storage, or that some previous command (not VM:Spool) has
fragmented your virtual storage so that not enough contiguous storage area is available. If so, redefine your virtual storage
or re-IPL CMS. Otherwise, ask your VM:Spool system administrator to call Broadcom Support.

1071E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Spool command, your virtual machine was unable to find the file filename filetype * on any
accessed disk. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to make the indicated file available.

1072E
ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Spool command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command. The command ends with error code code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom.

1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH VM:SPOOL RUNNING ON vmspool

Reason:
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A VM:Spool command that you entered to the VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool, ended because of a previously
detected condition, reported in message 1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Spool system administrator.

1074I
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Spool command that you entered to the VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool, ended because of a previously
detected condition, reported in either message 1071 or 1072E, followed by message 1073E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Spool system administrator.

1076W
serverid NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED

Reason:

Your virtual machine tried to connect to the VM:Spool service virtual machine, but the IUCV path was quiesced.

Action:

Try to connect again. If the problem persists, contact your system administrator to determine whether VM:Spool is
operating normally. If is it, contact Broadcom Support.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine attempted to execute the indicated CMS command on your virtual machine, but
received error code code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Spool system administrator.

1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:SPOOL COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:

After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Spool command. The VM:Spool service
virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a CMS command.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Spool command again.
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1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Spool command that you entered to the VM:Spool service virtual machine ended because of a previously detected
condition, reported in message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Spool system administrator.

1080I
vmspool COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

The VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool, severed the Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) connection with
your userid. The command ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1081E
FILE filename CONTAINS INVALID RECORD FORMATS

Reason:

VM:Spool detected internal errors in the specified file.

Action:

Examine the file, determine the nature of the problem, and correct it if possible.

1082E
vmspool CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Spool command was invoked either from the VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool, or while your userid was
already processing a VM:Spool command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:

If you are logged onto vmspool, enter the VM:Spool command without the vmspool prefix. If you are not logged on to
vmspool, end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Spool command again.

1083I
VM:SPOOL HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Spool has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) connection with your userid
has been severed. The VM:Spool command you entered ends with return code 45.

Action:
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None.

1084S
ERROR returncode PRINTING

Reason:

An error occurred when you tried to print data. The return code is from the CMS PRINTR function. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the error indicated by the return code. Refer to the CMS Assembler Programming Reference for information about
CMS functions and return codes.

1085S
ERROR returncode READING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Spool tried to read the specified file on the minidisk accessed at the specified filemode. The
return code is from either the CMS ESTATE or RDBUF function. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the error indicated by the return code. Refer to the CMS Assembler Programming Reference for information about
CMS functions and return codes.

1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmspool

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Spool, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Spool service virtual machine failed because the VM:Spool machine, vmspool, is not authorized to
accept Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) connections. An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered in the vmspool
directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends with return code
45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the vmspool directory entry and restart
VM:Spool. When VM:Spool has initialized, enter the command again.

1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS TO vmspool EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you issued a command to VM:Spool, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool, failed because the maximum number of Inter-User
Communications Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for vmspool has been exceeded. This usually occurs if the
OPTION MAXCONN statement is not specified in the vmspool directory entry or if the existing maximum number of IUCV
connections set in this option is too low. The command ends with return code 45.

Action:
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Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to modify the vmspool directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN
statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement. Broadcom recommends that the maximum number of
IUCV connections be set to 256 by specifying the following statement in the vmspool directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

Then, start VM:Spool again.

1088E
vmspool HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:SPOOL

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Spool command to the VM:Spool service virtual machine, vmspool. However, the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmspool failed because VM:Spool has not
been started on vmspool. The VM:Spool program ends.

Action:

Allow some time to elapse, then enter the command again. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Spool system
administrator to start VM:Spool on vmspool.

1089E
vmspool IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Spool command to the VM:Spool service machine, vmspool, but the CMSIUCV CONNECT
macro used to establish a connection between your userid and vmspool failed because vmspool is not logged on. This
message is also sent to the VM:Spool operator from your virtual machine.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to log onto vmspool and start VM:Spool. When VM:Spool has initialized, enter
the command again.

108I
STARTING PROCESS: macro

Reason:

VM:Spool is starting a macro process.

Action:

None.

1090S
ERROR returncode WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Spool tried to write the specified file to the minidisk accessed at the specified filemode. The
return code is from the CMS WRBUF function. The command ends.

Action:
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Correct the error indicated by the return code. Refer to the CMS Assembler Programming Reference for information about
CMS functions and return codes.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Spool command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Spool service virtual
machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, making sure the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.

1092E
BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Spool service virtual machine,
vmspool. The VM:Spool command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF vmspool INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the vmspool command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The vmspool command passes
VMLUSID commands to the VM:Spool service virtual machine, which is also named vmspool. The command ends with
return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the vmspool command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Spool commands to
the VM:Spool service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You must
use an extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is transmitted
to the VM:Spool service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Spool command with an extended PLIST. Refer to the IBM documentation on programming under CMS for
more information.
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1095E
READ ORDER NOT LAST ORDER IN BUFFER.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the VM:Spool service virtual machine.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Spool. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1096E
INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Spool was processing your command. An invalid order was received and could
not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Spool. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1097E
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Spool was processing your command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Spool. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1098E
INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Spool was processing your command. An invalid order number was received and
could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Spool. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1099E
IUCV ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.

Reason:
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An Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your userid attempted to communicate with the
VM:Spool service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Spool. The following are the possible error
types:

Error Type Code Type and Source
1 Error code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro

instruction.
2 Error code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV CONNECT

macro instruction.
3 Rejection code was received in response to a CMSIUCV

CONNECT macro instruction.
4 Error code was received from the IUCV SEND macro instruction.
5 Interrupt code was received in response to an IUCV SEND macro

instruction. The command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Ask your VM:Spool system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

1100I
filename filetype filemode WITH OLD LRECL lrecl FOUND.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool found the specified file on a disk that is accessed as read/write. The file has a logical record
length, lrecl, that is not compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Action:

While logged on the VM:Spool service virtual machine and in CMS, run the LUPGRADE EXEC. The LUPGRADE EXEC
converts the files to the logical record length that is compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Reinitialize VM:Spool.

 

1101E
AT LEAST ONE SELECTS OR CATALOG FILE WAS FOUND HAVING AN OLD LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH. RUN
LUPGRADE.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Spool found at least one SELECTS or CATALOG file on a disk that is accessed as read/write
having a logical record length, lrecl, that is not compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Action:

While logged on the VM:Spool service virtual machine and in CMS, run the LUPGRADE EXEC. The LUPGRADE EXEC
converts the files to the logical record length that is compatible with the current release of VM:Spool.

Reinitialize VM:Spool.
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Abends
Abnormal terminations (abends) caused by program interrupts have a PRG prefix; the interrupt code follows. CMS abends
cause a VM:Spool abend with a DMS prefix followed by the CMS abend code.

Abend Code Values

Abend codes with a value of 100 or greater are caused by the detection of internal logic errors. Always report these
abends to Broadcom Support, and include a system dump.

Abend codes with a value less than 100 might occur because of an action at your site.

VM:Spool Abend Dumps
VM:Spool automatically produces an abend dump when an error condition is detected that prevents further execution of
the VM:Spool service virtual machine. An abend dump gives needed information about the state of the VM:Spool service
virtual machine at the time of the abend and identifies the problem that caused the abend.

VMDUMP

VMDUMPs are produced with the CP VMDUMP command. By default VM:Spool produces a VMDUMP: a class V spool
file with the filename VMDUMP and filetype VMSPOOL. This format is preferred because VMDUMPs are in machine-
readable form and easier to analyze than CP dumps.

CP Dump

The CP DUMP command creates CP dumps. These dumps are initially spooled to a system printer at your site. If a CP
dump is submitted to the printer before you have a chance to retrieve it, you lose the machine-readable form of the file.

Indicative Dump

VM:Spool displays the indicative dump on the virtual console during VM:Spool ABEND processing. Since the indicative
dump is an important debugging tool, the VM:Spool service virtual machine and worker machines should run with their
consoles spooled to record the indicative dump if an ABEND occurs.

Key information that is displayed by the indicative dump for problem analysis and resolution includes:

• Abend code (in message 411I)
• Address at which the abend occurred, including the module name and offset, if the abend occurred within the

VM:Spool program (in message 411I)
• VM:Spool release level and abend date (in message 412I)
• Address and userid of the currently running internal process (in message 413I)
• Registers at entry to abend processing (in message 414I)
• Address, module name, and offset of the last five calling routines (in message 415I)
• Program Status Word address, and the storage before and after that location (in message 417I)
• Contents of registers 0 through 8, and the storage beginning at those locations (in message 418I)
• Most recent entries in the VM:Spool internal trace table (in messages 419I and 420I)

To reduce the amount of time necessary to analyze the problem, have this information available when calling Broadcom
Support.

A sample indicative dump follows:

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN410I ********** CA VM:Spool Indicative Dump **********

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN411I Abend ABN001 at 02172A, VMLABN + 01B2.
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 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN412I Release = 1.4 , Abend Date = 12/15/97.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN413I PCB = 0020D000, NAME = VMSPOOL .

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN414I R 0 = 00000000 00045690 0020D538 00000138.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN414I R 4 = 0020D5D0 00000A30 0000D2A8 00026FE8.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN414I R 8 = 00000000 00022578 0020D000 00020000.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN414I R12 = 00021578 0020D538 00021720 00000000.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN415I Called from 80044D82, VMLINI + 081A, R15 = 00021718

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN417I ABEND PSW address = 4002172A.

021700   906C58F0  91BC45E0  B1BC4780  C1A841F0    *.%.0.......A..0*

021710   000445E0  B1C00000  00021578  C3D76060    *...........CP*

021720   900FB040  58F0B124  05EFC1C2  D5010000    *.. .0....ABN...*

021730   00021578  E2D46060  900FB040  58F0B124    *...SM... .0..*

021740   05EFC1C2  D5BB0000  00021578  D9C96060    *..ABN......RI*

021750   D207CF78  9188947F  CF8041F0  000045E0    *K....."...0....*

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN418I R 0 = 00000000.

000000   000400CA  40022214  003E02C8  00000000 F0 *.... ......H...*

000010   00004C80  00000600  FF040080  10F4BA5A    *..<..........4.*

000020   000400CA  40022214  FF000006  000261EE    *.... ......../.*

000030   00000000  00000000  FF040009  00EF8818    *...............*

000040   000060B0  0C000001  000060A0  00000000    *.............*

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN418I R 1 = 00045690.

045690   C1C2C5D5  C4404040  00021718  04C3C8D2    *ABEND   ....CHK*

0456A0   C1C4D4C9  D5404040  00039860  01D4C1C3    *ADMIN   ...MAC*

0456B0   C2D9D6E6  E2C54040  0003B8E0  05E4E2D9    *BROWSE  ....USR*

0456C0   C3C1D5E6  D6D9D2D9  00045580  07C3C8D2    *CANWORKR....CHK*

0456D0   C3D4E240  40404040  0002D374  02C3C8D2    *CMS     .L..CHK*

     .

     .

     .

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN418I R 8 = 00000000.

000000   000400CA  40022214  003E02C8  00000000 F0 *.... ......H...*

000010   00004C80  00000600  FF040080  10F4BA5A    *..<........4...*

000020   000400CA  40022214  FF000006  000261EE    *.... ......../.*

000030   00000000  00000000  FF040009  00EF8818    *...............*

000040   000060B0  0C000001  000060A0  00000000    *.............*

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN419I Last  50 trace entries (oldest first).

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN420I   50 EXIT    C507869A 00000000.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN420I   49 CALL    C3039BD0 000380BC.

     .

     .

     .

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN420I  2 EXIT   C504A442 00000000.

 VMSPOOL 00 VMLABN420I  1 CALL

Abend Codes and Descriptions

ABN001

An authorized operator issued the VM:Spool ABEND command.

ABN101

The ABEND process was readied.
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ABN187

The screen manager requested that VM:Spool abend.

AUD101

Error occurred trying to find VMSPOOL AUDIT file.

AUD102

Error from DMSLADAD trying to find ADT for audit file.

CFG101

Error from DMSLADAD trying to find ADT for BKUP disk.

CFG111

Error from FSTLKP trying to find macro file.

DET109

LOCATE response has no lines.

DET118

LOCATE response has no RCHBLOK.

DET119

LOCATE response has no RCUBLOK.

DET120

LOCATE response has no RDEVBLOK

DET121

LOCATE command RDEVBLOK is invalid.

DMS

Caused by a CMS abend

EIT101

VMCF failed to authorize.

EIT102

VMCF failed to unauthorize.

EXE006

A VM:Spool process issued a console read with no lines stacked.
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EXE101

VMLEXEBG called more than once.

EXE102

Error from SUBCOM DEFINE.

EXE103

Unacceptable return from VMLENDFD.

EXE104

Unacceptable return from VMLINIAB.

FRE001

VM:Spool could not obtain storage for a control block.

INI101

Dynamic page stack not empty at command completion.

INI102

Terminating process is not on system process list.

INI103

PCBSECT list exhausted.

INI104

Program stack buffer for command already exists.

IUC001

VM:Spool received an IUCV interrupt other than pending connect with no connection established.

IUC002

VM:Spool received an error from a CMSIUCV SEVER of an established connection.

IUC003

VM:Spool received an error (other than connection severed) from an CMSIUCV ACCEPT after a pending connect
interrupt.

IUC004

VM:Spool received an unsolicited IUCV interrupt (other than sever) on an established connection.

IUP001

An IUCV interrupt from another Broadcom product did not conform to the established conventions.
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LCK101

Process lock counter went negative.

LIS101

VM:Spool built a list larger than 4K.

LIS102

VM:Spool foresaw infinite recursive call.

LIS103

Word requiring a parameter did not get one.

LIS104

List ended with word needing parm

LIS105

VM:Spool thinks a list header exceeds 4K.

LOG101

Reply queue counter went negative.

MRS101

VMLMRSRD call before VMLMRSIN call.

MRS102

LOCK response bigger than 4K.

MRS103

LOCK response bigger than 4K.

MRS104

LOCK response has null line 2.

MRS105

No virtual address in LOCK response.

MRS106

No real address in LOCK response.

MRS107

VM:Spool does not understand LOCK response.
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MRS108

Real address in LOCK response not a valid hexadecimal character.

MRS109

LOCATE command response has no lines

MRS110

LOCATE command response has no VMBLOK.

MRS111

LOCATE command VMBLOK is not a valid hexadecimal character.

MRS112

LOCATE command response has no VCHBLOK.

MRS113

LOCATE command response has no VCUBLOK.

MRS114

LOCATE command response has no VDEVBLOK.

MRS115

LOCATE command VDEVBLOK is not a valid hexadecimal character.

MRS116

LOCATE response has no VMBLOK.

MRS117

LOCATE response has no =.

MRS118

LOCATE response has no RCHBLOK.

MRS119

LOCATE response has no RCUBLOK.

MRS120

LOCATE response has no RDEVBLOK.

MRS121

LOCATE command RDEVBLOK is not a valid hexadecimal character.
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MRX001

Diagnose X'04' returns invalid data.

MRX101

TBL01 has symbol less than 6 characters long.

MRX102

Program check occurred during issuing of diagnose X'90'.

MRX103

CC=3 from diagnose X'90'.

MRX104

Symbol in TBL01 is not resident.

MRX109

LOCATE command response has no lines.

MRX110

LOCATE command response has no VMDBK.

MRX111

LOCATE command VMDBK is not a valid hexadecimal character.

MRX114

LOCATE command response has no VDEV.

MRX115

LOCATE command VDEV is not a valid hexadecimal character.

MRX116

LOCATE response has no VMDBK.

MRX118

LOCATE response has no RDEV.

MRX119

LOCATE response has no RDEV.

MRX120

LOCATE command RDEV is not a valid hexadecimal character.
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NET101

Next CCW is past end of SPLINK page.

NEX101

Next CCW is past end of SPDBK page.

PAG001

No terminal X'FF' was found in a CKD allocation map.

PAG002

The entry count in an FBA allocation map was negative or zero.

PAG101

VMLPAGIN called before VMLCPVAL set.

PAG102

CC=1 or 2 from diagnose 18 or 20.

PAG103

VM:Spool cannot read number of RDEVs.

PAG104

Diagnose 4 cannot read address of first RDEVBLOK from CP memory.

PAG105

Diagnose 4 cannot read an RDEVBLOK from CP memory.

PAG106

No SYSOWNed DASD found.

PAG107

Diagnose 8 response too large.

PAG109

Diagnose 4 cannot read ARIODC from CP memory.

PAG111

LOCATE command response has no header.

PAG112

LOCATE command response has no lines.
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PAG113

LOCATE command response has no VMBLOK.

PAG114

LOCATE command response has no VCHBLOK.

PAG115

LOCATE command response has no VCUBLOK.

PAG116

Volser on disk does not match volser in RDEVBLOK.

PAG117

LOCATE command response has no VDEVBLOK.

PAG118

LOCATE command VDEVBLOK address is invalid.

PAG119

Diagnose 4 cannot read VDEVBLOK from CP memory.

PAG120

VDVCUU is invalid.

PAG121

Logic error in VDEVBLOK analysis.

PAG122

Logic error in RDEVBLOK analysis.

PAX002

The entry count in an FBA allocation map is negative or zero.

PAX101

VMLPAXIN called before VMLCPVAL is set.

PAX102

CC=1 or 2 from diagnose 18 or 20.

PAX104

Diagnose 4 cannot read an VDEVBLOK from CP memory.
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PAX105

Diagnose 4 cannot read an VDEVBLOK from CP memory.

PAX106

No SYSOWNed DASD found.

PAX107

Diagnose 8 response too long.

PAX108

Logic error in SYSOWN analysis.

PAX109

Diagnose 4 cannot read SYSVOL information from CP memory.

PAX110

Inconsistent CPVOL information.

PAX111

LOCATE command response has no header.

PAX112

LOCATE command response has no lines.

PAX113

LOCATE command response has not VMDBK.

PAX114

Diagnose 4 cannot read CPVOL list from CP memory.

PAX115

CPVOL found at an inconsistent device address.

PAX116

Volser on disk does not match volser in RDEVBLOK.

PAX117

LOCATE command response has no VDEV address.

PAX118

LOCATE command VDEV address is invalid.
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PAX119

Diagnose 4 cannot read VDEV from CP memory.

PPI101

Unknown service virtual machine.

PPI102

No exit order on final response.

PPI103

Final response missing on exit order.

PPI104

All possible message IDs are in use.

PRGxxx

Caused by a program interrupt.

REM001

VMLREMEX called when REMOTE was not active.

SCA101

VM:Spool cannot read a chain anchor.

SCA102

VM:Spool cannot read VCHBLOK+VCUBLOK area.

SCA103

VM:Spool cannot read VDEVSPL<VDEVTYPC>.

SCX101

VM:Spool cannot read a chain anchor.

SCX102

VM:Spool cannot read VCHBLOK+VCUBLOK area.

SCX103

VM:Spool cannot read VDEVSPL<VDEVTYPC>.

SFS001

Unexpected format of response to LOCATE userid vcuu.
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SFS107

Error occurred reading VDEVSPL.

SFS108

Error occurred reading VSPSFBLOK.

SFS109

Error from VMLMRSRM (SCAN NEXT).

SFS110

Error from VMLMRSRM (OBSERVE).

SFS112

VMLSCANX did not read SFBLOK.

SFS113

Error occurred reading VSPSPA.

SSM001

The VM:Spool screen manager (VMUMEP MODULE) failed to initialize properly.

SSM002

The VM:Spool screen manager (VMUMEP MODULE) tried to return an invalid amount of storage.

SXS001

Invalid displacement in TIC CCW.

SYS001

Error from CMS ATTN function.

SYS101

Error in free storage management (SYSRELSE).

SYS102

SYSSTACK called with neither FIFO nor LIFO.

TAP001

VM:Spool could not read real storage that should be part of an SFBLOK.

TAP002

Data in the SFBLOK created to receive a spool file from tape is not as expected.
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TAP003

VM:Spool found a CP control block pointer to an address above 16M.

TAP004

Bit settings in the SFBLOK created to receive a spool file from tape are not as expected.

TRA101

All virtual printers in use.

USE101

Appending a blank line.

USE102

Buffer area exceeded.

UXT101

LOAD returned invalid address.

LMP Messages
LMP (License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report on activities
regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution software under
the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in the CPU on
which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:
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Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

Mmm
is the month the device was activated

dd
is the day the device was activated

yyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE
This message can have many different causes and responses.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.

Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.
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Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.

Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product's x'1FF' disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x'1FF' minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:
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Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine's x'1FF' disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine's x'1FF' disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

NOTE
For Mainframe VM Product Manager components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software will
not cause a component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:

Contact LMP support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement and
discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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